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PENNSYLVANIA

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

OFFICIAL LIST.

THE STATE FORESTRY RESERVATION COMMISSION.

Robert S. Conklin, President, Columbia, Lancaster county.

J. T. Rothrock, M. D., Secretary, West Chester, Chester county.

John Fulton, Johnstown, Cambria county.

Mira L. Dock, Harrisburg, Dauphin county.

S. B. Elliott, Reynoldsville. Jeiterson county.

Meetings of the Commission are regularly held on the first Friday in each

month.

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF FORESTRY.

Commissioner of Forestry, Robert S. Conklin, Columbia, Lancaster county.

Deputy Commissioner of Forestry, Irvin C. Williams, Esq., Royersford,

Montgomery county.

Clerk, A. Elwyn Strode, West Chester, Chester county.

Clerk, George W. Howard, Chester, Delaware county.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

December 31, 1909.

Hon. Edwin S. Stuart, Governor of the Commonwealth:

Sir: I have the honor to present to you herewith a report of the

operations of the Department of Forestry for the years 1908 and

1909. When compared with previous reports of the Department, it

will be readily seen that the work of the Department is gradually

but surely growing in volume and extent; tliat the operations are

much more widespread than formerly ; that the State Keserves have

increased in area; that the development of the reserves is going

forward steadily ; and that the operations of the new forest fire law

of 1909 are being tried out with fair measure of success.

I beg to thank you for courtesies tendered, and have the honor to

be, with great respect,

Your most obedient,

EGBERT S. CONKLIN,
Commissioner of Forestry.

(8)
(9)
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA.

LEPOKT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF FOEESTRY FOR THE
YEARS 1908-1909.

GENERAL FOREST ADMINISTRATION.

Diirin^r Hie period covered by (his lei^ort (lie State forest reserves
liave been increased by steady i)urchases. In the year 1908, 75,230
acres, 132.85 perches were added, distributed among the following
coiind'es:

County. Acres. Perches.

Adams
Cameron, ..

Centre,
Clearfield, ..

Clinton,
Cumberland,
Franklin, __

Huntingdon,
Juniata,
Lycoming. _

Mifflin.

Perry
Pike,
Potter _

Snyder,
Tioga

Total,
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COMAIONWEALTH OF PENNvSYL\^^NIA.

liKPOKT OF TIN-: CO.M.M ISSiONKi; OF FOI^FSTKY FOK THE
YKAKS 11)08 JDOI).

GEXKKAL POUICST ADM I XISTKATIOX.

iMniii^- ilic jM'iiiMl covered hv iliis icpfM-l llic Stjilv foivsl reserves
lijive luM II increased h\' slejidy jurcimses. In ilie year 1008, 7.'),230

acres. l.'lL'.s.") perches were add/d, disd-ibiiletl ainoiio- ihe following-

( niiiiiies:

County. Acres. Perches.

.AtlilMIS.

< 'jiiiu'roii,

<\'iiln'

(|.':irlicl(l, ...

<'Ifiit(ti),

rmiilxrlaiid,
.

Fr.-iiikliii.

Hunt iiiLKliiii.

.7iiriiiit;i.

T.ycoiiiiiifr, __
.Alillliii.

Perry, _ _.

Pike
Potter.
Sny<lL'r, _

Tioga

Total, _.

10
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Adams — — 622
Cameron, _ __ _ ! 8,674
Centre, _ 70
Clearfield, ! 6,816
Clinton, _„_ _„_

j
10,773

Cumberland, _ — _ 269
Elk _ _ _ 14,566
Juniata. _ 184
Lackawanna, __ 424

Lycoming, _. ___ ___ 8,702
Monroe, - — — -i 75
Perry, _

i

1,687
Pike, 38
Potter, - 26,350
Snyder, ___ . 65
Somerset, __ ___ 3,467
Tioga, -- _ :

884
Westmoreland, _ 6,065

Total - 88,717

16

25
23
135

122
80
86

7
156
44
59
61

130
29

12

The area of the State forest reserves on January 1, 1910, was
916,440 acres, 52.54 perches, and, as set out by counties, is as follows:

County. Acres

.

Perches

.

Adams
Bedford,
Cameron, —
Centre.
Clearfield,
Clinton, -

Cumberland, .

Dauphin
Elk
Eranklin
Fulton,
Huntingdon, .

Juniata -.

Lackawanna,
Lycoming, __.

MiflBIn. -
Monroe,
Perry
Pike
Potter
Snyder,
Somerset.
Tioga, -.

Union. _.

Westmoreland,
Wyoming, ...

Total, ..

12,792
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Harry A. Thomson, Hoi>kins Eeserve, headquarters at Keating,

Clinton county, transferred to Westport, Clinton county.

John K. Williams, Westmoreland-Somerset Eeserve, headquarters

at Ligonier, Westmoreland county, transferred to Rector, Westmore-

land county.

On July 1, 1909, Mr. A. C. Silvius, a graduate forester from the

Biltmore Forest School, and a native Pennsylvanian, was assigned

to that portion of the forest reserve located in southwestern Potter

county. Mr. Silvius has headquarters in the borough of Austin.

On September 1, 1909, Mr. E. A. Ziegler, a forester in the employ

of the United States Forest Service, and a native Pennsylvanian,

was assigned to the reserve in the South Mountain, with headquar-

ters at Mont Alto.

On July 3, 1908, the resignation of B. Frank Heintzleman, forestep

on the Huntingdon County Reserve, was accepted, in order that

Mr. Heintzleman might continue further his studies in forestry. At

the time of tendering his resignation it was his intention to return

to the Pennsylvania Forest Service when his studies are completed.

Additional rangers to the numbc^r of forty-six were api)ointefl

during these years, so that the force in the held on January 1,

1910, comprised thirty-three foresters and seventy-six rangers. Dur-

ing this period two of the rangers n signed, three were relieved from

duty, and one died, leaving the force as above stated. Additional

temporary rangers were appointed from time to time, especially

during fire seasons, and for special purposes where their presence

for a short time w\as imperatively needed. These are not taken into

consideration in the above account, as they form no part of the per

manent force.

On every reserve in charge of a forester, work of more or less ad-

vanced character has been carried on. This work consisted of making

improvement cuttings, opening roads, fire lanes, and trails; build-

ing new roads and trails, building and repairing bridges, estimating

present stand so as to procure data for future restocking, improving

springs and water courses, making repairs to forestei^s' headquar-

ters and rangers' houses where these nre owned by the Common-
wealth, marketing product, and protecting the reserves from fire and

depredation. These matters will be more specifically described here-

inafter in the reports received from the respective foresters.

Two of the new features of the work attempted during this ])eriod

are charcoal making, and patch phmting to start regeneration of

species on recently burned areas v/ithout planting seedlings. Tn

patch planting probably eighty-five ]:ounds of seed Avere sown by

drop])ing a few here and there on fieshly scrn])ed soil, then lightly

trodden with the foot. This method of planting covered many acres.

Ten pounds of seed were used in this manner by Forester W. Gardi-

ner Conklin in Snyder county, twenty pounds by Forester Bryner in

i

I
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Perry county, ten pounds by Forester Evans in Lycoming county,

thirty-five pounds by Forester Dague in Clearfield county, eight

pounds by Forester Mulford in Tioga county, while Forester Kraft

in northeastern Huntingdon county covered twelve acres with his

patch planting. The germination from this kind of planting in some

places has been nearly perfect, while in others it has been below what

was expected. Many of the seeds doubtless did not sprout at all,

owing to the droughts which prevailed during these years, and we

may look for a further sprouting during the growing season of 1910.

Over a thousand bushels of charcoal were produced on the Mont

Alto reserve from wood which would otherwise probably have decayed

on the ground, there being little or no sale for fire wood. This prod-

uct has found ready sale among the users of charcoal, and a regular

trade in this product will soon be established upon the South Moun-

tain reserve.

In an endeavor to keep useful springs protected, the planting of

young trees about springs generally on the reserves has been under-

taken by nearly all the foresters. The springs are cleaned and in

some instances walled up and protected with a covering. Well

marked trails are opened to them from nearby highways. The plant-

ing of young trees about springs is carried from the spring as a cen-

ter, to a considerable distance on all sides.

THE FOREST NURSERIES.

The nursery at Mont Alto has been enlarged so that it now in-

cludes an area of about seven acres. Fre^iuently during j)eriods of

drought the nurseries have suffered from want of water, and accord-

ingly a water distributing system was introduced into this nursery.

U consists of a set of distributing pipes laid in the permanent walks,

a warming basin of ample capacity on high ground, and an inflow

pipe connected with the general water system at the Academy, de-

riving its supply from the Tarburner spring. Some portions of the

soil in this nursery were originally not well adapted to the growth

of seedlings; but by the use of tile and French drains, the applica-

tion of humus and fertilizer, nearly the whole area is now capable

of producing good stock. This nursery has probably reached its limit

tf size.
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The forest nursery at Asaph, Tioga county, has likewise been en-

larged, so that the area now under cultivation and capable of pro-

ducing tree seedlings, is approximately twenty acres. The question

of a proper water supply for this nursery came up very early in

its history, and was especially acute during the intense drought of

the summer of 1908. A system of water suppl}^ somewhat similar

to that of Mont Alto has been installed, and includes the necessary

warming basin, inflow, and distribution pipes. The driven wells

which were tried within the nursery area itself, were inadequate to

meet the situation during extreme drought, the water in them com-

pletely disappearing, although the water table in the Asaph nursery

is near the surface.

The nursery at Greenwood in northeastern Huntingdon county,

about five acres in size, has probably also reached its limit of enlarge-

ment. The total area in the three forest nurseries described is,

therefore, thirty-two acres. Mont Alto is directly in charge of For-

ester Kalph E. Brock; Asaph, of Forester Paul H. Mulford, and

Greenwood of Forester W. H. Kraft.

In addition to the above nurseries, several of the foresters and a

number of the rangers have undertaken the raising of seedlings on

a small scale. Their efforts have a two-fold purpose, one of which

is to exhibit in the locality the method of raising tree seedlings for

large forest plantings, and the other to give practice to their rangers

in the raising, care, and planting of seedlings. In this way Forester*

Byers has started a small nursery in Bedford county, Forest.er Robert

G. Gonklin at Caledonia, Franklin county, Forester John L. With-

erow at Metal, Franklin county. Forester James E. McNeal at Centre

Hall in Centre county, while Ranger A. A. Bennett at Conrad, Potter

county, has successfully turned a small garden into a place for rais-

ing tree seedlings and is making a decided success of his venture. It

ijs probable that in the near future the Department will erect for

each forester on his reserve, a small experimental nursery for the

purpose here outlined.

An inventory of the nurseries and small experimental plantings

at the close of the growing season in 1908 indicated the following

stock on hand:

Mont Alto, all species, coniferous and hardwood, 2,612,847

Greenwood, all species, coniferous and hardwood, 117,250

Asaph, all species, coniferous and hardwood, 854,148

Caledonia, all species, coniferous and hardwood, 24,535

Metal, all species, coniferous and hardwood, 2,500

Total, 3,611,280
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At the end of the growing season, 1909, the inventories are as fol-

lows :

Mont Alto, all species, coniferous and hardwood, 2,345,338

Greenwood, all species, coniferous and hardwood, 1,361,820

Asaph, all species, coniferous and hardwood, 2,012,139

Bedford county, all species, coniferous and hardwood, . .

.

4,294

Caledonia, all si)ecies, coniferous and hardwood, 75,982

Metal, all species, coniferous and hardwood, 24,000

Centre Hall, all species, coniferous and hardwood, 23,296

Total, 5,846,869

It will be observed that the productive area in the Asaph nursery

for 1909 did not include the enlargement above described, but only

the original five acre area.

From the above inventory it appears that a total nursery content

of 5,846,869 seedling trees of all species, botii coniferous and hard-

wood, was on hand at the end of the growing season of 1909. The

proportion of coniferous seedlings was greatly in excess of the hard-

woods, the latter being only 1-75 of the former. It is further to be

noted that the above inventory includes seedlings of one, two, and

three years.

A large part of the 1908 inventoi-y of seedlings was produceil by

seed sown the previous year. In 1908 there were sown in the nur-

series 592 pounds of tree seeds. In the neighborhood of the Asaph

nursery. Forester Mulford planted in permanent places IJ bushels

of black walnuts, two bushels of chestnuts, and eight pounds of

white pine seed ; and in the neighborhood of the Mont Alto nursery

there were placed inlo permanent positions sixty-three bushels of

black walnuts.

During the year 1909 there were sown in the various nurseries

L415 pounds of seed, while in the vicinity of the nurseries and in

open places on the reserves, Forester Wirt planted in permanent

positiims 25 bushels of acorns, 102 bushels of black walnuts; For-

ester Mulford 6i bushels of acorns; Forester Bryner 14 bushels of

black walnuts and 20 pounds of white pine seed used in patch plant-

ing. Forester W. Gardiner Conklin used 10 pounds of white pine

seed in patch planting; Forester 11. C. Evans 10 pounds of white

pine; Forester Dague 35 pounds, making a total of 1,504 pounds of

the lighter kinds of seeds and i:*»:U bushels of the heavier seeds.

During 1908 the Mcmt Alto nursery furnished 5:5,300 seedlings for

I»lanUng elsewhere, and in 1909, 92,531 for this purpose. During

the same period, the Asaph nursery having been recently establisheil,

had no seedlings to furnish, but procured and forwarded to the

Caledonia Division of the South ISIountain reserve, 800 (^arolina i)op-

lar cuttings for use (m that division.

2—24—1909
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FOEEBT FIKES.

The unprecedented droiiglits of the two years covered by this re-

port are responsible for large destruction by forest tires. While

the State lands suffered severely, fires were more destructive on

private land. During the most active tire season the whole forester

and ranger force bent their efforts to the suppression of forest fires,

first on State lands and then on adjoining private holdings. With

all their efforts, however, fires did get started in apparently myste-

rious ways; but nearly every mystery surrounding fires in this State

may, with a great degree of certainty, be referred to incendiarism.

Since the founding of the Commonwealth, and even during the time

of the Province, great numbers of people have held the notion that

fires are necessary in order to stimulate tree growth, little thinking

that at the same time they destroy all young growth and seriously

injure mature trees. The question of pasturage in Pennsylvania has

played a large part in forest fires. Those having a few animals to

graze, had no care whatever about the destruction of wood their

f.res caused, so long as by their means a succulent growth was pro-

duced for the pasturing of grazing animals. This notion as to

the necessity or desirability of annual fires persists to-day, and

many of our fires are traceable to this cause. Many, however, are

directly due to malice. The malicious tiring of (he woods is one of

the methods of sweet revenge some shiftless, good-for-nothing fellow

will take against his neighbor with whom he may not be on friendly

relations. To start a fire in the woods is so easy, and to detect the

one w^ho starts it is so difficult that the perperrator of these outrages

almost always goes unpunished for lack of legal evidence to convict.

The i)roblem of forest fires in Pennsylvania will be solved only

by means of education and the help of the people in the community.

As soon as the mental training of those who inhabit the mountains

is brought to the plane where they will a])i)reciate tlie wrong and

useless destruction and the great loss not only to individuals but to

communities, which are wrought by forest fires, just so soon will the

moral sentiment of the community turn against this annual ])er-

formance; and those guilty of starting fires either through malice or

negligence, wull and should be ostracised in the community and

treated as criminals who commit the grosser crimes.

But education, or the ability to know and discriminate, must be

followed up by active, earnest, helpful, willing co-operation in an

effort to prevent or speedily extinguish every forest fire. The State

'
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may bring its whole power to bear on this question and apply to it

vastly increased appropriations; but yet without the assistance of

the people forest lires would probably continue. The State feels the

responsibility to do what it can and this Department should be af-

forded the means of doing more than it ever has been able to do ; but

the State service can accomplish no more than the people of a com-

nmnity will permit it to accomplish. Should the people support and

in every way second the efforts of the Department, forest fires would

be greatly decreased in number and destructiveness. Witness the

change of sentimeni: and the present helpfulness of the people of

Mont Alto and vicinity, when compared with conditions in that neigh-

borhood ten or more years ago.

We are so prone to think of that which concerns ourselves only

and give so little thought to conditions which aifect the lives of others.

It is this feeling which is responsible for the spread of many a trifling

fire. Because a man's property may not be in the direct i)ath of the

sweeping tiames, he exhibits an unconcern and lack of feeling, and,

in the majority of cases which have come under the observation of

this Department, does little or nothing to assist his friend or neigh-

bor. This is the attitude which must be overcome in Pennsylvania.

It is not a larger force, nor the better training of that force, nor

more money appropriated by the Legislature; but it is singly and

without exception one thing only, education, that will change con-

ditions and produce the resulting liigher plane for moral and civic

sentiments. Men may deplore and revile, newspapers rave and de-

nounce this state of affairs, but until they nre ready to take hold

ol the problem at the right point their criticisms aud denunciations

will be a shot in the air, productive of no result.

It is the contention of this Department, therefore, that with an

organization as complete as the Legislature will i)ermit us to have

and as much of a fund at our disposal as thi^y are j^leased to give us,

it has accomplished as much as in its power lay. We assert again

that the people of the State in their collective capacity are directly

{ind finally responsible for our forest fire i)roblem, and they will rid

themselves only of this res])onsibility when they have made a com-

plete change of front and have attacked the problem at a point which

heretofore has largely been overlooked.

It has been charged that men will burn the woods that they may

receiver payment for assistance in extinguishing the fire. There may

be cases where this is true, but direct proof of the charge is largely

wanting. Lumbering as a business has largely ceased in Pennsyl-

vania. The lumlierman nearing the end of his business has in in-

numeiable i)laces cut and slashed without regard, leaving the ground

strewed with ])yramids of top and branch wood lying in such fashion

that it cannot speedily rot, and simply awaits a spark from a pipe

or a touch of a match carelessly thrown to start an enormous con-
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tlagration. This has repeatedly oecuned in the lately lumbered
regions in the northern part of the State. In the face*^ of the hot
driving winds which sweep over our State during what are known as
the spring and fall fire seasons, the whole National Guard of the State
and every, dollar i^ the treasury would be impossible to stay the
flames.

At the risk of repetition, it is again asserted that the forest fire
problem in Pennsylvania is not so much of the State as of the neigh-
borhood, or the community; and the service that the State can render
will be just as efficient as the people of the community will permit it
to become.

During the year 1908, sixteen fires were reported on State lands,
covering an area of 20,955 acres, or a total of two and one-half per
cent, of the area of the reserves at the end of Ihat year. Considerino-
the conditions, the great drought continuing for weeks, the intense
heat, the dry winds, this is a good showing when compared with fire
destruction in other states. The above fires resulted from the fol-
lowing causes: One from smoking out bees, three incendiarv, fiva
from the railroads, seven of unknown origin. The probabilitiVs are
that the larger part of the unknown might be traced to incendiarism.
The carelessness of farmers in burning over fields, newly cleared

woodlots, and general negligence in the use of fire in or along the
edge of woods, is responsible for a large percentage of all the*^fires
on private lands. The railroads too are offenders, but better condi-
tions are being brought about in the matter of railroad fires, to be
spoken of later.

During the year 1909 almost the same drought conditions prevailed
as during the previous year, with the added advantage in favor of
increased destruction that the surface of the ground was much
drier than the preceding year. During this year :{9,(;:U) acres of the
State reserves were burned over, or a total of about four and one-
fourth per cent, of the whole reserve area ar the close of the year
1909. Under the conditions which then prevailed, this percentage is
rot unusually large, but is far too large when compared with what
might and ought to be the case. During this year our foresters and
rangers reported forty-nine distinct fires as having occurred on State
land, arising from the following causes: Hunters, 1; camp fire 1-
berry pickers, 1; patriotic efl'ort (paper balloon), 1; hnnbermeni 1;
burning fallows, 2; carelessness, 4; railroads, 8; incendiary, 9; un-
known, 21. Again, among the unknown causes it may be stated'thatm all ]»robabilily a large percentage was incendiary.
The railroads of the Commonwealth have been roundly denounced

for the part they took in setting annual forest fires in the past and
this charge carried considerable truth; but now the railroads liave
become alive to the fact that it is detrimental lo their business to
have forest fires. Not only do they suffer from damages awarded
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against them by juries, but the product to be carried by the roads in

the future will be decreased by an increase in fires. Considerable

correspondence, running over a period of four or five years, has taken

place between the Department on the one hand and the railroads on

Ihe other, and among the notable results which may be in part due

to the representations made to the railroads, it may be mentioned

that the Pensylvania Kailroad Company has begun an active cam-

paign to prevent forest fires spreading from their right of way. Credit

for bringing this to the attention of the company must also be given

to the Forester of the Tennsvlvania Kailroad and to his assistants.

The Department of Forestry and the forestry officials of the railroad

are working together in complete harmony, and as the matter now

stands, the company has issued orders to all its track gangs, engine-

men, train crews, signal tower men and telegraphers, not only to

report all fires which may start along the right of way, but to take

immediate and active steps to extinguish fires in their incipiency.

For this reason there have been fewer disastrous fires along the lines

of the Pennsylvania Railroad than formerly, and it is the hope of

the forestry officials of that company to prevent fires altogether.

The New York Central Kailroad Company, through the efforts of

its Divisi(m Superintendents, is devoting much the same care and

attention to the problem of forest fires along the right of way ; and

foresters and rangers in the employ of the Department have been very

materially assisted in preventing fires through the active co-operation

of the officials and employes of this company.

The efforts of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Kailroad

Company to accomj)lish the same end, are now being actively exerted,

and what has been done in this behalf in the Pocono region is more

fully detailed elsewhere in this rei)()rt in an article on the work of

the Pocono Protective Association.

The Philadelphia and Keading Kailway Ccmipany has recently

employed a forester, and through his efforts it is hoped to bring that

road and its connections into harmony with the other railroads in the

State. When once these prominent roads take the position with

respect to forest fires that the Pennsylvania has already taken, we will

have reached the point where the operation of railroad engines is no

longer a menace to forest growth.

The large lumber companies in the State, a few of which are still

operating, are likewise interested in preventing the si)read of flames.

Thev are vitallv interested because it means the ])roservation of their

own holdings and for this reason the assistance they are able to

render is very material. It is their custom to send large gangs of

men to places where fires may be burning, even though at a distance

from their holdings, and in this way they have prevented the spread

of manv serious fires.
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The better informed class of citizens of the State are alive and
awake to the problem, and many of the fire wardens appointed under
the fire wardens' act of 1909 are more than deeply interested in the
prevention of fires; not because of the compensation they receive
for helping to extinguish fire, this being regarded by most of them
and by people generally who know the situation as inadequate; but
because of the high grade of their citizenship they are interested in

preventing the destruction of a valuable commodity which in a few
years would be producing revenue for its owners, the development of

the resulting product benefiting the whole community.

THE NEW FIKE WARDEN ACT.

Approved May 13, 1909.

The system of fighting fire in this Comuumweallh by having tlie

constables designated as ex-ollicio fire wardens, from the very outset
was not what was expected. The system was certainly inadequate
and the method cumbrous. For a considerable time efforts have
been made to devise another system free from the objections of the
former, and which when fully developed and understood, would be the
means of protecting to a much greater degree the wooden interests of

the State. Therefore, the Legislature in its session of 1909, passed
the above act, and it received the approval of the Governor.
Changes made by the new law relieved the constables altogether

from any obligation to extinguish fire other Ihan what they might
bave as citizens of the community. In every borough and township
where necessity for such an officer exists, the Commissioner of For-
estry may appoint a suitable person as district fire warden. If

the size of the district or the amount of wooded land demand, assist-

ants to the district fire warden may be appointed. These officers

have authority to employ men to exiinguish fire, and may compel men
to respond in case they refuse to do so without apparent reasonable
cause.

All bills covering the exi)ense of extinguishing fires come to the

Department of Forestry in tlie first instance. Here they are care-

fully audited, then sent to the Department of the Auditor General,

where they are again subject to scrutiny, and when passed by this

office are paid by the State Treasurer, the Treasurer drawing indi-

vidual checks to the order of the fire wardens and these being for-

warded by the Department of Forestry. Although occasional delays
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will result in the payment of bills, arising principally from defective

bills, the wardens are much more speedily paid than they were under

the old system. There the accounts were first passed upon by the

Commissioners of the various counties, and who might refuse to pay,

as many of them did, without assigning any real reason. The warden

then was compelled to go without his money or conduct a law suit

at his own expense against the county.

Other provisions of the new law worthy of mention are, that per-

sons may extinguish fire and receive compensation for doing so even

though not first employed or directed to do so by a fire warden.

The wardens are not limited in their jurisdiction to the districts for

which they are appointed, but may cross township and county lines.

After the bills have been paid by the Commonwealth, the Auditor Gen-

eral will recover from each county one-fifth of the amount expended

in the particular county.

To get into smooth working condition a force of several thousand

fire wardens and their assistants, as will be the case when the ap-

pointments are fully made throughout the Commonwealth, is no

light task. The Department makes an endeavor to procure as good

men as may be had for the pay offered, and the correspondence neces-

sarily involved in the appointment of the officers, the auditing of

their bills, and the payment of the amounts due, is something enor-

ii^ous. At the time of closing this report, the system has been in use

loss than a year, the men are not yet fully familiar with their duties,

so that the result thus far obtained, while satisfactory, is not what it

should become after due experience on the part of the men.

A feature that ought to be emphasized is found in Section 18 of

the Act, which provides that during the spring and fall fire seasons

each year the wardens in their respective districts may be put on

daily jiatrol, for which they are to receive a compensation of $25.00

].er month. At present this part of the Act is wholly inoperative,

l-ecause of no appropriation having been made by the Legislature to

meet these provisions.

The amount of appropriation which the Act was finally permitted

to carry, is inadequate. The Legislature appropriated |80,000.00 but

in the final disposition the Governor was impelled to reduce it to

'^50,000.00, which amount the Act now carries, and must suffice until

another ap])ropriation may be had from the succeeding Legislature.

If, in the three fire seasons yet to follow before another appropria-

tion may become available, fires develop in number and virulence as

Ihey have during the tw^o years covered by this report, the appropria-

tion of 150,000.00 will scarcely last out the first year, so that the

only fire fighting that it will be possible to get done under this

svstem will be that which men will render by reason of patriotic

devotion to dutv.
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While it is true the Act requires that wardens shall summon men
and extinguish fire, it may also be true that there is no fund with

which to pay them, and in this juncture it would seem that men ought

not to be compelled to work without just compensation. However,

there is a sentiment growing in the State, and when men have had
sufficient time to think it over it may assume tangible shape, to the

effect that the problem of fighting forest fires should be met in the

same way, under the same authority, and carried forward by the same
force that a sheriff is now permitted to use when he summons his

poshe for riot duty, or to assist in quelling breaches of the peace, or in

running down desperate criminals. In cases of this kind men are

l>ressed into service for which they receive no compensation. This

power, the police power of the State, might well be invoked in an

effort to see whether or not it would not be better to use the police

I>ower of the Commonwealth in suppressing forest fires than to make
appropriations for the payment of labor rendered by those in the

extinguishing of fires. It is the belief of many persons and it seems

to be well founded, that this would take away some of the inducement

to start fires in order to be employed to help extinguish them, and

that it would crystallize in every community such a sentiment against

forest fires that tliey might largely become a thing of the past. This

thought is well worthy of study, and i)robably might be an interest-

ing experiment to try out in an endeavor to (luell the forest fire

nuisance once for all, if the Act of 1900, after a fair trial, is shown
to be incapable of meeting the case.

The statistics, collected and compiled by the Department and found

I^rinted at the end of this report, cover the years 1908 and 1909,

the first year containing those arising under the old system where

the constables were ex-officio fire wardens, and the second being the

statistics furnished by the newl}^ appointed district fire wardens.

During the year 1908 our statistics show that all the reported

fires in the State were 1,961 in nuuiber, and That these burned over

an area of 398,855 acres. The quantity of all property destroyed

was 16,235,580 board feet of merchantable timber and 18,751 cords

of wood and bark. In addition to this there were 59 buildings de-

siroyed of a total value of $18,682. There was expended by individ-

uals in the extinction of fires f108,159.97, and an army of 10,275

different individuals were employed in the extinguishing of fires.

The total loss of ])ro])orty of all kinds destroyed by fire during this

year amounts to |6S8,980.02, showing an average loss per acre of

about f1.73.

An analysis of the causes producing these fires may be of interest.

Of the total number of 1,961 fires reported, 42.5 per cent, originated

from causes unknown. As j>reviously stated, it is probable that

the unknown causes ccmtain a considerable number of incendiary fires,

for the incendiary will always do his work in the most secret and
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the least obtrusive manner. Kailroads were x-esponsible for 30 per

cent, of all the fires; 7.3 per cent, resulted from carelessness in burn-

ing brush. For this cause farmers are largely responsible. 6.7 per

cent, were contributed by incendiaries ; that is, the cause was believed

to be incendiary, although in almost every case no legal proof of

the act was obtainable. 6.4 per cent, were produced by hunters;

1.5 per cent, by bee hunters, and 1 per cent, by saw mills. The re-

mainder were produced by various causes, including children playing

with fire, dinkey engines, fishermen, berry pickers, traction engines,

tramps, oil wells, toy balloon, and other carelessness. Fishermen are

generally charged with being responsible for a large percentage of

tires. Our statistics for this year show that they were responsible

for only 8 known fires, or less than half of one per cent., while berry

pickers were responsible for only 7 know^n fires, or about 3-10 of one

per cent.

Several of the counties enjoy the questionable distinction of having

over 100 fires, and these are Cambria with 112, Clearfield with 144,

Somerset with 130, and Warren with 103. Those having more than

50 fires are Crawford, 62; Erie, 61; Fayette, 59; Indiana, 67; Mc-

Kean, 65; Monroe, 72; Potter, 72; Susquehanna, 97; Tioga, 76.

Those having the real distinction of the least number of fires are,

Allegheny, 1 ; Bucks, 3; Carbcm, 3; Columbia, 2; Delaware, 1; Greene,

8: Lawrence, 2; Lehigh, 2; Mifflin, 1; Montgomery, 1.

For these statistics the Department was dependent upon the re-

l)orts of the constables. We know that they did not always report

fully or accurately, and it may be true that the above figures might

be varied in small degree.

During the early part of the year 3909, or to May 31st, when the

Act was repealed, fires were still extinguished under the direction

of the constables. The early fire season in this year was not severe,

and the number of fires of which we have been able to procure report

b> no means compares with the previous year.

The statistics of this portion of the year we were not able to pro-

cure in so complete a form as those for the last half of 1909, but what

we are able to present represents a fair report for the short period

in (luestion. The fire tables in the rear of this volume do not cover

this period, so the rejmrt is set forth here, as follows:
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was has progressed, but now, since the nurseries are capable of pro-
ducing large numbers of seedlings, every year sees an increase in
the area planted.

During the year 1908 seedlings derived from our own nurseries
were planted as follows:

Geo. H. Wirt, Mont Alto division, SouthMoun-
tain reserve:

White pine, 23,800
Pinus ponderosa, 1 OOO
Norway spruce, 8,900
White ash, 0,186
Black walnut, 950
Western catalpa, 2 150

42,986
W . L. Byers, Bedford county reserve:

Pinus ponderosa, i 035
B. F. Heintzleman, Huntingdcm county reserve:

White pine, 35 OOO
I'aul H. Mulford, Stone reserve, Tioga county

:

Pinus ponderosa, 1 000
Carolina poplar, 1 §40

2,840
W. H. Kraft, Huntingdon county reserve:

Pinus ponderosa, 1 000
White ash, l^'sOO

Hickory, 107

2,967
liobert G. Conklin, Caledonia division, Sourh
Mountain reserve:

White ash, 3 270

Total plantings for 1908, 88,098

For the year 1909 the plantings were as follows:

Geo. H. Wirt, Mont AKo division. South Moun-
tain reserve:

White pine, 208,900
Scotch pine, 41,200
Pinus ponderosa, 325
European larch, OOU
Balsam fir, 2,000
Norway spruce, 5^600
Black walnut, 5 375
Persimmon, 702

270,102
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W. L. Byers, Bedford county reserve:

White pine, 4,925

Scotch pine, 100

Balsam fir, 200

White ash, 1,800

7,025

IViul H. Mulford, Stone reserve, Tioga county:

Scotch pine, 23,254

White ash, 22,627

American elm, 738

Hickory, 605

Persimmon, 492

Carolina poplar, 3,000

50„716

W. H. Kraft, Huntingdon county reserve:

White pine, 316,400

Scotch pine, 4,500

European larch, 1,500

Carolina poplar, 5,000

327,400

Robert G. Conklin, Caledonia division, South

Mountain reserve:

Carolina poplar, 9,000

J. L. Witherow, Western Franklin county re

serve

:

White pine, 5,000

Scotch pine, 200

Balsam fir, 200

5,400

11. E. Bryner, Pennypacker reserve. Perry

county

:

White pine, 20,500

Scotch pine, 500

Balsam fir, 500

Carolina poplar, 1,000

22,500

W. Gardiner Conklin, Snyder county reserve:

White pine, 500

Scotch pine, 500

Balsam fiir,
200

1,200
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T. Koy Morton, Barree division, Huntingdon
county reserve:

White pine,

Scotch pine,

Balsam fir,

J. E. McNeal, Centre county reserve:

White pine,

Scotch pine,

European larch, ,

Balsam fir,

II. C. Evans, Pine Creek division, Lycoming
county reserve:

White pine,

Scotch pine,

Balsam fir,

John E. Avery, Pike county reserve:

Pinus ponderosa,

Carolina poplar,

W. F. Dague, Clearfield county reserve:

White pine,

Scotch pine,

Norway spruce,

Carolina poplar,

34,550

2,750

700

3,500

1,200

25

250

3,000

2,000

400

1,000

1,000

5,000

400

200

1,000

Off. Doc.

38.000

4,975

5,400

2,000

6,600

Total plantings, all species, for 1009, 750,318

As the capacity for the production of seedlings is developed in
the nurseries and a larger quantity is on hand each year for forest
yj-anting, it is the hope of the Depnrdiicnt gradually to increase
these plantings to the amount of the annual j)roducti(m of the nur-
series. This ought to mean several million seedlings planted each
year.
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THE BUFFALO AND SUSQUEHANNA EAILWAY LEASE.

Under the provisions of the Act of Asseml)ly creating the Depart-

ment of Forestry, approved February 25, 1901, wherein the privilege

is conferred upon the Department to lease valuable mineral deposits

which may be found upon the lands purchased for forest reserve pur-

poses, an application was made by the Buffalo and Susquehanna Kail-

way Company to lease Warrant No. 4152, Grove township, Cameron

county, for the purpose of using the stone thereon for railroad ballast

purposes.

The intention to sell such a lease to the highest bidder was accord-

ingly advertised, and the following advertisement was placed in the

requisite number of local newspapers in accordance with the direc-

tions of the Act:

^'DEPAKTMENT OF FORESTRY,

Harrisburg, Pa., December 26, 1907.

^'The State Forestry Reservation Commission invites sealed bids for

the sale and removal of stone from warrant No. 4,152. Grove Town-
ship, Cameron County, on a basis of 2,000 lbs. per ton, to be measured
in carload lots by car capacity. A car with a capacity of 100,000 lbs.

to be regarded as 50 tons, of 80,000 lbs. to be regarded as 40 tons, and
so on. All bids will be made at so much per t(m, to be computed as

above. The right to reject any or all bids is specifically reserved.

All bids must be received at the office of the Commissioner of For-

estry, in Harrisburg, on or before February 6th, 1908.

ROBERT S. CONKLIN,

Commissioner of Forestry."

On the date indicated in the advertisement for receiving and open-

ing bids it was found that the bid of the Buffalo and Susquehanna

Railway Company was the highest and best among those submitted

for the purchase of the right to remove this rock, and the Commission

accordingly on the 7th day of February, 1908, awarded the lease to

the Railway Company. The royalty to be paid to be that in accord-

ance with their bid and proposal two (2) cents for each ton of 2,000

pounds.

The lease was prepared and duly executed by the Commissioner of

Forestry representing the Commonwealth and the lessee, which bears

date February 21st, 1908. The lease is to run for a period of twenty
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years, with the privilege to the lessee to build such tramways and to

erect such machinery and buildings as may be necessary for the re-

moval of the work. No standing timber is to be cut or injured m any

way except that which may be absolutely necessary, and that which

is removed must be paid for.

The lessee has executed a bond in the sum of $2,000, with corpor-

ate security, conditioned for the full performance of the terms of the

lease. This bond is approved by the Court of Common Pleas of

Cameron County.

The rights of the Commonwealth have been fully protected under

the lease, and full possession of the premises may be re-taken in case

of violations of the terms thereof. The Commonwealth retains full

r'ght and privilege to carry on all forestal operations, and the for-

e.wtcrs and employees of the Department at all times have access to

the premises.
. ^i ^ f

The company has begun the operation of removing stone, the first

return being made on February 9, 1909, of |().00, representing a re-

moval of 300 tons. When fully ready to deveh)p for a supply the

annual output will be greatly increased.

THE FEDEKAL REFRACTOKIES COMPANY LEA8E.

The revenue derived from the lease of 1,087 acres 69 perches of

of land (m Short Mountain in Huntingdon county, executed in De-

cember, 1903, and assigned to the Federal Refractories Company,

is as set forth below. A royalty is paid by the Company at the rate

of 5i cents per ton for the ganister rock removed. During this period

the Company also paid ?13.38 for wood removed from the mountain

and destroyed in the i)rocess of removing rock.

Revenues for 1908.

January

February,

March,

April

May,

June,

July

August,

1,001 61-112 tons.
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From the above showing it will be seen that the Commonwealth

has by means of this lease recovered the cost of the leased land and

all expenditures made in behalf of it, and in addition has received

an excess of |456.70. This has been accomplished in six years.

The State, therefore, now owns the above tract without cost to itself,

and all future revenues will be almost in the shape of pure gifts to

the State. The original lease having been executed for a term of

twenty years, there remains a period of fourteen years during which

it will run, provided the rock on the mountain holds out for this

length of time. No argument is needed to show that the above lease

was advantageous to the Commonwealth. In addition, it has brought

into the neighborhood of the little town of Alexandria, Huntingdon

county, an industry constantly employing 150 men and boys. The

wages paid out are very materially assisting in the welfare of the

community. Doubtless other leases of similar character could be

made that would produce similar results. The Department, however,

is not urging this matter, because the true spirit of conservation

requires that stock be used up not as rapidly as it possibly can be

done, but that it be retained for future use, or be developed just as

rapidly as circumstances seem to require.

It should be stated in addition that no portion of the salary of a

forest ranger in that neighborhood is charged in the above account,

for the reason that his patrol covers a large area in addition to the

area included in the lease. Any attempt to do so would be a mere

opproximation, and would probably result practically in a balancing

of accounts. By making every imaginable charge it will be seen

that revenues thus far derived about equal the expenditures.

THE FIXED CHARGES ON STATE LAND.

A Statement of the Amount Paid for Road and School Purposes in

1908-09, Under the Act of April 5, 1905, P. L. Ill, and the Act of

May 13, 1909, P. L. 744.

Under the act first above mentioned the State forest reserves paid

an annual charge to townships wherein the reserves lie, amounting

to 2 cents per acre for road purjioses and 3 cents per acre for school

purposes. By the second of the above acts the amount for school

]>urpose8 was reduced from 3 cents to 2 cents per acre. All lands

bought during the years 1908 and 1909 upon which taxes were levied

and assessed prior to the purchase by the Commonwealth, received

DO fixed charge for these years, and consequently do not appear in
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the following tabulation. Whore a difference in the amount of acre

age respectively for road and school purposes appears, it is because
areas were purchased which paid only the road tax and not the school

tax during the years indicated. There are also independent school

districts in the State but no independent road districts. These
school districts are made up of areas taken from a single township or

several adjoining townships. Those in which the State holds forest

reserves are the independent district in Cameron county, the Jones
independent district in Centre county, and the Barton independent
district in Lycoming county:

1908.

Adams Pranlflin.
Adams, Hamiltonban,
Adams, Menallcn,

Bedford Colerain,
Bedford. Cumberland Valley,
Bedford, Southampton

Cameron,
Cameron.
Cameron,

Gibson, __ _.

Grove,
;_. Independent district,

Grove and Gibson,
Cameron i Lumber, _

Cameron Portage,
Cameron _. Shippen

part

3,577
3,526
5,738

1,432
431

7,072

20,339
29,372

$71 54
70 52

114 76

28 64
8 62

141 44

406 78
587 44

Centre,
Centre,
Centre,
Centre,
Centre.
Centre

,

Centre.
Centre,
Centre.
C<>ntre,

Centre,
Centre,
Centre,

Burnsido, .

College, —
Ferguson , .

Gregg,
Haines,
Harris,
Miles,
Penn,
Potter,
Rtish,
Snow Slioe,
Spring,
Walker, .__

Cloarfleld,
i
Covington,

Clearfield. I Huston. .,.

Karthaus, .

Pine,*
Clearfield.
Clearfield

,

Clearfield.

Clearfield,

Pike. -

Sandy,

Clinton Beech Creek,
Clinton I Castanea,
Clinton ._.! Chapman,
Clinton Colebrook,
Clinton Crawford. .

Clinton I E, Keating,
Clinton > Gallagher, .

9,616
2,821
2,990

18,680
606

2,000
8,239
13,018
11,740
8,389
6,370
4,767
3,038
803

1,100
1,350

495
7,861
5,796
14,989
1,621
610

9,248
226

24,922
1,816

671

3,469
1.514

192 92
56 42
58 60

373 60
12 12

40 00
64 78
260 36
234 60
167 78
127 40
95 34
60 76
16 06
22 00
27 00

9 90
157 22
115 92

299 78
.32 42

12 20

3,577
3,526
5.738

1.432
431

7.072

14.777
22.764

12,170
9.646
2.821

2.930

10,257
606

2.000
3.230
13.018
11,740
8.389
6.370
4.767
3.038
803

1.100
1.3S0

495

7.861
5,796
14,980
1.621
610

184 96
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STATE FOIJEST ACADEMY.

On September 1, 1908, the third class of students left the Academy
after taking a full three years' course, and entered ui)on their work
as foresters upon the reserves, and the fourth class went out for
similar employment on September 1, 1909. The 1908 class included
seven graduates and the class of 1909 thirteen graduates. The names
of the foresters and their assignments are more particularly reported
at page 13 of this report.

Mr. J. P. Wentling, who was Assistant Director at the Academy,
resigned in the summer of 1908 to take a position in the west. Mr.
Wm. A. A. Keinhart resigned at the beginning of the school year
1909, to take further work at Johns Hopkins University, and was
succeeded in his position by ^Ir. Isaac Potts. Mr. I. T. Worthley,
a graduate of the Forest Scho(;Is of both Cornell and Harvard Uni-
versities, was added to the teacliing force in the spring of 1909. Mr.
Worthley previously was employed in teaching at the Academy, but
resigned to take a position in Canada. He returns to Mont Alto
carrying most of the branches formerly taught by Mr. Wentling.
His experience in practical forestry makes him a valuable addition
to the teaching force.

The Legislature of 1909 appropriated $20,000.00 for the mainte-
nance of the Academy, $16,000.00 for completing the new dormitory,
13,000.00 for furnishing the dormitory, and $1,000.00 for the equip-
ment of the laboratories. Immediately after the appropriation be-

came available a contract was entered into with Mr. G. W. Paules for
the completion of the building, a portion of it having been erected
under an appropriation of $15,000.00 in 1907. The furnishing and
equipment is likewise being proceeded with, and will be concluded
at about the time the building is ready for occupancy.

In this new building the State Forest Academy has a fine equip-
ment, sufficient to meet most of its immediate and pressing needs.
Here are contained comfortable living rooms for all the students,
two being assigned to each room. There are larger rooms for pro-

fessors and instructors, and 1he whole of the first floor will be
devoted to class rooms, laborn lories, and the library. A complete
steam heating equipment has I oen placed in the basement, and the
whole building is furnished widi the necessary toilet rooms and lava-

tories. A future need of the Academy will be the erection of two
dwelling houses or a double l»ouse sufficient to accommodate tvvo

families to be occupied by the professors and instructors residing
with their families at the Academy.
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Some of the buildings in use at the Academy have been remodeled

for the purposes of the school, and others no ionger of use have been

removed entirelv. Several have been removed to new locations.

The barns have been repaired and greatly improved, making them

more sanitary and capable of accommodating the horses owned by

the State and used in the work upon the reserve, as well as those

belonging to the second and third year students.

The courses presented at the Academy do not vary much at present

from those presented in the 1907 report of this De[)artment, except

that arithmetic, algebra, plane geometry, and civil government have

been eliminated, allowing more time for strictly forestral work.

Several of the other courses have been strengthened, and the addi-

tion of the chemical and biological laboratories now affords the means

of pursuing the work therein with much greater satisfaction than

formerly. The students under the direction of the professors in

botany, dendrology, and wood technology, are making large museum

collections, the idea being to have in the laboratories a specimen

of every tree growing in the region and as many more outside as can

be obtained.

The importance of practical work by the studenis on the reserve

is not overlooked, and the men here are taught to put into practice

the theory they obtain in the school. The instruction now given

in the institution, both theoretical and practical, is sufficient to

enable the students to become successful, practical foresters on the

State reserves.

CAMPING PERMITS.

The rules adojjted by the State Forestry l\eserv^ati<m Commission

permit camping within the State forest reserves.

No charge is made for a permit. Persons who go upon the reserves

during the day and do not remain over night, are not required to

have permits. Only those who camp u])on the reserves are required

to be supplied with this evidence of privilege. While permits are

mainly requested for hunting and fishing ])ur])oses, yet the reserves

are becoming popular camping grounds for those in search of other

recreation. Many families have gone into Ihe woods to ramp for two

or three weeks at a time and get a much needed rest, which probably

could not be obtained so completely anywhere else.

It is found that those who are accorded the 7)rivilege of cam])ing

permits zealously observe the rules. Practically no complaint has

been received during these two years worthy of serious notice. Fre-
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queutly persons who are not familiar with the rules of the Depart-
raent respecting permits go upon the reserves mistakenly, but when
discovered by foresters or rangers have always shown a willingness

to comply with the rules and have immediately applied for a permit.

In cases of this kind the campers are not removed from the land, but

l>ermitted to remaiu, with the understanding that their permit is to

cover the privilege from the time they entered upon the land; and
in no case have we found that this leniency has ever been abused
by parties knowingly going upon the lands without proper authority.

Permits issued during the year 1908 numbered 59G, and included

the names of 3,409 persons for 18 different counties. In 1909, 022

permits were issued for ;>,597 persons, into 22 different counties.

The following table will show the increasing popularity of the

State forest reserves for camping and recreation:

i
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alone. It is hoped that the Legislalure of Pennsylvania will never

find it necessary to impose a similar tax on the use of the reserves

in order that these large bodies of forested land may be kept virtually

as free, open ground for the people of the State.

The Department requires the further condition that every appli-

cant for permit shall sign the applica tion in his own hand. In other

words, one member of a party may not sign for the remaining mem-

bers, except in the case of young children who cannot write. Appli-

cation blanks are furnished free for the asking, and whenever an

application is in proper form a permit will be issued, unless the

camping site asked for is within some special restricted area, as the

Game Preserves, or in the headwaters of streams supplying munici-

palities with waier, where camping of every kind is prohibited.

FOKEST TAXATION.

During the period covered by this report forest taxation in Penn-

sylvania has made absolutely no progress. The Tioga county decision

rendered in 190G remains unchallenged as the law of the State, and

the Legislatures of 1907 and 1909 have done absolutely nothing to

relieve unproductive forested land from the burden of taxation.

The Auxiliary Forest Reserve bills which were introduced at the

session of 1907 and reported in full in the report of this Depart-

ment for that year, were re-introduced in the session of 1909, with a

few slight modifications deemed to be necessary by reason of increas-

ing experience. The bills failed of i)assage as they did in 1907,

Simply because the majority of the legislators did not seem to com-

prehend the import of the bills and did not seem to care whether

they understood them or not. These bills certainly will assist in

solving the forest tax problem, and until something better may be

devised, some other system put into vogue whereby unproductive

wild lands may be relieved from the lurden which is exactly the same

as upon productive improved and cultivated lands, this Department

will continue to urge the passage of the Auxiliary bills.
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district fire-wardens shall be expressly chosen to carry out the pro-

visions of this act, by reason of their physical fitness and their good

reputation for sobriety, honesty, and ability to perform the duties

herein demanded and required.

Section 4. Every district fire-warden and every assistant fire-

warden, appointed or provided for under the provisions of this act,

shall procure, at his own expense, and wear and be known by, an

appropriate badge of authority, to be approved by the Commissioner

of Forestry, which shall be produced and shown on all proper occa-

sions, whenever demanded.

Section 5. Whenever fire is discovered in or approaching woodlots,

forests, or wild lands, whether the same be owned by individuals,

corporations or by the Commonwealth, it shall be the duty of the

fire-warden, immediately, to take such measures as are necessary

for the extinguishnient of the fire. He shall have authority to employ

such other persons as, in his judgment, may be necessary to render

assistance in extinguishing fire; and whenever it shall not otherwise

be possible for him to secure a sufficient number of persons to assist

in extinguishing fire, he is hereby given the power and authority to

compel the attendance of, and the rendering of assistance by, per-

sons, in the extinguishing of fire under the penalties prescribed in

this act. The district fire-warden, while engaged in performing the

duties imposed by this act, shall receive as compensation twenty-five

(25c) cents per hour, and his actual, necessary expenses incurred;

and the persons so employed, or compelled to assist the warden, in

the extinguishment of fire, shall receive as compensation for thei.?

services fifteen (15c) cents per hour.

Section G. The employes of the Department of Forestry shall be

ex-officio fire-wardens, whose duties and powers shall be the same

as, by this act, are vested in the district fire-wardens appointed by

the Commissioner of Forestry; but they shall not receive any com-

pensation other than the regular pay allowed as an employe of the

Department of Forestry, and the necessary expenses by them incurred

in the performance of their duties as fire-wardens.

Section 7. Nothing in this act shall be so construed as to relieve

the owner or lessee of lands, upon which tires may burn or be started,

from the duty of extinguishing such fire so far as may lie within his

power. No such owner or lessee, nor any person in the employ of

such owner or lessee, shall receive any compensation under this act

for extinguishing fire upon the lands of such owner or lessee.

Section 8. In each township and borough the district fire-wardens,

appointed by the Commissioner of Forestry, may appoint, by and

with the consent of the Commissioner of Forestry, suitable persons,

to be known as assistant fire-wardens, who shall possess the same

qualifications demanded by this act for the district fire-wardens,

and who are hereby vested with the same power and authority. They
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shall receive, as compensation for their services so to be performed,

the sum of tAventy (2()c) cents per hour, and the necessary expenses

incurred in the actual performance of their duty. They shall make
their reports to the district fire-warden, and be under his immediate

supervision and control, subject to the supervision of the Commis-

sioner of Forestry.

Section 1). Whenever a forest, woodlot or wild-land fire shall have

been combatted or extinguished, by the means provided for in this

act, the district fire-warden shall prepare a correct statement, show-

ing the date of the fire, the number of men employed to extinguish

the fire, the number of hours each was employed, and the actual

amount of expense incurred, verified by oath or affirmation, and

shall forwaid the same at (mce to the Commissioner of Forestry. It

shall be Ihe further duty of the district fire-warden thoroughly to

investigate the cause or origin of the fire, to collect such evidence

as may be discovered relating thereto, and make a report thereon

to the Commissioner of Forestry, together with a statement showing

the area burned over and damage done by the fire. The assistant

ilie-wardens shall render their accounts, under oath or affirmation,

to the district fire-warden, who shall thoroughly investigate the facts

therein stated, and, if he find them correct, shall transmit the same

to the Commissioner of Forestry. The above reports and accounts

shall be made upon uniform blanks to be furnished by the Commis-

sioner of Forestry.

Section 10. Upon receipt of bills for extingiushing forest fires,

the Commissioner of Forestry is hereby authorized and directed care-

fully to audit the same. He shall not approve any bill until he has

first satistied himself of its correctness, and that the services therein

claimed were actually rendered, or tlie expense actually incurred.

Jf the Commissioner of Forestry ai)})rove an account so rendered,

lie shall transmit the same to the Auditor General of the Common-

wealth; who shall first satisfy himself of its correctness, and shall

Unni draw his warrant, against the fund hereinafter appropriated

to pay for the extinguishment of forest fires, and in favor of the re-

spective district fire-wardens, as directed by the Commissioner of

Forestrv. Said wan-ants shall be delivered to the Commissioner of

Forestry, for transmissi(m to the district tire-wardens, who are hereby

then recpiired to i)ay the several sums so transmitted to the persons

lawfully entitled thereto, taking i)r()])er receipts and vouchers for

each payment so made, which vouchers sliall be filed with the Com-

missioner of Forestrv.

Section 11. At the end of each calendar year, after the bills for

the extinguishment of forest fires shall have been presented for ihat

vear, the Auditor (ieneral of the Connnonwealth shall prepare a

statenumt sliowing the expenditure made for the extinguishment of

4—24—1901)
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tires in each oi the counties of the State, and shall transmit to the

commissioners of each county a copy of the statement relating to

their respective county. The Auditor General shall, at the same
time, state an account with each of the said counties, and collect

from each county an amount equal to one-fifth of the amount ex-

pended by the Commonwealth for the extinguishment of forest fires

in that particular county. The county commissioners of each county
shall, immediately upon receipt of the stated account of the Auditor
(Jeneral, forward to him, for the use of the Commonwealth, the
amount of money so found to be due and owing by the county for

the extinguishment of forest fires, in case the said account is not
settled within thirty days after its receipt by the county commis-
sioners, the Auditor General is hereby authorized, empowered, and
required to collect the amount of the then delinquent account stated,

in manner provided by existing law for the collection of accounts
due the Commonwealth.

Section 12. The said fire-wardens shall not be limited in their juris-

diction, as such, to the boroughs, townships, or counties for or within
which they may be appointed; but shall have power and authority to

enter adjacent or other boroughs, townships, or counties, and there
exercise the authority and perform the duties conferred upon them
by this act: Provided, That when, for the purpose of extinguishing
fire, a fire-warden shall enter adjacent or other territory than that
for or within which he shall have been appointed, the local warden,
if present, shall be in command and direct the work of the various
fire-fighting crews.

Section 13. Whenever any fire-warden, or person employed by him,
shall have rendered service in the extinguishment of fire which may
have burned within two or more counties, the district fire-wardeii
shall render to the Commissioner of Forestry his report, as hereinbo
fore required, relating to each of the said counties, in order that th(»

expense of extinguishing fire may be rightly and properly distributed
between or among the counties in which fire may have burned.

Section 14. Whenever any fire-warden, by reason of physical disn
bility, or unavoidable absence from home during the fire season,
or for any good and sufficient cause, shall be unable to perform the
duties reciuired by this act, he is hereby empowered, with the consent
of the Commissioner of Forestry, to employ a suitable i)erson to acl
in his stead; which said person, so appointed, shall have all the
qualifications demanded of the fire warden, and for services so reii

dered, in the absence of the fire-warden, he shall receive the same
compensation: Provided, That the reports hereinbefore required to
be made to the Commissioner of Forestry shall be made by the districi
fire-warden. In case the death of the district fire-warden should occui-
before making the report herein required, or in case of his total
physical disability, the said report may be made by an assistant fire-
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warden, after first ascertaining (he facts; and in making such exam-

ination or investigation, such assistant fire-warden is hereby empow-
ered to examine persons, under oath or affirmation to be administered

by himself.

Section 15. Whenever, in the absence of a fire-warden, a forest,

woodlot, or wild land fire shall be extinguished or combatted by

I)ersons without first having been employed by said warden, such per-

sons shall receive the compensation allowed by this act: Provided, That

after a thorough investigation by the district fire-warden, wherein

he shall have power and authority to examine persons under oath

or affirmation, administered by himself, he shall have ascertained,

as a result of his investigati(m, the facts hereinbefore required to

be included in his report to the Commissioner of Forestry, the truth

of which he shall first have fully demonstrated to his own satisfac-

tion: Provided further. That if his investigation shall disclose that

any person, so claiming compensation, set the fire, or in any manner,

carelessly, negligently, or maliciously, contributed to its burning,

such person not only shall not be allowed compensation, but shall

b(^ proceeded against criminally, if in the judgment of the Commis-

sioner of Forestry the evidence shall warrant such prosecution.

Section 10. No fire-warden, appointed in accordance with the pro-

visions of this act, shall be personally liable to any person employed

or required to combat or extinguish fire, by reason of such emplo}^-

ment or requirement ; and no action for any compensation alleged or

claimed to be due any person for cwiibatting or extinguishing fire

shall lie against such fire-warden.

Secticm IT. if any person shall feel aggrieved by the act of any

fire-warden, in allowing or disallowing any sum as compensation for

extinguishing fires, such person may appeal to the Commissioner of

Forestry, who will examine into the complaint. After hearing the

j)roofs and allegations of the parties, he shall decide as to him shall

seem just and right, and his decision shall be final and not subject

t( review.

Secticm 18. During the months of April and May and the period

from September fifteenth to November fifteenth, in each year, com-

monly called the fire seasons, in order to prevent fire and provide

for its immediate suppression, the fire-wardens may, in the discretion

of the Commissioner of Forestry, be required to keep daily patrol

in the regions under their care knoAvn to be es[>ecially hazardous

or subject to outbreak of fire. For such services, so to be rendered,

the fire-wardens, in addition to the compensation hereinabove allowed,

shall be entitled to receive a stated sum, not in excess of twenty-five

dollars per month, to be fixed and allowed by the Commissioner of

Forestry. The Commissioner of Forestry shall, likewise, designate

the fire-wardens for such continuous service, and the places to be

patrolled by them, as in his judgment will produce the best results
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ill the prevention or immediate suppression of fire. All sums of

money which may thus become due to fire-wardens for continuous

patrol service, and all other sums of money which may be earned

by them and others in the prevention and suppression of fire, shall be

paid, in manner hereinbefore provided, from the fund appropriated

for the use of the fire-warden system created by this act.

Section i9. Every fire-warden appointed, or so constituted and

designated, in accordance with the provisions of this act, shall have

the same powers as by existing law are conferred upon constables

and other peace officers, to arrest on view, without first procuring a

warrant therefor, any person detected by them in the act of com-

mitting an offence against any of the laws now enacted or hereafter

to be enacted for the protection of forests, woodlots, timber or wild

lands, or when they shall liave a reasonable suspicion that any person

is committing or is about to commit some such offence. The said

wardens shall have further power to take and convey the oft'ender

before a justice of the peace, or other magistrate having jurisdiction,

for hearing, trial, or other due process of law.

Section 20. If any fire-warden shall fail, or wilfully or negligently

refuse, to perform his duty, or shall render a false or fraudulent

statement of services alleged to have been performed ; or shall fail

or refuse to pay promptly the respective amounts due those who
have assisted in the extinguishing of said fires, after said amounts

have been transmitted to him by tlie Commissioner of Forestry ; such

fire-warden shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon con-

viction thereof, shall be fined in a sum not exceeding one hundred

dollars, or undergo imprisonment not exceeding three months, either

or both, at the discretion of the court.

Section 21. If any fire-warden, being in need of assistance in tlie

suppression of fire, shall call upon any person to render such assist-

ance, and sucli person shall refuse to render assistance, without a

just, fair, and legal excuse, and one which is satisfactor}^ to the fire-

warden, he is hereby declared to be guilly of a misdemeanor, and,

upon conviction lliereof, shall be sentenced to pay a fine not exceeding

fifty dollars, or imi)ris(mment not exceeding one month, eitlier or

both, at the discretion of the court.

Section 22. That the sum of eighty Ihousand dollars, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, be and the same is liereby specifically

appropriated, for fhe payment of the ex})enses which may be incurred

ip the preventicm and extinguisiiment of forest fires, in accordance

with the provisions of this act, for the two fiscal years beginning

June first, one thousand nine hundred and nine.

Section 23. That all acts or parts of acts inconsistent herewith be

and the same are hereby repealed.
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Approved—The thirteenth day of May, Anno Domini one thousand

nine hundred and nine, in the sum of |50,000. I withhold my ap-

proval from the remainder of said appropriation because of insuffi-

cient State revenue.

EDWIN S. STUAKT.

LEGISLATION.

The legislation obtained by the Department during the session

of 1909 was not remarkable because of amount, but probably is note-

worthy because of several acts which denote a distinct advance in

Pennsylvania forestry. The first act to be approved, not a Depart-

ment measure, but which received its approval and assistance, was

the act of April 1, 1909, P. L. 97, to protect trees growing by the

roadside. The full text of the act is as follows:

AN ACT

To protect trees growing by the roadsides and wittiin the road limits, and
providing a penalty for the unlawful killing, removal of, or injury to the

same.

Section 1. Be it enacted, &c.. That where any public highway in

this Commonwealth passes through or along forested lands, wild

lands, or uncultivated lands, no trees growing within the limits of

the said highway, at a distance beyond fifteen feet on either side

of the centre-line of said highway, which shall measure four inches

or over in diameter at a point two feet from the surface of the ground,

shall be cut down or destroyed by the commissioners, su])ervisors,

or road-masters emplojed l)y them, or any other ]>erson, without first

obtaining the consent of the abutting owners. If any board of com-

missioners or supervisors deem the removal of any such trees, beyond

said limit of fifteen feet on each side of tlie centre-line of said high-

A\ay, necessary for the improvenumt of the road, and the consent of

the abutting property owners cannot be obtained, the board of com-

missioners or supervisors nuiy appeal the matter to the judge of the

court of the proper district; who is hereby directed to examine and

inquire into all such subjects of dispute which may be referred to

him, and, having due regard for the demand for road improvement

r.s well as for the ])reservation of the trees, shall, afler hearing all

l»arties in interest, make such order in respect thereof as to him

shall appear reascmable, equitable, and just; and from whose decision

there shall be no appeal: Provided, That the commissioners or su-

po'visors shall at all times have the right to clear out brush and
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other refuse from along the sides of the road, to the legal width
thereof: And provided further, That all such clearing and removal
oi brush and refuse shall be confined to growth that is under the limit
hereinabove described, and to the removal of branches that in any
^\ay may interfere with public travel; and that no other injury, by
tire, cutting, abrasion, or otherwise, shall be done to the standing
t'mber.

Section 2. Whenever any public highway running through im-
proved or cultivated lands, in this Commonwealth, has been opened,
and there shall be growing along the roadsides, and within the road
Ijmits, shrubs or trees not interfering with public travel, no board
vf supervisors or road-masters, or other persons in their employ, shall
remove, cut, injure, or destroy or in any other manner interfere with,
such shrubs or trees, unless said removal or cutting shall be abso-
lutely necessary for the purpose of maintaining the highway at its

best and highest efficiency; and, then, not until the abutting property
owners shall have received notice thereof, and an agreement shall
have been entered into between the local highway authorities and
the abutting property owners relating to the removal, cutting, or
interference with said trees. If the said parties shall be unable to
arrive at an agreement in respect thereto, the same shall be referred
to a judge of the proper court, as aforesaid. Said judge shall examine
and inquire into the subject of controversy, and, in like manner,
render his decision, as provided for in section one of this act; and
from which decision there shall be no appeal.

Section 3. All logs, cordwood, branch wood, or other forms of
wood, which shall be derived from the destruction or removal of any
trees growing along the public highways of this Commonwealth, as
aforesaid, shall be surrendered to, and remain the property of, the
respective abutting owners.

Section 4. Nothing in this act shall be so construed as to prevent
the local highway authorities, anywhere in this Commonwealth, from
n^moving such roadside trees which may be thrown down by the
wind, or lodged in such position as to be a menace to public travel,
or which by reason of any other cause, become a source of danger to
the public and ought to be removed ; but every such act of removal
on the part of the highway authorities shall always be made with
due regard to the circumstances in such case, so as to preserve the
true intent and purpose of this act.

Section 5. The term "highway authorities" in this act shall be
construed to mean any person who, by law, shall bo vested with the
power to deal in any manner with the public highways of this Com-
monwealth, and shall include the officials of the State Highway
Department, supervisors, road-masters, and all persons employed by
them in any capacity, or who exercise any authority over said roads
or highways.
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Section G. If any commissioner, supervisor, road-master, or person

in their employ, or any other person, shall cut down, kill, or injure

any living tree, growing as aforesaid, and of a size four inches in

diameter, or greater, at a point two feet from the surface of the

ground, or shall violate any other provisions of this act, he shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be sub-

ject to a penalty of not more than five dollars for every ti-ee so cut,

injured, or destroyed, with costs of suit ; to be recovered in an appro-

priate action to be brought before any magistrate, alderman, or

justice of the peace of the county wherein the said otfence was com-

mitted, who, upon affidavit of any person, duly presented, is hereby

authorized and directed to issue his warrant to any person empow-
ered to make arrests, directing him to arrest the person so charged.

The said magistrate, alderman, or justice of the peace shall, there-

upon, proceed to hear both the complainant and the defendant and
their witnesses, and shall forthwith decide as to him shall appear

to be just and right. If any defendant upon conviction for any offence

shall fail or refuse to pay the fine and costs which may be imposed upon
him, or shall not give bond with approved surety to pay the same within

ten days, he shall be committed to the jail of the county wherein

the offense was committed, there to remain for a period not to exceed

thirty days, or until he shall, in the meantime, have paid the said

fine and costs in full.

Section 7. All acts or parts of acts in conflict herewith be and thn

same are hereby repealed.

Approved—The 1st day of April, A. D. J 909.

EDWIN S. STUART.

Another law which marks one of the steps in advam^e above alluded

to, is that of April 22, 1909, P. L. 115, which authorizes this Depart-

ment to grow forest tree seedlings in its forest nurseries and sell

them at cost to citizens of the Commonwealth who will agree to plant

and protect them. The purpose of this law is to stimulate private

forestry by furnishing a cheap and convenient means of procuring

the necessary seedlings to plant.

Whenever the Department has an excess of seedlings, instead of

carrying these over to the following season, it may sell them to those

who apply. Applications for seedlings may be made u])on blanks to

be obtained at the Department, and seedlings will be supplied in the

order of apjdications received, provided the reserves do not require

the entire available nursery content for ])lanting. The text of the

act is as follows:
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Authorizing the Department of Forestry to grow and distribute young forest
trees to those who will plant and care for the same.

Section 1. Be it enacted, &c., That the Department of Forestry is

hereby authorized to grow and distribute, to all persons who will

plant and care for them, young forest trees, in such quantity and

under such conditions and regulations as may be prescribed by

the Department. The Department of Forestry shall make a reasona-

ble charge for such trees, not in excess of the actual cost of produc-

tion. Those who make application for sucli trees must enter into

an agreement with the Department to bear the cost of transportation

from the various Stale nurseries to the place where ordered to be

sent, and that the young trees will be planted under the direction

of the Department of Forestry, and cared for and protected.

Section 2. All moneys which may be received by the Department
of Forestry, from the sale and distribution of young forest trees, as

aforesaid, shall be paid by the said Department into the State Treas-

ury, for the use of the Commonwealth.

Approved—The 22d day of April, A. D. 1909.

EDWIN S. STUAKT.

Another act whicli marks one of the steps in the progress of for-

cjjtry, is the law of the same date, April 22, 1909, P. L. 124, which
relates to the establishment of municipal forests. Under this law
a municipality in the mountain regions of the State, or elsewhere

if tliought desirable, may purchase and hold tracts of land for forest

reserve i)urposes. The revenues derived therefrom are to be used
for municipal purposes. This is furthering a practice which now
exists in continental Europe, and many cases are known where
cities and towns of large size have their municipal administration

completely supported by revenues derived from the municipal forest.

On this i)oint reference is made to an article the data for which was
furnished by Hon. S. B. Elliott, a member of Pennsylvania's State
Forestry Reservation Commission, which appeared in the June num-
ber of "Conservation," 1909. The text of this act is as follows:

AN ACT
To permit the acquisition of forest or other suitable lands by municipalities,

for the purpose of establishinp; municipal forests; and providing for the ad-
ministration, maintenance, protection, and development of such forests.

Whereas, It has been dennmstrated by time and experience in the
countries of continental Euro])e that ]>roperly managed municipal
forests have proved to be imjiortimt sources of municipal revenue,
tending greatly to reduce the burden of municipal taxation; and
Whereas, Mnny of the t(»wnslu])s, bcu-oughs, nnd cities of this Com-

monwealth are so located that it would be proper and expedient
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for them to possess tracts of land to be used for the purposes of

municipal forests, in many instances conserving and protecting the

water supply and promoting the healthfulness of said municipality,

and capable, as well, of yielding revenue applicable to the purposes
of such municipalities; therefore,

—

Section 1. Be it enacted, &c.. That all townships of the first

class, boroughs, and cities of this Commonwealth are hereby empow-
ered to acquire, by purchase, gift, or lease, and hold as the property
of the municipality, tracts of land at present covered with forest or

tree growth, or suitable for the growth of trees, and to administer

the same, under the direction of the Commissioner of Forestry of

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, in accordance with the prac-

tices and principles of scientific forestry, for the benefit and advant-

age of the said municipalities. Such tracts may be of any size suita-

ble for the purpose, and may be located either within, adjacent to,

or at a distance from the cori)orate limits of the municipality pur-

chasing the same: Provided, That it shall be requisite for the com-

missioners, burgess, or mayor of any municipality, availing itself of

the provisions of this act, to submit to the Commissioner of Forestry,

and secure his ai>}>roval of, the area and location of any lands pro-

posed to be acquired for the purposes of municipal forests, previous

to the passage of the ordinance provided for in secticm two.

Section 2. Whenever the township commissioners of any township
of the first class, or the councils of any borough or city, shall deem
ii expedient for the municipality to acquire any such lands for the

I»urposes of a municipal forest, they shall so declare in an ordinance,

wherein shall be set forth all facts and conditions relating to the

proposed action; which said ])ro[)osed ordinance, prior to its passage,

shall be duly advertised once a week for three weeks, and, after its

passage and approval, in accordance with existing law. All money
necessary for the purchase of such tracts shall be appropriated in

like niiinner as is now done, under existing law, for municipal pur-

I>oses; and such funds may be provided out of current revenue, or

by the proceeds of a sale of bonds, in accordance with existing law.

Section 3. Upon the acquisition of any municipal forests or of

lands suitable for such, under this act, the proper authorities shall

notifv the Commissioner of Forestrv, who shall make such rules for

the government and proper administration of the same as may be

necessary. The municipal authorities shall thereupon publish such

rules, declare the uses of the forest in accord with the true intent of

tliis act, and make such ])rovision for its administration, maintenance,

protection, and development as shall be necessary or expedient.

Section 4. All moneys necessary to be expended, from time to

lime, for the administration, maintenance, protection, and develop-

ment of said forest, shall be appropriated and applied as is now done,
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under existing law, for municipal purposes; and all revenue and

emoluments arising from said forest shall be paid into the municipal

ti-easury, to be used for general municipal purposes.

{Section 5. The municipal forest may be used by the people for

general outing or recreation grounds, subject to the rules governing

its administration for the purpose of a municipal forest, in which

the major idea shall be the sale of forest products for producing a

continuing municipal revenue.

Section 6. The alienation of a municipal forest, or any part

thereof, shall be made only in the manner prescribed herein for the

purchase of the same; to wit, by ordinance duly advertised before

and after passage, but such ordinance shall not be effective in legal-

izing such alienation until after it shall have been approved by a

luajority vote of the people at the next ensuing election.

Approved—The 22d day of April, A. D. 1909.

EDWIN S. STUAET.

Two other laws which bear somewhat upon the work of the De-

partment are the act of May 3, 1909, relating to the granting of titles

to the Commonwealth, and the act of May 13, 1909, reducing the

fixed charge on the reserves for school purposes from three to two

cents per acre. Both these acts have been referred to elsewhere.

The new fire wardens' law need only to be adverted to here, for the

reason that it is discussed elsewhere, the full text of the act being

printed in that place.

APPKOPKIATIONS.

Little or no criticism can be made of the appropriations allowed

the Department by the last Legislature. The only one wherein we
will probably fall short is that for fighting forest fires, for which a

total sum of $50,000.00 was appropriated, it being expected that this

would be sufficient to cover the two years. The likelihood is that

it will be exhausted before the expiration of this time.

After appropriating the necessary amounts for the salaries of the

officers and clerks in the Department, the following api)ropriations

were also made: For the payment of the expenses of the members
of the Commission, |3,500.00; to cover the cost of special examina-

tions and contingent expenses, |6,000.00; for the payment of forest

rangers, $100,000.00 ; for the payment of foresters, $70,000.00 ; for sur-

veys, $30,000.00; draughtsmen and supplies, $3,000.00; labor, $70,-

000.00; incidental expenses, which includes the maintenance, protec-
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tiofi, care, planting, and development of the reserves, |G0,000.00 ; the

examination of titles, $15,000.00; annual charges for school and

road purposes, |S0,000.00 ; to cover a deficiency incurred for fighting

fires under the old ex-officio constables' fire warden system, $40,-

000.00; for a deficiency in the employment of forest fire detectives,

$5,000.00; for the purchase of additional lands, $100,000.00.

THE CHESTNUT BLIGHT.

In the latter part of the year 1908 it was suspected that a serious

fungus disease which had been devastating the chestnut trees on

Long Island and along the shores of Long Island Sound might prob-

ably have escaped over into Pennsylvania. Accordingly, in the spring

of the year lUOi) arrangements were made by means of which an ex-

tended inspection might be made in southeastern Pennsylvania for

the purpose of determining the presence of the blight. Under the

direction of the Department this was carried on by Dr. John Mickle-

borough, assisted by the Deputy Commissioner, and more than a

month was devoted to a minute inspection of the woods along the

line of the South Mountain, extending from the upper part of Bucks

county to the Maryland line southwest of Gettysburg. In all that

part of the State southeast of this line, the blight was found to be

prevalent to a greater or less degree, and specifically it has been

noted in Northampton county, Bucks county, Montgomery county,

Chester county, Lancaster county, and in Pike and xMonroe counties

in the valley of the Upper Delaware. A report of this examination

was separately published during 1909.

All the places visited are there reported on, some statistics are

given with respect to the value of the chestnut tree, and a life history

of the fungus which causes the blight is given. This report is

illustrated by a cut showing the appearance of the blight when fully

developed on the bark of a chestnut tree, and also by drawings show-

ing the character and nature of the fungus plant itself.

This fungus, Diaporthe parasitica^ Murrill, was first detected as a

disease of the chestnut tree by Mr. Wm. A. Murrill, who named the

plant, existing on trees in parks adjacent to New York City. A
description of the fungous plant and the effect of its attack on trees

was published by Mr. Murrill in the Journal of the New York Botani-

cal Garden, Vol. 7, page 143, for June, 1900, illustrated by figures.

A further report was made on the disease a month later by H. W.
Merkel in the Annual Report of the New York Zoological Society,
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Vol. 10, page 97, also illustrated with drawings of the fungus. Mr.

Murrill made a further publication on the disease in the September,

1906, number of the Journal of the l^ew York Uotanical Garden,

\'ol. 7, page 203.

The above publications, containing the tirst descriptions of this

parasite, have been followed by almost all subsequent investigators.

The pathologists of the United States Department of Agriculture

have taken up the study of the fungus, and have issued a number of

bulletins bearing on the subject. Among these is a paper by Haven
Metcalf, which appears in the Year Book of the Department of

Agriculture for the year 1907. This was followed by another bulle-

tin by Prof. Metcalf in February, 1908, being Bulletin 121, Part 0,

of the Bureau of Plant Industry, entitled "The Immunity of the Japa-

nese Chestnut to the Bark Disease." In the Journal of the ]New

York Botanical Garden, Vol. 9, page 23, for September, 1908, Mr.

Murrill contributes an article on ''The Spread of the Chestnut Dis-

ease,'^ detailing a number of experiments and discussing the problem

of its spread and distribution. In October, 1908, the Forest Service

of the United States Department of Agriculture, issued a bulletin

by E. 11. Ilodson, entitled ''Extent and Importance of the Chestnut

Bark Disease." Bulletin 141, Part 5, of the Bureau of Plant Indus-

try, United States Department of Agriculture, issued in August,

1909, presents "The Present Status of the Chestnut Bark Disease''

by Profs. Metcalf and Collins, in which there is a full resume of

the history and discovery of the disease, together with a discussion

of what must be done to restrict its spread and what treatment is

necessary to destroy it. This bulletin is accompanied by a biblio-

graphy of the subject, containing in addition 1o the papers already

mentioned, the following:

Chester, F. I)., "Blight of Japanese Chestnuts," 14th Annual Be-

I)ort of the Delaware College Agricultural Experiment Station for

1902, page 44.

Gaskill, Alfred, ''The Chestnut Blight," Hrd Annual Beport of the

Forest Park Keservatiim Commission of Ninv JcMsey, 1907, page 4.^).

3Iorris, Bobert T., "Chestnut Timber Going to Waste," Conserva
tion, ^'ol. 15, page 226.

Murrill, W. A., "The Chestnut Canker," Torreya, Vol. 8, page 111.

Behm, II., article in the Annales Mycologici, Vol. 5, page 210.

Sterling, E. A., "Are We to Lose our Chestnut Foiests," Country
Life in America, Vol. 15, page 44.

The investigation and study given to this fungus by Dr. Mickle-

borough is by one of the leading students of its life history, and we
were fortunate in being able to procure his services and in having
him render the detailed report above referred to. Pi-ior to making
this investigat i(m Dr. Mickleborough ccmtributed an article to "Con-
servation" for November, 1908, in which he described fully the study
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he made of the disease in the neighborhood of Forest Park, P>rooklyn.

This article is a valuable and useful presentation of information on

this live subject.

The presence of the chestnut bark disease has been variously re-

ported beyond the regicm covered by the above examination, and it

IS the intention ot* the Department to verify whether or not it is

aciually present in the places reported. It is the intention of the

Department to continue the study and report further upon the dis

ease. It will be esteemed a favor if persons who suspect the presence

of this disease will communicatee with the Department, sending

specimens of alTected trees.

Probably the most serious feature of the whole situation is that

no convenient and easily usable remedy which does not destroy the

tree is known to exist. \'arious remedies are proposed by the writers

of the articles above detailed, but most would end in the destruction

of the tree. The thing to do is to be able to tind a remedy which

will cure the disease and restore the tree; but to date this has not

been accomplished. If it is allowed to spread unchecked over the

State, there seems to be nothing before us except the inevitable

destruction of all our wild chestnut trees, and this would be a

calamity of almost ai)palling proportions. The usefulness of the

chestnut timber is so well known and recognized that a number of

industries would be seriously invaded. Furthermore, it would be

useless to attem{)t to restore chestnut forests if no means of pre

venting the spread of the dis(Mise within them can be found. A sat-

isfactory soluti<m of this problem will be well worth while.

LEGAL AFFAITIS.

Fortunately this Department is not much involved in litigation.

Occasionally the <utting of timber takes i)lace in small quantity

on State lands, iMit generally through some claiui of right or mis-

takenlv, because of inabilitv to identify lines on the ijart of adjoin-

ing owners. Possibly it sometimes occurs because there is better

timber on Slate Inud ilian cm lands of adjoining private owners. Dur-

ing the period covered by this report a number of such cases have

been brought to light, and in every instance where the one doing

the cutting has l)een shown his mistake we have been able to make

amicable setrlements. In fact, no i)r()secuti(m whatever had to be

brought. The following are cases of this kind:

J. D. Ickes, 133.18, Franklin county, March 24, 1908.
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K. 0. Gregory, $10.00, Huntingdon county, February 18, 1909.

John Hook, |10.00, Centre comity, February 23, 1909.

M. L. Gee, |51.29, Lycoming county, June 17, 1909.

Cyrus Hoffman, |5.00, Union county, August 19, 1909.

James Taylor, J. A. Brant, David Wagner, |15.00, Kotlirock Res.,

November 5, 1909.

During the summer of 1909 certain supervisors in Tioga county

determined that if they could get rid of the care of certain public

liighways running through State lands and which it was their duty

as supervisors to keep up, they would be relieved of considerable

(xpense in the repair of roads. They argued that inasmuch as the

State had bought the lands through which the roads in question

run, that the State take care of the roads. They further supported

their argument by the fact that there is little travel over these roads.

Probably the real reason why there is little travel is because the

loads are permitted to be in such bad condition that comfortable

travel is impossible. At all events, since the State pays road tax

to townships just as well as private owners, the Department felt

it was no more than right that the townships should continue to

maintain the roads. To obtain the tax for expenditure elsewhere

rnd give the State no benefit of the expenditure, is surely not within

the spirit of the Act of Assembly which places a fixed charge of two

cents per acre for road purposes on State forest reserves. The

Department felt it incumbent upon itself to engage counsel and

resist the applications of the supervisors, which resistance was suc-

cessfully accomplished, the roads remaining township roads, to be

maintained by the supervisors as theretofore.

It may just be said in passing tliat if the Legislature will give

the Department the control of all roads within the reserves and

relieve the State from the i)ayment of two cents per acre for road

purposes, the Department will put these roads into better condition

than they have ever been known to be before, and will keep them

in that condition for a smaller expenditure of money than is now
being made to the townships by reason of the above charge.

Rule 17 of the Commission provides "All grazing of horses, cattle,

sheep, and hogs within the State Forest Reserves is prohibited,

except under the direction of the Commissioner of Forestry." This

rule was adopted to prevent an abuse which had been going on for

sometime, viz., that persons in the business of raising cattle for

market would turn them on the State reserves where we are trying

to grow trees, with the result that the grazing animals every year

destroyed thousands of young seedling trees which should be per-

mitted to grow to maturity in accordance with the purpose of the

purchase of reserves, and not be eaten up by browsing animals. Vio-

lations of this rule were constantly being reported from Tioga,

Lycoming, Potter, Cameron, Clearfield, Juniata, Perry, Mifflin, and
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Bedford counties In every instance the Department took up the

([uestion with the grazers, with the result that grazing soon ceased in

nearly all the places complained of. However, certain grazers in

Clearfield county, acting on the assumption that State land is public

land, and that public land exists simply for the benefit of the public,

and that individuals may go upon it and do as they please, openly

persisted in refusing the demands of the Department, and continued

grazing to the detriment of the forests and to the water supply of

the borough of Clearfield. Feeling that here was a case wherein

it would be necessary to invoke the aid of llie courts in enforcing

the rule of the Department and i)rotecting the reserves, a prosecu-

tion was accordingly brought by the Coirimonwealth as plaintiflC

against A. I. Bloom, Benj. Hartshorn, Emanuel Bloom, and O. L.

Norris. A bill in equity for an injunction was accordingly filed in

the Common Pleas Court of Clearfield county, sitting in equity as

No. 2, December Term, 1909. The bill sets forth in extenso the title

of the Commonwealth to the tracts on which the defendants con-

tinued grazing, and makes the further allegation of destruction of

forest, contamination of water supply, and violation of the rule of

the Commission, which, by the Act of February 25, 1901, creating the

Department of Forestry, is vested with the power to regulate and

control the State forest reserves.

This case was so proceeded with, that at a Court held in Clear-

field on October 25, 1909, the Hon. Alliscm O. Smith, President Judge,

after a full discussion of the facts and the law in the case, awarded

a preliminary injunction jigainst the defendants, restraining them

from the grazing complained of, and on November 1, 1909, made

the following injuncti(m ])'jrpetual. The Court in every particular

upheld the contention of the plaint ifi", and in doing so sustained

the validity of the rule of the Department in respect to this matter.

The opini(m of the Court in full is as follows:

COMMONWEALTH OF
PENNSYLVANIA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

A. I. BLOOM, BENJAMIN
HARTSHORN, EMANUEL
BLOOM AND O. L. NOR
RIS, Defendants.

In the Court of Common Pleas of

Clearfield County, sitting in

ICcpiity.

No. 2, December Term, 1909.

Injunction.

OPINION

Of Honorable Allison O. Smith, President Judge.

On Bill and injunction affidavits presented October 25th, 1909,

the defendants above named were enjoined from grazing, feeding,

herding or having upon the lands of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
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vauia, described in said JJill, any aud ali cattle and sheep, wliicli

iujunction was to be taken as dissolved, unless continued at a hearing

before Court on the lirst of :November, 19U1). On said first day of

November, lUOD, the said defendants, all of whom are residents of

Clearfield county, appeared in their proper persons and admitted

the facts contained in said liill. The facts, therefore, as averred in

the Bill, are as follows:

First. That the Commonwealth of i»ennsylvania owns certain

lands situate in i*ine and IMke townships, Clearfield county, Penn-

sylvania, consisting of several thousand acres, located on the head-

waters of Montgomery Ivun and Moose Creek, tributaries of the West

Branch of the Susquehanna Jiiver (described in detail in said Billj.

Second. That said lands were purchased and are held by the

plaintitt' for a forest reserve, in pursuance of a general policy adopted

by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania some years ago. That the

purpose of said forest reserve is to conserve the water originating

thereon, which water is in part consumed and used by residents of

the borough of Clearfield for drinking and domestic purposes; that

the large timber which originally grew on said hinds was removed

by prior owners thereof; that the plaintitf values the small trees,

shrubs, grass, and bushes which are growing thereon and employs

watchmen and fire wardens to keep the forest fires from burning over

said lands; that the said trees, shrubs, grass, and bushes retain on

the said lands, the soil now there and the leaves which fall thereon,

and that all of these hold back the rain and snow water originating

thereon, allowing the same gradually to flow into the streams, thus

V»reventing droughts, and disastrous floods along said streams; and

that the plaintift' is spending and nas spent large sums of money
to keep fires out of said lands and to ])romote the growth of new
trees and to preserve trees already growing, so as to retain the soil

on said lands, thus to promote reforestation in pursuance of the gen-

eral policy of the Commonwealth in establishing forest reserves in

all parts of the Commimwealth tributary to its principal streams.

Third. That the defendants own and herd or graze on said lands

numbers of sheep and cattle, which eat and trample down the said

grass, bushes, and shrubs, eat the leaves and branches of small trees,

eat the bark off large trees, killing them, thus exposing the soil or

humus to be washed away by storms, and thus greatly depreciating

the value of said lands for the purposes for which plaintiff' purchased

and holds the same; that the said rat:tle and sheep, so herded and
grazed on said land, j)ollute the said streams which are the sources

of the water supjjly of the said borough of ('learfield and vicinity,

thus endangering the health of the persons u^ing the same; and that

the destructi(m of the* said trees, grass, and shrubs, and bushes grow-

ing on said lands causes the rainfall an J the water due to the melting
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of the snow quickly to flow into the streams and river in great volume,

thus causing disastrous floods and damage along the said streams

and river, and also causing the soil or humus on said lands to be

washed away off the hillsides into the said streams and river.

Fourth. That the damage to the said lands by reason of the de-

struction of the said trees, shrubs, grass, and bushes, and the pollu-

tion of the water, is an irreparable injury to the plaintiff's property

and cannot be measured or computed.

Fifth. That the defendants are residents of Clearfield county and
do not deny the title of the plaintiff to the lands described in the

Bill, nor do they claim title in themselves nor do they aver that they

have any contract right with the plaintiff for grazing purposes ; that

they were repeatedly orderd by the agents of the plaintiff to refrain

from grazing cattle and sheep on the lands described in the Bill, and
that they still persist in doing such prohibited acts.

Under the above stated facts, we are of the opinion that the only

principles of law necessary for the consideration of the said case are

as follows:

First. That a Court of Equity has jurisdiction in the premises to

restrain the defendants from committing the trespasses alleged.

Second. That the preliminary injunction heretofore granted, re-

straining the defendants from committing the acts complained of,

should be made permanent.

Third. That the defendants should pay the costs of this proceed-

ing.

DISCUSSION OF LAW AND FACT.

The only legal question which arises is as to the jurisdiction of a

Court of Equity to restrain the defendants for the trespasses alleged.

The interference of Courts of Equity by injunction to prevent re-

peated trespasses is of comparatively modern origin. Formerly it

was confined to cases of waste, where the parties were privies in

title. Chancellor Kent, in the leading case of Livingstone vs. Living-

stone, 6 Johns., Chan. (N. Y.) 497, laid down the rule for the first

time in this country, it is believed, that where the title is uncontro-

verted equity will always interpose to prevent irreparable injury.

That there is now no distinction between trespass and waste in the

application of this principle is decided in Gilbert vs. Arnold, 30 Md.
29; in George's, etc., Coal Co. vs. Detmold, 1 Md. Ch. 871; and in

Schurmeier vs. E. R. Co., 8 Minn. 118, 83 Am. Dec. 770. The modem
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Se 1 2wTer: y 'ziuc etc., Co. vs. Trotte.-, 38 N J^Eq. 3.

?tTs now well settled that equity will interfere to prevent the com-

It IS now wen hen
t' „„„„. „,iiere full and ample relief can-

rlrrLTe^tr, htretr;ai;': of the inheritance is put in

leopLdrw ere «,e tr'espass goes to the *l-tv«etion of the p«>per^^

n ?he character in which it has been enjoyed, or where t >e ielief_^ s

necessa,!; to prevent a n.ultipUcity of suits. George CreeU Coal Co.

vs. Detmold, supra Nichols -j
J^'^;^^

.^^^o JwaiUer 548 (1863),
In this State, in the case ol MaivoN \s. i ante,

an iniunction was granted restraining the defendant 1
oni contin

before hearing; but the case after answer filed was taken to tm.,

supreme Court and the principle affirmed in Lance's Appeal, reported

"The^pHintiiTtle case of Sunderland vs. AVhitesides. 1 Lancaster
The plamt t^ in

.^ ^^ ^^.^.^ ^,,^ ^^^^^^^

oTwionf andT;;: oi .heep over his right of way without Ins

nermission The defendant demurred ; demurrer was over-ruled In

he casTof Denny vs. B.unson, 5 Casey 382, a court of equity re-

stra-med the cuttfng down of timber and ornamental trees That

ourts of equi.y wiU restrain a<..i..ns of trespass ' « preven -d^^

Tdicitv of suits is a familiar text book doclrine. I be general lule

thit the cutting of timber is a destruction of (he inheritance as

iU cans; a court-of equity to interfere to restrain ."-e trespass Se

Smith's Appeal. (10 I'a. St. 474, Kerns vs. Harbison, 1 Ches. C<..

506. Echert vs. Ferst, 10 Phila. 514 (1873).

In the case of Echert vs. Ferst. supra, (he ( ourt (^\alke
,
J.),

desLates the class of trespasses complained of in the case at bar as

dtSJtive trespasses and says that of 'ate years ii^nct.onsave

been obtained to prevent such trespasses, "ting SH e A,q.e
. 1

Casev 88 and Stewart and F.dtz Api.eal. I'. 1- *-"•«' -»— -'^ ''"

Sv for the doctrine. The English cases on which Chance b.r

Ken relied as authority in the leading case of Livingstone vs. Lu-

SoneTupra, are also cited. The Court in the Echert case goes so

afas to appro;e of the doctrine that equity will interfere to prevent

destruction to the inheritance even though both title and possession

are in dispute. The Court after a full and learned review of the

EnglTsh and American cases states the rule to be deduced therefrom

to be "w^iere trespass is destructive to the real estate amounting to

rreuarable injury ; when there is no adequate legal remedy
;

when

he title n the plaintiff to the land is complete and the wrongdoer
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i^ insolvent; when it is to prevent waste to the inlieiiljince, and when
11 multii>]icity of suits must be the result of legal jjioeeedings; in all

such cases equity will enjoin to prevent the injury complained of."

In a recent criminal case, tltat of the C()mm(mwealtli vs. La Bar,
32 Stiperior (\nirt 22S, on appeal from c(mvic(ion for a violation of
the Act of 1001 (\\ L. 11), which Act malvcs it a misdemeanor to cut
or remove any timber whatever- from forest reserve lands, except in
accordance willi Ihe rul«'s and regub!ti<nis of Ihe forestry reservation
commission, Judge :\[orris(m says, '^ff we keep in mind Ihe well-known
fact that in 1001 there w(M-e vasl tracts of land in Pennsylvania which
had been slrii)]>ed of all large limber or limber trees and that these
barren stripped lands wore nearly worthless, and their condition was
materially lessening the water supi)ly of the Commcmwealth, we can
readily understand the legislative intent as (expressed in the Act in
question.'' "We have on our statute books several Acts of Assemblv
which show a clear legislative^ intent (o encourage the growth anil
l>rotection of the smallest shiubs or saplings which uiay in time
l)ecome -tiudjer trees." in our opinion in these Acts the word 'tind)er'
includes small and largv growiug trees, and of this we are not in
doubt.'' The Court demies that the word "tiud)er" now means large
timber trees. From this it will l)e seen that even in the construction
of a criminal statute Ihe courts do not adhere to what may once have
been the meaning of '^timber'' or -timber trees," but that almost any
growing shrub, bush, or tree nuiy now be of such value as that the
destructiem of them <(mstitutes a violation of a criminal statute
which prohibits the cutting of timber.

AnothcM- ground for injunction averred in the plaini ill's Bill is,

that the h-adwaters of the streams from which the citizens of the
borough of Clearfield and vicinity get their water su[)j)ly arci on the
said lands ol* the plaint ill* and the defendants are charged with pol-
luling said water supply wrongtully by grazing ajid herding cattle
and sheep on said lands. This is not denied by the defendants. The
pollutiem of this water suiq)ly in whatever degree it may be done by
the defendants should bo i)revented if possible. The injury caused
thereby or threatened to !»e caused thereby to the health of the citi-
zens of Ihe idaintill* using said water sujqdy is as plaintitf avers
not susceptible of being ju-oved or c<»mputed. If the Coimnonwealth
may sujKTvis- tlie sewerage systems of the municipalities Avithin its
borders and may ]Kircel out ils sources of water sup])ly, it may by
legislation, as it has dcme, protect the waters which its citizens use
for domestic pur}>oses and may enforce reasonable regulations in
that regard in such nianm^r as its laws juovide.

The said Act of 1901 (P. L. 11 1, which establishes a forestry reser-
vation commission, in section 1 authorizes the ccmnnission to prescribe
such rules and regulations with reference to the control, manaije.
ment, and protection of forestry reservations as will conserve the
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interests of the Commonwealth. Kule 17 of the coiumission, pro-

mulgated by authority of this legislative authority, prescribes that

"all grazing of horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs within the State Forest

Keserves is prohibited, except under direction of the Commissioner

of Forestry." The Bill tiled in the case at bar avers, and it is not

denied by the defendants, that the defendants were repeatedly ordered

by the agents of the plaintitf not to graze cattle and sheep on the

lands described in said Kill. The Bill avers that the defendants still

persist in doing such prohibited acts. We believe that the continuing

acts of trespass by defendants, which the plaintitf complains of in

its Bill, are such as tend to the destruction of the inheritance, and

cause the plaintiff irreparable injury which cannot be computed or

ascertained, and that a preliminary injunction to restrain the defend-

ants from continuing to commit said acts was properly granted and

should be made permanent.

Counsel will prepare a decree in conformity herewith.

P>y the Court,

(Signed) ALLISON O. SMITH, P. J.

November 1st, 1909.

TREE PLANTING AT ECHO LAKK.

In the early part of the year 1907 the Pennsylvania Forestry Asso-

ciation offered certain prizes for tree planting, and among those

competing was the Rev. Charles 1]. Van Allen, at Echo Lake, Monroe

county. Mr. Van Allen was awarded a prize by the association for

tree planting which he had dcme that year.

In the examination of the tree planting done at Echo Lake, there

was disclosed the fact that Mr. Van Allen is a veteran tree planter;

that he has been a consistent lover of trees and tree planting all

his life, and has demonstrated this fact by systematic planting,

which now, after many years, is an object lesson not only for the

neighborliood in which the planling was done, but for every other

person Avho would like to know whether or not it is worth while to

plant trees.

Some time prior to the year 1S7(), ^Fr. Van Allen became the owner

of Echo I.ake and a large area of surrounding land, upon which is

built a roonjy old mansion on the road running from Stroudsburg

to Bushkill. Standing before the house and by the side of the road

at that time were four large sugar maph^ trees, which bore quantities

of seed; and these being scattered over the surrounding fields pro-

duced thousands of tiny seedlings which sprung up on all sides.
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From these seedlings Mr. Van Allen gathered good specimens and
planted them along both sides of the road, but within the lines of

fence, so thai he might maintain complete oversight and control over
his trees. People in the neighborhood wondered why anyone should
go to the trouble to plant trees along the roadside. Some of them
became abusive in their criticism, while others showed downright
hostility, alleging as an excuse for their words that the trees when
grown to large size would shade the road and keep it muddy and
damp. Mr. Van Allen tried to show these over-oflQcious gentlemen
their mistake, and could do but little more than smile at their benevo-

lent oversight. Some of his critics even went so far as to destroy a

few of his trees in the night time. One wonders at the quality of

mind which would induce a supposedly intelligent man to assume
an attitude of this kind.

Believing that the tree planting at Echo Lake is worth while and
worthy of i)ublic notice, the Deputy Commissioner made a detailed

examination of the planting in August, 1908. Careful measurements
of diameters were made at a point four and one-half feet from the

ground. Height measurements were made by the clinometer. The
work was begun with the trees standing at the northeast corner of the
lawn adjacent to the old trees mentioned above, and continued north-
eastwardly along the northwesterly side of the road, thence crossing
the road and going southwestwardly along the opposite side to the
extreme end of the planting; thence re-crossing the road and return-
ing on the northwesterly side to the old trees. In this planting were
found 112 young sugar maples and one red maple. In addition there
are the four old trees, making a total of 117 trees planted at about
30 feet distances along about 1,000 feet of the above named road,
Echo Lake house being situate on the northwesterly side and about
midway of the planting.

At the time the above examination was made, the trees had been
planted 32 years. At the time of planting the seedlings were of fair
size, so that it may be said that the trees are approximately 40 years
of age. The old trees above mentioned are 60 feet high and range
in diameter from 18 to 25 inches, measurements taken outside the
bark. Tlie average diameter of the young trees at the time of the ex-

amination, measurement taken outside the bark, was 11.1 inches, and
the average height of the trees was 42.8 feet. The trees to the east
of the house were planted in the spring of the centennial year, while
those to the west were planted in the fall of the same year.
The trees in the above planting are in remarkably good condition.

Tree No. 10 was found to have its top broken out; No. 35 has a large
decayed spot; No. 31) has been split by a storm and otherwise dam-
aged; and No. 50 is somewhat damaged by wind. A slight amount
of remedial treatment would restore all the trees to good condition.
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Tlie effect of this planting along the roadside is just the opposite

of what was predicted by the critics and objectors at the time of

planting. The road is nut densely shaded. There is an abundance

of space betAveen trees and between (he lines of trees. This part of

the road is cool and comfortable for iiavel compared with the treeless

portions at either end; and it was ijoticed that clouds of dust from

passing automobiles while running ihrough the lines of trees were

much less in volume than at the enus of the planting. The road is

better in every respect by reason of Ihe planting, and there is not one

valid objection now to be raised against it. Mr. \'an Allen's trees

are admired by the whole community, and he has just reason to be

proud of his efforts.

Along the lane leading from Echo Lake House northwestwardly to

the southeasterly bank of Echo Lake, a later planing was made in the

year 1888. At the time the above exnmination was made these trees

had been planted 20 years, and prol^ibly ranged in age close to 25

years. In the second planting there jire V>7 sugar maples. The aver-

age diameter of the trees at a height of 4^ feet from the ground is

7 6 inches, measured outside the bark. The average height is 35 feet.

A peculiarity of this seccmd i)lanling is the excessive growth of

some trees over others. Wherever a tree was found standing in a

low place it was discovered that the growth was greatly accelerated.

Four such trees show diameters ol 10.8 inches, 11.8 inches, 10.3

inches, and 10.7 inches, and in these cases the height was greater

than the others, running up to a point as high as 48 feet. Where
trees were found to be located on a rise in the ground, the smallest

diameter found was 4.2 inches. The character of the soil in both

these plantings is glacial drift, with many small water worn pebbles

and bowlders. A shaly texture begins to appear as we approach the

bank of Echo Lake, which at this point is blulf like, running from 15

to 25 feet above the level of the water.

A tliird sugar maple planting was made by Mr. Van Allen in the

year 180(>, along the same lane, using 13 trees, so the conditions are

about the same. The average diameter of tin* trees in the third plant-

ing, measurement made outside the bark ^ feet from the ground,

is 3.(> inches. The average height is 23 feet.

Ten years after the first sugar maj^le planting, or in the year 1880.

Mr. Van Allen planted .50 black hnust trees on the southeasterly

bank of the lake, and on tlie dry si aly bluff above mentioned. The
trees had, therefore, })een i)lanted 22 years at the time of making the

examination, and at the time of plaiting were seedling trees of fair

size; so that they may now be said t(» be upwards of 25 years of age.

These locusts now average about 55 feet in height, and as they were
planted at 10 or 12 feet distances, tliey now form a rather compact
grove. The stems of the trees are straight and regular, with few
side branches; in fact, composed of i>ractically clear stuff to a point
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nearly half their height. The average diameter of the trees was found

to be 9.3 inches. A number of them, by reason of the poor quality of

soil in which they are planted, are of small size, and consequently

reduce the diameter average, the smallest tree in the planting being

found to have a diameter of only 4.0 inches; but in this instance the

tree was badly suppressed. Trees standing near the edge of the plant-

ing or near the edge of the lake where they might reach the influence of

the water, showed diameters running to 10 inches.

In 1892, Mr. \'an Allen made a second locust planting in the same

locality, the trees having a growth of 10 years at the time of the

examination, and being then probably 20 years of age. This second

planting was noticeable because of the height of the trees, the average

height being at least 50 feet, and many of them going well beyond

it. The average diameter was found to be 7.3 inches. JSome of the

trees standing in favorable positions had attained a diameter of

nearly 10 inches, one at least going beyond it. The smallest diameter

found in this planting was 4.2 inches, being considerably suppressed

by the over-growth.

In addition to the above planting, Mr. \'an Allen is constantly

placing young trees at advantageous places, and states that he

expects to do so as long as he is able to plant a tree.

In the above plantings are 244 trees, 107 sugar maples and 77 black

locusts. Two items of interest present themselves with respect to

this effort. First, the intelligent foresight of the gentleman who

made the planting, and the pleasure and satisfaction now derived

by himself, his friends, and the whole neighborhood from the fact

that the planting exists; and secondly, and that which will probably

be of greater interest to persons at a distance, is the fact of the

growth and development made by these trees. Here, in soil that is

not of the best character and where growth must be slower than in

more advantageous localities, we have an example of fine growth

under the circumstances. 'J'he crowns of all th6 sugar maples are

compact and well balanced, a lew of them being wind drafted to one

side, nearly all in a healthy condition, and bid fair to continue in

this for many years to come. A feature about the locust plantings is

the size and height of the trees at the end of a rather short growth

period of 20 years, and should be an item of interest to our railroad

companies which are now planting black locust along with other trees

for tie purposes. Many of the trees in Mr. Van Allen's plantings

would make two good railroad ties, several of them wotild make in

addition (me light tie and <me or two light weight fence posts. If

20 years' growth will ])r()duce such results, it is seen how easily

commercial tree planting nu a large scale, using this species of tree,

can be made a valuable adjunct to the operation of railroads in the

Commonwealth.
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It was also noticed that the black locusts in this locality are
apparently free from the attack of the locust borer. If this continue
to be true, Monroe county offers inducements for commercial tree

planting. There are many open fields, little cultivated or practically

abandoned, and in which the growth of the black locust would cer-

tainly be as great, probably much more rapid, than on the dry shaly
bank of Echo Lake.

AN EXPEKIMENT WITH CxVTALPA SPECIOSA.

In May, 1908, Mr. John P. Brown, of Connorsville, Indiana, favored
the Department with a gift of 3,000 seedling trees of Catalpa speciosa.

This was done with the understanding that the Department would
distribute the trees variously over the State and then gather data
and report on the growth of the trees from time to time. Portions
of the shipment of young trees were sent to about sixty different

persons in all parts of the State, with the request that the trees be
planted in the ordinary soil of the locality and given ordinary treat-

ment, in order that a fair average result of t'rowth might be obtained.
The request was also made that the young trees, which were scarcely
more than a foot in height, be cut back severely at the time of plant-
ing. In some instances the planters cut back a portion and planted
the remainder without cutting back, in order to compare the growth
derived from each method of treatment.

In the early winter of 1908 a blank form of report was sent to each
of the planters with a request for information thereon indicated.
Over forty reports were received, showing in the main a large per-

centage of growth and a satisfactory rate of growth. It should
be borne in mind that the great drought of the summer of 1908 in
many instances seriously interfered with growth, so that it could
hardly be said that the first year's effort was made under ordinary
conditions. However, from among the replies received it is shown
that the greatest growth made by any one of the small trees was
thirty-six inches, as reported by Mr. Orion Siggins, of West Hickory,
Forest county, while the least growth reported from any of the trees
planted was one inch, in Bedford and Tioga counties. Between
these extremes almost all heights are represented.

No statistics regarding the planting were collected during the year
1909, but will be in 1910, so that a three years' growth will then
exist for study and comparison.

The Catalpa speciosa is a native of the middle west, where it attains
its best growth in the deep rich soils of the Mississippi Valley. It
is hardly likely that we will find in Pennsylvania the same rate of
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growth as the tree is capable of producing in its native haunts. At

all events, there are localities in the State where rich, moist, loamy

soil exists, suitable for planting the catalpa. Should the tree prove

to be sufficiently hardy for our damp, cold winters, the addition of

this quick growing species to our local flora will indeed be a valuable

one. With the increasing scarcity of our best trees, we must look

about for every substitute capable of assisting in the rapid produc-

tion of valuable timber. The value of the western catalpa for tele-

graph and telephone poles, railroad ties, furniture making, and

interior finish, has been abundantly proved. It is especially durable

in contact with the ground, and on this account most useful for

farm fencing.

A good deal of prejudice exists against Catalpa speciosa, but surely

the last word on the subject has by no means been said; and if

through experiment and adaptation the tree may show itself suitable

for our conditions, no effort should be spared to induce its rapid

introduction.

In planting the western catalpa great care must be exercised that

the common eastern catalpa be not substituted for it. The latter is

a tree of little or no value, and a mistake of this kind would be too

serious to be permitted to pass lightly; in addition to which such

an error would likely increase the feeling against the better tree in

the present state of our knowledge regarding its life under eastern

conditions.

SUKVEYS AND DRAFTING, 1908.

As the appropriation for surveys limited the scope of this class of

work in the Department, only such surveys were made during this

year as were absolutely necessary in cases of trespass or to prevent

trespass. Therefore, no large surveys were made, and nearly all the

time of this branch of the Department was taken up in the construc-

tion of various warrantee and necessary other maps. The only drafts
of completed surveys of 1907 were the Aughwick valley survey in

Fulton and Franklin counties, which survey w^as made by Jonas
Lake, and the Nittany Mountain reserve, known as the Gordon
lands, in Centre county, made by Charles L. Wetzel, of Beavertown.
These two maps were completed and negatives and prints therefrom
made for the use of the foresters and rangers, and for general office

work. In addition to these the following large maps were con-
structed :
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Map 7-B-9. This mai) includes lands lying in Potter, Cameron,

Tioga, McKean, Lycoming and Clinton counties, and is composed of

all the warrants that could be found bearing upon this district. The

map is three feet wide and about eiglit feet long.

Map 3-C-14. This map represents land lying in parts of Lycoming,

Clinton, Potter, Cameron and Elk counties.

Map lO-B-6. This map includes lands ivuown as the '-Pennypacker

Keserve." These lands are located in Perry, Franklin and Cumber-

land counties. It was made chiefly from actual surveys made upon

the ground by our Department surveyor, and added to from time to

time so that the entire reserve is practically a completed survey.

Map 9-A-17. This map represents lands lying on Tussey mountain

in Huntingd(m and Centre counties, including lands purchased chiefly

from P. B. Crider & Son, Myton & Company, and the Shorb-Lyon &
Company lands. This area has not yet been surveyed.

Map 9-B-ll. This includes lands lying in Centre, Mifllin and Hun-
tingdon counties, composed chiefly of the first purchases made from

Logan Iron and Steel Company, Kulp Lumber Companj^ and Wm.
Whitmer & Sons Company. Nearly all of this land was surveyed by
William M. Grove, of Spring Mills, and James Middleswarth, of

Troxelville.

Map 9-A-18. This map includes the first reserve that was named
by the Commission, after the first Commissioner, Dr. J. T. Kothrock,

and was connected chiefly from surveys made at the time of this pui*-

chase. The lands include the purchases from J. P. Thomas, H. B.

Wharton, L. D. Gilford, Logan Iron and Steel Company, and FF. A.

Oppel heirs. These surveys were made in the first place by the De-

partment surveyor, and later added to by the sun^eys of J. M. Africa,

C. E., of Huntingdon, and G. W. Cunard, of Everett, during the

years from 1903 to 1908. These lands are all situate in Mifflin,

Juniata and Huntingdon counties, and include the famous Black
Log and Licking Creek valleys.

Map ll-B-4. This map includes lands in northern Monroe and
southern Pike counties, and has not yet been completed, but shows
the lands now owned by the Commonwealth in the two counties, as

well as the immediately adjoining tracts.

Map 8-A-ll. Tliis includes lands in Lycoming and Sullivan coun-

ties, but not yet completed. It will include the original warrants in

the Plunkets Creek district of Lycoming county now owned by the

State, as well as the surrounding warrants almost as far south as

liOyalsockville and extending northward into Sullivan county.

Map 7-B-4. This map is the northern part of Tioga county and
includes lands lying immediately north of and adjoining those shown
in map 7-B-9. It includes lands purchased from Creon B. Farr and
others, and is not yet com])leted. It is desired to extend this map
northward to the New York State line.
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Map 4-A-5. This map covers lands in Juniata, Snyder and Mifflin

counties, located chiefly on Shade Mountain, lying south of Middle
Creek valley and embracing lands purchased from M. H. Kulp & Com-
j>any, and estate of Kichard Budd. This is not yet completed, and
will be extended to show all the original warrants on Shade mountain
lying between the Susciuehanna river at Selinsgrove, Snyder county, to

the Juniata river below Lewis (own, in Mifflin county.

New maps of lands offered but not yet purchased, were made from
original warrants on flle in the Department of Inteinal Affairs, for

the use of this Commission in determining the value of lands offered,

and their relation to present holdings. These maps show the distance

from the lands now owned, also the mountains, streams, and other

data so far as could be obtained.

COUNTY LINE MAPS.

It was found advisable to conslruct, as far as possible, maps of the

county lines between the various counties in which the Common-
wealth owns land, and for this jmrpose all the data obtainable were
secured and maps constructed. In some cases copies of the original

maps filed with the report of I he Commissioners locating the line

were obtained and are now on file.

Map lO-B-4. This ma]) is of the county line between fhe counties
of Perry, Cumberland and Franldin.

Map 'J-A-1 is the map of the line between fhe counties of Centre,
Mifflin, Huntingdon and Union, and is a coi>y of the original well
known ^'Triziyulny" map.
Map 10-A-G is a map of the line between the counties of Mifflin,

Juniata and Huntingdon and tlrough lands owned by the Common-
wealth in these counties. J. M. Africa, C. E. of Huntingdon, who
was one of the County Line Commissioners, furnished the data.
Map 10 A-5. This map includes the county line between Juniata

and Perry, and is a copy from the draft made by Major David Hough,
and now owned by the Departm -nt surveyor.

Map lO-B-4. This map contains the lines between the counties of
Perry, Cumberland and Franklin, and is a copy of the draft submitted
l\y the Commissicmers appointed under Act of Asscmblv of April
28, 1841.

Map S n-14. This ma]> includes the lines befween the counties
of Lycoming, Clintcm and Union, and is a copy of the draft made
by the well known Union counfy surveyor, Heuben F. Brown, from
ii survey made \mder Act of Ass-mblv of March 31, 1868.

4
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In constructing the maps of the Department, it has been deemed

best not only to plot the original warrants, but also the later junior

warrants and all the data obtainable from the later surveys, as well

as present local names of streams, mountains, lumber roads, tram

railroads, springs and camps for the use of the foresters and rangers,

as well as for general office work. The maps were outlined on detail

paper from which tracings were made on vellum. On this tracing

all deeds were noted with date, acreage, and from whom purchased.

From the tracing, negatives were made and from the negatives blue

line prints on white cloth, making a very serviceable print upon

which future additions and changes can readily be added, and making

ix valuable reference map for office use. All the lands owned by the

Commonwealth are colored a light green on these prints, showing at

a glance the location of State lands and their surroundings. Nega-

tives and tracings are filed in tin tubes to keep them free from

dust, and are properly labeled and fully indexed. In executing the

work of drafting and mapping, the Department draftsman has been

assisted materially by Mr. Thomas O. Bietsch, one of the graduates

from the Forest Academy at Mont Alto.
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SURVEYS AND DRAFTING, 1909.

The continued call for better maps, giving more detail information

to the foresters and rangers in the employ of this Department, made
it necessary for the draftsmen to construct additional maps. This

required the searching of records in the Department of Internal

Affairs for copies of the original returns of surveys, frequently going

back to as early a date as 1767. During the winter mcmths of Jan-

uary, February and March, Maps 2-A-5, covering lands in Bedford

county, and 9-C 7, covering lands in the Seven Mountain region of

Mifflin, Centre and Huntingdon, were outlined, and Map 7-B-9, cover-

ing lands in Potter, Tioga, McKean, Lycoming and Clinton, as well

as Map 3-C-14, covering lands in Cameron, Clinton and Lycoming

were added to. These maps took up all the time of the draftsmen

except the frequent calls for small detail drafts for immediate uses,

which are always given the preference. This work was continued

until the beginning of May, at which time the chief draftsman was

assigned to Greenwood Furnace to install a new water supply system,

which occupied his attention until the first of July. The outside

work of the Department took up practically all of the attention of

the draftsmen, until the last of September, when the drafting was
again taken up.

After the outside work had been finished, the drafting room was
again occupied and the maps referred to above were pushed to com-
pletion, and the following new maps were started and finished:

Map 2-A-5, Bedford county.

Map ll-B-5, Somerset and Westmoreland.

Map 4-A-5, Shade mountain, Snyder, Mifflin and Juniata.

Map 12-A-2, Berks and Schuylkill.

Map 9-C-7, Mifflin, Centre, Union and Snyder.

Map 9-B-ll, Mifflin, Centre and Huntingdon.

Map 9-A-17, Tussey mountain.

The last map was made for the purpose of survey, and will be
remodeled according to the surveys made in August and September.
1909. A number of smaller drafts, sketches and deed extracts were
also made to be sent to the various surveyors for their working data.

Map 11-A-l, Pike County. This is a new map on a larger scale,

giving not only the warrantee names, dates, courses and distances,

but the Commissioner's numbers of Pike county. This map was begun
in November, but will not be finished until February or March, 1910,
and is being constructed by Forester Thomas O. Bietsch.

Nearly all of the above maps will be printed from a negative,
making either a blue line or brown line print on white for use of the
offices and employes.

THP: GREENWOOD WATER SUPPLY.

The severe drought of 1908 and its etfects shown on the young
plants in the forest nursery at Greenwood, in Huntingdon county,
demanded some action for a supply of water to offset the damage
likely to be done by future droughts. There is plenty of water in
that region, but it was difficult to decide as to the best supply
suitable for all purposes. Stone Creek (East Branch) flows suffi-

ciently near to put in a power plant and pump direct to the nursery,
but it is a water not suitable for household use. Gap Run, a small
branch of Stone Creek, coming from mountain springs, is suitable
for home use, but too cold for use in the nursery. It was finally
decided to use Gap Run water and put in a tempering tank large
enough on an elevation sufficient for a gravity supply of warm water
at all times, and at the same time furnish cold fresh water directly
to the house.

Surveys were made, but as it was then too late in the fall to take
up actual work on the ground, the matter rested until the following
spring (May, 1909). During the winter the plans were drawn and
the Department Surveyor assigned to the work of putting in the
plant.
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A concrete dam with a face wall 03 feet long and a wing wall

of 58 feet, with a settling basin 4^ by feet, was placed in the bed

rock of Gap Eun, and from this dam two lines of pipe are extended,

one line being a two inch black wi ought iron pipe 1,472 feet long

running directly to the house occupied by the ranger, with a fall of

forty-eight feet, giving sufficient fall and plenty of water for the

house, bath room, laundry, lawn s] tinkler, garden and barn uses,

as well as a public watering trough with continual How of fresh

Y/ater through a one-half inch nozzle, by the side of a much used

public road from Huntingdon to Milllin county. (This road will be

referred to later.) This water trough is greatly appreciated not only

by the farmers going and returning, but by lumber haulers, cattle

drivers, and automobile chatfeurs who now cross the mountain from

one county into the other.

The other pipe line consists of a five inch pipe for 320 feet, where it

connects with a six inch upriglit siandpipe twenty feet high, used

for the purpose of reducing the extu'me shock on the engine. From
the end of the five inch pipe a four imh pipe extends 133 feet and is

connected with the engine through a quick acting gate valve, the

engine being 20 feet lower than the dam. From the engine a line

of two inch black iron pipe extends ;ip an extremely steep and rocky

bank 400 feet to a height of 105 feet, emptying into a cement temper

ing basin, circular in shape, with a vliameter of forty feet and depth

of 3^ feet in the clear. This basin or reservoir was constructed ol

Portland cement and broken furnace slag, as no limestone could be

had at reasonable distance from tbc; work, while the sand was not

by any means so good as it should have been. The bottom of the

reservoir rests on a solid slate foundation with sides of the same;

material, so that frost cannot atfect the concrete. The side walls of

concrete are IS inches thick at the bottom, tapering both ways to a

thickness of ten inches at the top. The sides being reinforced by

common barbed fence wire. From the center of this reservoir a two

inch pipe line 433 feet long extends down the hill with a fall of 78

feet to the upper part of the nursery. This ends in a T, with lateral

arms of two inch pipe, one extending Avestward to the second row of

plant beds, and the other eastward iifly feet to the last row of beds.

At each hundred foot point lateral s]>ray pipes ^ inch in diameter

are attached, and run downward the full width of the nursery, with

brass swivel hose nozzles at each sixth bed, so that a fifty feet hose

attached to any nozzle can cover twelve beds thoroughly with a fine

spray. This continues to the extreme corners and edges of the nur-

sery.

The engine referred to above is a Ko. 40 Rife Hydraulic Engine
or Ram, single action, which was purchased direct from the manu-
factui-ers, The Kife Hydraulic Engine Co., New York City, under

a stated guarantee. On the 10th of June, 1909, the dam having been
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completed and fully set, the valve of the engine was turned and three

days afterward the tempering tank or reservoir was full and was

used continuously until the wet weather of the early winter ren-

dered its use unnecessary. It was then discontinued and closed

up for the winter. The full beneficial elfect of this plant will not be

apparent until the coming spring, as fully referred to in the report

of Forester W. H. Kraft, who has this nursery in charge.

The roadway referred to earlier in this article, and also by Forester

Kraft, is a portion of an old toll road running from the south foot

of Stone mountain near Barrville in Milllin county, to a short dis-

tance below Greenwood in Stone valley, Huntingdon county. It

was made a toll road early in the history of Greenw^ood Furnace
during the ownership of Hall and Ivawle, for the purpose of secur-

ing a better grade on which to haul the pig iron from the furnace

to the blooming mills at Logan (now Burnham), Mifflin county.

The old road now used by the long distance telephone lines, was
allowed to remain to the left of the new one on the north side of

Stone mountain, but on the summit they join; then the new road

keeps to the left of the old one on the south side of the mountain.

During all the years of the running of Greenwood Furnace this road

had been kept in good repair by the several furnace owners and a

small toll fee collected from users. When, however, the furnace

was closed and dismantled, the road was allowed to decay, and the

spring of 1909 found this road as Forester Kraft says, "almost im-

passable." It was still a toll road, although no toll was collected.

It was not a highway in a sense which required the supervisors

cf Jackson township to repair it. It was too dangerous to use as

it now existed. Rather than have any accidents, and as those em-
ployed in this Department use the road chiefly, the Commissioner
of Forestry directed its repair in a permanent manner. In one
place the continual washing of the rains had produced a hole in

the road bed four to five feet in depth, and nearly 300 feet long,

and the full width of the travelled road. In making the repairs

to this roadway, the Department surveyor met with the supervisors

of Jackson township and they gladly agreed to lend him a new
stone crusher for use on the road, realizing the great benefit of a
repaired roadway for them to get to the nearest market. With
this and a traction engine secured from J. ]^]dgar Irwin at a low
rate, and with the assistance of G. Edw^ard Ross, ranger on that
reserve, almost three quarters of a mile of new road was constructed
of broken mountain sandstone, as no liuiestone is to be had in that
vicinity. This road is now used by not only the farmers of Stone
Valley and the employes of this Department, but by many automo-
biles. While the road cost somewhat more than expected, jet it did
not cost nearly the price now paid for so-called modern roads.

The following surveys were made during the year:
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The survey of the eastern end of Tussey mountain and Short

mountain in Huntingdon county owing to many problems involved,

was taken up by the Department surveyor personally, assisted by

Forester T. Koy Morton, of that district. This survey was completed

September 16th, with the lines all fully marked and corners well

built up.

The following surveys were begun October 1, 1909, and pushed

forward rapidly until the storms of late December compelled a dis-

continuance of this class of work:

Tussey Mountain Survey: While this survey was begun and out-

lined in 1907, the lines were not fully finished and marked until this

year. This district was placed in charge of William M. Grove,

of Spring Mills, Centre county, and was fully finished. Mr. Grove
was then transferred to Stone Valley in Huntingdon county, and ran

the lines around Gettys Ridge, Stone creek, Broad mountain and
Greenwood, and closed his work only when the snow became too deep

for travel. Mr. Grove was assisted in this survey by Alfred E. Rupp,
forester for that division.

Union County Survey: This work was taken up by Hon. Calvin

M. Hayes where he stopped in 1907, and continued through and over

the Buffalo range of mountains to White Deer creek, thus completing

the lines from Penns creek in Union county to White Deer creek.

Mr. Hayes was assisted in his work by Harry J. Mueller, forester

for that division.

Lycoming County, Plunketts Creek Region: This survey was in

charge of Charles L. Wetzel, of Beavertown, Snyder county, assisted

by John A. Bastian, forester for that division. Under very trying

circumstances this survey was pushed forward rapidly, regardless of

the fact that Lycoming creek and its branches had to be waded fre-

quently. This survey is not yet completed, as storms compelled the

men to quit somewhat early.

Tioga County: This survey was a continuance of the survey of

1907, and was in charge of E. H. Green, who made the prior survey.

Lines were run, marked, and painted as they proceeded. The forester

on that reserve, Paul H. Mulford, being in charge of the forest nur-
sery at Asaph, was not able to accompany Mr. Green, so these lines

were finished under Mr. Green's instructions. This survey was
discontinued also because of storms, and will be taken up in the spring-

and pushed to completion.

Bedford County: This survey covers lands running southward to

the State line between Pennsylvania and Maryland, and was in

charge of Lewis Pittman, of Everett, Pa. He was assisted part of the
time by William L. Byers, forester at Rainsburg. The survey included
the Tussey mountain and Bean's Cove lands purchased from Howard
Cessna and others. This survey will also be continued when proper
weather opens in tlie spring.
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Clinton County: This survey covers lands purchased chiefly from

Kulp & Co., Shamokin, situate on White Deer creek. Fishing creek,

and branches, as well as a section of the McElhattan region pur-

chased from Barker Bros, and others. The survey was in charge

of J. D. Eckel, of Loganton, assisted part of the time by Homer S.

Metzger, forester for that division. This survey completes the lines

of the Tea Spring lands, but the McElhattan portion was not quite

finished owing to storms. The latter survey will be pushed forward

in the spring, and when completed this entire region will then be

surveyed and marked in proper manner.

REVENUES.

The receipts of the Department of Forestry to date probably will

not meet the expectations of scmie people who do not understand the

problem with which the Department has to deal. Bearing in mind

that the lands purchased are mainly cut-over lands, much of which

has been repeatedly burne<S over so that there remains little or noth-

ing upon the ground, it must be seen at a glance that the receipts

from such land will be at a minimum until the Department is able to

restore a forest cover. The restoration of a forest cover capable

of producing a marketable product is by no means the work of a year

or of ten years; but it will, on the other hand, take a generation

in many instances to restore the cover to such a degree that it will

begin to yield a product. This land is not without value, howeaver,

during the interval or growing period. It is doing its work in car-

rying a tree cover, and the trees are yielding their moisture to

the air, are covering the ground with mulch, are conserving the

water supply, are furnishing a home for wild birds and game, are

keeping the mountain streams cool and fresh by shutting out the

direct rays of the sun, and in other ways doing useful work for the

people of the Commonwealth. The money that they yield is a matter

for the future, and will be evident just as soon as the tree growth

reaches a sufficient degree of maturity. If any of the people of this

Commonwealth exj)ect that the Department will be able to realize

an immediate money return from lands of this character, they are

misinformed and mistaken, and should immediately begin the study

of the real problem of forestry in Pennsylvania.

There have, however, been constant returns of money to the

State Treasury through the work of the Department. In many cases

these returns have been of very high rate of interest on the invest-

C—24—1909
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ment, as lor instance, the returns iruiu the Federal Kefractories

lease in Huntingdon county, where the revenue to the Commonwealth
has actually paid lor the land and all interest and charges within

a period of about seven years. The receipts generally are bound to

increase from year to year, because as the area increases and the

growth matures there will be increased opportunities to go into the

market and make sales.

It is not fair, as has been done in some cases, to compare the

receipts of this Department with the receipts from the German
forests or the other cultivated forests of Europe. Forestry in Europe
is three hundred years old, and their planted and cultivated forests

are now mature old woods. Their present rate of return per acre

is, therefore, very substantial. When the forests of Pennsylvania

have been protected and cultivated for the same period of time, there

is no reason why our returns should not be as great or even greater.

In fact, the promise to-day is that before the Department is twenty-

five years of age it will be largely paying its way, and thereafter will

probably soon be in the position to return net revenue to the State.

A financial statement by years showing the receipts, all of which

have been deposited with the State Treasurer, is as follows:

For the year 1900, $1,227 87
For the year 1901, 1,951 57
For the year 1902, 1,578 70

For the year 1903, 9,758 02

For the year 1904, 1,373 94
For the year 1905, 2,247 G7
For the year 1906, 5,001 24
For the year 1907, 3,955 89
For the year 1908, 2,473 7(5

For the year 1909, 5,267 11

Total, J{34,835 77

SPECIFIC FOREST ADMINISTRATION.
MONT ALTO DIVISION, SOUTH MOUNTAIN RESERVE.

1908.

GEORGE H. WIRT, State Forrsfcr.

The work at Mont Alto is becoming more and more routine in ils

nature. Practically no new lines of activity have been taken up but
the old ones have been pursued efficiently. The report of Lewis E.
Staley covers the matter of improvement cuttings and of roads, and
that of Ralph E. Brock, the Mont Alto Nursery.
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The employment of regular men under the direction of Mr. Staley

proved to be a wise move. IJuring this year the men have been kept

busy, and counting their time at the usual rate for ordinary day

labor, the amount paid to them as regular salaries has exceeded the

value of day labor only by about $50.00. But the results of their

labor have far exceeded this amount, over and above what might have

been expected from ''pick ups." The men are becoming proiftcient in

the work and have a personal interest in it. These men have chosen

to work for the Forestry Department when they might have received

higher wages nearer home, and their loyalty should be regarded. The

force ought to be doubled by Mr. Staley, and it is very necessary that

the same system be introduced in the nursery labor.

Concerning improvement work, it ought to be stated that up to

this time the work has been done close to the Academy and to public

roads; consequently, certain restrictions upon good judgment, silvi-

culturally speaking, have' been made, so as not to call forth the criti-

cism "of not preserving the forest but destroying it.'' Now as the

Avork moves backward from main lines of travel and where necessarily

ihe expenses will be heavier, these restrictions should be entirely

lemoved and a free hand should be allowed so that each tract may

be treated as its silvicultural needs indicate.

During the past year more charcoal was made and handled at

a profit. About 1,000 bushels of charcoal were stored with the idea

of learning what might be done in the way of a permanent source of

supply. Charcoal users were reached and after their stock became

exhausted far more orders came to us than could be filled, showing

that if we go ahead and make a staple product which we are in a

position to furnish at any time, a profitable industry may be built up

to the detriment of no one, and materially to the benefit of men wiio

may be regularly employed, and to the reserves.

In the opening up of roads careful considerati(m has been given

to the regions which are stocked with good young growth, and those

which are not well divided into small divisions by roads or trails of

any kind. It is an important proposition to continue the opening of

eld roads and the building of new roads and trails each year. An

allowance per acre for this purpose, or a definite amount designated

for road work on each reserve would be a valuable improvement in

the present plan of management.

The nursery again suft'ered a set-back in the spring of this year

owinjr to the fact that when water was needed it could not be had.

The water system as now planned ought to increase the output an-

nually by at least 500,000 seedlings.

The work was largely increased during (he year owing to the

increase in area of nursery. The small shed which is now being

used as a tool shed does not correspond at all with its surroundings
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It is too small and should be replaced at once by a building which
is commensurate with the needs of the nursery and at the same time
one which has some respectable architectural lines.

In May six plantations were made:
Near Nursery:

1-yr black walnuts, 300
Forest pulled white pines, 1-yr., trans-

planted in nursery, 8,500

Underplanting of Pines about Nursery

:

2-yr. old Norway spruce, 5,600

Irishtown Farm:
1-yr. White ash, 6,186

1-yr. Western catalpa, 2,150

Pinus ponderosa, 1,000

Pearl of Park:
•

Forest pulled white pines, 600
New Baltimore:

1-yr. Black walnuts, 650
Old Forge:

2-yr. White pine, 14,700
2-yr. Norway spruce, 3,300

Total, . 42,986
In addition to these seedlings taken from our nursery, there were

forwarded to other reserves as follows:

Heintzleman

:

2-yr White pine, 35^000
Witherow

:

2-yr. White pine, 12,000
2-yr. Norway spruce, 3,000
Miscellaneous, 3 ^qq

The fires of the year were few and of small extent. There were
some fires on land adjoining the reserve and when these occurred
immediate steps were taken to fight them. Notwithstanding the very
dry year, there was but a small area burned over in the fall. One
thousand acres would cover the entire area burned over in the year.

It appears that most of these fires had been set for injury to indi-
viduals or for a job from which 20 cents per hour could be had. Con-
ditions are such now, however, that a large fire can occur only under
the most adverse circumstances. The few telephones located in the
neighborhood of the reserve and those at the State Sanatorium,
together with the constant increase in roads, make possible an imme-
diate alarm and a quick attack. At the same time the roads are
limiting the spread of fires after they are started. At least two more
telephones ought to be installed.
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FOKEST ACADEMY.

Owing to the fact that the Academy curriculum was well in hand

at the close of 1907, the school work was finished in good time in

April. This made it possible to carry out the summer work without

a hitch. The first-year students worked in the nursery until about

the middle of June and then went into the woods and carried on im-

provement work under the direction of Mr. Staley, until the middle

of August.

The second-year students carried on their mensuration work, de-

voting particular attention to chestnut coppice. For two weeks in

August the class camped at the Old Forge and made a detailed study

of a stand of chestnut covering about 1,000 acres and of the age of 31

years. There was not sufficient time before vacation to complete

the tabulation of the data gathered, but the data of the class of 1909

will be added and all put into shape for publication at as early a

date as possible.

.The third-year class worked continuously on the topographic map
of the reserve and by the end of the season had plotted an area of

about 2,000 acres on a map, the scale of which is 400 feet to the inch.

This includes the work which had been done by the Department of

Health and former classes, but at least 1,000 acres were covered

during 1908.

In September the assistant instructor in forestry left the Academy
to take up what was, to him, a better position. His going left the

Academy much handicapped, for it was at a time of year when every

good man was placed for the winter. As no desirable man was

obtained before the end of the year, it became necessary to shorten

some of the hours of certain courses in forestry in order to do the

best possible for each of the three classes. Things were kept going,

however, and with some extra time in the spring of 1909 each course

will be completed.

Owing to the fact that the other instructors were now familiar

with the ground they were to cover and just what was desired of

them, good class room work was done by both.

The circumstances of the year point definitely to a need which is

not peculiar to the Forest Academy. It is, that the instructors

should be experienced men, both in teaching and in the particular

work taught. It is not probable that any college graduate or prac-
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tical teacher will have had experience along the particular lines

demanded at the Academy; consequently an instructor just comes

to be of value during his second year, and if he is a worker at all he

increases in value as he lengthens his stay.

How evident it is that, once a worthy young fellow is found, con-

ditions should be such as to induce him to stay rather than to leave.

Satisfactory living conditions must be provided. If the man is mar-

ried a comfortable home ought to be available for him, and if he stays;

any length of time, it is reasonable to expect that he marry and be-

come a resident of the locality.

Further, the primary object of the Academy is instruction, and no

instruct i(m can be given without instructors. Neither can the in-

struction required by the curriculum be furnished to three classes

of students by as many instructors. No instructor can do the best

for his classes if he has to divide his attention over four or five fields

of activity and with just enough time on his hands to prepare for

the next recitation. He should have time to do individual research

and improve and increase his knowledge for as he broadens he will

broaden his students, and in whatever way he can do this it will

be of advantage to the Academy and the forestry work as a whole.

Again, the instructor must be one who is loyal to the State and to

the Academy. Of course, it is not right for the State of Pennsylva-

nia to ask a young man to sacrifice his own prospects for immediate

improvement or advancement, and yet, if it is made clear that ad-

vancement and imj)rovement of conditions are going to come in the

near future, an instructor who is a loyal Pennsylvanian will be satis-

fied to put up with inconveniences for the while. Some few people

of this kind can be found. They must be kept when found.

From time to time one of the students gives evidence that, with

some encouragement, he would make j)roper preparation for any line

of work in which special prei)aration were needed. Such students

should have inducements held out to them, to the effect, that if certain

efficiency or ability be attained they become eligible to certain definite

positions. The position of instructor at the Academy should be one
such opening.

The class of students which came in in September were all from
towns or cities. This in itself is no misfortune, but if raising the

standard for entrance is going to make possible the appointment of

mostly town boys, then it is time that some additicmal requisite be

added to the examinations. Tn each instance so far at the Academy
it has been necessary to break the town student into work. He is

willing at first but as soon as the novelty of it wears off and he
realizes that his hands must be soiled and that his back must ache,

it becomes a continual drive to get results. Any appointeee should
be very clearly informed that he must work hard if he expects to

IMate VIII.—SiK'cimon of Walnut Trees on Roth rock Reserve, Huntingdon
County.
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get far at the Academy; and if, before he could receive a definite

appointment, he must be able to show a year's work either on farm

or in lumber camp or with one of the State's foresters, the novelty

of work would be worn off before reaching the Academy. It would

either cure him of the desire to be a forester or indicate beyond a

doubt that he could live in the country, and do manual work without

shirking.

In so far as the new dormitory was available, especially for the

Botanical and Zoological Laboratories, it was of great value. Already

a good beginning has been made toward a permanent collection of

botanical, dendrological and zoological specimens.

The equipment of the laboratories is not yet all that is to be ex-

pected, but witli the present favorable conditions it is to be hoped

that by the end of 1909 every department of the work will be brought

to a position second to none for facilities for doing the best of work

and accomplishing the best of results.

if
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MONT ALTO NUKSERY REPORT FOR 1908.

RALPH E. BROCK, Forester.

The work during this year was successful. The enlargement of

the nursery to over three times its former size varied the work

greatly. The building of roads and laying of tile drains, while not

hampering the regular nursery work, detracted from it. The regular

routine of the work, with results obtained, was as follows:
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Condition of the Soil.

Off. Doc.

The condition of the soil is a variable factor, and the increase of its

tilth is an index of its improvement.

During the past seven years a wonderful change has been noted

in the soil of the nursery ; a change that has had a marked influence

upon our neighbors in their respect for modern agricultural prac-

tice. The soil has been changed from a heavy sandy clay to a light

clayey sand and its texture from a "raw" soil to one of considerable

humic content, now ideal for the rearing of coniferous seedlings on

a great part of it.

Fertilizers and Fertilizing Materials.

To determine to what extent fertilizing was actually needed in

the nursery here, it was determined to do all the year's work on the

soil as it was and to see what soil in such condition would actually

produce. It is my opinion that a fertilizer especially for forest

nursery practice should be a material or a combination of materials

sufficiently active to stimulate the seedling's growth and without

unduly forcing, still allow it to mature sufficient wood fibre to sustain

it over the winter period.

A number of experiments were started in conjunction with the class

in silviculture of the Forest Academy, with fertilizing ingredients

furnished by manuafcturers. No sufficient data has yet been ob-

tained on which to base conclusive results.

During the year of 1909 an extensive series of experiments will be
carried on with a large importing fertilizing concern from which far-

reaching results are to be expected.

Seed.

The seed furnished was poor in quality and vitality, the white pine
being about 62 per cent. good. This necessarily caused a heavier
sowing per unit of area than heretofore, 1.8 lbs. per unit (100 sq.

ft.) being sown broadcast, and 1 lb. per unit in drills.

Germination.

In spite of the weather conditions during the natural sowing period,

fair germination was secured. The stand at the season's end showed
the results obtained.

Mulch.

The large area now devoted to seed beds rendered the use of the
more desirable mulches, such as pine needles, impracticable. In the
endeavor to find a suitable substitute for pine needles burlap was
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tried. The material is light, porous, retentive of moisture and keeps

the soil reasonably darkened (the most favorable condition for

germination) and is inexpensive. The only objection that may be

raised to its more general use is its rapid loss in value from continued

use. The material rots easily as is the case with any cotton material

in contact with the soil.

It was observed at several nurseries, notably that of the Pennsyl-

vania Eailroad Company's nurseries at Morrisville, that a fairly

heavy grade of paper may be used as a mulch ; and where it was used

on beds saturated with water before planting and immediately cov-

ered with this paper, a heavy and uniform germination was obtained.

Fungoid and Insect Kavages.

During the past season the nursery was nearly free from fungoid

diseases ; even no appreciable damage was sustained from the damping
off fungus.

On August 8th it was noted that a leaf eating caterpillar was
attacking the Scotch pine. These were immediately sprayed with a

nicotine solution and the danger checked.

General Work and Improvement.

The expense of operation was considerable, and was, mainly, for

new work which was general improvement. The central portion of

the nursery and south side lying next to the mountains have always
had a decided tendency to be wet and heavy. To remedy this a system
of "French drains" was laid. The improvement is already felt in the

working of that section of the nurserv.

Koads.

The growth of the nursery has increased rapidly and is now recog-

nized as a permanent institution. Unusual demands have determined

that from now on the system of roads and paths must be developed

as the importance of the nursery increases. During the year a road

was surveyed and partly built through the centre of the main nursery,

700 feet long and 15 feet wide. At angles to this another road was
built 350 feet long and 14 feet wide.

As mentioned in the report for 1907, the old 3-foot paths between
the beds have been discontinued. All paths are now not over two
feet in width, with IJ feet between the transplant beds. Considerable

working space has thus been saved and the appearance of the nursery
enhanced.
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Weeds and Weeding.

Off. Doc.

The most troublesome weed at present is the Galinsoga parvitlora,

which up to the present time we have been unable to eradicate,

though other weeds have been troublesome during the past season.

Weeds will always be present and the most we can do is to keep

them under control. Girls did the Aveeding almost entirely during

the year. They are more thorough in their work and more regular

than boys, and not nearly so bothersome to handle.

Winter Protection.

Pine needles have always been of great utility in our nursery here

both as a spring mulch and for winter protection. The pines at the

Sanatorium were in fact the only source of needles in abundance,

and since the transfer of this land to tlie Department of Health this

supply has greatly diminished. Again, it would have been impos-

sible to have secured enough needles to cover the beds this year.

Two methods were tried in covering the seedlings and both were

successful. In the one shades were placed on the beds and covered

with burlap, and in the other and by far the larger, the beds were

covered with shades and then with about four inches of straw. Few

seedlings were lifted by the frost.

Inventory.

The following is a corrected inventory:

Species.

I

5*5

White pine—2 yr, transplants,
White pine—2 yr. seedlings,

White pine—1 yr. seedlings.

Norway spruce—3 yr. transplants,
Norway spruce—2 yr. transplants,
Balsam fir—2 yr. seedlings, -.

European larch—2 yr. seedlings, .

Scotch pine—2 yr. seedlings,
Scotch pine—1 yr. seedlings,
Black walnut—1 yr. seedlings, __
White ash—1 yr. seedlings,
Persimmon—2 yr. seedlings,

Sugar maple, — _

6-7
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each 60-foot lot was cut and pitched near the center of the lot and

ranked in quarter, half and one cord piles. Each pile was then num-

bered and a record kept of the quality of the wood in each rank.

There was also a price set on each pile. This very often saved us a

trip to the woods since the hauler could get the wood and bring to

us the number and by consulting the record book we knew exactly

what kind of wood he received and the price per cord.

On account of some parts of this area being entirely too steep

for hauling with a wagon, about sixty cords had to be hauled down

to the road with a sled at a cost of 43 cents per cord. The cost of

labor for cutting this wood into 4-foot lengths and ranking was 94

cents, making a total cost of fl.37 for the wood which had to be

sledded from the hill and 94 cents for that which could be reached

by team without sledding.

The coppice growth since cutting has made excellent progress,

some chestnut sprouts attaining the length of 6 feet, 9i inches.

Along the side next to the low land the thinning of this area greatly

favored a growth of white pine seedlings, there being a good seed

year in 1907. It is evident that several acres will be reforested by

white pine.

Another improvement cutting was made on top of the mountain

at Monaghan field. This consisted mainly of volunteer pitch pine

which grew up along the outer edge of the field. Most of these pitch

pine were attacked by insects. Some of the trees were already en-

tirely killed in patches and the number of trees attacked increased

rapidly through the entire pitch pine area. Some cutting here had

already been done in the fall of 1906. The trees were cut down and

all the branches taken off and burned. At the time there was no

market for the wood and it lay until the summer of 1908, when it

was cut into cord wood and burned into charcoal. There were 33

cords of this wood left after taking out the best for pulp wood, and

in order to make the operation more profitable we cut enough more

of the infected trees to fill two kilns, one of 30 cords and one of 25

cords.

The cost of each operation was as follows:

Chopping wood into lengths, $38 92

Leveling hearth, 4 55

Hauling wood to hearth, 12 02

Raking and hauling leaves, 3 50

Setting wood in hearth, 4 13

Leafing, blacking and hauling dust, 5 49

Collier's expense, 40 46

Total, 1109 07
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The coal was sold to tinners at the rate of 12 cents per bushel, by
measure, delivered to Waynesboro and Chambersburg, a distance of
ten to fourteen miles. The average weight per bushel of 390 bushels
was IGJ pounds as it came from the kiln dry, while the average weight
after a shower of rain was nearly 21 pounds per bushel.

It seems to be a decided fact from this small operation that char-
coal burning would be profitable in our fire killed timber districts
as the expenses for the collier is the same for two kilns as it would
be for six or eight kilns. If large operations are considered together
with the removing of the great fire trap which these areas later
become there certainly is no doubt of its being a paying proposition.
We have several locations on the Mont Alto reserve that should,

]n the near future, be cut over and the only market for this material
IS as oliarcoal. By this removal of dead and dying trees we would aid
the young sprout growth, also remove the great fire trap, and thus
lessen the damage to the soil and tree growth. Getting rid of this
worthless dry material would also lessen the possibility of the spread
of fires.

Another improvement area is in the vicinitv of Pondtown near
what IS known as the Promise Mine. This area the fire has repeatedly
burned over and nearly every tree, large and small, has the scar of
being severely burned at intervals of from 3 to 7 years.
The dead wood has been removed from time to time until there

remains at present less than one-half of what a well stocked area
should contain and this is in a very unsatisfactory condition. The
trees are scrubby, enlarged at the base, and since the canopy is too
c^pen on account of dead trees, limb development takes up most of the
annual wood growth.
For the above reasons few trees are allowed to remain. Clear

cutting IS the best method to follow, with possibly here and there one
of the best trees kept as seed trees. This area yielded from the im-
provement cutting about ten cords per acre.

Thinnings.

In the latter part of June, 1908, the second-year students of the
lu)rest Academy under the direction of the Director of the Academy
marked the trees to be cut on an area of about fifty acres on Oak
Knob. This area was cut over for charcoal fifty-nine years ago, thusmaking it a very appropriate stand for thinning.
On this area was a thick stand of chestnut, birch, maple, scarlet,

black and pm oak, ranging in diameter from 2 inches to 14 inches
J here was also a number of larger trees from 2 feet, 6 inches to 3
teet, G inches, these being the survivors of the cutting fiftv nine years

7—24—1909
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Cutting on this area was begun on July 16th by six men and con-

tinued through the greater part of the summer other necessary work

being done as it presented itself. This area also alforded the prac-

tical labor for the first-year students of the Forest Academy.

On account of the steepness of this hill the wood had to be cut

and pitched together in rows up the hill by means of chutes or

troughs. These chutes were made from li^xS" plank in sections 10, ,

12 and 14 feet. The plank were supported on the bottom by flat irons

bent at an angle of about 120 degrees, thus making the chute wider

than if set at right angles, and nailed together as in the usual way

of construction. The bottom irons were screwed to the plank.

On one end of each section straightirons were fastened on each

plank by means of screws and extended three inches over the end of

the chute This extension afforded a place to lay another section of

trough which would jam against the first. The idea in using iron

projections was to do away with nailing the sections together m
order to keep them in place. Again in moving the chutes from one

row of wood to another instead of pulling nails from these oak

boards (which is a trying task) the sections were easily picked up

and carried to the next location. Approximately 140 cords of wood

from this thinning were transferred to the bottom of the hill in this

"^

On account of being very rocky at the bottom of the hill the wood

was again placed on sleds and hauled to the road and railroad.

Owing to the many times this wood had to be handled, the difficulty

in cutting, roughness and steepness of the hill, it will readily be seeu

that there was much expense connected with its removal, luid sui<e

it was not ranked we are unable to state the exact cost
;
but do not

think it will exceed the returns received ^or the material removed.

The value to the remaining stand must be considered high.

The price per cord of this wood where it was ranked through the

cutting area varied according to quality from $1.80 for all chestnut

to J2.10 for the best, which was nearly all oak. Where wood was

hauled to the road f2.20 was charged.

Koads, Fire Lanes and Trails.

Most work was done to old roads used by the Iron Company in

transportation of material. In some cases these roads follow a rea-

sonably low grade, but since the material was all hauled from the

mountain to the valley more attention was given to the length of the

road than to the steepness. It is, therefore, necessary in considering

our permanent road system through the reserve, to deviate from these

old roads so that we may have a more regular grade. This has been

done in several cases in the brushing of old roads.
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Fire Lanes.

99

Fire lanes and trails are fcAv and are opened only where we must
expect permanent roads in the future.

Cost of Brushing and Kepairs to Koads.

The cost of brushing and repairs was not kept separate for the
reason that it was all accomplished wliile going over the road. If any
loose stone were taken out or breakers opened it was done ^hile we
were at that point in the road with our brush work, hence no accurate
account could be kept.

The cost and length of each road opened follows:

Name of Road.

Sand Flat _ __.
Crooker's Run,
Crooker's Hollow to Swift Run^
Sandy Ridge, _ _

Tarburner (repairs), _

Curren's Path,
Irishtown Farm, [[",

Kettle Spring, _
_""'

Brandon's Hollow,
Pine Stump,
Long Run,

Bricker,
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Taking up the Clearfield county region first, I would say, that

at the time I reached there the forest fires were still actively burning

.nnd the country was enveloped in a mantle of smoke. Of course

this was to be expected. The unusual drought, scarcity of water,

and because also the comparative immunity of years had placed a

thick accumulation of leaves upon the ground. Over a portion of

this area there was also a considerable body of unburned slashings

left from previous lumbering operations. It is fair to say, that

the majgrity of the conflagrations in Clearfield county are due to

incendiarism. No doubt a portion of these was the result of the

lack of employment for a large number of men whose moral sensi-

bilities are not very acute.

Furthermore, I share, and always have shared in the belief of a

large number of intelligent citizens in the regions where the State

has its reserves, namely, that we are noiv paying entirely too much

for the work of suppressing forest fires. Instead of being made a

good paying work, the compensation should be reduced to such a

sum as will oblige persons to feel that suppressing fires is the hardest

way to earn a living. It is my conviction that the Forestry Depart-

ment would not have encouraged the increase in pay, but for the

pressure made upon it by the representatives from the oil regions.

It is, however, a matter of great satisfaction that we may say,

the advance of public sentiment of the present time over that of

earlier years has made the work of suppression easier than ever be-

fore. Even the ordinary citizen seems to know and feel that the

creation of forest fires is a war against humanity, and that the one

who started it is a public enemy and deserves no more consideration

than a mad dog. The common expression heard now over the entire

burned district has been that a man who creates a forest fire should

be either shot on the spot or thrown into it, and I cannot say that

I am at all averse to the verdict which the popular mind has rendered.

Mr. Wm. F. Dague, who is now in charge of that portion of the

State reserve in Clearfield county has proved himself to be a thor-

oughly energetic and competent forester, and moreover, he has in Wui

nmst remarkable degree, for so young a man, and a new comer in

that region, w(m the respect of all with whom he has been associated

in his somewhat strenuous introduction to the forestry work in Clear

field county.

I beg leave to oflPer the following suggestions: That Mr. Dague

be charged with the duty of completing his km)wledge of the topog-

raphy of the entire reserve under his care, and that as soon as he

has done this, he be directed to indicate what roads shall be cut out

and opened up in order to create fire lanes along which fires may be

most successfully combatted.
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And, furthermore, when he has done this, that he make an imme-
diate report to this ollice of the conclusion which he has reached,
iJ" possible indicating upon a map of Clearfield county reserve the
points which he proposes to reach by them and also to indicate
the roads he desires to open.

During the fire season which has just passed it has cost the State
over flOO merely to haul water to the nearest point of the fires. Very
often this was at considerable distance from the place where the
water was to be used, and it was impossible to get nearer to the fire

because of the difficulty of taking a sled over the ground. In other
words, frequently the back firing had to be commenced at a point
entirely too remote from the seat of the tire, and all this territory
unnecessarily burned over, between the fire and the back-firing was a
direct loss to the State because of the timber destroyed in the back-
firing.

So far 'as I am informed, in many instances if pack saddles had
been on the ground it would have been possible to have approached
close to the tire and saved this needless destruction of timber. I

would therefore most earnestly advise, that two pack saddles and
four double blankets be purchased and sent to Mr. Dague, and that
lie be authorized to secure the necessary kegs, hose and pumps for
his future work.

In this connection, I would say, that the old road opened up by
Mr. Burge has been a very important one, and that the work has been
well done. Permit me to say, that the tract known in this office
as the Bilger tract on the headwaters of Montgomery run is one
whose purchase I opposed. I am now convinced that I was in error.
I have seen enough of the most valuable jack and yellow pine on it

to convince me that it is an exi(?edingly desirable possession for the
State; first, because of the character of the pine itself which is the
finest that 1 have seen in the State of Pennsylvania, and second,
because this pine has reached an age at which it will be almost im-
possible for it to be destroyed by any forest fire. It may, therefore,
be recorded as a permanent asset for the State, and which is year
by year growing into additional value.

I have seen little ground in Clearfield county on this visit that I
would recommend for i»l;niling, because there are few open spaces
on our holdings in that district. Cimference with a large number
(
f practical lumbermen has led me to believe that the surest guarantee

against creation of forest fires is a sufficient nuinl)er of rangers and
deputy rangers during the fire seasim to care for the binds. Not
only would fewei- fin^s be started, but in almost every instance they
could be reached sulliciently early to be headed oil", and I would,
therefore, most earnestly suggest that in future not onlv in this
it^gion but in every other forest reserve held by the Stale, the number
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of special rangers for the fire season be increased to the extent that

our funds will allow. It Avould in my judgment be a waste of money

at present to undertake extensive planting on brush lands until the

lire question is much nearer a detinite solution.

The small five acre tract known as the Elder place would be a

desirable point for planting white pine. The old Smith Improve-

ment located on the road to Penlield is mainly swamp land. It

might be used for the purpose of planting either Carolina poplar

or ash. In my judgment the Carolina poplar would be preferable

for two reasons: First, because the soil is naturally cold there, and

second, because of the increasing demand for an immediate supply

of pulp wood. There is no real market pressure as yet for ash. The

small field of about three acres known as the DuBois field would be

a remarkable location for white pine, provided we have enough seed-

lings. It is fenced. The hillsides above Penfield offer probably about

fifteen acres of land which is valuable for tree planting. This is a natu-

ral white pine region. The major part of this area should be covered

with white pine. On the lower grounds either white ash or Carolina

poplar might advantageously be planted. These grounds, however,

have long been used as a pasture grounds for the community, as the

numerous cattle paths upon the hillside indicate. It would, there-

fore, probably be necessary to place a wire fence of one or two strands

around such portions of this ground as communicate with the road,

and it will also in my judgment be necessary to secure the active co-

operation of some citizens of Penfield to see that the cattle are kept

off, or failing in this to punish the owners of the cattle for trespass-

ing upon the planted lands. Since C(UTected by injunction, see Com.

vs. Bloom, et al., C. C. K., 1910.

After leaving the Clearfield county leserve and making an examina-

tion of the lands of the Vinton Colliery Company, I went to Green-

wood and inspected the reserve in Huntingdon and 3Iifflin counties;

and I would say, that one does not aclually need to reach Greenwood

before a very positive impression is acquired. The road on the ap

proach to the Furnace is simply execrable. If the wash be allowed

to continue unchecked it will socm become not only almost impassa-

ble but positively dangerous. I am aware of the legal difficulties in-

volved in the care of a portion of this road.

My first attention was directed to the condition of the nursery at

Greenwood. I find everything there as satisfactory as could be ex-

pected under the circumstances. The nursery has suffered con-

siderably from the excessive drought of the season, though there still

remain a very considerable number of young white pine, probably

about 200,000. Of the ash seed which, were sown, a large number has

failed to appear. This is doubtless due to two things, first, the

drought, and second, the fact that ash seed very often fails to come
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up until the second spring. The Scotch pine seedlings were in a

remarkably healthy and vigorous condition. I regret, however, to

say that a worm has commenced to make an attack upon the young

Scotch pine seedlings. As it is a leaf eating insect it is probable

that its ravages may be stayed by a timely resort to spraying with

Paris green. No considerable damage has been done to it this year

up to this time, though it awakens our apprehension for the coming

season.

It is evident that this nursery requires an abundant supply of water

at the earliest possible hour. The very characteristic of the soil which

js adapted so well to nursery purposes, allows rapid evaporation and
renders the early use of water more imperative.

For the low grounds around the Furnace I would suggest again,

that either Carolina x>^>plar or ash, and in-efevahly the former, be

planted, and that the hillsides and ridge top field below the Furnace
be planted in alternating belts of white pine and Scotch pine, and
that these belts should run up and down the hill and not along its

side. My reason for this suggestion is, in order that these two trees

might be placed as far as possible under similar conditions as to

altitude, exposure and soil, and that we may thus be capable of de-

termining which of the two is more likely to yield the better results

in our operations. I would say, that on these hill sides spot plant-

ings were made last year, and that some Pinus ponderosa was like-

wise planted there. Probably one-fourth of the latter planted is

living and in a thrifty condition, though the ultimate outcome of the

planting is in my judgment very doubtful. Of the spot plantings

of seed, a considerable number germinated, but we were able to find

only six seedlings that had survived the drought, although no doubt
others could be found upon a more careful examination. This much,
however, is certain, that the experiment for the past year of spot
planting on that ground can hardly be regarded a success.

The next point we visited was the ground known as the Martin
farm. It is now overrun by cattle from the adjoining region. These,

however, can be readily excluded by a fence of a hundred yards or
so at the entrance. There are several reasons why this ground should
be placed under culture, carefully, as early as possible. The most
important one, however, is the fact that in a year or two it will be
completely overgrown with dewberry bushes with which we shall

have to contend. It seems to be a most suitable soil, on the higher
grounds, for white pine, notwithstanding the impoverished condition
of the land. Intermediate between the high grounds and the low
grounds there is a belt on which black walnuts in my judgment should
be planted, as there is abundant reason to suppose, from the exist-
ing trees, that the black walnut would fiourish there. I would sug-
gest that this planting be made this fall, because there is now on
the ground a valuable supply of very fine walnuts. I would also

\
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suggest that where a walnut is planted a stake be driven into the

ground to mark the location in order that we might obtain some
definite idea as to where the nuts had been planted, and in order to

guard against injury to the growing plant when it appeared above

the ground. For the low ground, I would renew my suggestion, the

planting of either white ash or Carolina poplar, or if we are ready to

begin the culture of willow, to plant basket willow.

From the Martin farm, 1 went directly to the Sager farm, and was

much gratified by the ai)pearance of our earlier plantings there.

Some little damage, it is true, has been done by the pine weevil to

these older trees, and they appear also to have been slightly attacked

by a blight, or by the drought. It is probable that the trees injured

by the weevil fall ready victims to any other disease or untoward
influences, for I noted that in almost every instance where the weevil

had invaded the leading shoot that the leaves had dried clear down
to the ground. The trees, a rather poor lot, which were planted on

the lower eastern side of the first Amig field have made a fair growth

considering the circumstances, and are now probably, as they appear

among the weeds, about a foot high. And the same may be said of

the trees which are planted on the hill between the site of the old

Eoss saw mill and Getty's ridge. The soil there is very thin, how-

ever, and rock lies near the surface, so that it could hardly be ex-

pected that they would escape the etVects of last season's drought.

Indeed, there are many areas of 25 feet square upon which hardly

a tree appears.

Of course, in my suggestions both for Clearfield county and for

Mifflin and Huntingdon counties, I recognize that we have a menace
in the white pine blight now upon us, but we also have the seed-

lings, and these must be disposed of, and we also must meet the

popular demand for extensive tree planting, even if we have to pur-

chase the seedlings. Such diseases have appeared from time to time

in every country, though so far as I know, it has never succeeded in

making a total wreck of forestry operations. It is probable that we
may have a year or two of this to contend with, and that then the

disease will disappear and be no more heard of for a long term of

years.

I would also recommend in addition that pack saddles be sent to

Greenwood. The State has suitable horses there for conveying water,

and even when not in use for flghling fires they could be made valua-

ble for transporting camp equipage and food to the places where roads

and fire lanes are being cut through forest reserves. Of course under
the term "pack saddles" I mean the entire equipment. It also seems
to me that it would be wise to build a stable for the property now
occupied by forester Kraft, notwithstanding the fact that a good
stable now exists at the old home of the manager. This distance

from the home of the forester is considerable, and will certainly not
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suggest that where a walnut is planted a stake he driven injo the

ground to mark tlie location in order (hat we niijilil ohinin some

definite idea as to where (he nuis Imd Ik'cu idnnted, and in oi-der to

guard against injury to tlie growing jtlanl when il api^eared al)ove

the ground. For the low ground, 1 wouhl icnew my suggestion, the

planting of either white ash or Carolina i)oi)lar, or it we are ready to

begin the culture of willow, lo }>lant baskci willow.

From the Martin farm, I wcn( directly to llie Sagei' farm, and was

much gratified by the appearance of our earliei- plantings there.

Some little damage, it is true, lias been done by the pine weevil l(»

these older trees, and they appear also to have been slightly attacked

by a blight, or by the drotighl. it is probable that ihe trees injured

by the weevil fall ready victinis to any other disease or untoward

influences, for 1 noted that in almost every instance where the weevil

had invaded the leading shoot thai ihe leaves had dried clear down
to the ground, 'i'he trr'es, a rather poor lot, which were planted on

Ihe lower eastern side of (he liist Amig field have made a fair growth

considering the circumstances, and are now probably, as they appear

among the weeds, about a foot high. And the same may be said of

llie trees which are jdanled on the hill between the site of the old

Koss saw mill and (jetlv's riduic. The soil there is verv thin, how-

ever, and rock lies near the surface, so that it could hardly be ex-

pected that they woubl escape ihe elVects of last season's drought.

Indeed, there are many areas of l*.") feel s(]uare upon which hardly

a tree appears.

Of course, in my suggest ions both for (Jlearlield county and for

^Mifilin and Huntingdon counties, i recognize that we have a menace
in the white pine blight now upon us, but we also have the seed-

lings, and these must be disjjosed of, and we also must meet the

popular demand for extensive tree jtlanl ing, even if we have to ptir-

chase the seedlings. Such diseases have aj^peared from time to time

in every country, though so far as 1 know, it has never succeeded in

making a total wreck of forestry operaticms. It is ])robable that we
may have a year or two (d' this to coiiteml with, ami that then the

disease will disapi>ear and be no luoie heard of for a long term of

years.

I would also recommend in addition ilial pack saddles b(? sent to

(Jreeiiwood. 'i'he Slate has suiialde Imuscs I here tor conv(»vin<:* water,

and even when not in use lor liuhting 11 res they could be made valua-

ble for transporl iiig camp eiiuijiage and food (o ihe places where roads

and fire lanes are being ctil ihrough forest reserves. Of course under
tlie term *'pack saddles" 1 mean the eiilii-e ecpiipmcqil. It also seems

to me thai il would be wise {o build a stable for the projierty now
occupied by forester Krall, nolwiihslanding ihe fact that a good
stable now exists at the old houu,' of the manag(M-. This distance

from the home of the foresler is considerable, and will certainly not
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be any less during the violent months of the winter; and even if the
forester should be removed from his present place to the manager's
liouse, the stable would be a necessary adjunct for the ranger who
would probably occupy the house in which Mr. Kraft now lives.

Eespectfully submitted,

(Signed) J. T. EOTHROCK.

FOREST PLANTING IN HUNTINGDON COUNTY, 1908.

B. F. HEINTZLEMAN, Forester.

The following is a report on a white pine planting of 35,000 trees
made this spring in Huntingdon county. The work was done under
difficulties, such as the scarcity of good laboring men and the dis-
tance of planting grounds from habitations.

The plantation covers about 13 acres, and is situate on the south
ridge of the Brumbaugh tract on gently sloping ground near the
base of the southern slope of Terrace mountain. 1G,G00 of these
trees were planted in furrows made with a plow and the remainder
in mattock holes. The expense of the furrow and hole planting was
about the same per thousand trees. The young trees can be planted
much quicker in holes than in furrows. The hole planting is the
more desirable of the two. The total cost of plantation, except the
expense of raising the trees, was $79.00. The expense per thousand
trees was |2.25. Expense per acre on 13 acres, $6.08.
The following is an itemized account of expense:
Express on trees, Adams Express Co., $7 90
Hauling trees from Mill Creek to ranger's cabin,

Geo. Smith, H ^0
Two matlockf^ and handles, J. T. Ilouch, l 25
Hauling trees to planting site and plowing furrows,
two days, J. T. Stever, n qo

Use of camping outfit, J. W. Bumgardner, 2 50
Planting, Leidy Harbaugh 73 liours @ 17^ cents

per hour, 12 78
Planting, Esten Harbaugh G9^ hours @ 17^ cents

per hour,
, ;^2 16

Planting, Hayes Taylor 69J hours (al 17i cents
per hour, ^,

jg 16
Planting, Abraham Chilcote 60 hours @ 17^ cents

I^^^ ^^"^^ 10 50
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Planting, Newton Hampton 10 hours @ 17J cents

per hour,

Hauling home tents and supplies, J. T. Stever, ....

Off. Doc.

1 75

3 50

Total, $79 00

THE STONE KESERVE, ASAPH DIVISION, 1908.

PAUL H. MULFORD, Forester,

Winter Months.

On December 12th 1907, I assumed charge of the Stone Reserve,

with office at Asaph Nursery. The period from that date until Jan-

uary 1st, 1908, is covered in my predecessor's report.

The winter months of January, February and March were very

severe, and most trying on the seedlings. Deep snows were fol-

lowed by sudden thaws, causing heavy floods over the entire nur-

sery. These thaws were followed by hard freezes, the thermometer
falling below zero, and staying so for many days. This was repeated
time and time again. We made every effort to turn the streams of

running water from the nursery beds, and to drain the standing water
which formed and froze on the lower spots of nursery area, with a
result that 4he damage was confined to ends of beds, and outside

rows of seedlings almost entirely.

Drains.

With the coming of spring drains were dug consisting of a hole down
to bed gravel, with tlie larger stone off nursery thrown into thorn.

These were mostly dug at one time, a few being put in later in the
upper field, which was then undeveloped. The expense incurred
in digging, not including the forester's time, was about Jfl4.22, giving
us ten drains varying in size from 22^ x 4 feet down to 2 x 4 feet, and in

depth from 3J to 6J feet. These drains proved their worth as temporary
affairs, but after each shower had to be cleaned of surface wash.
The need of a proper tile drainage system is thus shown, with an
overflow into Asaph Run, to which the addition of new acreage has
given us access. The natural flow, bearing toward Asaph Run, ren-
ders its installation possible at a comparatively small cost.
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The work on the reserve during the winter months consisted of
watching for timber trespass, and was mostly done when weather
permitted, as deep snow prevented poaching, as well as the officers
from traveling around. This was carried on with the assistance of
two men. There was only one timber sale on condemned trees, which
brought in a revenue of |5.00 ; for, at present, with no lines surveyed
in the rear lots, we can make few sales, and poachers would be hard
to detect, showing a complete survey and a running out of lines to
be badly needed. *

Screens.

During the winter montlis there were made, with material left
over from last year, and 10,000 additional lath at *3.50 per thousand,
370 screens. Extra labor on these cost ?5.37. One thousand five
hundred lath were left over for repairs the ensuing summer.

Resetting Seedlings.

The coming of spring showed few washed out and frost thrown
seedlings. These were for the most part on the side and ends of beds
where cover was sparse. Additicmal labor during the several days
spent in dibbling in cost |2.97.

Grading Lawns and Road.

Early in the spring we graded the lawn around the office, barn,
and tool-liouse, planting grass seed and a few flowers, at a cost of
$2.20 ; extra labor cost about |5.7().

Carolina Poplar Cuttings.

On March 20(h, 1008, I went to Driftwood, Camenm county, and
secured through friends of IJon. S. R. Elliott, cuttings of Populus
deltoides, (Carolina poplar). Although the trees all over the town
were badly infested with oyster shell scale, and had budded unusually
(^arly, 0,640 cuttings were secured at an actual expense of $2.55 per
thousand. This included time from when I left Asaph until return.
Also time of one man assisting, board, express, and hauling. Of
these 4,000 were disposed of to people, at cost, in the surrounding
neighborhood who wished to try planting, 800 were sent to the Cale-
donia division in Franklin counly, the remainder 1,840, were planted
on this reserve. 300 cuttings were ];.lanted at the mouth of Darling
nin, emi)tying into Pine creek, 150 on each side of Darling run to
serve as a soil retainer, and ns a ])ro1(MMi(m to a future pine plan-
tation, which, at present, it is intended to plant there. On State
land adjoining ^Marsh creek, ojiposite section house No. 10, N. Y. C.
I^. R., 1,322 were planted 7 feet apart, covering over an acre of ground.
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This was land that was being eaten by the waters of Marsh creek

each year, lying in an oxbow of the stream, and flooding with each

spring freshet. Soil is very rich, but weeds 5 feet high its only

Ijroduct. The remainder, 218, were put in on a small lot between

Marsh creek, and the public road above Amasa Gee's, and planted 6

feet apart. Upon inspection this fall none showed up. Whether it was

the high weeds that crowded them out, or the cuttings were defective

I cannot tell till next spring. Cost of extra labor planting besides

work of nursery foreman and myself was |3.0G.

Bull Pine Planting.

On May 7th, 1,000 Pinus ponderosa, (Bull Pine), were received

from the Department of Forestry for planting. At the forks of

Straight run an open place on each side of the road, consisting of

about IJ acres, was cleared, and planting was started. After plant-

ing 200 the work was stopped by rain. Two gangs were sent out

next day, one to Ansonia on State lands adjoining Mr. Atwell above

Ansonia hotel. There 250 were jdanted in an open spot at edge of

woods, and the remainder were planted up Straight run. All were

planted 6 feet x 6 feet, except 320 planted on left hand side of road,

which were 7 feet x 7 feet ; 173 were planted J niil^ above the forks

on another clearing, the idea being to give them, if possible, a north,

south, east, and west exposure and different soils, to see if they are

adapted to Pennsylvania. Many hours' extra work were required be-

cause of lack of teams, the men having to walk carrying seedlings

and tools long distances, and as the men were new at the work the

cost amounted to $17.55.

At the Ansonia plantation this October 37^ per cent, were living,

haying grown 2J to 3 inches; at the forks of Straight run 27 per

cent, were alive, while above that 35 per cent, were alive, having

grown 2 or 3 inches. This is good considering the hardships they

withstood; as campers, and at one time, cattle tramped them, and

this their initial year being one of extreme drought.

Patch Planting.

The first part of June, all seed being sown in the nursery, I took

one man with me, equiy>pod witli a bag of white pine seed, one five

pronged cultivator, and a hand axo. We wont upon State lands

at Straight run, and following [lie main road ascended the right

hand branch from the forks to P>aldwin run, came out, and then

back by the left branch. This made a trip of about 10 miles. T

selected all kinds of jdaces and especially ones suited for pine. We
dug or rather raked Ihe ground over, y)lauling always six or more seed

of the white pine, covering very lightly with soil, then blazing a tree
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of inferior quality for a marker. We planted at from 20 feet to 50

feet apart, always just off the roads, if they were being followed.

Two pounds of white pine seed were used.

I then took one man with same outfit. We went up Asaph run,

where lumbering was still being done. Slashings were everywhere,

and great danger from fires. 1 followed the main road only to the

forks, then up the left branch, with plantings wherever I thought

they would be protected, marking as before. One pound of seed

was used.

On Kennedy run I took one man up the right branch, where tiie

road was cut out the fall before, going to Baldwin run road, and
back by another road down the left branch marking inferior trees

as before, planting in all available places. Distance traveled prob-

ably 18 miles, and 2^ pounds seed planted.

Then took one man and went to Ansonia. Followed State lines

us far as surveyed, in rear of old '""Harrington Hotel," then back on

same line making two rows of plantings 20 feet or so apart, and
from 20 feet to 60 feet apart in the rows. I then continued ahmg
the State line to rear of N. Y. C. K. B. section No. 10, planting in

all 3 pounds of seed.

This fall part of the patches planted up Asaph run were burned
over, but all others escaped. J found in places from 00 per cent,

to 80 per cent, germination and all seedlings looking healthy. In
one place up Kennedy run T planted 100 seed, and on counting this

fall found 91 seedlings, and all but 3 were of healthy appearance.

Red lead was put on all seed before planting. The cost for extra

labor in this planting was |G.12.

Chestnut and Pine Planting.

In October there were planted l>y ranger Henry C. Cox and two
men under my direction, llj acres with white pine and chestnut

seed, 1,200 plantings to the acre, (> fe(4 apart, in the burned district of

Asaph run. Two bushels chestnuts @ $3,374 per bushel, and 8

pounds white pine @ |2.00 per pound. Also ^ bushel of black wal-

nuts was planted up Asaph run on the low rich ground by the first

bridge over the run above the forks, and one bushel on lands ad-

joining Schoonover parallel 1o west bank of Marsh creek. This
seed was gathered in Wellsboro im i>rivate property, and cost 49c

a bushel, iieing without a horse for transportation, these trips were
made by walking, all material being carried. We thus necessarily

made long, hard tramps, consuming time, and adding expense. The
total expense of planting, outside of the ranger's time, was |24.48,

!il
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Filling & Leveling Acreage.

The upper field being irregular, and having a deep indentation

it required a team with scraper and harrow. It was filled and

leveled at a cost of about $40.28, of which 126.18 was for labor, in-

cluding wheeling of dirt and stone for fill, and the remainder, $14.09

for team work.

Removing Surface Stone.

The upper field before and after making into beds was covered with

stone which were hauled to the drains. The removing of these cost

$15.29.

Making of Beds.

On April 10th work was started making up beds. The work went

slowly, rains hindering. On May 15th all but a few beds were fin-

ished and planted. On May 28th the last bed was planted, making

237 sixty-feet and 16 forty-two-feet beds made up this spring at a

cost for labor of about $434.94.

These beds were made up new, there being but eight beds spaded

up last fall in the upper field. The late plowing of the tract made

the soil heavier than desirable. All large stones were removed. Two

men spaded beds thoroughly to a depth of about 14 inches, then two

or more raked clods, took out stones, which were abundant in the up-

per field, and left the beds in a V sha])ed trench. These were then level-

ed ready for planting, which was done mostly with a ''Planet, Jr.,"

seeder. If run slowly and kept well cleaned it does fairly well, but

could be greatly improved upon no doubt for this work. All beds

were planted as soon as made, and seed given a coat of red lead to

prevent being eaten by birds. Beds were made 4 feet wide with 3 feet

paths at the side and end. Stakes were set every 6 feet with cleats

nailed on to hold screens placed on the posts. This finished the mak-

ing of a bed. On the hardwood beds no screens were used. The cost

was higher at first per bed, but after some experience the men could

do the work much faster. Carrying, i)utting on, and fitting screens

cost $11.52.

Transplanting.

All beds were gone over early this year, some places thinned out,

others filled in so as to give a uniform advantage to all seedlings.

There were also transplant beds made first with ''heeled in" seed-

lings from last season. These were very poor, and made little

growth, but seedlings thinned out this year and transplanted were

all doing well this fall. They were 1ransx)lanted in different ways,

some 5x5 inches, 0x6 inches, 5x6 inchrs but all seemed to get about

same growth at end of season. The work was all done by men who

were new at it, but worked fast and well with hand made wooden

dibbles until the soil became hard ami dry. Then it went slower,

but only for a few days. The entire ccjst was about $157.50
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Weeding and Cultivating.
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This item was a very expensive one this season, as the upper field

was let go to seed last fall before cutting and plowing. This gave

us a hard situation to attend to. The new area was also weeded out,

this fall most of the weeds being pulled by men, and then burned.

Those around the old buildings were cut and burned, so next year's

crop of weeds should be greatly reduced. The great drought made
necessary the frequent cultivation of the conifers. The hardwoods

were weeded and cultivated with an "Iron Age'' cultivator which

did good service. Weeding in the nursery was done mostly by girls

and boys from 10 to 18 years old, and at 5, 6 and 7c per hour. The total

cost of all weeding and cultivation, including paths, beds, and new
area, was $470.83.

Compost.

Three compost heaps are now on hand, each about 30 feet x 4^

feet. They were built from weeds and other refuse material this

season. One of them partly built last summer has been added to.

Each was spaded three times this season and should provide some
soil, but not nearly enough for next season's planting. The spading

cost about $4.32, arid the hauling of weeds, other than as hauled

by boys from paths, cost about $12.60.

Fertilizers.

Fertilizer was put on 16 beds. These are situate near a heavy

fill and of very poor soil. The fertilizer was purchased from a celery

farm near here at a cost of $5.60, being 110 lbs., cheap potash @
Ic per lb., and 225 lbs. of 2-7-15 fertilizer @ 2c per lb. About 18

lbs. were used per 60 foot bed, made up as follows: 2-3 wood ash,

1-3 equal portions of the above fertilizer. About 150 lbs. of the 2-7-15

is on hand now, and* the remainder of the potash was put in to the

compost. The beds show a good growth where this little fertilizer

was added.

This fall 1 secured from Matson's mill 6,000 lbs. of wood ash, free

of charge, and now have it stored. There is some more, but at

present cannot be had. Team work hauling same, including 2 loads

of straw for banking, later converted to mulch, @ 50c per load cost

$2.75.

Installing Wells and Watering Nursery.

During the early part of the season the need of more water was
apparent, watering facilities being decidedly insufficient, so three

wells were driven. One was sunk to depth of 19 feet, another 21

feet, another 23 feet. In no one of them could a supply be secured

at 13 feet as in the well by the office. These gave sufficient water
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lor watering with hose, but worked hard as water had to be forced

a long way to reach some beds. The supply lasted until extreme

drought dried all four wells. The cost of installing wells was about

110.44. The pumps, pipe, couplings, etc., cost |36.0S, and in addition

to the 60 feet of hose on hand there was secured 125 feet costing

$15.00. The extra labor in watering the nursery which was done at

evening, cost $14.09.

Injurious Work of an Insect.

In the latter part of August seedlings were frequently found en-

tirely cut off at the base, just above ground, with root system gone.

This became serious, and, upon investigation, grubs or cut worms
were found to be the aggressors. These worms were of two sizes

and colors, one being about 2 iiich to 1 inch long, and I inch in

diameter, cream colored. The other was smaller, and more active,

being dark grey in color with tiny spots on its back. The former

resembled the larva of the May beetle, or June bug, but having

different colored head, and large cutters. Specimens of both were

at once sent to Prof. II. A. Surface, Economic Zoologist, to the

authorities at Washington, D. C, and to several men who would
be apt to know the specimens sent, but all replies seemed to show
a question as to identity, and the directions for extermination ar-

rived too late to apply. Hence all that could be done was to use

a drench of water, as long as it lasted, which brought a few to the

surface; but the best way seemed to be to trace the worm by his

work, which was done day and night. One could easily follow him
by seedlings cut off, and capture by digging just under the surface.

There was sometimes one to a bed, but more often from 6 to 50. They
no doubt destroyed many thousand seedlings. The young white pine

seemed to suffer most and no second year seedlings were attacked.

Only two trees, of the hardwoods (white ash), were attacked, but

worms were found there and killed at once. This attack occurred
mostly in the new area, and may be laid to late plowing and the dry
summer. Should such a pest occur again we hope to be well pre-

pared to combat it. Cost of extra labor, drenching and hunting out
worms was $34.83.

Inventory of Seedlings.

During August and September with the assistance of one extra
man, an inventory of all seedlings was taken. In all beds it was
the object to give as nearly as possible the correct number of seed-

lings, and with the exception of the bed planted broadcast, all were
counted, not estimated. This bed was estimated by foot squares.

The cost for extra labor amounted to |18.18.
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Species. Totals.

White pine, 2nd season, 282,079

White pine, transplants, 13,336

White pine, 1st season, 443,269

Norway spruce, 2nd season, 33,916

Norway spruce 1st season, 9,760

Scotch pine, 2nd season, 23,254

European larch, 2nd season, 8,418

European larch, 1st season, 3,800

Balsam fir, 2nd season, 11,857

Total conifers, 829,689

White ash, 2nd season, 8,290

White ash, 1st season, 14,304

Persimmon, sprouted, 492

Shellbark hickory, 2nd season, 401

liitternut, 2nd season, 204

White elm, natural seeding, 708

Total hardwoods, 24,459

Grand total, 854,148

Pine Needles for Winter Protection.

It was impossible to keep over summer the needles secured last

fall. The spring flooding of the nursery took nearly all. Those left

used as a mulch, gradually becoming pulverized, and rotting, disap-

peared entirely.

This demanded a new and larger supply to cover the beds planted

this year, and which was secured at Kexford, Pa. A haul of about

21 miles to Manhattan gave us a loading place on the Buffalo & Sus-

(luehanna Bailroad. The needles were of a much finer (luality than

those procured last season at Middlebury. We succeeded in secur-

ing two carloads, which were brought to Ansonia, and then hauled

about two miles to the nursery. Wlien at Ilexford the men were

boarded at a farm house.

There being no help there, the men were taken from the nursery

force. The cost of procuring and placing needles on beds was |6S.37;

hauling needles, |45.33; board at Kexford, |16.94; freight, $1(;.00;

carfare for men (they walked back), |.50.

Heeling In.

The expense of keeping several beds having poor germination being

too great, the seedlings were taken up and heeled in. Great care was

used to give them ample space, cover, and drainage, so to make,

8—24—1909
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if possible, a success of the heeling in. In all 5,575 white pine, 6,920

Norway spruce, 1,025 European larch, and 468 American elm were
treated thus. All the beds from which these came were at the same
time thoroughly spaded, and left lie over winter in a V shape. All

of the seedling ash, about 23,000, which should have been planted

this fall but could not on account of drought, were taken up, beds

spaded, and seedlings heeled in ready for planting the coming spring.

All racks were taken from beds in nursery, put into piles of 40 each

on compost ground, and nailed so winds would not blow them away.
The total cost of heeling in seedlings, carrying and piling racks or

screens, and spading these beds was |53.24.

Experiments.

Experiments were made with beds around which building paper
was placed to a height of 18 inches, using a frame made of lath in-

serted in the regular stakes 10 feet apart, using one roll costing 40c
for the two beds experimented on. The regular screens were placed
on top as usual. I found this to be too close, letting very little air

circulate, and seeming to have no good ett'ect on the seedlings. On
another bed was placed a 6 inch board around the edge, using cull

boards worth possibly 35c if purchased at the mill. This had little

or no effect on the seedlings, except to hold too much moisture during
the germination period. These beds did not indicate that the extra
expense of beds so arranged would be warranted. The additional
cost was about f3.15.

A bed was made up this fall, planted with ripe wild cherry (P.

serotina), and covered with a mulch about 6 inches deep of grass
and clover. Another ^ bed was planted with red oak acorns and
given similar cover, except some old burlap was added next to the
earth, and on both were placed screens. These are experiments which
will prove the advantage or disadvantage of fall planting of these
species, as additional seed is to be planted this spring.

A box 16 inches x 12 inches made of brick, cemented, having screen
bottom, built on a small platform, and with waterproof top, was
used in which to place, in separate compartments, seeds of bass-
wood and wild cherry, along with a little fine sand. This seems an
ideal method of stratifying, and as an experiment may prove of
great value.

Procuring Seed.

Last season there were procured seeds of the white pine, wild
cherry, black walnut, basswood, and red oak. About 75 pounds of
white pine seed were secured by men in charge of one of the nursery
employes, at a cost of $30.50, including the team, hauling of tools and
cones, drying cones and extracting seed. Had I known about the gath-
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ering of this seed, so as to have had all necessary tools and apparatus

at hand when the cones were in their prime, 1 think, judging from the

small number of trees from which we procured seed that at least

500 lbs. could have been gathered, without getting near the trees

infected with the "pine blight." The blight was what caused us to

hesitate getting seed in this region. As it was, only one day's work

was done with long handled tree pruners. Several trees of wild

cherry (P. serotina), yielded nearly 26 lbs. of seed, green weight.

This was gathered with the help of one man, and cost about $2.79.

At Wellsboro permission was obtained to secure black walnut and

basswood seed on private property. This work was done by the

nursery foreman, and counting time, railroad fare, and freight for

2 bushels of walnuts and 20 lbs. of basswood seed, cost $1.96. I also

procured nearly 2 bushels of red oak acorns. Early in the spring

1 endeavored to get seeds of the American elm for planting, but

these seemed to be frost killed on all trees tried.

Painting Buildings.

This fall the stable, toolhouse, closet, and tank were painted with

an inferior green paint, the stable and front of toolhouse being given

two coats, the rest one coat. Additional labor cost $3.38; paint,

$7.75 ; and oil, $2.40.

Last spring eave troughs were installed on the office and stable at

a cost of $19.13 per bill of hardware firm. There was also a small

addition built on rear of toolhouse (5 feet x 12 feet 6 inches x 6

feet high), to be used as a wood shed. This was done by the nursery

foreman and one man. The latter's time amounted to 81c.

Fence.

November 16th work was started removing three sides of present

fence around nursery, and, after removal, this was built as far as

it would reach around present new area. Then a fence was started

from terminus of this fence to bottom of hill so as to enclose all

area on flat. The present fence is 7 feet high with 2 feet of 1 inch

hemlock boards above, and 1 foot attached to posts underground.

The fence as we are continuing it is the same, except the 1 foot un-

derground is omitted. The additional fence put up new is 6 feet

high with 5 feet wire, and one foot board above ground. At present

the old fence is nearly completed, so far as it will go, and most of

posts are planted for the addition, being about 2,870 feet of fence

and requiring 115 each of 7J feet and 3 feet posts. The weather now
prevented further work on it this winter. All posts were of dead

chestnut and were secured from the hill in rear of this flat, which

is included in land leased, with the exception of 30 which were taken

from State lands. The total cost, including taking up old fence,

building new, procuring posts, was $82.75. This cost does not in-

clude $1.75 for team hauling the 30 posts.
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Weeding Plantation.

Off. Doc.

In August the bull pine up Straight run were weeded out and
seedlings straightened at a cost of |2.1().

Removal of an Abandoned Camp.

A lumberman's camp up Asaph run, which, if left there, would
become dangerous on account of campers setting fires, was taken
down at a cost of |5.40. It provided about 3,000 feet B. M. of rough
hemlock cull boards that will be handy at the nursery. This lumber
was hauled out to the nursery at a cost for team hire of |6.83. One
man was employed repairing a bridge so lumber could be hauled
out over the track. This cost |1.13. One good bobsled was also
brought out of Asaph run to nursery.

Fire Wood for Office.

In February, 1901), a sui)ply of wood was procured for use at the
office, and this fall a supply was obtained for the winter. This was
taken from tops and bodywood in ^'slashings" left by lumbermen up
Asaph run. Additional labor cost |12.24, and team hire fll.OO.

Plowing New Area.

This fall a new area to be put in nursery next spring was plowed
thoroughly. It consists of about 3.1 acres, and cost of plowing was
$9.45.

«

Permits.

A great many permits were issued this year to people wishing to
camp on State lands. In no case that we know of was this privilege
abused by those requesting permits. Those not caring to seek the
privilege were the aggressors, if any. Two permits for the removal
of material were granted, being a small crop of hay near Darling
run. For this the Department received $2.00. The other was for
stone up Baldwin run, but the amount removed did not justify any
charge.

Forest Fires.

The first forest fire occurred March 25th. It started about G P.
M., supposedly from locomotives on the N. Y. C. R. K., and was
located adjoining warrant No. 4401, State land, near Amasa Gee's,
above mouth of Straight run. With help of ranger at the nursery
I succeeded in preventing its si)read over State land, and in about
3 hours had it subdued, after burning over 12 acres of scrubby oak
and chestnut. Only about i an acre of State land was burned. This
fire did little damage on account of happening so early in the vear.
No outside assistance was rendered in its suppressicm.
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Sunday, April 12th, was the next fire, occurring about 5 P. M., at

Oak Point, on warrant No. 4461, about 2^ miles from the nursery.

Taking a ranger and 3 men, we went there, and succeeded in getting

it out after it burned over about 60 acres, but not damaging the

young growth of chestnut and oak to any great extent. No con-

stable was at hand. The cost to the Tioga county commissioners

was ?3.00; to the Department of Forestry, 10c for telephone, and

the time of the ranger and myself. The cause was unknown.

On April 13th, at 9 P. M., we were notified of a fire at Stokesdale

Junction, near warrant No. 4465. Sent the ranger and one man

with team to the fire. They found brush and weeds burning above

the schoolhouse at the Junction. The fire had come in from Baldwin

run and was burning toward the schoolhouse. About 150 acres of

State land were burned over. Getting there early the fire was ex-

tinguished, and the men returned to the office at 2 A. M. One man
being a regular employe, the time of one man only enters into this

report as fl.OO paid by commissioners of Tioga county, and Depart-

ment of Forestry fl.OO for team. The cause is unknown.

During April two fallows were burned adjoining State lands, after

first notifying this office. In both cases I sent men to watch and see

that it did not spread. This was done as a precaution, as the fallows

were near "slashings." The cost to the Department of Forestry was

?1.89.

From April 24th to 27th we experienced our worst spring fire. It

is supposed to have started from a large fire at Manhattan tannery.

This burned over a considerable area of barren land with little

growth of any value, and did little damage, no valuable timber and

little young growth being in its course. The State lines not being

surveyed the area cannot be accurately estimated, but it is thought

1,500 acres were burned over, of which possibly 200 acres were upon

State land, on warrants No. 2302 and No. 2352. The constables^

returns show a cost of f193.25, and $30.24 incurred in suppressing

the fire. This area was reburned this fall.

Fall Fires: About September 1st, the fires started raging, and

continued until December 8th, giving Tioga county the worst forest

fires it has experienced in the knowledge of the oldest residents. The

fires on State lands occurred in the townships of Shippen, Delmar,

Chatham, Elk, Morris and Duncan. From constables' returns filed

at the countv commissioners' office we were unable to determine

the area burned over, but it will no doubt be between 7,000 and 8,000

acres, and the total cost of fighting both spring and fall fires on

State lands will reach nearly .f2,400. The fires occurred on parts

of warrants No. 2302, 2352, 4447, 4448, 4449, 4456, 4457, 4459, 4460,

4461 and 4465. The fire occurring in Asaph run was no doubt the

worst. It burned over more territory and completely killed all

m
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growth in most places. The damage to standing timber was very

serious, and the loss impossible to estimate; but in only one place

that we know of did it reach large mature timber, where its damage
was confined mainly to dead and down trees. The cause of the

fires were in many cases reported incendiary, and we many times saw
fires set, but were unable to catch the perpetrators. Summing the

causes up from reports, besides incendiary, one was started by bee

hunters, one from fallow, and two from railroad engines. But the

great excitement at the time made reports conflicting and untrust-

worthy, and upon later investigation I find little or no evidence that

would tend to convict any person of starting these fires. Later on
it may be possible to establish one or two cases of constables not
fulfilling their duty as prescribed by law.

In fighting these fires this year some very valuable points were
brought out. One is the absolute necessity of wide fire trails and
roads throughout the reserve, these being the only available means
of stopping fires. This is coupled with the employment of more
rangers. If an added force had been taken on early this fall, there
would have been little danger of these fires getting so much headway
before being discovered, and some of the reported incendiaries might
Lave been caught in the act of firing the woods. In four cases I

discovered new fires when looking after constables and finding ex-

tent of present fires. Now is the time to put through roads. This
whole area is in such shape that new roads and fire trails could be
put through the Asaph* and Straight run districts at little cost,

using old trail and skid roads. The fires have cleared out all brush.
With this system future fires can be controlled. We found this

season that ditching was a complete failure in preventing spread
of fire. A 10 feet to 12 feet road cleared of all debris and used
as a start for backfire, is our safest method. The time consumed
in getting men quickly to a point to combat a fire allowed it to

gain such a headway that much damage had been done and many
hours' extra work caused before we could in any way get control.

The lack of direct trails to given points caused miles of extra walk-
ing over rough and steei> hillsides. For the same reason it was im-
possible to get water on the fire lines. With water one man could
do the work of three in watching the lines and preventing the jump-
ing over of a brand or creeping blaze, which demanded a new fire

line in many cases. In this way we found we were constantly hemmed
in by new fires. Where we were able to carry water to our backfire
lines we were able to hold the fire until all danger of advance had
passed. With many springs in nearly every locality and running
streams, a water supply could be had at all times, providing such
be arranged for and made accessible by roads and trails.
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To clean out the springs and make water holes of sunken barrels;

also, during fire season, to keep water barrels on the trails at regular

intervals would be an investment that will pay for itself many

times over.

Miscellaneous.

In the latter part of May, 1908, a standard rain gauge was lent

us for use here. With this was kept a daily rainfall record, with

temperature records kept from January, 1908. On September 1st,

1908, a regular rainfall station was established with reports sent in

to U. S. Weather Bureau at end of each month. This data will be of

great value in the future, as from it may be determined, to a large

extent, the date of plantings and other work which depend largely

on the condition of the weather.

Nearly every day we have visitors from nearby towns and even

from distant places, and all seem greatly interested in the work.

The ideas of some respecting this work were extremely vague, but

with observation and inquiries they were enlightened.

This winter is showing a decided brown color in many of the

second season white pine seedlings. Only two beds of the present

season's growth show this coloring. Whether it is caused by the

excessive drought or by some disease has not been determined, but

specimens are being sent to authorities for examination.

RIi:SEKVE IN CENTRE AND MIFFLIN COUi^TIES, 1908.

JAMES E. McNEAL, Forester.

The tract with which this report deals is a portion of the Central

forest reserve and lies in the mountains of central Pennsylvania in

the northern part of Mifflin county and the southern part of Centre

county.

Topography, Geological Formation of Soil.

The topography of the tract is rough and its general altitude high.

Within the tract the following streams have their head waters:

Poe creek, which flows in an easterly direction into Penn's creek;

Laurel run, which supplies Milroy with water, and flows, when the

creeks are high, into Dry creek. During a dry season this stream

flows into what are locally known as "sinks," which are caves or

cavities in limestone formations. After flowing into these "sink^"
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the stream is lost under ground. Stone creek also has its head-
waters on State land and flows into the Juniata river in the vicinity
of Huntingdon, and furnishes that town with its water supply.

This report does not deal with conditions in Lancaster, Treaster
and Havice valleys.

The tops and slopes of most of the mountains are rough and
boulder strewn. A few of the mountains are rather smooth, notably
Sand mountain, which is covered with a sandy soil, and Slate ridge
and Bald mountain, which are slate formations.
The valleys are narrow and have a thin layer of soil. Poe valley

is about the broadest, being from one-half to one mile wide and is

covered with a rich sandy loam. The important rocks are sandstone
and slate, sandstone constituting the greater part of the formation.
The soil is very thin on the tops and upper slopes of the higher

mountains. Lower down it becomes deeper and covers the surface
almost entirely. In general it may be described as a sandy loam,
but in some slate and sandstone districts it contains a small amount
of clay in mixture. In Poe valley, on the flat at the head of the
valley, and at the foot of Milligan^s High Top, the soil is a rich sandy
loam, and, judging from the rapid growth of the trees, is exception-
ally good.

Clearings.

There is a tract of i)robably 500 acres of farm land in Poe valley
which does not belong to the State, but is entirely surrounded by
State land. There are two or three families living on this clearing,
wlio farm it. At the head of Poe valley there is an abandoned fann
of about 50 acres which belongs to the State. The buildings on this
clearing are practically of no value and are not worth improve-
ment.

The Forest.

In general the growth uiay be classed as young coppice. The
small size of the growth is due to recent cutting, and to fires.

In the valleys or bottom lands the important species are white
pine and hemlock, growing in a fresh loamy clay or sandy loam. In
n.ixture with these conifers may be found a few chestnut, rock oak
white oak and yellow birch. The undergrowth consists almost en-
tirely of rhododendron and mountain laurel. Reproduction under
these weeds is almost entirely lacking but elsewhere it is fair.
On the lower slopes of the mountains the ruling species are either

chestnut with a few white oak, or red oak and white oak with a few
chestnut and rock oak. On account of the destructive lumberin^
which has been carried on and the recent fires which have burned
over the land, the growth on the slopes is mostly a young coppice.
Seedlings are rare, and in many places where the forest has been

^
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severely burned a dense growth of scrub oak is found. Generally,

the only soil found on the slopes is in crevices between the rocks

and is a sandy loam, but in many cases this soil is entirely lacking

near the surface.

On the upper slopes and tops, yellow pine is generally the ruling

species, but on account of the scattered growth the trees are crooked

and gnarled. In mixture with the above mentioned species are often

found a few white oak and chestnut and very often a dense growth
of scrub oak.

Lumbering and Fires.

The whole tract has been lumbered over within the last twenty-

five years by several lumber companies which cut destructively and
very closely. Operations have been carried on to date and at present

Eeichley Bros. & Company are lumbering on the tract. This opera-

tion will likely be completed within the next few months and their

tramroad, which has been the source of a number of fires in this

district, will be removed.

Fires have occurred frequently in almost every portion of the

f:ract and the condition of the growth and soil plainly shows the

destructive work which they have done. Together with close lum-
bering, fires have thinned the growth to such a great degree as to

cause the streams to become very high and muddy after a small
rain. The land is eroded and almost all the soil has been washed
oflL many of the slopes. Unless an adequate system of protection

against fire is established in the near future, it will not be long
until reforestation will be a difficult matter.

Labor and Transportation Facilities.

With the exception of about two families living in Poe valley,

there are no families living within the boundaries of the tract, and
in most cases, where operations are to be carred on in the interior,

it is advisable to send men in with a camp outfit to stay until the
work is completed. Otherwise the cost of labor will be very high.

If operations are to be carried on near the north or south borders,

nien can be had from villages in the vicinity of the operation.

It is a difficult matter to develop) a market for the stuff available
at present. People are able to utilize for fire wood the waste prod-
ucts of sawmills, which they can get free or for small cost. In cases
where there are no mills near the consumers they are generally able
to secure wood from nearby tracts at much less rate than it would
cost to cut and haul from State land some distance awav.
Transportation facilities through the tract are poor. There is but

one public road. That is a county road from Milroy to Potter's
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Bank. The rest are either old logging roads or vacated public roads,
grown shut or so badly washed that it is difficult to travel on them
with a wagon.

After the growth is in such condition that large operations will
be possible it will be an easy matter to build tramroads on beds
which were built some years ago by the different lumber companies.
Most of these roads terminate near either the Lewisburg and Tyrone
Ivailroad or the Milroy branch. From these points produce may be
shipped on either road.

Eecommendations.

On account of the large size of the tract and the few people living
in the interior or near it, the primary and most important move is
to establish an adequate system of protection against fire. It is
greatly due to this most destructive agency that the forest in this
district is in its present poor condition. Because of the poor system
of roads and trails it is difficult to extinguish a fire before it has
done much damage, and because of the small force of men available
to patrol the woods, fires generally do much damage before they are
discovered. It is, therefore, advisable to establish a net work of
roads and trails which will act as fire lanes. It is not necessary
to build these roads and trails immediately, but fire lanes should be
cut and kept clear of inflammable material along lines which will be
permaaent roads and trails in the future. By doing this there will
be no land which will not be producing revenue, as in the case of fire
lanes cut for the sole purpose of protection; and, in addition, when
the time comes to build roads, they will have been already laid out
and the permanent system may develop with the extension of opera-
tions.

In order that fires may be dealt with soon after they start it is
necessary that lookout stations should be built on several points
commanding a good view of the surrounding country. A point on
Bald Mountain Knob along the road from Milroy to Potter's Bank
1? especially desirable for the location of one of these stations be-
cause of Its nearness to both the Bell and United telephone lines.
With a few hundred yards of line, either 'phone could be installed
at the station. This location commands an excellent view of a large
area, and with a fifty feet tower and telephone connection there is
no reason why such a station should not do good work. Stations
should be built on several other points commanding good views but
there are no other locations in which telephones could be easily and
cheaply installed. Messages could be sent and received at these
stations however, by means of a system of flags and lights. There
should be a man at each station during fire season with proper sup-
plies, especially a good pair of field glasses.

\
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Plantations.

The abandoned farm of about fifty acres in Poe valley, which has

been mentioned before, should be planted soon, unless it be the desire

of the Department to have it farmed or to use it for other purposes.

The soil is good, being a rich sandy loam. In case it is desired to

plant the field, it is advisable to use black walnut and rock oak, or

black walnut and chestnut, or all three. All these species do well

in the vicinity and under similar conditions. On account of the great

distance which seedlings would have to be brought, it is advisable to

plant the nuts or acorns permanently.

This report deals with general conditions. No analysis has been

made to determine the growth and life history of the trees, but by

means of close observation in localties where the growth has attained

considerable size it is noticed that the growth is good under existing

soil and climatic conditions. Of course so long as fires run through

the tract there will be little improvement in soil and moisture condi-

tions; therefore, no advancement in the rate of growth, and little

use in carrying on any silvicultural operation.

\i

THE BEDFORD COUNTY RESERVE, 1908.

W. L. BYERS, Forester.

During the winter of 1007 1908 the weather was rough and little

out-door work could be done. The old lines were followed, the

corners found, and State notices posted facing the corner. It was

difficult in many cases to find these old lines, as the marked timber

was cut out years ago. However, about eight miles of the outside

boundaries were found in this way and this gave us some idea of

the location of the land. All the lines were posted with State no-

tices. In the spring an experimental planting of 1,035 Pinus pon-

derosa seedlings was made. As this is a western tree, the object of

the experiment was to discover if it will do well in this State. In

its native regi(m, the Rocky mountains, it reaches a height of 150-

230 feet and a diameter of from 5-8 feet. If this tree will thrive in

Pennsvlvania it will be a valuable addition to the flora.

Nursery work was started as soon as the condition of the grouni

would permit. The year before, Mr. Sparks planted some seed on

this site m beds 7 feet wide and 130 feet long, the beds sloping with

the surrounding ground. These beds were thoroughly worked and
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all stones removed. Ten pounds of white pine, five pounds of white
ash, and five pounds of sugar maple seeds were sown with the aid

of a planting machine. The seed was planted in rows at foot dis-

tances so as to allow cultivation by machine. It was noticed during
the summer that the rains washed the beds considerably. This may
be remedied by making the beds level, which we hope to do in the

near future, and then change the dimensions to 4 by GO feet. The
germination of the white ash seeds was good; but the height growth
was not satisfactory, due to the exceedingly dry weather during
July and August of this year. Although coated with red lead before

planting, the white pine seeds were rooted out of the ground in con-

siderable numbers by the squirrels, and a few were eaten off after

they appeared above ground. The height growth of the pine was
about the average. The sugar maple failed to germinate this year.

The beds containing the white pine were shaded the greater portion
of this year by pine brush.

During the summer the road leading from the public road above
llainsburg to the ranger's lodge was repaired for about two miles.

Stones were removed in large number. The hollows were filled

ynd little hills cut down. Numerous breakers or cross drains were
made to prevent washing. As this road in places is of a sandy
nature, it is hard to keep in good condition where there is any slope.

The washing of the sand fills the breakers and turns the water down
the roadway. For this reason the breakers must be opened fre-

quently. The repair of roads will be continued each year and will
be pushed as rapidly as possible, so that we will soon have a system
of roads on which a team may be used.

At other times during the summer strips of land were examined
in order to find the number of sound trees. These strips were
selected as representing the average conditions that exist on this
reserve. The strips were taken on the northern portion of the
reserve, but data collected is not sufficient yet for the puri)ose, as
the strips were paced, not measured. However, it gives us some
idea of the conditions upon the portion examined. These data were
turned over to Mr. Elliott, of the Forestry Commission, at whose
suggestion the work Avas done.

During the fall the roads that had been brushed out for the use
of fire lines the year before, were recut. To date about nine miles
(>f roads have been cut open and cutting will be continued. Besides
furnishing a suitable base for back firing, they also are avenues of
rapid communication. Strict watch for fire was kept during the
fall. One small fire which burned about 150 acres occurred in the
early part of September. It started from burning rags used to
smoke out a bee colony. The cost to extinguish this fire was ?4.00.
The damage done was not great, as the young growth was not badly
burned and the older trees were not hurt
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GIIEENWOOD DIVISION, HUNTINGDON COUNTY KESEKVE,
1908.

W. H. KRAFT, Forester.

The Greenwood Division is situate in the eastern part of St(me

valley, Huntingdon county, and is in area about 25,236 acres. It is

reached most conveniently by way of Belleville, Mifflin county, this

being the nearest railroad point, a distance of five miles across Stone

mountian.

The i)rincipal work done on this division to the present time has

been the developing of a forest nursery. An old field on a northern

slope with soil of a shaly character was selected, seed beds were

made up 70 feet long by 4 feet wide, with a 3 feet path between beds,

the end paths between tiers of beds being 4 feet wide to allow free

use of wheelbarrow in removing and hauling material. The beds

were laid out to run east and west to guard against wash in heavy

rain. On account of the slope of the ground the beds have to be

thrown up above the path level to prevent plants from being washed

from beds. At this time the nurserv contains about two and one-

fourth acres in seed beds.

AVork was begun on April 9th, but owing to rainy weather very

little was accomplished until after May 1st. Even then work on

the beds was hampered by frequent rains and the last seeds were

not planted until about June 12th. The following seeds were sown:

White pine, 102 pounds.

Scotch ])ine, 5 pounds.

White ash, 10 pounds.

Tlui lateness of the planting evidently retarded the germination

of the seeds, as the evaporation of moisture from the soil is much
more rapid at this time than earlier in the seas(m. The seedlings

did not make sufficient growth to overcome the excessive drought

which followed their germination. As a result at the end of the

growing season there remained in healthy condition only 175,000

whit(i l)ine, 2,000 Scotch pine, and 250 white ash seedlings.

The cost of labor, seeds, screens, and improvements made in nur-

sery are as follows:

Labor, |G13 19

Screens, 171 05

Tools and incidentals, 11 83

TV

iv'l
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m:

77 pounds white pine seed,

25 pounds white pine seed, 5 pounds
Scotch pine seed, 10 pounds white ash
seed,

45 52

37 50

This includes also the labor in caring for seedlings already in the
nursery from the previous year.

Plantation work on Division during the year was as follows:
1,800 white ash ; 27 bitternut hickory ; 58 shellback ; 82 pignut.
These were placed in a mixed plantation in an old field, with good

results to the present, only about 1 per cent, having died. 1,000 bull
pines (Pinus ponderosa) were planted on the south slope of an old
field. About 5 per cent, of these died from shock of transplanting.
However, the excessive drought later in the season killed 50 per cent,
more. At present time about 30 per cent, of these seedlings are in
thrifty condition.

A plantation by the spot method was tried in an old hill field of
about 12 acres. Small hills were made with a mattock 4x4 feet
apart and from 3 to 4 seeds placed in each hill. This did not prove
a success, owing, T think, to the extreme dry weather, as only about
30 per cent, of the seed germinated, and with few exceptions the
seedlings were all killed before the end of the growing season. This
cost about f3.60 per acre to plant for labor and seeds.

Forest Protection on Division.

Fire roads were cut open on different parts of the division 15 feet
wide. The brush and leaves were cleared off and roads widened,
leaving the centre in passable condition and free from inflammable
material. Most of these old coal roads had so grown up in sprouts
that the whole road had to be brushed, and, where fire had crossed,
dead and down timber were usually found lying upon them.

All roads were put into condition to ride over on horseback, and
in most instances may be used as wagon roads when necessary.
The total number of miles of roads opened is thirteen, and the total
cost was $181.26, or an average of $13.94 per mile.
The total cost of work done on this division during the year is

$1,977.69, distributed among nursery, roads, tools, and wages'. This
does not include farm labor on the cleared land.
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EEPOKT ON CONDITIONS IN THE OHIO WATERSHED,
SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, 1908.

DR. J. T. ROTHROCK.

If a line be drawn from near Paris in Washington county, east

through Pittsburg and then produced to a little south of Ebensburg

in Cambria county, it will be about 96 miles long. If from the

eastern end of this line another be drawn south to the Maryland line

it will be about 53 miles long, and the area so included in Pennsyl-

vania will contain approximately 5,088 square miles, nearly one-ninth

of the State. Portions of Westmoreland, Cambria, Somerset, Alle-

gheny, and Washington counties will be included, while Greene and

Fayette will be wholly within these lines.

The principal streams so included will be the Youghiogheny and

the Monongahela, into which it flows; as well as southern branches

of the Conemaugh, which rise in southern Cambria, western Somer-

set and northern Westmoreland counties, and which will eventually

pour their waters into the Allegheny.

An inconsiderable portion of the area of 5,088 square miles de-

livers its waterflow into West Virginia and Maryland, though part

of this is eventually returned in the further course of the stream into

this State, as for example Sandy creek in Fayette county.

Of this area that part which lies west of the Monongahela is

decidedly rolling though not mountainous in the sense of being rocky

or having elevations in continuous ridges. Most of it is under cul-

tivation. East of the Monongahela, the area is both rolling and

mountainous, containing Chestnut and Laurel ridges, Negro and

Allegheny mountains. On these mountain ranges the highest parts

of the State are found. There seemed to be several elevations over

three thousand feet above tide, but it is not possible to speak yet

with absolute certainty upon this point. The crest of each ridge and

mountain range is, as a rule, a broad plateau rather than a sharp

dividing line.

From the highest point of the State, three thousand feet above

tide, to Pittsburg, six hundred and ninety-nine feet above tide, there

is a fall of 2,301 feet in a distance, as the crow flies, of about sixty

miles; or by stream course probably one hundred miles. In other

words it would be an average fall of twenty-three feet to the mile.

Such an average would not be suitable for hydrographic purposes

because much of the surface is greater and much of it is less than

the average indicated.

«
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This Statement is quite true, but the fact that such a fall exists
IS sufficient to indicate that there must be terrific erosion some
where and also an immense loss of water power under present condi-
tions. It is quite possible that when the latter comes to be utilized
the former will be held in check.
The chief question which concerns us now is that from these

high and often unproductive lands destructive freshets are pourino-
down with an increasing frequency to ravage the lowlands. Is there
any remedy, and if so what? Modern engineering is capable of
accomplishing wonders in the way of water storage, hoarding water
at one time to release it at another, and thus to equalize the flow
Both these prevent destruction of property and facilitate navigation
When carried to its extreme limit such water storage would, in

addition to its main purpose, convert almost every stream from' its
mouth to near its head, into a series of dams and these create a sys-
tem of slack water navigation. It cannot be doubted that all of our
chief streams will ultimately be thus utilized and that in addition
thereto the power resulting from water fall from a dam above into a
dam below will be used for mechanical purposes. It is well to bear
in mind now that the idea of conservation of any natural resource is
abroad in the land, that Pennsylvania is most conspicuously blessed
with a water power promising tremendous possibilities when fullv
utilized.

These considerations, however, apply only to the stream beds
and to Its lowlands immediately adjoininR. The ground upon which
the rain falls and drains into the streams merits consideration Let
us, for example, look immediately after a heavy downpour at a
stream which flows through cleared and especially through a recently
ploughed region. The water will be turbid, possibly almost thick
with mud from the fields. These earthy matters which render the
water unfit for drinking purposes are the best elements of the soil
e^ments which though most valuable on the farm are most harmful
oft it.

If, on the other hand, the stream has flowed through a wooded
dislnct It will require a heavy, long c.nfinued rain to render the
water turbid or to bring down much earthy matter in suspension. It
requires no special intellectual effort to recognize that unless the
steeper and softer hillsides are covered with trees the dams will
speedily become clogged with sediment and the work of the en-ineer
cannot be regarded complete and safe until the forester has renewed
the timber growth upon the area from «Miich the water flows into the
streams.

Here then we come finally to forest restoration as a public neces-
sity. I^ut by whom is it to be done, by the individual land owner,
or by the State? It is hardly likely that the land owner will under^
take this necessary public service under existing conditions. A ma-
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turing crop of trees requires the life time of a generation but the
tax collector makes his annual visit. The probabilities are that
even under such circumstances the return in the end would have justi-
fied the wait, but what is the owner to live on in the meanwhile?
Amelioration of the tax conditions is sure to come eventually, and
then we may look for forestry by land owners.
The task of protecting the surface of the Commonwealth falls now

upon the government of the State. Men must be fed. That is the
first condition, precedent to all others. His living must come from
the soil, except that relatively small portion which is derived from
the ocean. Soil, that is the uppermost foot of the fertile parts of
the earth, is the most valuable natural asset that humanity possesses,
because out of it the food of the race comes. To produce this soil
thousands of years were required. The one problem with which all
scientific agriculture must wrestle is, how is this soil to be retained
and kept in fertile condition. Not only the prosperity but the life
of the Commonwealth and of every State and of everv individual de-
pends ultimately upon the solution of this problem. Every rain
washes this out and off the surface. Every ounce of soil is^on its
way to the ocean just as certain as gravitation pulls everythins: here
toward the center of the earth.

The importance of the forests and the necessity for the State to
assume control of these areas which the owners neglected and gave
over to barrenness is apparent when we consider that the most active
agent in moderating the rapidity with which the soil is removed from
the country, is the woodland ; and that this same woodland, by the
disintegration of vegetable matter which it produces, is the most
active force in restoring fertility to soil on lower ground.

T have lingered (perhaps unduly) upon this aspect of a pressing
problem, but it was because the emergency seemed to require it. We
owe forest reserves to the western portion of Pennsylvania. Under
existing difficulties how shall this obligation be met and discharged?
The Act of Legislature directing the purchase of forty thousand

acres of land on the Ohio watershed, within this State, has, so far
as T know, never been repealed. In addition to the duty of providing
adequate forest reserves for all portions of the Comra^onwealth, the
specified duty above indicated remains for the Commission to dis-
charge.

For some reasons the earliest attention should have been given to
the Ohio region, and of these, the most obvious one was the frequency
of severe floods which an adequate forest area would have served
to check.

It was discovered by the Commission that, as a whole, the Ohio
watershed conditions were peculiar. It is a vast mineral region, in
eluding under this designation coal, oil, and gas. Areas which were

9—24—1909
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too rough and too poor for agricultural purposes and which might
therefore be properly devoted to the growth of timber, were either

producing, or capable or producing one, or all, of these important
marketable substances.

The average price per acre there was vastly in excess of that for

which land could be obtained along the waters of the Susquehanna,
or the Delaware rivers. Indeed in most cases the price and the con-

ditions demanded have rendered purchase impossible.

Had this Commission commenced purchase of land on the Ohio, the

higher price would have been carried over to the other regions and it

would have probably doubled the average price at which nearly a
million acres of land have been acquired by the Commission for the

Commonwealth. This, then would seem to be a sufficient reason for

our apparent neglect of the Ohio watershed until now.
Events however have rapidly matured. The mutual relations ex-

isting between this Commission and the people have changed. Time
was when we asked ourselves the question, "Dare we do all that we
ought to do? Will the public support us?" The question now is,

"How shall we keep up to the demands of the public?-' The second
city of the State appeals to us through its leading papers, through
its Chamber of Commerce, through every known agency which makes
for home and State strength and prosperity to begin the creation'

of a forest reserve on the Ohio watershed under the best conditions
that we can, but to begin at any rate. The intluence of the centers of

population in Pennsylvania is wholly in favor of the work of this

Commission.

In almost any other portion of Pennsylvania, land having a greater
altitude than this (1,500 feet) would be too steep, too poor, or too
rough for agricultural purposes and would therefore have been
naturally indicated as suitable for forest reserve. In most of the
regions now under consideration, however, especially in the southern
higher parts, there are productive farms and rich grazing grounds
up to at least twenty-four hundred feet above tide. It was a surprise
to me to learn that at such an altitude the land actually produced a
yield of grass equal to, if not larger than that produced in Chester
county and to see at an altitude of twenty-four hundred feet a field

producing thirty-five bushels of wheat to an acre.

That there exists now a positive demand on the part of the citi-

zens on the Ohio watershed for immediate action on the part of the
Commission there can be no doubt. It is equally sure that we can
depend upon their active support. But it must be remembered that
while the acquisition of land in Negro mountain and the Alleghenies
would be all to the good, so far as it goes, it would not be !he very
best thing for the citizens of Pittsburg and the low lands adjacent
to the Monongahela valley. The drainage from the Laurel and
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Chestnut ridges is more near and more rapid than from either
Negro mountain or the Alleghenies, and is probably more to be
dreaded. It is probable, too, that the advance in the price of land
there will be more rapid tlian in either of the remoter ranges.

It is evident that we cannot purchase land on the Ohio watershed
at the price we have hitherto paid. Thi« is true not only of the
land on the Monongahela tributaries, but also on those of the Alle-
gheny.

It is equally true that we must concede mineral reservations
which we have at times hitherto denied. Just what these reserva-
tions must be is a ciuestion for careful consideration, and cannot be
determined now, but it may not be out of place to suggest that in
view of probable rise in miueral values it would be wiser to purchase
these rights when possible, as safe, profitable holding for the State
in future.

On the other hand, we may .safely oll'er a suggestion on reserved
timber rights. It seems to m<.. that we could purchase land to-day
and allow the present owner all the lime he desires for the removal
of the timber provided that he pays the ta.x on the land and a-rees
to reasonable rest rid ions as to .size of timber below which he must
not cut, and also agrees to safe methods of lumbering as a protection
to the young timlier against breakage and burning. The lono-er his
trees sland the more the Slate gains in the way of immediate pro-
tection, and the more (iiue and money remains to us for work which
IS pressing in other directions.

For our present purposes we will divide the area under considera-
t:on into the following districts:

1st. The Chestnut and Laurel I{idge District.
2nd. The Allegheny District.

3rd. The Kegro Mountain District.
4th. Monongahela Valley, including Wa.shinglon and Greene Coun-

I H S.

Except the two isolated peaks in Susquehanna county, no nioun-
fa.ns in Ihe northern half (.f lVnn.sylvania rise more than 2 500 feetabove tide The northern of these two Elk mountain knoks'is 2,700
feet and the southern 2,575. The general level of the surrounding
country is about 2,000 feet above sea level.

This genenil level lowers as one approaches the central mountain
.•vel of (i,e State and there tlx- highest portions are only about 2 200
fe..t and Ihe gen.'ial level ,.robably is a thousand feet lower Jn'theegion which is now to be considered in detail, there is an increase
j.Kam ,n allilude. Neg,-.. UH.unlain and Ihe Allegheny mountains,
:

n ^"'""••'^''f «'"nly, rise about 3,000 feet, so far as our presentknowledge may be depended upon. As alreadv stated fine firms
exist at 2,500 feet above tide.

' ""

I
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1st. The Chestnut and Laurel Eidge Kegion. Our interest centers

mainly upon the higher grounds. Hence the propriety of making

these ridges or hills, as they have been designated, the starting point

of our remarks.

Chestnut ridge, the more western range of the two, begins, so

far as we are at present concerned, in the northeastern part of West-

moreland county, not far from Bolivar. West of this ridge, in West-

moreland county, there appears to be almost nothing for the State

to acquire. Extensive mining operations on the flanks of the Chest-

nut ridge preclude any hope for land purchases there, and west of it

lies the most important mineral belt of the county. These statements

are true concerning Chestnut ridge, especially the western slope,

clear down to the West Virginia line. The time may come, after the

coal has been exhausted, when the utilization of these hills, or some

of them, for forestry purposes will be considered.

Laurel ridge, on the other hand, does offer some chances for

securing desirable and in every way suitable land. In the main it

forms the boundary line between Somerset and Westmoreland coun-

ties. The geological map of Westmoreland county shows that the

crest of this ridge is Mauch Chunk red shale and on the Somerset

side that it is Pottsville conglomerate.

The usual expression in the region is that "the coal runs up faster

than the mountain and so runs out." It is not necessary to discuss

this statement but it seems to be true that there is not much valuable

coal land on the summit of Laurel ridge in the counties above

named. The summit of Laurel ridge in Fayette county is mainly of

conglomerate. The axis of the ridge bends to the west as it goes

south and no longer serves as the dividing line between Fayette and

Somerset counties, and in Westmoreland county as one goes south

the axis of Chestnut ridge turns more to the east, so that the two

ridges tend to approach and blend.

Taking Laurel ridge as a whole in its entire length, within the

region of this report, it offers a fair field for the forestry operations

of the State, provided the land can be secured. The desirable por-

tions are now either timbered more or less heavily, farmed, or aban-

doned as farms. The farming outlook in the northern part of the

ridge is not promising but in the southern part it is decidedly

X>romising.

When a farm in a coal mining region is abandoned it is not to be

concluded that it is so, necessarily, because of impoverished soil.

That may be the case, but on the other hand the owners may have

ceased to farm simply because they were living off the present or

prospective income from their coal. In the Wyoming valley, a region

of splendid agricultural j)ossibilities, fanning has almost entirely

ceased, because of the value of the coal. However it is safe to sav

that where farms are abandoned in the Laurel ridge region it is either
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because of the natural poverty of the soil, or because they

liave been worked by bad farming into an unproductive condition.

This often happens in a region where population is sparse, or land
is abundant. In either case, however, it is suggested that whenever
possible it would be wise to secure these abandoned farms which are

found on the Hanks of the Laurel ridge. It is wonderful how easily

and thoroughly such land may be restored.

Where the original timber slill remains its value places it beyond
power of the Commission to purchase under existing law. The same
is usually true where the original timber has been removed and a
second crop of more than six inches in diameter has been produced,
because of the local value of small timber lor mine ties and props.
Yet this is the very class ot* land and timber which should most
certainly be secured. It is not mature nor is it imperatively neces-

sary that it should be cut when half grown, if this is to inflict a
serious future injury on the Commonwealtli. The available land on
the Laurel ridge varies in altitude from about 1,:^»00 to 2,400 feet

above tide, and is exceptionally well watered.

2nd. The Allegheny District. The Laurel ridge on the west is dis-

tant from the Alleghenies on the eastern side of the Somerset valley

about thirty-six miles. The two ranges have a parallel direction of

about eight degrees east of north. This, as will be observed, is

much nearer a meridian than the general course of the mountains in

the interior of the State, wliicli have a direction in the main ap-
proaching northeast and southwest. It should be observed, however,
that as the southern line of the State is neared there is a tendency
to approach what may be regarded the normal direction, namely
northeast and southwest.

Taking the line of the turnpike from Ligonier to Bedford we have
the following altitudes: Summit of Laurel ridge on pike 2,400 feet

(1 barometric observation corrected) ; Sprucetown near Stoyestown
on turnpike 1,754 feet (Penn. Geolog. Survey, Vol. N. p. 173); at N.
Crissey's, one and one-fourth miles east of Buckstown, 2,370 feet

(1 corrected barometric observation); cm summit of Alleghenies, six

miles east of Buckstown, 1 corrected barometric reading gave an
altitude of 2,880 feet. Kecent reports indicate that there is a knob
which is considerably over 3,000 feet above tide a short distance to
the north of the turnpike. As the eastern slope of the Alleghenies
(in northern Somerset county) is in another watershed we are not
at present concerned with it.

The summit of this range is, as usual, a i)ronounced tableland,

,
and the ascent is so gradual that one is surprised at the altitude
gained. Geologically the summit is mainly of Mauch Chunk red
shale. The soil, however, does not indicate great agricultural possi-

bilities. What old timber remains is past its prime and ought to be
cut. There is considerable young limber coming on. On the side
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ol (he mounlaiu we iuuud cLetslnuf, rock oak, some hickory, ash,
and cucumber. There was some jack pine towards the sumuiit. This
region drains into Wtony creek, a tributary ot the Conemaugh.
There is much land in it wliich tlie State should own and there

is probably no time in the near iuturc when it could be more cheaply
acquired than now.

Continuing our journey we spent ihe night in Schellsburg, Bed-
ford county. Thence moving south, the Alleghenies were again
crossed (going westj at the former site of the White iJorse tavern,
two miles southwest ol* the hamlet of Dividing Kidge, for Avhich
railroad levels give an altitude of 2,200 feet. My barometer, allowing
for correction, in a single observation, gave only 2,000 feet.

The White Horse tavern was located in a low place on the summit
of the range. There is a good spring there and considerable cleared
ground, once farmed but now deserted; thence to Berlin, said to be
the highest town in the State, a distance of four miles. The imme-
diate proximity of extensive mining operations with demand for
small timber revealed at once the dilliculty of acquiring any land.
The Beport of Progress, X, State Geological Survey, page xcii, in-
forms us ^Mn these Barren Measures are several coal beds too small
to work, except where they become locally of exceptional thickness,
especially around Berlin, in Brothers' Valley township, where one
of the beds was for many years mistaken for the Pittsburg bed.''
The extreme southeastern portion of Somerset county (Savage

mountain) merits examination which I have not been able, as yet,
to give, though it is hardly likely that much land suitable' for for-
estry purposes can be obtained there as it is in the productive coal
measures, where returns can be readily made from quick growin^^
timber.

**

3rd. The Negro Mountain District. This has long been supposed
to be the highest land in the State, reaching according to earlier
observers, nearly or quite 3,000 feet above tide. The Negro mountain
is an anticlinal axis extending up from Maryland, its highest point,
and dividing the great coal basin of Somerset county into two similar
basins. North of the Casselman river, which ruts through it it is
called the ^^ridge." Extending north-northeast it becomes ''constantly
lower, until from Fairview it grows more and more indistinct. It i*s

supposed, as an off-shoot from the Alleghenies, to end near Ashtola.
From the point where it crosses the Casselman, north, it pos-

sesses but little interest to the Foreslry Department because, owin-
to the productive character of the soil and its relation to the coal
field, there is hardly a possibility of acquiring land for forestry
purposes. On the other hand, from the Casselnuin crossing south -

ward, the anticlinal becomes a mountain, capped by Mauch Chunk
rod shale and flanked by Pottsville conglomerate, from the top of
which the coal has been practically removed. Yet even here the land
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possesses great agricultural possibilities. It is simply a question
whether the Forestry Commission is now or wuU be authorized to pay
for the land what it is worth. It is safe to say, however, that what-
ever it may be worth to an individual, it is worth more to the State
because of its capacity for reproduction of timber and because of the
importance of the watershed which is to be protected and prevented
from flooding the lower lands by its "run off."

There is land there now for sale, land which it is hardly likely

w^ill ever be purchasable at a lower figure than now. Much of it has
been cut over and is fairly well advanced in production of a second
crop of timber, chestnut, rock oak, and red oak, with more or less

ash, cucumber, linwood, and maple.

This brings us to a consideration of,

4th. The Monongahela Valley District, which can for our pur-
poses be very briefly treated. Land for forestry purposes can hardly
be thought of. It is too valuable, because of its various sources of
wealth.

Allegheny county is practically wholly within the productive coal

measures. It is the center of vast manufacturing interests and is

possessed of streams which carry its products into and through the
great Mississippi valley.

That portion of Westmoreland and Fayette counties which lies

east of the Allegheny and Monongahela rivers and west of Chestnut
ridge has been well described by J. J. Stevenson thus, '''The whole
surface is disposed in a series of benches, more or less disguised by
erosion, whereby the details are rendered somewhat perplexing.
The eastern boundary of the district is a bold mountain, known as
Chestnut ridge, which rises to somewhat more than 2,800 feet above
mean tide."

The absence of suitable land, the facts that the region is practi-

cally wholly within the coal measures and the enormous aggregation
of monied interests render it useless for the State to attempt any
forest reservation within the limits now under consideration, though
individual land owners might, in future, under such laws which now
exist, restore portions of timber.

Washington and Greene counties, so far as the immediate valley

of the river is concerned, ofl'er no hope of State forest reservation

because most of the area is within the limits of the Pittsburg coal

beds. As one moves westward from the river he is impressed by two
facts

:

1st. The absence of any ccmsiderable body of land which is better

fitted for for(?stry than for agriculture. There are almost no large
bodies of woodland and what woodland there is, is mostly on the
summits of the hills, and might more properly be denominated farm
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wood lots than forest. The timber is mainly maple with a liberal
admixture of hickory, oak, and chesnut. State forest reservation
therefore appears at present to be out of the question.

2nd. That owing to the. hilly character of the country and its
consequent rapid drainage, agriculture will soon become unremunera^
tive there unless more modern methods are employed. This whole
region is probably within the oil and gas belts.

Certain general conclusions may now well be considered

:

1st. The interest of the State demands that adequate forest re-

serves be provided on the Ohio watershed within this State. Upon
this conclusion there can be no doubt.

2nd. So far as the water flowing into the Conemaugh, within the
limits already indicated, and the Monongahela, are concerned, it
seems that for the present the Forestry Commission is limited to the
broad summits and the immediate flanks of (a) Laurel ridge; (b)
the Allegheny mountains (mainly the western slope) ; and (c) that
portion of Negro mountain which is south of the Casselman river.
The streams in the extreme southeastern portion of Somerset county
find their way through Wills creek into the Potomac, and hence do
not concern us. A small tributary of the Juniata also rises in
Somerset county near Dividing ridge. These require no further
statement here. It should also be noted that in southeastern Som-
erset county a considerable body of water from east of the Alle-
ghenies finds its way into the Casselman by coming through the
mountain two miles east of Myersdale.

3rd. It would seem as if the area geologically considered as the
**Barren Measures*' might furnish available land; but it must be
remembered that this term is a misnomer and that considerable
deposits of coal and much good agricultural land are found within
these so-called ''Barren Measures.''

4th. The past season has in a marked degree exemplified the need
of some system of forestry which will conserve our resources, of
which water is now and will be in future more important.

Last spring the run off from the naked hills of the region under
consideratoin was excessive, causing in some instances disastrous
freshets. This August (1<J0<S) the same region is suttering from
drought and deficient water supply for the ordinary purposes of life.
It might also be added that over the State the decreased volume of
water in the streams has rendered proportionately greater the viru-
lence of disease germs in tliose streams which are contaminated by
reception of sewer filth, and a wide spread prevalence of typhoid
fever and other diseases having similar origin is the result. It can-
not be claimed that we are powerless to avoid these disastrous con-
ditions. They are the direct result of our neglect of well known
natural laws.
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5th. At the risk of being regarded visionary, I venture to ask
what is to be the condition of such portions of this district as have
but little other natural wealth than coal, oil, or gas, when these
resources are exhausted, as in time they surely will be? Is it wise
calmly to await the inevitable? Would it not be better to begin now
to seek measures which, without detriment to present industries, will
provide a source of wealth against a time of need? Of such measures
forestry is probably the one which promises the largest result ; but a
century is not too long to produce a crop of trees. Meanwhile the
time is actually now here when every growing forest will have value.
It will be a note payable when the timber is ready for market, but
pecuniarily valuable, and negotiable in proportion to its approach
to maturity, a long time investment by one generation for another
when conditions exist which make it desirable.

6th. The question has been raised whether or not the Forestry
Commission has authority of law for the purchase of land where
mineral reservations or time for the removal of timber must be
granted. To this we can at present make but one answer. Three
successive Governors, each of them accomplished lawyers, and one
of them a man judicial in temperament by reason of previous long
service on the bench, have, with a full knowledge of the facts, unhesr-
tatingly approved all such purchases when made.

7th. It is evident that however much the State may do in pur-
chase of land for forest restoration, there are counties in which no
present hope exists for the acquisition of land by the State. Gover-
nor Stone struck the key note in his inquiry, "If it is a good thing
for one county to have a forest reservation why is it not good for
all?" There are no large areas in this Commonwealth to which this
truthful inquiry is not applicable. In order, however, that necessary
forest cover be provided for all, the aid of the land owner must be
invoked. He must be encouraged to cover his unproductive acres,
his swamps, his steeper hillsides with trees. It is folly to ask him
to do so while an unjust, unwise, and suicidal system of forest taxa-
tion remains. It is not within the scope of this paper to consider
the details of legislation by which an equitable solution of this prob-
lem can be had. The Forestry Commission, and especially Mr.
Elliott, gave, and will give again, full, official recommendation upon
it. Meanwhile I venture to say that to make a land owner pay all
the tax upon land from which he receives neither rent nor revenue
in any shape, and from which the State at large, derives as much
benefit as he does, is the quintessence of folly, for which only the
discreditable justification of ignorance can be offered.
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CLEARFIELD COUNTY RESERVE, 1908 09.—Southern Division.

WILLIAM F. DAGUE, Forester.

General Description of Tract. Area and Location.

The Clearfield county reserve is situate in Pine, Pike, Huston,
Sandy, Covington, and Karthaus townships. It comprises four large
tracts with several smaller ones, and has an area of more than 32,000
acres. The portion of the reserve in Pine and Pike townships, and
that with which this report mainly deals, includes nearly 18,000
acres, almost the entire area of the former, and a small part of the
latter. It begins in the northern part of Pike township about three
miles west of Clearfield, and extends in a northerly direction for a
distance of about nine miles to within six miles of Penfield. This
tract is broken only at one place, between warrants 4262 and 5784,
by a tract about one-third of a mile in width and one and one-fourth
miles in length, owned by the Chase estate, and well timbered with
yellow pine and chestnut. The boundary lines of this portion of
the reserve are very regular, running nearly north and south, and
east and west. There are no interior tracts behmging to private
individuals, and the tracts bordering it are either barren or forest
lands belonging to corporations, with the exception of the north
and southeast, where there are small tracts, ])artly cleared, owned
by farmers.

Topography and Geology.

This reserve lies in the mountainous region between the Susque-
hanna river and Bennett's Branch. It occupies the highest i)art of
Clearfield. The altitude rises very rapidly from 1,400 feet in the
valleys of Montgomery and Moose creek, where it is lowest, to 2,300
feet where it reaches the Driftwood anticlinal axis which runs
through this reserve from northeast to southwest, crossing the Pen-
field road just north of the Smith place, and the Rockton'road near
Horn Shanty. The slope to the north and west from the Driftwood
anticlinal axis is very gradual. The main part of this reserve forms
almost a rolling plateau broken only by the creeks and rivulets.
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Rocks and Soils.
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Nearly the whole reserve has a first class soil for tree growth.
The annual rings of some white oak stumps measured one-half an
inch in width; and a great part would make comparatively good
farm land if it were not for the frosts which are liable to occur
every month of the year. Most of the soil is sandy, lacking lime
to make it productive. In the northern part, the northwest dip of
the measures toward the Bennett's Branch basin brings the coal
measures down into the hills, so that the hills are high enough to
catch the Freeport coals. Southeast of the Driftwood anticlinal
axis along the north branch of Moose creek on the Mitchel, Fielding,
and Bilger tracts, red shales can be seen at several places. The
conglomerate is here far up on the top of the ridge, and these red
bands of shale are low down in the gorge. The greater part of the
reserve is merely an outspread of the conglomerates and sand stones.
That portion in Pike township contains some fire clay.

Streams and Springs.

The streams flow through narrow valleys or gorges, bordered by
steep hills or low ridges. There is one broad ridge running north-
east and southwest with the Driftwood anticlinal axis. This ridge
separates the streams flowing north and west from those flowing
south and east. The streams on the south and east have cut narrow
valleys into the sides of the mountains, and their sources are usually
well defined springs, while those flowing to the north and west
have broad valleys with slopes so gentle they are hardly perceptible,
and their sources are usually swamps or poorly defined springs.
The streams flowing south and east are Little Horn Shanty, whose
source is Horn Shanty Spring, West P>ranch of Montgomery, whose
source is Norris spring; the North Branch of Montgomery, rising at
the Harpster spring. These three streams form Montgomery creek,
which flows into the Susquehanna river west of Clearfield. Lower
Moose and Upper Moose creeks form Moose creek, which flows south-
east into the Susquehanna river north of Clearfield. The main
springs of the former are Big and Nelson springs, and latter Painter,
Berkey, Welder and Smith springs. Lick Run drains the northeast-
ern part and flows southeast into tbe Susquehanna river about four
miles northeast of Clearfield.

^The streams flowing to the west are Anderson, Stony, and Little
^Montgomery, their sources are respectively Harrager, ^Bloody, and
DuBois springs. These three form Anderson creek, which flows
into the Susquehanna river near Curwensville.

Little Horn Shanty creek. West Branch of Montgomery creek,
and North Branch of M(mtgoinery creek, furnish the water for the
Montgomery water dam. Upper Moose for the Moose creek water

I

I
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dam. These two water dams supply the borough of Clearfield with
the best and purest supply of water in the State, there being nothing
to pollute the streams which flow through forested mountain land
owned and cared for by the State. Little Montgomery creek, Stony
creek, and Anderson creek furnish part of the water which supplies

the borough of DuBois. These streams have only their headwaters
on State land, and as the greater part of their courses are through
a farming and herding country, they are more or less subject to

contamination. The great difference between the quality of the
water supplied the two towns is largely due to this fact.

These streams during the lumbering Industry, furnished the means
by which the logs were transported to the Susquehanna river. The
ruins of many of the dams wliich were built during the lumbering
industry are yet plainly to be seen.

Cleared Land.

Only a very small per cent, of this reserve had been cleared. These

cleared places usually marked the former sites of some lumber camp,

and were cleared to furnish vegetables for the camp or grazing for

the stock, but as the lumber disappeared the camp was moved
further on to anollier forested area. The cleared space, left to

nature, was soon reforested with a growth usually of hardwoods.
In many places the stone fences and round piles of stone are the

only marks left by which the once cleared field might be distin-

guished from the surrounding land. There are four small fields left

which, by continuous pasturing or cultivation, have been kept cleared.

They are the Smith fields, the Weilder field, and the DuBois field.

Their total area is about eight acres.

The Treatment of the Original Virgin Forest and its Influence

Upon the Present Forest.

The character of the present forest has been greatly influenced

by the treatment of the virgin forest. When lumbermen began work
here, they chose only the choicest white pine close to the river, and
gradually moved up the larger streams where they could easily

transport the lumber to the river, choosing the best from the places

where it could be most easily and cheaply lumbered and trans-

ported. Large white pines 2 to 4 feet in diameter and from 80
to 100 feet in clear length, were felled and allowed to remain on
the land unused because of some slight defect. When lumber began
to grow scarce the lumbermen pushed farther into the interior,

lumbering in the same wasteful manner. As the white pine became
scarcer they began relumbering . the white pine lands once
covered. In a similar manner the hemlocks and hardwoods were

Plate XI.—Natural Rosonoration of White Pine About Forty Years Old;
Schoffner's Corners, Jefferson County.
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lumbered. Finally the yellow pine, and llie dead and down timber,

is being lumbered. White pine felled 20 years ago is now being
lumbered, all that is allowed to remain are the logs that are too
much decayed to be of any value.

This continuous lumbering has destroyed the different classes

of young growth which must have naturally followed the different

operations; at the same time the long exposure of the soil and young
growth to forest fires has impoverished the former and destroyed
almost all of the latter.

In the swamps, valleys, and on broad slopes the predominant
species of the original forest was white pine or hemlock, with a very
small percentage of hardwoods. On the ridges and steeper slopes
chestnut, yellow pine, and the oaks formed the predominant species.

The present forest differs greatly from the original forest. Espe-
cially is this true where the white pine and hemlock formed nearly
pure stands. Here the soil is (^vered with blackberry briars, sumac,
and bird cherry, with an occasional clump of hemlocks or pines and
scattered here and there a birch, maple, chestnut, oak or cucumber.
The ridges and steep slopes have maintained somewhat their origi-

nal appearance. The yellow pine forming the main growth and the
only growth that has reached limber value, on account of the bark
being unaffected by fire; while the chestnut, oaks, and maples, con-
stituting a great part of the forest but killed every few years by
fire, form an undergrowth.

The Forest Types.

The forest lands of this reserve may be divided by difference of
topography and original composition, as well as present composi-
tion of stand, into two types: The original white pine and hemlock
land now the waste land, and the original yellow pine and hardwood,
now the upland.

The Original White Pine and the Hemlock Lands or the Waste Area.

This area which originally c<mtained some of the finest white
pine and hemlock almost in pure stand, is now almost a waste area
having a growth only of blackberry briars, sumac, bird cherry, and
prickly ash, with here and there a bunch of chestnut, oak, or maple
sprouts, and occasionally a cucumber free. In taking a sample
acre of the first type, I found that it oiiginally contained 110 trees.

Forty-six of these were white i)ine, the remainder hemlock. There
is aL present one young chestnut, o-e pine, and several hemlocks
growing upon this acre. This is a fair sample of the original white
pine area. I do riot believe this area can ever be fully reforested
with good species naturally. Every fire and each year make
the conditions worse for natural reforestation. While most of the
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soil is good for tree growth, a small part is very rocky. While the
entire area is covered with fallen logs, the greater part can at a
moderate cost be reforested by planting.

The yellow pine and hardwood area is the second type. This
type includes the yellow pine, chestnut, the oaks, and the maples,
and covers the sloues and summits of the ridges. The yellow pine
(Pinus rigidaj the only tree of any merchantable size, occupies an
open stand, while the chestnut, the oaks, and the maples might
be regarded the undergrowth. Nearly this entire area is fully

stocked or can be by natural regeneration if fires are kept out.

There is a small area where artificial regeneration might be found
more profitable than to wait for natural regeneration. The yellow
pine has a diameter ranging from inches to 2 feet, and a height
ranging from 30 to GO feet, in age from 30 to GO years. The hard-
woods are in the sapling and pole stages. All the hardwoods that
have reached a greater size are more or less injured by fire, and are
of little value for saw timber.

Lumbering.

Lumbering has been carried on all over this reserve, and on
account of the ease by which all parts were accessible both by road
and stream, nearly all the merchantable green timber has been cut.

The small amount remaining consists of yellow pine, with clumps
of hemlocks. The amount of hemlock which has matured and now
dying is small, and would hardly justify the placing of a mill.

There are about 3,000 to G,000 acres partly covered with yellow pine,

some of which has not yet matured, but much of which is dying.
There is an abundance of dead and down timber such as white

pine, hemlock, chestnut, liard maple, and yellow pine, that could
be utilized for shingles, lath, mine props, extract wood, pulp wood,
and sawed lumber, and which could be lumbered at a profit or sold
to private individuals. This lumber should be sold or utilized at
once, because each year by decay it d^icreases in value. The recent
large fires have made it easier to lumber, and if left on the tract,
will increase the cost of protection many times. Dead standing
trees during a fire will throw sj)arks stn-ernl hundred yards, depend-
ing upon the wind and the locaticm of the tree, and logs can only
be extinguished in a dry time by the iipplication of a great quantity
of water applied to (he burning portion, which is usually the under
side. Again this dead timber is a hindrance to the young growth,
often falling and crushing it.

Pasturing.

This reserve for years was used by herders to pasture sheep and
cattle and at times hundreds of animnls were fed by it. When the
State came into possession, the rule against pasturing was put
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into force. Many of the herders obeyed the rule, but some continued

to pasture. It was an early custom of some of the herders to fire

the mountain so that a good growth of grass would be produced
for their cattle. The summer and fall of 1908 were exceptionally

dry seasons, and tires were numerous. On the burned over parts in

the spring of 1909 an exceptionally good growth of herbage was pro-

duced. {Some few herders taking advantage of it began to pasture,

and when notified that they were violating the rules of the forest,

claimed that they had a right to pasture on any land belonging to

the State and defied the Department to stop them. It was seen at

once that something would have to be done, as well to protect the
water supply of Clearfield and DuBois, as the forestry interests.

The matter was then taken to court. The court sustained the De-
partment and ordered the discontinuance of pasturing. Since that
time there has been no pasturing on the reserve.

Fires.

The summer and fall of 1908 were exceptionally dry, the swamps,
springs, and many of the streams dried up, and fires were numerous.
This county spent $14,000 in combatting fires, and about $800.00
was spent on this reserve. The first fire on this tract started at
the extreme end. It was caused by a farmer clearing land. It began
on the last day of August, and lasted three days. On the following
Iriday, September 4th, a fire started at the Harriger place, but
after it had been fought for two days and nights, was extinguished
by a thunder storm. On the following Wednesday, September 9th,

a fire began close to the old fire at the Harriger place, and after
we had fought it for two weeks, a mild rain succeeded in extinguish-
ing it. During the latter part of September a tire started from
the railroad near Curwensville and swept over the Bilger tract but
after a week's work it was put under control. The Sunday follow-
ing, fires were started at the Montgomery water dam and along
the Ilockton pike. These fires were extinguished after a day and a
night's hard work, but the same day another began on Little Mont-
gomery, which lasted two weeks. Only the extreme end of this fire

reached State land.

The fires were very hard to fight on account of the high winds,
dryness of the humus and soil, aud the great number of logs lying
on the ground. It was impossible to backfire during the night
because of the green vegetation and the mists which settled on it*

neither could the fire be beaten out during the night on account
of burning logs and the depth to which it extended into the soil.

During the day it was hard to check the spread of the flames.
These fires lasted for about six weeks, and burned in all about 9 000
acres of this reserve, killing at places every tree, trees six to eight
inches in diameter being burned completely off at the roots.
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In the year 1909 we had on this reserve only one small fire, which
did us little or no damage. It burned over about 200 acres of land
covered with bird cherry, sumac, and blackberry briars, and cost in
all about $43.00.

Planting and Sowing.

We planted on the 15th and 16th of April, 1909, five thousand
white pines, two hundred spruce, and four hundred Scotch pines four
by four feet apart, at Pentield. They were planted at a cost of
12.50, a fence was built around the plantation at a cost of $8.25.
The entire cost of the plantation was |10.75. More than 90 per cent,
of these trees are growing and are in a healthy condition.
On the 12th and 13th of the same month, a thousand Carolina

poplar cuttings were planted at the Smith place by the ranger and
myself, six feet by eight feet apart. Every one is growing, and they
have attained a height growth of from eight to fourteen inches.
During the months of January, February, and April, we sowed

and planted twenty-five pounds of white pine seed on some of the
burned over area of the reserve. About the middle of January, on a
low tract in which everything had been burned, I sowed cm the' snow
five pounds of the seed. Immediately after sowing there was a heavy
fall of snow. A week later just after the disappearance of the snow,
on a similar tract I sowed five pounds ; this also was covered by a
heavy fall of snow. During April more was sown upon the bare
soil, and this was followed by a warm rain. The remainder the
ranger and I planted on an area of about four acres, placing eight to
ten seeds in holes four feet apart, covering the seeds very lightly.
In all these experiments no results were obtained. The failure I
believe was due entirely to the quality of the seed. Prof. Snyder
tried to germinate some of the seed in his laboratory, but failed also
I believe with a good quality of seed good results here could be
obtained by planting and sowing in this manner.

Roads.

Nearly all parts of the reserve are connected with roads Most
of these roads were built 20 to 30 years ago, and are now grown
up with brush and strewn with fallen trees. These roads were built
for the purpose of hauling and skidding logs to the streams and
river. In the rough and wet places they were corded and the streams
crossed by log bridges. The logs forming the road bed have decayed
and at places are torn up by the re-lumbering of the dead timber'
thus making the road very rough. The bridges have entirely col-
lapsed or are in such a state of decay that they will not bear the
weight of a horse. Some of these old log roads could be opened at
a moderate cost and should be opened in order to protect the reserve
from fire.
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There are two township roads passing through this reserve con-

necting Clearfield and Penfield, and Clearfield and Kockton. These
roads are very little traveled now, but were two of the main roads

of the country in the days of the lumbering industry, and stage

coaches traveled them daily. The one running from Clearfield very
nearly north, with inclination a little to the west, divides the re-

serve into east and west tracts, with about two-thirds of the area

in the west tract. The other road running west from Clearfield,

with a little inclination to the north, divides the reserve into

north and south tracts, with about four-fifths of the area in the

north tract. There is a number of roads joining one or the other
of these roads. During the years 1908 and 1909 a number of new
roads were built, and many old ones were repaired, while some were
opened and brushed out. During the latter part of the year 1908,

a new road was built from the Big Spring on the Rockton road to

the Montgomery water dam, dividing the farms and woodlots on the

east from the reserve on the west. This road had to be built throuirh

i« somewhat rocky country where stone had to be broken, across a
number of streams where bridges had to be built, and through a
thick young growth of chestnut, oak, and maple in the sapling
stage. A branch road somewhere near the middle was built to the
Bockton road close to where the Chase tract crosses it. The road
is five miles in length and cost about ten cents a rod to be built.

The Old Sand Spring road running from the Bloody Spring to the
Panther rocks and an old log road passing through the Game Pre-
serve along the north branch of Doctor's Fork to Lick Run, were
opened and brushed out during the same fall.

During the year 1909 all of the main roads were repaired or

brushed out. A road along Laurel Run from the new township
road to the Central Penna. Lumber Company's tract, was opened up
and brushed out. This road is about one and one-fourth miles in

length. For about one-third of the distance the logs and brush were
removed so that a team could traverse it; from the remaining part
everything was removed for a width of twelve feet. The work on
this road cost |6.00. The sprout growth on the new road made the
previous year, was mown and piled at a cost of |2.50 per mile. A
road one and one-half miles in length from the Smith place to the

Schofield road and from Weilder swamp on this road to the Scho-
field road, was brushed out to a width ranging from fifteen to twenty
feet. The entire Dubec and Schofield roads were repaired. The doad
tops and logs which were strewn in the roads were removed and new
bridges built at some of the places where streams had to be crossed,

while at others the decayed logs were removed and fording places

10—24—1909
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established. About a mile and a half of the Schofield road from
the Penfield road at the Fire Break to Gordon Camp, was brushed
out to a width of from fifteen to twenty feet. From the Schofield
road at Gordon Camp to Jury Mill on Little Montgomery, and
from here to the Schofield road by Kelley's Cellar, the road was
repaired and now can be easily traversed with a team. The Dubec
road is about three miles long, the Schofield about six miles, while
the Kelley^s Cellar road is about four miles. Most of the work of the
year 1909 was done with the aid of the ranger, and the only expense
vras the cost of team hire in hauling logs for the bridges which
amounted to about $6.00.

Two new roads should be built on this reserve, one from Horn
Shanty on the Kockton road, along Horn Shanty creek to the Mont-
gomery water dam, and the other from Rockton road down Coupler
run to Little Montgomery creek. These roads would be in valleys.
Then fires coming from the west, which occur so frequently and
which do so much damage could be more easily stopped.

No. 24.

THE HOPKINS EESERVE, McELHATTAN DIVISION, 1008 09.

FORREST H. DUTLINGER. Forester.

The State of Pennsylvania owns and protects in Clinton county
about 120,000 acres of forest land, or a little more than one-fifth of
the total area of the county. Only the portions of fliis laro-e area
found in the region of McElhattan, in tlie lower pai-t of the countv
and HI the vicinity of Whetlunn, in the central part, will be dealt withm this report. Some mention is made, however, of work performed
on lands in the region of State Camp. This is due to the fact that
until September 1, 1909, the entire State area of Clinton countv
was under the supervision of one forester.

The two tracts mentioned above are about twenty miles apart
but both are situated along the Philadelphia and Erie Division of
the Pennsylvania Railroad. Either of the stations, McElhattan or
Pme, gives convenient access to the McElhattan reserve, and Whet-
ham station is the most central point of access to the reserve in
that vicinity.
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The topographical and geological features of Clinton county are

so varied that in this report only the most important features will

be discussed, particularly those of the southern part of the county

in the region of the McElhattan reserve, and something of the Whet-
ham lands.

The escarpment of the Allegheny mountains in this county pre-

sents a rather irregular face, running in a general direction approx-

imately east and west. It is gaped within the county limits, on
the west by the valley of Beech creek, and on the east by Pine creek,

with the great valley of the Susiiuehanna near its ceuter. There

is little land in the county that can be profitably farmed. The
sandy summits termed ^'barrens" or "fiats" in many localities occupy
all the higher lands, and beneath them the ground is too stony for

farming.

As above stated, Clinton county is crossed by several mountains

from east to west in a nearly straight line. In the region of the

McElhattan reserve the outcrops of sandstone produce several sharp,

rugged, roughly parallel mountain ridges, between which three fer-

tile limestone valleys nestle. They are all anticlinal valleys, having

a floor of Lower Silurian limestone, which has been brought up to

daylight only upon the arches of the anticlinals. In other places

there are no traces of limestone.

Sugar valley, the most southern of these, lies just north of Centre

county and southwest of the McElhattan reserve. Big Fishing creek

heads in this valley and has its outlet into Nittany valley through

a sharp gap in Nittany mountain. Nittany mountain is a double

or synclinal mountain, lying between Sugar and Nittany valleys.

The Nittany mountain synclinal trough flattens out to the east, and
its complementary anticlinal, that of Nittany valley, also becomes

more gentle, arching over into the Bald Eagle mountain, and cutting

(•ft' the topographical connection between Nittany and Nippenose

valleys. It is at this point, or on this flat separating Nittany and
Nippenose valle3^s, that the McElhattan reserve is largely to be

found, separated from the Bald Eagle valley and Susquehanna river

in front by the Bald Eagle mountain, and in the rear from Sugar
valley by Nittany valley.

Bald Eagle mountain, on which is situate some of the McElhattan
reserve, crosses the county in a nearly straight line, bearing about

north ()5 degrees east. It is extremely rough and precipitous, formed
by the northwest dipping sandstone. The dip of this mountain is

very steep, nearly always exceeding 40 degrees.

No elevaticms have been taken of the mountain crests in Clinton

county, either by the Pennsylvania Geological Survey, or the United

States Survey; but several series of readings of elevation have been
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taken throughout the State lands in this countj with the aid of ananeroid barometer, thus giving approximate results. There is a

^!nntv "^^r""
'" "''"""*''' throughout the entire length of Clintoncounty Ihe iucrea.se in elevation from one end of the county to

Tt^e MceZh"^ '" " ""f
"' ''''''' '' ^^^^^ ^' ^1« f^t- P«i-t«

On the Yvt ?, VT'" '•'"^ ^'^ "'""^"«" »' I'^SO to 1,500 feet.

lmrwer?f:unT
''"'""'^ "' '"'' ^^ '''"" '''' «^"^^ -^

One of the peculiarities of the mountains in this region is thepresence of terraces or benches near the summits. These benches

maaons '"f.t'-L?"^"" '' ^™^'^°' "^^ «^^ °* ^^ ditferenrformations ihe hrst is one in which the sand rock forms the flator bench, resulting only when the sand stone or congrmerate iscompact and resists erosion, while the surrounding rolsweatiiermore rapidly, thus leaving the terrace of hard sand stone The Ip"directly beneath the benches is generally covered «^th blocks ofsand rock or conglomerate. The second formation is one in whkh the

sand from the disinWratln of t. T "' "'"''^''''^ '^'^^'^ «'

Geology.

At several points on the McElhattan reserve and in H.. « •
,boring region, deposits of ganister rod- nJl , „

^'^^'

claim there is not enough to^t its Ira. ""'• '"'''"^'''''

On tbe Whetham lands deposits of coal arp tn ho f

Drainage.

As there is little .subsoil in the county north of the 4.i„ ,escarpment, and as the mountains are generaP s 1 "^"''^^y
rainfall quickly finds its wnv int. h ,

'' '""^' <** *f'<^

often causing i^ a few !;"« t of "evTr'n feT
r^'" ^^""'"'^'

that would produce but a slight raise -iTSllirg thrTgL^':
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country covered with a deeper substratum of soil. This phenomenon
has been of great service to the lumberman, not so much in this

region, due to the size of the streams, as in other regions, enabling

them to transport logs and timber down very small streams.

The spring and autumn freshets in the Susquehanna river, which

gathers its water from these mountain streams, are too well known to

need any description. Though often very violent, they are, as in

all mountain regions, of short duration.

Springs and Streams.

Clinton county as a whole is well watered, the mountains being dis-

sected unto numerous deep water courses, with slowly moving streams

and absence of rapids, showing that the streams have almost ceased

their erosive powers, and are at base level.

Both on the McElhattan reserve and the reserve in the vicinity

of Whetham, the lands are practically drained by a single stream,

McElhattan run in the former and Rattlesnake run in the latter.

These two streams are so like the streams in the surrounding region,

that they may be taken as a sample of the stream flow of Clinton

county. Nearly all the State land in the vicinity of Whetham is

drained by Rattlesnake run, a stream whose watershed extends

almost to the Coudersport pike, a distance of about seven miles.

Numerous small streams and springs enter the main stream from
every direction. These small streams as a rule go dry during the

summer months, but during the spring they add greatly to the flow.

The most important stream on the McElhattan reserve is McEl-
hattan run. Others, as Henry's, Love, and Spring run are not so

important. The McElhattan draws particular attention, in that it

furnishes the water supply for the city of Lock Haven. This stream
is one of the best to be found in the State, always producing an
even flow during the most severe droughts, when other streams
throughout the country have gone dry. This condition is due to the

extensive watershed of the main stream and its numerous tributaries.

Approximately 10,000 acres of land covered with forest growth of

various stages produce the steady stream flow mentioned above.

About three-fourths of this entire watershed is owned and controlled

by the Department of Forestry and the city of Lock Haven. Few, if

there be any, other cities in the State have been so thoughtful as

to purchase enough territory on the watershed of their water supply
to produce a perpetual supply of pure water to its citizens. It is

an undisputed fact that the loss of our forests is a detriment to the

continued flow of our streams.

Several peculiarities become apparent upon following the course
of the streams on the McElhattan reserve, viz: The frequent disap-

pearance and re-appearance of the streams along their course and

:|

I
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the scarcity of springs. The reason for this peculiarity can almost,
without a doubt, be attributed to the destructive work of the flood
of June, 1889. The continuous rains at that period caused numerous
landslides along the courses of the various streams and tilled up
the^ beds to such an extent that during their natural flow they are
entirely covered in some places by rocks and debris.

Growth.

The people of Clinton county will long remember tlie annual spring
drives that passed down the West Branch of the Susquehanna, com*^
ing from the broad expanse of unbroken timber land tliat was thought
inexhaustible and consigned to the numerous saw mills scattered
along its banks. It is a fact now that the forests of Clinton county
are practically depleted and the days of drives and rafts are a
part of the past. The vast area of virgin pine and hemlock that
stood so thick on the headwaters of all the streams emptying into
the Susquehanna, has been about all cut, and where we do find
a small stand it is in such an inaccessible location as not to war-
rant the expense of cutting. This is the condition that prevails
on all State reserves in Clinton county, and is especially true of the
McElhattan and Whetham lands.

Nearly all the land comprising the reserves has been recently cut
over, in most cases just prior to its transfer-to the State. In cut-
ting over these lands every stick of wood that would realize the
owner any revenue was cut, leaving the hillsides almost bare of
growth. In the majority of cases of recentlv cut over lands fire
has found its way over them and in a few years soon completed the
destruction begun by tlie lumbermen, leaving in its wake nothing
but scrub oak, bracken, and berry bushes.

Conditions on the McElhattan reserve are somewhat better than
those to be found on most of the reserves. This is due probably to
the fact that this region was not so heavily timbered, especiallv
with the highly prized white pine and hemlock, as other region;
further north. This being the case, lumbering was not carried
on so extensively and cutting was not so cJose as where the timber
was of the more desirable species. McElhattan reserve is practi-
cally a hardwood region containing several good stands of medium
aged hardwoods mixed with yellow pine, but hardwood predomi-
nating. At one point on the main branch of McElhattan run lustabove where Spring run empties into it, a fine stand of hemlock isfound on the top of the steep mountain facing the run. From thebed of the stream to the lower edge of the belt of timber, it is acontinuous stretdi of huge bowlders making it almost in.po sible torun the timber off the hill in any merchantable shape.
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If fire be eliminated from this region for any length of time, the

timber will make rapid growth and will rank as high as any to be

found growing on other State reserves.

Throughout the reserve in the vicinity of Whetham, the conditions

at present are not so favorable as on the lands cited above. This

is due to the more severe lumbering prior to its transfer to the

State and the frequent forest fires before a system of fire protection

had been organized. At various points on this reserve, however,

good stands of pine and hemlock may be found, especially at the

heads and on the top of the steep slopes of the small streams empty-
ing into Rattlesnake run. To remove this timber will require the

outlay of a considerable amount of money in buildiing roads. It

will, however, be only a course of time until these roads must be

built throughout the reserve and this timber removed.

As stated under the head of topography, noticeable peculiarities

of the reserves in this regoin are the benches, and upon these benches

a good growth of pine or hardwood is usually found growing, due
to the rich soil and presence of springs or marshy areas. Several

large tracts covered with a sparse growth of scrub oak and bracken
could be made to produce good timber if planted with species adapted
to the region. This is undoubtedly a pine region, nature having
shown this in the species which once covered these lands, and no
better species can be planted than white pine.

Report of Work on the Reserve.

The summer and fall months of 11)08 will long be remembered
throughout the State for their excei)ti(mal dryness, and also for

the unusually large number of forest fires. The severest forest

fires recorded in this region occurred in tlie extreme northwestern
part of the county in the region of State Camp, and on the heads
of the various streams originating in that regicm. Fish Dam, Rig
run, Mill run. Burn's, Field's, and Yost's runs. These fires were
burning about three weeks, nearly a week for each fire, and in all

approximately 11,000 acres were burned. The fire is supposed to

have originated on the "city lands," property controlled by the Girard
estate of Philadelphia. The fires could not be extinguished and it

requried the continuous work of seven fy men to hold them in check.

The fire would burn out tlie lininus and soil to a de]>th of several

feet, then following an old <lry root would appear several feet be-

yond, starting a fire where it was thought safe. Considerable hard-

ship was experienced by the men in jirocuring food and a limited

amount of sleep, both due to the diflTiculty in reaching the fighters

with supplies, and to the lack of shelter.

At these fires valuable assistance was rendered to the Forestrv

Department and the countv bv the untiring efforts of Mr. C. O.
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Dunlap in procuring necessary men and equipment. The approx-
imate cost to fight these fires, covering a period of nearly three
weeks, was about |4,000.00.

Several fires occurred in the region of Whetham, but were small
burning only several hundred acres of land. The several fires recorded
as occurring in the region of the McElhattan reserve were small
and m no place did they touch State land.

'

On December 1, 1909, a fire was started by the New York Central
l.ailroad at Whetham, causing destruction of about 800 acres of
forest growth. This fire is a good example of the destructive work
caused by railroads. The loss in a case of this nature would be
difficult to estimate, but it can be easily seen that it would be very
heavy; for not only the loss to the soil and humus are to be taken
into consideration, but that of the stream flow should be added to
the timber loss. The cost to extinguish this fire was about $50.00.

Eoads and Fire Lanes.

The State lands in the vicinity of Whetham contain a large num-
ber of old roads built by lumbermen to get timber of the region out
1o the river. These roads, through disuse, have grown shut, andma large number of cases where found along the water courses, the
bridges are down and the roads filled with debris. Wherever prac
tical the roads have been utilized in the opening of fire lanes for

IcZlTl
'^ ^? protection, and also in providing suitable roads for

access throughout the reserve. During the spring months of thepresent year (1909), about twenty-eight miles of roads and fire laneswere opened, afl^ording a means of entrance and excellent fire pro-
tection. In the vicinity of Whetham the fire lanes were cut prin-cipally on top of the mountain facing the river, in order to stop the

rectly beneath, sweep the mountain side annually. All fire lanes

feTre to ?h''"i"^^^
"^" ^"* ^^ ^^ average'width of tJent"feet due to their location just on the brow of the mountain andthe trong winds which usually prevail at this height. Work was

L tooZw "'''' *'"'^ ^"' "^^^ "^"^'P"^-* -'^<^ ^- -stained

work
^^' consumed by employes going to and from theii^

veJettiorThnfl'^lJ
'' '" 'T' '"' ^^^'^ ^^« ^^"^^^^^ ^'^^^ o^ a"vegetation that had accumulated during the summer, thus leavinga system of good fire lanes, some of which were used against firesa few months later. All fire lanes and roads will have to be brushed

Sr^^aTJon''^ 'Vr ''''' ^"^ '^"^^^-^"^^^^ '^ warrant ;S
IZJT^

^o«^er intervals. On the McElhattan reserve a largepart of the roads and fire lanes cut are in the ravines along the watercourses, except where roads were found on the high ground suftableto connect the various "blocks" of fire lanes
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During the summer months of 1907 about 3,000 acres of the lower
portion of McElhattan reserve were surveyed by M. E. Shaughnessy
of Lewsiburg, Pa. This survey with boundary lines covering about
15 miles, was re opened during the fall of 1909. These lines had
nearly grown shut and the blazes were almost obliterated during the
intervening time. The lines were opened and all brush removed
for a width of four feet. All the old blazes and witness marks were
re-blazed and given a good application of white paint, making a
line visible for a long distance, thus eliminating all excuse for ad-
joining owners to cut over the line. The remainder of the lines in
this region should be run as soon as possible to avoid all trouble
from adjoining land owners in cutting timber on State land. None
of the Whetham lands have been surveyed up to this time, but should
be in the near future, so as to enable the forester to be positive as
to the bounds of his jurisdiction.

Following is a statement of all moneys spent for improvements on
the two reserves:

McELIIATTAN llESERV E.

Spring of 1909.

Amount expended for opening fire lanes, f457 30
Approximately 18 miles fire lanes cut @ f25.40

per mile.

Fall of 1909.

Amount expended for brushing out fire lanes, 122 51
Approximately 15 miles brushed out @ 18.17 per mile.

Amount expended for opening boundaries, .

.

02 00
Approximately 15 miles boundaries oi^ened @
$4.13 per mile.

Amount expended for opening new fire lanes, 29 00
Approximately 2 miles opening new fire lanes,

$14.50 per mile.

Total amount expended for labor, $670 81
Amount expended for tools, 31 05

Total amount expended on reserve, $701 86

I
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Spring of 1909.

Amount expended for opening fire lanes, .

.

Approximately 8 miles fire lane opened
124.39 per mile,

Amount expended for repairing road,

Approximately 2^ miles road repaired
$23.33 1-3 per mile.

Fall of 1909.
Amount expended for brushing out fire lanes,

Approximately 8 miles fire lanes brushed out
at 113.89 per mile.

5 15

52 50

1111 13

Total amount expended for labor, |358 78
Total amount expended for tools, 14 05

Total amount expended on reserve, $372 83

Eangers.

The entire area of State land (120,000 acres), in Clinton county
IS under the supervsion of six rangers. This is entirely too much
land for the small number of rangers employed, and as a result
lands do not receive anything like the protection thev require. The
land at Whetham comprises about 30,000 acres and is under the su-
pervision of one ranger.

The recent act of the Legislature which gave the Commissioner of
Forestry power to appoint a District Fire Warden in each township
of the county, is a help in cases of fire, but it does nothing to sup-
press the occurrence of fires. Just what we need at this time is a
corps of reliable men who have a thorough knowledge of the entire
country over which they are to have supervision.

General Management.

Only a sumumry of the administration may be given here, enough
to indicate the nature of the work. Several cases of persons taking
timber on State lands were investigated and settled satisfactorily
to both parties.

*^

After notice was sent to the various road supervisors, township
roads passing through the reserves were brushed out on either side

J'^VJ''^'^ ^^ "^^^^""^ ^""*' ^"'^^^'"^ '^^ admirable fire lane.

1..^ . WW. ^'""'*' ''^''^ ^'^'"'^ ^'' ^^"^^^^*« ^^"^P^*«g 01^ State
ands at Whetham. These camps were all inspected during the
hunting season, and were found to be complying with State reserve
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When the State first acquired lands in this region, it was looked
upon with disapproval; but siuce that time the attitude of the people
has changed. Persons living in the neighborhood of State reserves

have to some extent felt the good of their existence, in that they have
received several thousand dollars in exchange for labor. There are
numerous other instances why the holding of land by the State is

and will be a good thing for the people.

GKEEN'S N'ALLEY TKACT, CENTilAL liESEllVE—1908-1909.

JAMES E. McNEAL, Forester.

The Green's ^'alley tract lies in the central part of Centre county,
in the townships of Spring, Potter, Walker, and Gregg, and con-

tains 4,145 acres, 4 perches. It was purchased from Hon. Cyrus
Gordon and William Whitmer k Sons' Co., in 1902, and surveyed
April and May, 1907, by Charles L. Wetzel.

Forestal work was begun September 23rd, 1908. During the fall

of 1908 and the year 1909, several roads were cut open and repaired,

a fire lane opened, a nursery started, and a permanent plantation
made. Miscellaneous improvements were also made on the reserve
and around the buildings occupied by the ranger.

Eoads Opened.

During the fall of 1908 the road to llecla, on the north yide of the
creek, and about 6 miles long, was cut open. After this was com-
pleted, the work of cutting open other roads was begun. One was
cut from a point in the road to Ilecla just east of the ranger's build-

ings to the south side of the creek, thence soudieast along an old
slide road for about 1| miles. Several other short stretches were
cut open on the west end of the reserve. All roads were opened 15
feet wide, and the inllammable material carried into the woods.
All dead trees or snags near the roads that fire might be blown across
from them, were cut down.
A fire lane 178 rods long, on the line between Weaver and the

State reserve, was cut open. This lane is eight feet wide and
cleared of everything but line trees. Nine miles additional fire lanes
were opened. The average cost was ?16.78 per mile.

During the fall of 1909, seven miles of road were cut open a second
time, at a cost of $1.88 per mile.

i
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Two miles of road were repaired at a cost of $71.25 per mile. One-
half mile of road from a point in the road to Hecla, east of the
ranger's buildings to the south side of the Green's Valley creek, was
covered with broken stones and clay. Ditches were dug for drainage,
and a new bridge was built across the creek. This piece of road
was originally corduroy, built some years ago across an area which
becomes swampy during the spring of the year. All roads near the
buildings were repaired in the same manner.

Plantation.

In the spring of 1909, 4,975 seedlings were planted in a clem-ed
field a short distance from the ranger's buldings. They consisted
of 3,500 white pine, 1,200 Scotch pine, 250 balsam fir, and 25 Euro-
pean larch. Most of these seedlings were two years old and were
planted in loose sandy soil. On account of the dry summer a number
died. At the end of the growing season 83 per cent, white pine
(J3 per cent, balsam fir, and 78 per cent. Scotch pine were livin-'
Planting was done at a cost of |2.03 per thousand.

Nursery.

In the spring of 1909 a small nursery was started. Five pounds of
white pine seed at |2.00, and two pounds of Norway spruce at $0 GO
were planted. At the end of the growing season the inventory
showed 20,000 Norway spruce and 2,49G white pine.

Miscellaneous.

During the fall of J!>OS (he l.ieast of a da.u wliicl. Hooded about
two acres, was cut away and the water released. The following
summer two large springs near the ranger's buildings were cleaned
and stone walls were built around them. Two buildings, a chicken
house and a pig pen, located a short distance above the spring near
the dwelling, were moved to better locations. In the fall of !<)()<)
an addition was built to the dwelling. The whole house was pl'as-
tered and the old part papere.1. The line around <he reserve was
reblazed and repainted.

Fires.

One fire occurred, November 30, 1909. Its origin is unknown. One
acre was burned, two-thirds of which is on the reserve. Little
damage was done and the fire was extinguished along a road which
had been cut open a short while before.
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About 10 acres of cleared land should be planted in trees. White
pine, oak, rock oak, and chestnut all do well in the locality. The
ranger stationed on the reserve should keep all roads open and a
close lookout for fire. This is practically all that can be done at

present. The barn and other out buildings should be improved.

PIKE COUNTY KESEUVE—1908-1909.

JOHN E. AVERY, Forester.

The Pike county reserve contains about 52,000 acres, and lies in

the following townships: Blooming Grove, Delaware, Greene, Ding-

man, Lackawaxen, Lehman, Milford, Palmyra, Porter and Westfall.

The land in Blooming Grove, Delaware and Lehman townships is

connected, forming a solid tract, while that in the other townships

is separated by private holdings.

This report will deal principally wilh the lands in Blooming Grove,

Porter and Lehman townships, including the portions in Palmyra
and Greene.

Topography, Geological Formation, and Soil.

The topography is rough and the altitude ranges from nine hundred

to fifteen hundred feet above sea level. The highest point on the

reserve is known as the Low Knob. About one mile southwest of

the Low Knob is High Knob, the highest point in the county, reach-

ing an altitude of about seventeen hundred feet; but High Knob is

owned by the Blooming Grove Hunting and Fishing Club and will

not be mentioned further in this report.

There are a number of high ridges throughout the reserve with

wide valleys, rather level. Nearly all the ridges are steep, narrow,

and quite rough with ledges of rocks, and are strewn with boulders.

The rocks are principally sandstone and red shale, sandstone pre-

dominating. The soil is very thin and on some parts of the high

ridges entirely wanting, or occurring only in patches between the

rocks. Lower down in the valleys it becomes deeper and covers

the whole surface; but is very stony, the hard-pan coming close

to the surface. Such land is worthless for farming but valuable

for tree growth.
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The ni^r i{u«likilJ, JJttle Busbkill, Saw Creek, and a Irihntary of the
AVallen Paupack river, known as the East Branch of tlie I^aupack, rise
within the boundaries of the reserve.

These streams are fed by the many springs and smaller streams
that are scattered througiiout the reserve, and are well stocked with
trout. White Deer Lake, Mud Pond, Promised Land Pond, and
Peck's Dam are stocked with pickerel and perch and are well known
for their good fishing. In fact, Promised Land Pond and Peck's
Dam are two of the best pickerel ponds in the State.

Growth.

The growth lliat covered this reserve when the fust lumbernK^
came into the region, was white pine, white oak, hemlock, pitch
pme, and beech in the western portion. The greater part of tliis
large and valuable timber growth with the exception of the pitch
pme and what was standing in the swamps and therefore inaccessible
has been removed and destrojed by the lumbermen. T say destroyed'
for the reason that one can see thousands of feet of lumber layin<r
throughout the woods, principally white oak and hemlock, tha"
were cut only for the bark. In some portions of the reserve there
still remains a good stand of pitch pine which is about mature In
other portions the growth is composed of broad-leaf species of various
ages. The regeneration of the white pine is sparse. Still other
sections contain scrub oak barrens which have been burned over ve-ir
after year. Those barrens which have been protected from fire for
the past five or six years are rapidly regenerating a growth of
chestnut, maple, white oak, red oak, hickory, and pin oak which is
choking out the scrub.

Administration.

In the fall of 1906 a survey of the boundary lines of this reservewas begun in Palmyra and Greene townships, known as the PromisedLand div.snm. The etlicient county surveyor, Mr. Frank Schorrwas in charge. The work was discontinued December '>lst owiix^
to the closing in of winter. Early in the spring the survev warsagain taken up and carried into Blooming Grove and Porter\own-
ships. On the 27th of July, 1907, because of lack of funds available
for surveying, the work was again discontinued. In all about <mehundred and c.ght miles of boundary lines were surveved, markedand painted. One hundred miles of this line have been cu chJ ^
all brush to a width of fifteen feet.
In May, 1908, one thousand Pinus ponderosa were planted butowing to the drought of the following summer only I smal percentage grew. In the spring of 1909 one thousand Carolina poplar

I I
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cuttings were planfed in an old field. Nintej-five per cent, of these

cuttings started to grow, but only about seventy-five per cent, sur-

vived llie continuous drought of the past summer.

During the years 1908 and 1009, about fifty four miles of roads

have been brushed out and made passable, and sixty-five miles of

boundary lines have been re-opened. The cost of brushing out the

roads A^aried from |4.50 1o $5.00 per mile, and the cost of re-opening

the boundary lines ranged from fS.OO to $9.00 per mile, all depending

upon the thickness and the size of the sprouts.

A small improvement cutting has been made, but owing to the

lack of a market, very little of this work can be done to advantage.

As the nearest shipping point is ten miles distant from the reserve,

the most serious problem is that of getting a value out of the pro-

ducts from improvement cuttings, as well as from dead and other

small materials that should be removed.

One way of solving this problem would be to introduce some
small establishment, as an acid ]dant, or an excelsior plant. The
dead material Ihat is going to waste and the product from the im-

l>rovement cuttings might in this way be profitably utilized.

Fires.

Three fires broke out in the fall of 1908. Two of these occurred

on September 10th and October 7th, respectively, originating on
lands adjoining the reserve. Before they could be extinguished the

former burned over about five hundred acres of reserve land and

the latter about eight hundred. The fire occurring October 21st

originated on the reserve, and before it could be extinguished burned

over an area of about one thousand acres. On the afternoon of

October 9th, 1909, a fire broke out in Porter township about three

miles north of the Mercier i)lace along the road leading from Porter's

Lake to Dingman's Ferry. Upon seeing the smoke the ranger on

that part of the reserve took several men and by working rapidly

succeeded in extinguishing it before it had made much headway.

This fire burned over an area of about three acres. The fire started

shortly after an automobile had passed over the road, and it is be-

lieved that a lighted match was carelessly thrown by one of the

party into the dried leaves, which immediately took fire.

On October 30th, fire broke out in Porter township originating

on State land. After fighting it for twenty-two hours it w^as brought

under control, having burned over an area of about one thousand

acres. Eight hundred acres were reserve lands, and the resulting

damage was about $1,500.00.

li
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Cleared Lands.

•ff. Doe.

There is not much cleared land to be found on this reserve. In
all there are about forty acres, known as the Promised Land farm
Ihis land IS well adapted to the growth of white pine and thirty
acres should be planted up as soon as possible, leaving the remain-
ing ten acres as a truck patch and garden for the ranger.

Improvements.

A new roof has been placed on the Mercier house and both thisand the Promised Land house have been repainted.

Division of Keserve.

From the spring of 1907 until September 1, 1900, the Pike county
reserve was under the supervision uf one forester. On the latter
date, forester John L. Strobeck was assigned a portion of the reserve
lying m Porter township, known as the Hunters' Range portion
along with the State lands lying in Monroe county.
The following are earnestly recommended:
Completion of survey.

Means provided for the utilization of the product taken from the
reserve.

The extension of road work: Cutting and building a good system
of roads throughout the reserve.

^
A better system of protection from fire, more men employed topatro the lands during fire seasons, and a better system of

patrol so that all the land is thoroughly covered. Principal pointsof reserve should be connected by telephone.
Means provided for hauling water to fires.

THE CALEDONIA DIVISION, SOUTH MOUNTAIN RESERVE-
1908-1909.

ROBERT G. CONKLIN, Forester.

Oeneral Conditions.
The Caledonia Division of the South Mountain reserve is an

irregularly shaped body of land of about :?0,000 acres. While in a

SrboLT''"
'"°^'*'^••'^''' »' *"« t'-iet extends north and south,the boundaries are so irregular that it is impossible to give the

rfir^T^^ ".Z
"''"'"*" calculation of the area of this

imatlon
'''''

'
'"''' *''''''° "''°"^' '« ^""P'^ «" "PP"-"^-
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The Caledonia Division is most advantageously located, probably
more so at present than any of the other reserves.
The western boundary is about ten miles directly east of Cham-

bersburg, and about four miles east of West Fayetteville, a station
on the Waynesboro branch of the Cumberland Valley Railroad. The
land lies in three counties, Franklin, Adams and Cumberland, which
meet at a point within the reserve.

Adams county contains about two-thirds of the total acreage;
Franklin county has about three-fourths of the remainder, and Cum'
berland the smallest share of the three.

Transportation and Cummunication.

The transportation and communication facilities are exceptionally
?ood for a State reserve. To the west and running almost parallel
with the longer axis of the lands, is the Waynesboro branch of the
Cumberland Valley railroad. While the reserve is at no point less
than two miles from this railroad, the electric road and turnpike
make the steam road easy of access. This turnpike and trolley road
being in exactly the same location, a description of the location of one
suffices for the other.

The public road is the Chambersburg and Gettysburg turnpike
which crosses the western boundary ten miles east of Chambersburg,
then runs through the reserve for a distance of about two miles, and
from there on for a distance of five miles towards Gettysburg. While
the State land does not touch the turnpike continuously, the lines
parallel (he pike and are only about a half mile from the road, which
divides the reserve nearly in half and forms the main artery of
transportation. The trolley road, the Chambersburg and Gettysburg
Flectric Raihvay, follows the turnpike from Chambersburg to Cale-
donia, ending at Kocky Mt. Run, a point about a mile from the
western boundary and within the reserve. To the southeast and
about five miles distant at the closest point, is a branch of the
Western Maryland Railroad; while to the northeast is the Gettys-
burg branch of the Rhiladelphia & Reading Railroad, eight miles
awav.

Coming in from the northeast toward the Big Flat country is a
small and unimportant railroad, not operated continuously. Rut
without this small road, the reserve is almost entirely encircled by
railroads, making foreign transportation easy. However, all these
railroads could do little toward aiding transportation were it not
for the many and, for the most part, reasonably good public roads.
Coming in to the pike from the lands to the south are four fairly

good township .i)ublic roads. These four roads all run in a more or

11—24—1909
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less southerly direction from the pike and are consequently nearly
parallel. From the lands to the north there are three township
public roads joining the turnpike.

In addition to this there are numerous other public roads, either
running directly through the reserve or coming within a short dis-
tance and lead into the various little towns of the surrounding
country. Then to act as feeders for these public roads, there are
many old private roads, once used as coal roads when these lands
were operated for the production of wood for charcoal. While the
old coal roads are not always in the best location, and do not always
follow the shortest route to their objective point, they are necessary
to reach the more remote places. Many of the roads, both public
and private, are greatly in need of repairs and re-location.

Facilities for communication are not so good as might be ex-
pected. To the headquarters of the forester there is only a party
line of the United Tel. & Tel. Co., on which the service is poor. For
some reason no other telephone company seems to desire or be able
to get in here. As for mail facilities, there is one delivery per day
by rural carrier. But mailable matter can easily be sent to Cham-
bersburg by trolley, where postoffice facilities are excellent.

Topography.

At this time only a very brief and general description of the char-
acter of the country, soil, and vegetation will be attempted, for it is
hoped to make this the subject of a special report in the near future.

This whole body of land, the South Mountain Reserve, lies in the
South Mountains, a small range of the Appalachian system. While
the entire group of mountains is called the South mountains the
different ridges and hills, well defined and distinct, have local names
which the United States Geological Survey has adopted. The general
direction of these ridges is northeast or southwest, but many of the
shorter ridges run in varying directions, in some places seeming at
right angles to each other.

Geologically this is an old country as shown by the low mountains,
the easy slope of the sides, and the broad shallow valleys. In very
few cases are the slopes of the mountains inclined over 30° and in
many cases not over 20°. The average elevation above sea level
IS not over 1,800 feet, while that of the general country, i. e the
valleys, is between 900 and 1,000 feet.

'

'

'

These low mountains with their easy slopes and the rather broad
shallow valleys make a compaiatively easy c(mntry to work The
geological formations are rather varied and are too technical a
subject to attempt at this time; but briefly, the top rocks are of the
Archaean period of the Iluronian group. A geologist of the U S
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Geological Survey, working in this region during the summer of 1909
said that the many out-crops of hard stone found in this vicinitv
are rhyolite porphyry. The greater part of the rock is a soft sand
stone.

This region is full of iron ores, but nmny of tbe deposits are so
called "coal short" which makes them of little value. However there
were mines worked here at one time, which yielded a pretty good
grade of ore; but with the development of tbe Lake Superior andMichigan mines the work here was ab.mdoned. In the lands adjoininjr
tbe extreme southeast corner of this reserve, copper has been dis
covered and at present a mine is being worked there, but we haveno knowledge of tbe value of the ore. For tbe most part the soil
IS made up of disintegrated grey sand stone, and, in some places
IS mixed with a generous amount of leaf and vegetable mould

Climate and Temperature.

The last hvo years have been so very different from those preceding
that they are worthy of note. In general this region is mildly tern
perate, with numerous and ample rain falls. Generally durin- tbesummer and especially tbe monfh of August, numerous thunder
storms occur which keep tbe soil filled with water and the springsand streams in good condition. During tbe summer of 1909 therehas been less rain fall than ever before known in this region In An
gust, tbe month when we look for numerous electrical storms, therewas not a single thunder storm.
While unable (o say anything in regard to the previous vearsuuring the last tw^ years it has been noticeable that previous to aran. the winds blow steadily from the east or southeast, and that

mimodiately after tbe rainy period a brisk west wind s^ts in an-l
continues until the next rainy period. It is hardly impossible tosay un.ler tbe circumstances whether tbe prevailing winds are thesoulheast or the west winds. ISut so far as tbe rains are concerned
these years have had exceptionally f,"w rains, while generally thev arenumerous and copious.

"

Springs and Streams.

Under ordinary conditions this region would be classed as wellwatered. Numerous springs along the bases of the hills and on thetab., lands supply many small spring runs which soon uniteOn ihe lands K, the south of the turnpike there are numerousuins of varying size but tbe main streams are Marsh creek. Mo-Bowell s run, C^rbaugb run, Raccoon run, an,l Rocky Mountain runOf these. Marsh creek is the only one that (lows to tbe east. Mc'Dowell s run and Carbaugh run unite in Carbaugh Hollow and flowwest near the C. & G. turnpike to Caledonia. Raccoon run ioins
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Eocky Mountain run about two miles southwest of Caledonia and
continues as Rocky Mountain run to Caledonia where it joins Car
baugh run, and from there flows to its junction with the Conoco-
cheague as Rocky Mountain run. On the north side of the C. & G.
turnpike we have only one main stream, the Conococheague. Tlie

Conococheague proper rises in a little valley between Piney Moun-
tain and the Big Flat, about ten miles northeast of Caledonia. Com-
ing down the Conococheague we have the folk)wing streams entering
from the right ; Birch run, formed by the junction of Pine run and
Birch run; Still House run, a small stream of exceptionally good
water; and Hoosac run coming in from Dark Hollow. At Caledcmia
Park the Conococheague creek and Rocky Mountain run form a
junction, and under the name of the Conococheague flow west toward
Chambersburg.

Tree Growth.

Little will be said here about the growth on the reserve as little

data has been gathered except in a general way. Of the 30,000 acres
not over 30 per cent, has growth that will produce merchimtahle
timber, and of this at least 50 per cent, is in very young growth. For
the most part the hills are covered with scrub oak and pitch pine of
little or no value and a constant menace from fire. However, there
are a few localities that are worthy of note on account of the growth.

In the Raccoon run hollow and up over Corl's ridge and down into
Rocky Mountain run hollow there is a good stand of oak—red, white,
and black—maple, tulip, chestnut, and some pine. Much of this

stufl: could be taken out now with profit, while within twenty-five
years the greater part of it will mature. On Green ridge there is

a fine stand of young oak and chestnut, with some hickory and a few
pines. Furnace hill in Caledonia park has rather a good stand of
timber about fifty years old, but the area covered is small.

In the bottom along the Conococheague from Caledonia to the
State line there is also a good stand of clean, straight, healthy oaks
and chestnuts with a few maples, hickories, and pines. In the bottom
along the Conococheague above Caledonia there are several patches
of good growth, but the areas are so small and scattered that it

is hard to make any estimate of the amount. The large, old over
mature pines and hemlocks scattered over this broad bottom should
yield some thousands of feet of good lumber now, while if left stand
very many years more, they will depreciate in value. Our problem
is not so much what to do with areas like the above where we have
a fairly good stand, but what to do with the fire swept scrub oak
lands. Of course the first thing necessary is protection.

In picking out the s])ecies of trees which grow best here it would
be hard to decide among the red oak, white oak, hickory, ash, and
white pine, all seeming to do very well. These will have to form the
bulk of the trees in the future forest.
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Progress Report on the Caledonia Division.

Previous to the placing of a forester on this division the lands
were in charge of a superintendent and nothing in the way of active
management was undertaken. What work was done was either very
simple, such as clearing lines, or was under the direction of the
foi-ester of the Mont Alto division. No record of the work done or
its cost was kept. With the assignment of a forester to this reserve
some work was planned and carried out, and it is this alone which
is covered by the following report. For the purpose of convenience,
it is divided into the following sub-divisions: Nursery Work, Planta-
tion Work, Improvement Cuttings and Thinnings, Protection, Forest
Fires, Road and Line Work, Rocky Mountain Road and General
Recommendations for 1910. These are discussed in the order named.

Nursery Work.

In the spring of 1908 it was decided to establish a small nursery
at Graffenburg on the Caledonia division. This place is located on
C. & G. turnpike about eleven miles from Chambersburg. Unfor-
tunately, the ground in the iunnediate vicinity was not the best for
work of this kind, but we had to use what we had and make the
best of it. A small piece of ground to the south of the turnpike and
opposite the Graelienburg Inn was selected. The ground has a de-
cided slope to the south, and from the lower edge of the nursery
falls away rapidly to Carbough run.

The soil is loose and gravelly, but of fair quality, and contains
many large stones which had to be removed before the beds could
be made up. This spring only twenty-one 50 feet beds were made
up and used. These twenty-one beds were planted as follows: Twelve
beds of white pine, five beds Norway spruce, two beds European
larch, and two beds of white ash, using 6 pounds of white pine seeds,
5 pounds Norway spruce, 1 pound European larch, and 3 pounds
white ash. The beds were covered in the usual way, and during the
summer were weeded and cultivated.

The slope of the ground and the character of the soil made the
location rather a dry one. To remedy this a line of 1 in. pipe was run
hmgthwise through the nursery, and at the end of each set of beds
a J in. riser with a J in. hose spigot was put in. During the summer
when the beds began to dry out, they were sprinkled. This saved
many seedlings. When account of stock was taken in the fall of
1908 it showed we had 18,971 white pine seedlings, 320 European
larch, 1,137 Norway spruce, and 4,107 white ash. In October the
beds were covered with needles for the winter, the screens piled and
tied down, and the water pipes drained.

This year's work represented an outlay of $350.86, divided as
follows

:

*
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Investment.
Preparing ground, |3 30
Installation of water system, 44 12
Sawing, etc., stakes (@ 4c ea.), 24 00
Manufacture of screens (@ 2Sc ea.), 77 00

Total, 1148 42

Operation.

Cost of making beds, |24 69
Cost of seeds, 12 98
Placing stakes and screens, 14 55
AVeeding and cultivation, 447 49
Covering for winter, 33 03

Total, 1202 44

Inventory.

18,971 White Pine @ $9.00 per ]\r, |i7o 74
320 European larch @ f12.00 per M., 3 §4

1,137 Norway spruce @ flO.OO per M, 44 37
4,107 White ash @ |7.00 per .M., 28 75

Needles, 4Q g5

Total, 1225 35

Statement.

Interest on investment and depreciation in value, $22 91
Cost of operation, 1908, 202 44

Total, 1225 35

As this nursery is not intended for production of seedlings in
commercial quantities, but as a demonstration ground where people
may see how and when and where things aiv done, Ihe work was
done on so small a scale tliat the cost of production is very high.
With the opening of Ihe work in ihe nursery in the spring of

1909, all tJie seedlings from last year were taken up and transplanted.
The nursery was enlarged to include forty-five 50 feet beds and about
110 feet of 4 feet chestnut beds. These were set as follows: 15 beds
white pine transplants, 1 bed mixture white pine and white ash trans-
plants, 1 bed white ash transplants, 1 bed Norway si)ruce and Euro-
pean larch transplants, 18 beds wliite in'ne seed, 2 beds European
larch, 4 beds Scotch pine seed, 2 beds uliite ash seed, and 2 beds
chestnut.

i
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Nohting was taken from the nursery this year except 3,270 white
ash of last year's planting, which were used in a plantation on one
of the old orchard fields south of Graeft'enburir.

The pipe line was extended to cover the whole length of the nur-
sery, and it is well we did so, as this summer was the dryest re-

membered here. The drought compelled frequent watering of the
beds, but in spite of this we lost some seedlings. In addition to the
drought we were troubled with a white grub that worked through
the beds and cut the I'oots of white pine and Scotch i)ine seedlings.
This grub was held somewhat in check by frequently drenching the
affected beds, and even then a good many seedlings were lost.

This fall's inventory of stock showed:
14,910 White pine, 1 year seedlings, 1 year transplants.

665 Norway spruce, 1 year seedlings, 1 year transplants.
200 European larch, 1 year seedlings, 1 year transplants.
837 White ash, 1 year seedlings, 1 year transplants.

54,012 White pine, 1 year seedlings.

3,494 Scotch pine, 1 year seedlings.

1,036 European larch, 1 year seedlings.

222 Chestnut, 1 year seedlings.

The white ash failed entirely, the seed apparently not being fertile.

Ilirough dry weather and the grub we lost about 5,000 white pine
seedlings and 600 Scotch pine seedlings.

During 1909 there was spent on this nursery the sum of |379.07,
as follows:

Investment.

Extending nursery, $45 36
Extending water system, 28 73
Old investment less depreciation, 434 42

Total, $208 51

Operation.

Planting seeds, $C^5 93
Cos t of seed, 34 qo

Setting stakes, 4c) 49
Weeding, cultivating and watering, 162 63
Covering for winter, 23 21

Total, $:>^4 f)^

Inventory.

14,916 White pine 2 years, (i^, 110.00, |140 10
665 Norway spruce @ $10.00, (? (55

200 European larch @ $9.00, 1 80

!

I I
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837 White ash @ |10.00, §37
54,612 White pine @ |6.50, ..,...][ 354 98
3,494 Scotch pine @ $7.00, 24 46
1,036 European larch @ |6.00,

(j 22
222 Chestnuts @ f5.00, !...!!... 1 H

Pine needles, '

2 5'^

^^*^^' $554 33

Statement.

Cost of stock up to spring, |208 86
Operation during 1909, 304 98
Interest and depreciation on investment, 40 51

^^*^^'
$554 35

This year's work shows an appreciable decrease in the cost of
production of the stock, but it is still entirely too high. It may be
necessary to move to a better location if one can be found.

Plantation Work.

It was intended to have a brief report of the planting which had
been done here by the Mont Alto Division prior to 1908, but as the
data are not available it must be omitted.

In the spring of 1908 very little work of this kind was done. A
few white pine seedlings were planted in the blanks in the planta-
tion back of the inn. The planting of some Carolina poplar cuttings
was also tried, but these failed.

In the spring of 1909 the meadow in front (to the south), of the
inn was cleared of brush and planted with Carolina poplar cuttings
placed 6 feet apart.

Statement.

Cost of clearing land,
^^^ g^

Cost of 6,800 cuttings @ $3.00, *......!!.....! 20 40
Cost of planting,

..!!.... 12 42

^ '^'^^^}: $84 68
During the summer the grass grew so high that it was almost

impossible to find the cuttings, but those examined were thriftv and
doing well.

In one of the fields of the old orchard two plantations were made
one of 2,200 Carolina i)oplar cuttings and the o(her of 3,270 white
asli seedlings from the nursery.
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Statement.

Cost of 2,200 cuttings @ $3.00, $6 60
Cost of planting, 5 4^
I'encing,

1 g5

Total, 113 91

Cost of 3,270 white ash seedlings @ $7.00, $22 89
Cost of planting, q 44
.l^^iicing,

1 85

Total, $31 ig
The poplar plantation has not succeeded very well, the soil being

too dry and shallow for good results; but the ash has done very
well. On two different visits to the plantation the seedlings were
seen to have caught well and were making good growth.

Improvement Cuttings and Thinnings.

During the year 1908 an extensive improvement cutting was carried
on over an area of about 20 acres on the south slope of Rocky Moun-
tain near Caledonia. The trees, mostly oak and chestnut, had been
scarred by fire so often that the butts were rotted. Most of them
were affected by fungi, and the whole stand was nearly worthless.
These trees were cut out and sold as cord wood. The operation cost
$99.70 for cutting, sledding, ranking, and sawing a few cords into
short wood. From sales so far, the sum of $114.80 has been realized.
On the south slope of Furnace or Graeffenburg Hill, a small im-

provement cutting was made. Here the work was done by two of
the rangers and unfortunately no record was kept of their time;
but the amount of Avood cut was so small, $2.50 worth, that it may
be ignored.

An improvement cutting was also carried on on the east slope of
School House hill, about 3 miles southeast of Graeffenburg. This
country was burned over about 1900,' and the fire killed chestnut
trees were still standing. xMost of the stuff was cut into logs which
were taken to a small mill and sawed, the lumber being used for
strips in making nursery screens, and for general use around Graeffen-
burg. The cutting cost $17.64 and the sawing $9.75. This gave us
2,322 feet of 1 in. boards. At the same time we cut out 2,100 feet of
oak in the upper Rocky Mountain hollow at a cost of $5.63. The
cost of sawing is included in the S9.75 above. Most of this stuff
Avas used for nursery work, the fire killed chestnut, after standing
for seven or eight years, being sound and strong.

During the progress of the work on the new Rocky Mountain road
in 1909, it was necessary to cut a few trees for lumber to make
plank and bridge and culvert stringers. This cost of cutting was

i

I

>n
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not kept separate, but was charged to the bridge or culvert on which
the lumber was used. During this work 9,587 feet of yellow pine
and pitch pine, and 6,546 feet of oak were cut. This was charged
to the work at a net price of fS.OO per M. for the pine and |12.00
per M. for the oak. This is equivalent to stumpage value in the
woods.

The cutting of dry pole wood, fire killed poles, has been carried
on to a greater or less extent all over the reserve wherever fire has
gone through and killed the stock. During 190S, |7.75 was realized
from Ihe sale of this class of wood, which sells for $0.50 per cord
stumpage. During 1909, $17.05 was realized from the same source.
Whatever work has been done is a mere trifle when compared with

the work to be done. During this winter the burned area on the
south slope of School House hill will be cleared. While the returns
from the sale of the stulf removed will a little more than pay ex-
I>enses, the benefit from its removal to the new stock will overbalance
the whole cost.

Protection.

During 1908 and the first eight months of 1909 seven rangers were
patroling this reserve. On September 1, 1909, a forester was assigned
to the Shippensburg end, and since that time the three rangers on
that end have been rejmrting to him.
Rangers are on duty seven days a week during anv period when

there is danger from fire. At these times they are expected to find
some commanding point from which the first trace of rising smoke
would be visible and stay (here, awake and watchful. But during
the peiiod when the fire danger is at a minimum they are expected
to patrol the lines and rojuls on their respective ranges and see that
there are no violations of the laws and rules. In additicm to Hiis, with
the helj) of one man eacli, they must keep these lines and roads open
and passable.

The repeal of the old fire law and the passage of the new one has
added an additional burden to our shoulders in the way of protec-
tion. Since the passage of that act the foresters and rangers are
responsible for all fires that occur and must see to their extinguish-
ment, and that the men are paid off accurately and i)romptly. All
bills for fighting fire, instead of going to the county commissioners
now go to the Department of Forestry at ITarrisburg and are paid
from there. This has added much extra work to the Department.
But the change was a wise one, for now the business of fighting
forest fires will be entirely in Ihe hands of experienced men. Great
expense and destruction of timber will be saved in this wav.
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Forest Fires.
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While forest fires should not follow protection, the two are corre-
lated and should be treated together.

During 1908 this reserve was fortunate, escaping with the follow-
ing small fires:

April 12. On the west side of Brushy hill in Caledonia park, thought
to have been started by parties unknown. Burned over about
15 acres, damage slight. Cost to extinguish, $13.60.

Nov. 12. West of Rocky ]Mountaiu on Ludwig-s hill. Little Moun-
tain and Piney Mountain, on lands belonging entirely to the
Mont Alto Division and private parties. Incendiary origin as
it was seen to start up in four separate places. No estimate
made of cost to extinguish, area burned over, or damage, as it

belonged to Mont Alto Division.

Nov. 30. Small fire on lands of ITarvey Newman about 3 miles east
of Graeffenburg. Extinguished at small expense by men work-
ing on the place.

These were all the fires that occurred in this vicinity during 1908,
and of these only the fire of April 12 really belonged on the Cale-
donia reserve.

During 1909, however, we did not escape so well, though consider-
ing the state of the woods and weather, the reserve came off easily.
During the year our force extinguished or helped to extinguish 14
fires in the district, though only 9 were on State land and only 6
of these touched the Caledonia Division.

They were as follows:

March 17. ^Fouth of Cold Spring hollow on private land, believed to
have been set on fire. Burned over about 8 acres, damage slight.
No data as to cost to extinguish.

April IS. Mouth of Cold Sj>ring hollow, on ju-ivate land, set in four
different ]daces. Area unestimated; damage slight, as burned
only top leaves. Cost to extinguish not known.

May 3. Same regicm, in Cold Spring hollow; origin incendiary.
Area, damage, and cost to extinguish, unknown.

May 9. West of Bocky ^^ountain, near Brownsville, lands belonging
to M(mt Alto Divisi(m and private parties. Area unknown.

^li\y 12. Near ^[uddy Swamp about five miles south of Graeffenburg
abmg the Southern lMi)eline. Lands belonging to the Caledonia
Division. Set on fire in two places. Area burned over, about
15 acres. Damage about $150.00.

May 13. Cold Spring hollow, on private land. Origin unknown.
Area burned 50 acres; damage $100.00. Cost to extinguish un-
known.

II
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July 6. Along Conococheague creek, about three miles above Cale-

donia, on lands belonging to the Caledonia Division. Set on
fire by paper balloon. Area burned 10 acres; damage very
slight. Extinguished by ranger.

eTuly 14. On Birch run about eight miles above Caledonia. On lands
belonging to Caledonia Division. Origin unknown ; area burned
about 20 acres; damage slight; extinguished by thunder storm.

July 17-18-19. Bad fire in the Conococheague hollow about three
miles above Caledonia, on lands of Caledonia Division. Origin in-

cendiary. Started on 17th and thought to have been extin-

guished, but broke out on 18th. Then thought to have been
extinguished, but broke out again on the 19th. Soil and leaves
very dry. Fire followed roots through ground. Area burned
about 75 acres. Damage unascertained, but probably about
$2.00 per acre. Cost to extinguish, |54.48.

Aug. 9-14. In the region east of Shippensburg and around the head
of Pine run and Birch run, on lands belonging to Caledonia
Division, Phila. & Beading K. B., and private parties.

Unfortunately the forester was away, and on his return August 10,
fire had covered a great stretch of country. On 11th fire was checked
at the head and held, and on the 12th rain fell in sufficient quantity
to check the side fires. Small areas burned up and caught fire on
August 13th and 14th but were easily extinguished. Original cause
unknown. Area burned over estimated variously at from e3,000 to
4.000 acres. Damage unestimable at present. Cost to extinguish,
$224.14, which does not include bill of the district fire warden at
Cleversburg.

Aug. 22-23-24. Head of Pine run, on Caledonia Division. Origin
unknown. Hard to extinguish as it smoldered in roots and soil

and broke out again and again. Area burned over about 50
acres. Damage about |25.00. Cost to extinguish, f10.30.

Sept. 5. West slope of Piney IMountain in Green township, Frank-
lin county. Mont Alto Division and private lands. Origin in-

cendiary. Area unknown, also damage. Cost to extinguish,
?13.30, paid from Caledonia.

Sept. 5. South slope of Cold Spring hollow, on lands of T. C. Elder.
Origin unknown. Area burned about G acres, damage slight.
Cost to extinguish, $4.15.

Sept. 7. Lands west of Bocky ^Fountain on Little ^Fountain, Piney
Mountain and Sand Bank hill, lands of Mont Alto Division and
private parties unknown. Origin incendiary, as fires broke out
in various places all day. Area about 400 acres, damage about
f800.00. Cost to extinguish, $29.70, paid from Caledonia,
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Oct. 2G. Southeast slope of Snaggy ridge about three miles south
of Graeffenburg on lands belonging to Caledonia Division. Ori-

gin unknown, thought to be from old tree set on fire by squirrel

hunters. Area burned about 20 acres, damage slight. Cost to

extinguish |4.30.

From this record it will be seen that the fires in this locality were
numerous, required a great expenditure of money to extinguish
and caused great damage to soil and timber. But this was an ex-

ceptional year, and it is hoped that we will never have a worse record
to show or one so bad.

The holding together of a corps of picked men has proved of the

greatest value in fighting fires, and the plan should be adopted wher-
ever possible. It produces men who, without a word of instruction

know just what to do and where and tvhen to do it,

Boad and Line Work.

4 The road work and line w^ork are so similar that both may be
treated together.

During 1908 very little cutting open of lines was done. One line

in the Dale lands was cut open and a few of the lines near Graeffen-

burg; but outside of this most of the work done was on old roads
and new fire lanes. The length of the lines cut was not recorded,

but the work cost |11.5G. During 1908 there were cut open 145,624
feet of roads and fire lanes at a cost of |45G.12. On 17,831 feet of

this, extensive repairs were made which increased the cost con-

siderably. The cost averaged about $10.50 per mile. This work
gives about half the number of miles of protective roads and lanes

that we need, but it is a good start.

During 1909, not so much Avork of this kind was done as we were
expending all our labor on the construction of a main road. But
some little work was done on the Green ridge end and on Corl's

ridge. This work has not been measured up, so no detailed state-

ment can be made except that the work on the Green ridge part cost

.f125.1 7, and (m Ihe Corl's ridge and Bocky Mountain part, $118.46.

J*art of the work this year was mowing, with a brush scythe, the
new lanes that were opened last fall. On the remainder of the land
nothing was dime in the way of cutting open lines, and roads.

Bocky Mountain Boad.

In April, 1909, it was decided to build a road uj) Bocky Mountain
hollow from Caledonia to the South Mountain Camj) Sanatorium.
Previous to this there were no easy means of communication between
the Caledonia and Mont Alto divisions of this reserve, excepting a
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public road which did finally reach the camp after deviations and
windings, ascending and descending many steep grades. The ob-
ject of the new road is to provide a shorter route with easy grades
between the two divisions.

On April 24th, a corps of Highway Department engineers arrived
here to make surveys for the road. The reconnoisance had been
made by the forester who had determined in a general way where the
road should be located. During the progress of the surveys the
foresters and the engineer of the corps kept ahead of the instrument
and located the line.

All the instrument work—transit line and levels—was done by
the Highway Department, as was also the setting of the grades and
the mapping. This work cost the Highway Department about |400.00.
The line of this new road for the greater distance runs through

a region of swamp ground, white and red oak stumps, stones and
good sized trees, together with great thickets of scrub oak. The
total length of the surveyed road to where it meets the road at the
camp is 22,500 feet, and almost every foot of it had to be cleared
of trees and brush.

All of the construction Avork on the road was done under the
personal direction of the forester, the Highway Department having
nothing to do with this. Up to the time work was stopped, December
14, 9,050 feet of construction work Jiad been dime. And this was the
hardest kind of road construction work. First the ground had to be
cleared of the numerous trees and brush, then the stumps and large
boulders which were in the line of road were removed. Next the
leaf mould to a depth of ten inches or twelve inches had to be re-
moved, and in swamp places sometimes 1^ to :\ feet of ^'muck'^ were
taken out. All this was preliminary work and had to be done before
anything in the way of grading could be attempted. On a very con-
servative estimate made from measurements 7,000 yards of this waste
material were removed and hauled out on dumps.
After the removal of the mould, the actual work of grading was

carried out. A\'hile the cuts were never over 3 feet in depth, tliey
were many. At 37 stations there was a cut, the average cut'bein"'
(f.9 feet before any of the humus or debris was removed. All cuts
less than a foot deep had to be filled the dillerence between 12 inches
and the cut after the mould was removed.
At 11 stations the ground was grade, this meaning a fill of 10 or

12 inches after clearing. At 44 stations a fill was required averag-
ing 1.1 feet, wliich was increased to about 2 feet by the removal of
the humus.

In many places when the ground was worked down nearly to the
proper grade, a huge stone would crop out. This had to be re-
moved, leaving a big hole to be filled. The blowing out of (he stum])s
in every case also left a hole.

iL
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In all it was estimated that this work required the moving of

about 20,000 yards of material, both tilling and refuse. This does
not include the stone piled ui> along the roaa, but does include the

material taken from the ditches.

In the first mile 11 culverts were built averaging 2^ feet in width
and 3i feet in depth; also a bridge with a span of 20 feet and a
width of IG feet. In the second section 3 culverts were built with
an average span of 4 feet and an average depth of 4 feet; also three

bridges, with spans of 20, 22, and 20 feet respectively.

In the construction of these 14 culverts 124 yards of dry stone
wall were used, 3,303 feet of pilch pine stringers, and 3,181 feet of

oak plank. These culverts with their outlet auches and some little

side ditching cost $21)7.33, or an average of $21.24 each. The four
bridges with a total length of 104 leet took ITO yards of stone, 43
bags or 10^ barrels of cement, 3,370 feet of plank, and 0,224 feet of

yellow pine stringers. This does not include the material used in
the king truss on bridge -No. 2.

Bridge No. 1 cost $54.40; bridge iSo. 2 cost $181.39; bridge No.

3, ^r6Z.\)l; and bridge JSo. 4, $1V;>.I8, mating a total of $542.u3 for

briuges, and a total of $5o'J.;io for culverts and bridges. All the
culverts were put up with dry walls as were also the auutments of

bridge ^o. 1, ilie abutments of bridges Nos. 2, 3 and 4 were laid up
in cement. liridge No. 2 cost more than any of the others, because
the span was great enough to require the placing of a truss on it,

while at bridge No. 4 it was necessary to make an entirely new bed
for the creek, thus largely increasing the cost.

As a great part of the D,OuO feet of completed road was through
low land, it was necessary that the deep side ditches be put in at
once. Lp to the time work was stopped on the road about 12,000
feet of side ditches were opened. Ihis ditching was done only at
the places where it was needed the most, such as through swampy
lands and through the cuts. All of these ditches lead into one or
the other of the 14 completed culverts.

During the progress of ihe work there were used in the removal
of stumps and large stones, 3,850 pounds uf 40 per cent, dynamite,
8,400 feet of single tape fuse, and 3,500 detonators or caps. The
dynamiting was done by a crew of three men who went ahead,
cleared the right of way, and prepared it for the graders.

Statement of Cost.

The entire cost of road, exclusive of the cost of the survey and
ma])ping, which cost was borne by the Highway Department, was
$5,045.00 for the 0,050 leet, or an average cost of $:i,408.50 per mile.
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This total cost of 15,945.06 was distributed as follows:

1'^^°^' • 15,001 75
Dynamite, caps, etc., 571 47
Lumber,

[ 189 77
Gen. supplies, 42 20
Repairs, sawing, etc., 109 11
Wear and tear on tools used, 30 76

^'"t^''
15,945 06

This cost may, to the ordinary observer, seem large, but according
to the engineers of the Highway Department who went over the
completed road, the cost is very reasonable; and while there is nowearmg surface of stone on the road, it is smooth and solid but
stone should be put on in the near future.
The location selected for this road seems to be the best possible

under the circumstances. The distance to the camp and the Mont
Alto Division is shortened about 9,000 feet or 131-44 miles The
grades also are very easy, the first 8,000 feet having a maximum
grade of 2 per cent., and the remainder a maximum of 6i per cent
while on the old road the maximum grade is about 30 per cent., butthe old road is simply a series of up and down grades of great steep-
ness. The object of the road seems to be accomplished by the location
Helected. This road should be completed as soon as possible and astone surfacing put on, for even now there is considerable hauling
over it.

ciuiiiig

General.

While it seems to be the opinion of some persons that a foresterm the Pennsylvania Forest Service has little to do and gets a bigsalary for doing it, in reality his time is pretty fully occupied Thereare many little details of the work which, while they require Mspersonal attention, do not show up in the general results
The forester, especially on a reserve located such as this mustmeet people and be able to talk to them about the work in an "ntell.gen manner, be polite and always ready to show them aroundand assist them in every possible way, so that they will se^ and S':derstand what is being done and appreciate it, and thTs becon^eearnest supporters.

oetome

He must be business like and prompt and manage the affairs ofthe reserve with ability and dispatch. He must understand he rules
01 business life, be able to buy well and sell better, and keen a dearand concise account of all transactions whether thov involve Luse of cash or not, .uid note everyth; ^ „f imprest and impo Ian eand while do.ng all this he must keep in daily, yes hourly o'ch'
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With the work in the field. In fact, most of the work requires his
personal supervision. So his life is not quite so devoid of work and
occupation as some seem to think.

Another thing which is a part of the forester's work, although not
requiring much time, is the occupation of reserve lands bv hunters
fishermen, and pleasure parties. They are a source of some danger'
especially from fire during dry spells, and require a little watching
to prevent violation of the reserve rules. During 1908 there were
issued 22 permits to 161 persons, to camp on this division. In 1909
there were issued 17 permits to 127 people. In 1909 there were
more hunting camps out than in 1908 but not so manv during the
summer, though in 1908 there were 34 more people in' camps than

Caledonia Park, along the C. & G. Trolley, is a tract of 4,333 acres
of the Caledonia Division of the South mountain reserve. It includes
parts of the Upper and Lower Conococheague valleys, a small part
of the Rocky mountain hollow, and the land around the junctions
of Carbaugh's run and Kocky mountain run; also Rocky mountain
run and the Conococheague. This is a favorite outing ground of
the people of this region, and is getting to be pretty well known.

Recommendations for 1910.

The first thing to be done during the coming vear will be the
completion of the improvement cutting now being carried on on the
south slope of School House hill. All the dead timber and saplings
will be removed, the new sprouts thinned out and the remaining ones
trimmed up.

In the Upper Conococheague valley are standing a number of
old white pines and hemlocks. These trees are past maturitv and
have outlived their usefulness. An attempt will probablv be^nade
this winter to get them out and utilize them before they "^depreciate
in value.

The work on the Rocky mountain road should be continued next
summer, and if possible the grading pushed to completion before
fall. All the drains should be put in and the ditching finished
Then the dirt surface will carry all the traffic for sometime to come.
The nursery work is in undetermined shai)e. If possible a new

and better location will be secured and all the stock moved. In
the present location there is no chance for expansion. By reason
of the fact that Ihe soil is rather ])oor and that the past two sum-
mers have boon very dry, none of the stock in the nursery will be
large enough for planting next spring, so whatever plantation work
IS done will be with seedlings from an outside source. What this
work will be has not yet been decided upon.

12—24—1909
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During the coming year it is hoped to run the dividing lines be«
tween this and the Mont Alto and Shippensburg divisions. The
lines will then be marked and this division surveyed into ranges
and compartments. This will simplify matters of report and record.

KESERVE IN THE AUGHWICK VALLEY. FEANKLIN AND
FULTON COUNTIES, 1908-09.

JOHN L. WITHEROW, Forester.

The Aughwick A'alley Reserve comprises an area of G,800 acres
situate in Franklin and Fulton counties, in the fownships of Metal
and l*eters, Dublin and Todd respectively.
No railroad crosses the tract. The nearest and most convenient

railroad stations are Fort Loudon and Richmond, both on the
South Penn branch of the Cumberland A'allev Railroad. Either of
these stations will atiord easy access, each being about one and one-
half miles from the eastern boundary.

This reserve consists mainly of the Aughwick valley and covers
practically all of it, the boundary extending beyond the summits
of the surrounding mountains only at two points. These are to the
south of the village of Burnt Cabins where the land to the foot of
Scrub ridge is included, and at the southeast where the boundary
extends well down into Path valley, including a portion of the Little
Ifogback mountain north of Fort Loudon.
The general shape of the tract is rectagular, the eastern and

western boundaries following the summits of the several mountains
(»ne remarkable fact is that there are no interior tracts owned bv
c(»rporations or individuals.

A greater part of the tract has been cut over since lOO'^ and
Ihe lumbering still continues. Prior to the ac(iuisition of this
land by the Department of Forestry, the timber on 4,200 acres was
nnder lease to a lumber company whose cutting rights expire January
1, 1910. By this lease, the right to cut all timber above eight inches
in diameter, ten inches from the ground, had been granted to the
lumbermen. J{y anolher timber lease, which expired in 1905 all
merchantable timber cm 1,400 acres was removed. This lease'had
also been given before the land came under control of the Department
of Forestry.
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The tract in question lies on the Cove and Tuscarora mountains,

which belong to a broken range extending in a northeasterly direc-

tion into Pennsylvania from the "Mason and Dixcm" line. These

two mountains are nearly parallel. The Tuscarora is not continuous

for any great distance, but broken by many wide gaps. The largest

of these, known as Cowan's gap, is two miles north of Richmond.

The Aughwick valley is deep and narrow. Broad smooth ridges

extend well up toward the summits but above these the ascent is steej)

and rocky.

The general altitude of the tract is high; much more so than

that of the surrounding country. One peak on the Tuscarora moun-
tain, west of Richmond, rises to an altitude of 2,450 feet above sea,

which makes it the tallest peak in this part of the State. Directly

to the south of this, where the Cove and Tuscarora mountains meet,

is a smooth plateau of considerable size. This area contains little

valuable growth due to repeated fires.

Soil and Rocks.

The soil of the upper j)ortion of the Aughwick valley is sandy,

and, at many places, a subsoil of pure sand several feet in depth

exists.

That of the gentle slopes consists of clay, shale, and slate which

is mostly deep and fertile. Beyond these on the upper slopes, which

are generally i)recipitous, it is shallow or altogether wanting. Here
large outcropjiings of rocks appear almost regularly and in many
places these follow the ravines well down into the valley, even

appearing, in several instances, in the valley bottoms.

Many swamps of small size exist in the valley bottoms where there

i« not sufticient slope for drainage. The soil of these is fertile but

they support little tree growth.

Streams and Springs.

The whole tract is well watered though only two large streams

are upon it. The largest is the Little Aughwick creek, a meandering

stream, which rises near the southern boundary and flows slowly

toward the north, the entire distance through the reserve, its waters

finally reaching the Juniata river. A great number of small springs

runs empty into this creek from both sides of the Aughwick valley.

These runs have their sources high above the creek bed in the ravines,

and most all furnish a good supply throughout the year.

Another stream of good size, which also rises on the southern

portion of the reserve near the Chambersburg and Bedford pike, is

North mountain run. This stream Hows swiftly east, emptying into

the west branch of the Conococheague creek near Fort Loudon.
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In all there are about eighty acres of cleared land on the tract.
These clearings formerly composed two small farms but both have
been abandoned for a long period of time. One known as the Cowan
tract lies at the entrance of Cowan's gap. Most of this land is now
covered with a heavy grass sod.

The other, which is the Allen farm, is located near the northern
boundary and about the middle of the Aughwick valley.

Roads.

Two roads which until recently were public highways, are on this
reserve. Both are in bad condition as little work has been done on
either for a long time. One of these extends from Cowan's gap to
the north boundary through the Aughwick valley. The other enters
the tract on the summit of Cove mountain and intersects the one
before mentioned at Cowan's gap.
As a result of the recent lumbering, numerous logging roads and

trails reach from the valley bottom to points higli up on the moun-
tain slopes. These are of some value at present for the protection
from fire which they afford.

Growth.

The following types of forest are distinguished

:

First. Hardwood land or oak type.
Second. Bottom type.

Third. Scrub oak, yellow and pitch pine, slopes.
Fourth. Pure stands of pitch pine.

Hardwood Land.

This type, covering a greater area than all the others combined
and occurring almost throughout the Aughwick vallev on the broad
slopes, varies widely as to composition, density, and age, and now
has a lumbered appearance.

In most stands wliere thinning was severe, causing large openings
in the forest, the remaining growth consists of damaged trees,
widely scattered and much broken by the felling of the timber
removed. In others, where only a small percentage of the stand
reached tlie lumbermen's diameter limit, there remains a good crown
cover.

A considerable area cm the east side of Cove mountain was un-
touched by the lumbermen, on account of the small size of the trees
The most valuable species in mixture under this type are red

oak, pin oak, rock oak, black oak, chestnut, and a smafl number of
yellow pines.
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Bottom Type.

This type is most prominent in the valley bottom and differs

from type one chietly by the small number of species in mixture.

White oak and Avhite pine are the most important. Pure stands

of white oak are not uncommon. In these the trees are tall, thrifty,

and free from branches high above ground.

White pine occurs only in small groups or scattered singly through

the white oak. Reproduction of this species on the logging trails

and on the moist bottom lands where soil has been exposed by the

lumbering is very promising.

Scrub Oak, Yellow, and Pitch Pine Slopes.

This type covers all land from the mountain summits down to

that of type one. The line of division is not sharp.

The two species of pines occur rather evenly scattered, scrub oak

covering the ground between so completely that no other species

can start.

Chestnut and several species of oak formerly occurred with this

type, but these have been rapidly disappearing on account of the

repeated fires. The remaining trees of these species are short,

oranchy, and unsound.

Pitch Pine Land.

This type is confined to the outer fields of the Allen farm and to

a small area on the east side of Cove mountain near the north

boundary, where pure stands ranging from ten to forty years of age

are found.

Report of Work on the Tract.

The lumbering operations on this tract have been the source of

many small fires, even though the lumbermen were generally careful

and made efforts to prevent them. As a precaution against fires

spreading from the sawmills, the ground surrounding these was
burned off each autumn. During 1908 two fires occurred on this

tract and several burned almost to the boundary.

On March 2Gth a fire started on the knob south of Cowan's gap

from sparks of the lumber company's dinkey engine. This fire cov-

ered about nine acres, four of which were on the reserve. The
cost to extinguish was flO.OO, besides the time of one ranger. The
whole amount was paid by county commissioners of Franklin county.

On July 7th another fire was started by this engine and near

the same spot as the above mentioned. Area burned one-half acre

on State land. Extinguished by two of the lumbermen and two

employes of the Department,

!
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In addition to these fires four others were extinguished on land
Lelonging to corporations and individuals. Total area burned was
twenty-five acres. Cost to extinguish #12.20, paid by county com-
missioners.

During 1909 there were six fires on this reserve.

• ^.u
"^^"^ ^^*^ ^'^ ^'™''*' °"* ''^ the east side of Cove mountain

in the Aughwick valley north of Cowan's gap, from carelessness on
the part of the lumbermen's log cutters. This fire burned rapidlv
but was extinguished by the lu.nbermcn-s iiiiMinen without cost after
burning over about sixty acres of State land.
On July 28th a small fire was started on the kiK.b soulh of Cowan's

gap by the logging engine. Thi.s lire burned slowly and the train
crew succeeded in getting it out after one acre of State land and thesame amount on corporation property had been burned over.
On Saturday evening, October l(i(h, the ranger discovered a small

fire on the reserve near Scrub ridge, which had apparentlv been
started m a tree by a hunter. This fire was sj.reading rapidi; when
he reached it, but it was soon extinguished with practicallv no
aamage. "

On November 1st fire broke out on the west side of the Aughwick
valley about one mile from the north boundary. This fire originated
in old slashings" and as a result swept everything in its pathOn account of a high wind and the dryness of the material it recniired

T l''!W ^^'^ ^^ovember 2, to extinguish it, when about 350
acres of State land had been burned over. Cost to extinguish |24 85
On November 4th, at 11 P. M., the worst fire which has yet occurredon this tract, broke out in -slashings" on the west side of Tuscarora

mountain, in the lower end of the Aughwick valley. This fire wasdriven by a strong wind which, together with the extremely drvcondition o the forest, caused a regular forest conflagration At
lines hard blasts of wind developed a crown fire, when all efforts

iToTx I '''^Z?'"'''''
'"""^"^ ^^ ^^'*"- ^^'"^ f^^^^^l^t ^l^i« f'^-o from

12 30 A M. on he 5th until 11 A. M. on the 7th, ^W,en it was finallyex inguished, with an area of 025 acres bui.ied, 450 of which were onState land. Cost to extinguish |113.27.
While fighting this fire valuable assistance was rendered bv John

wi«; the w^r^""'
"'' ""' ^"^ '^^ ^""'^^'^^^^ ^^^-- '^ --t

On November 22d fire again broke out near the middle of theAughwick valley and close to the north boundarv of this tract Ahigh wind prevailed and it soon ran up the slopes of both Ihe Co.tand Tuscarora mountains, causing the village of lU.rnt Cabins to bem great danger of destruction for n time. However, the anxietv

A M^or^oT ^7*^^!-^^--^^ -^-^ -- began falling about 2A. M. on the 23d and continued until enough had fallen to put the
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fire out. An area of 75 acres on State land was burned and about
200 on land belonging to individuals. Cost of work done was |13.92.

In each of the last three fires the great value of roads and fire

lanes as barriers to the progress of a fire was well shown.

Koads and Fire Lanes.

In the autumn of 1907 a road in connection with a fire lane, was
opened from Cowan's gap for a distance of 3 J miles toward the
southern boundary. All growth, excepting desirable species above
four inches in diameter was removed, water turned off, rocks taken
out and the road put into fair condition for travel, the whole open-
ing having a width of about 18 feet. The cost of this work was
|T«.44.

At the same time the cutting of a narrow fire lane along the
public road from Cowan's gap toward the north boundary for a dis-

tance of 21 miles was made. Total cost of this work was |:52.90. In
November, 1908, this lane was opened on to the north boundary at a
cost of 17.51, in addition to the time spent by the ranger, who did
most of the work.

On May G, 1909, work on the road leading from Cowan's gap
toward the southern boundary was again taken up. The fire lane
was cleaned and road repaired for a distance of 2J miles, beside
the work of opening IJ miles of new fire lane and the construction
of a road for that distance. Total cost of this work was |165.G9.

lioad building in the ui)per portion of this valley is difficult and
expensive, owing to the lai'ge number of swamps and patches of rocks
encountered.

Survevs.

The survey of the boundary was made in July and August, 1907,
T^hen a line was established, marked, and painted around the entire

tract. In this boundary there are abcmt forty miles of lines, many
of which correspond with the lines of the original warrants, making
it necessary to build a large number of corners and to run many
short lines.

The total cost of this work was |882.71 or $22.GS per mile, not
including the trial lines run.

That portion of the tract as far north as Cowan's gap was covered
by the U. S. Geological Survey in 1900; consequently, topographic
maps of this regicm are now available.

Plantations.

In A])ril, 1909, 5,000 while pine, 200 Scotch ])ine, and 200 Balsam
fir seedlings were planted u])on i)ortions of the Allen and Cowan
clearings. These seedlings were two years old, untransplanted, and
were obtained from the Mont Alto nursery. No j)revious prepara-

tion of the site was made. The holes were dug with mattocks and

> 1
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the trees set in four feet apart each way. Ninety per cent, of the
number planted made a start and continued to grow until late sum-
mer, when a great number were killed by the severe drought. How-
ever, at least GO per cent, of the original number are yet living.
Considering the cost of growing these trees at $2.00 per thousand
transportation 30 cents, and labor $8.20, the total cost of this planta-
tion would be $19.30.

Rangers.

Previous to October, 1908, the time of one ranger was divided
between this tract and the Bear valley reserve; but since then the
time of one man has been given almost entirely to work on this
reserve. This time was spent in ranging, looking after the lum-
bering operations, and in directing all work carried on upon the
reserve.

General Management.

No great amount of work has been done along the line of man-
agement other than that which came up in ranging, road work, and
in looking after the lumbermen's operations.
A small nursery was established in the spring of 1908, a report

on which is hereinafter contained.
Camping permits were granted for both the hunting and fishin^r

seasons of 1908 and 1909, but no violation of the law came to notice!

The Metal Nursery.

In the spring of 1908, it was decided to establish a small forest
tree nursery in this locality, for the purpose of growing trees with
which to plant up the clearings^ on the several reserves, as well
as to give the rangers an opportunity to become familiar with all
branches of the work.
On account of the inconvenience of such a location and the exist-

ing rights of the lumbermen with respect to the clearings, it could
not be placed upon the reserve. Therefore, a small plot of ground
was leased for this purpose. The site selected is not an ideal one
but rather the best the locality afforded, the chief objections bein-
the slope and the distance to a good water supply. However, there
are other considerations which outweigh these. The nursey is a
rectangular plot of ground 88 feet wide and 100 feet lim<r

In early spring this plot of about one-fifth of an acre was inclosed
with a wire fence five feet high of Pittsburg Perfect wire fencing at
ci cost 01 ^lo.99.

As soon as the ground was in a suitable condition, four seed-beds
each 85 feet long and 4 feet wide were made up with two-foot walks
between. In May ten pounds of white pine seed were planted and
a short time after this screens made from chestnut strips were
placed over them for protection. A high percentage of germination
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followed and the seedlings were well cultivated and kept free from
weeds until early August, when they were affected by the drought
which caused them to die off rapidly. At the end of the growing
season 2,500 seedlings remained in the beds in good condition. In
November these were covered for the winter with hardwood leaves.

In the spring of 1909, all seedlings in the nursery were trans-

planted into two beds, then five new beds were thrown up which
made seven available for planting. In x\pril and early May in these

seven beds were planted seed of the following species

:

Norway spruce, 2 pounds.

Scotch pine,* 1 pound.

European larch, 1 pound.

White pine, 6 pounds.

An exceptionally good germination of all species was had and the

seedlings were well cultivated and weeded throughout the growing
season; but, as in the preceding season, a large number died during

the months of August and September because of the dry condition

of the soil. From this planting about 24,000 were in the beds at the

end of the season.

As most of the nursery work was done by the rangers, the ex-

pense incurred in connection with it was not large. It will be neces-

sary to provide some means of supplying water to this nursery

during dry seasons if any great success is to be expected in the

future.

Eecommendations.

A more efficient system of fire protection must be had if anything

i^; to be expected from this land. Such a system will require the

employment of at least one more ranger, or instead, the extension

of roads and (rails greatly at an early date in order that a reasonable

safety of the forest may be assured.

A complete survey of the roads and streams on the tract is also

slrongly recommended.

In the past this tract has produced fine growth and a large portion

of it is yet set with young growth of good quality, which we may
expect will come to maturity, even if nothing more be done than

keep out the fires.

Reserve in Bear Valley, Franklin County.

The Bear valley reserve consists of i)ractically all the lands

lying between those portions of the Cumberland and Horse valleys,

from the villages of Upper Strasburg and Stenger south to Free-

stone and Edenville. This tract, having an area of about 4,000 acres,

is situate in Letterkenny and Hamilton townships, Franklin county.
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It IS one bodj of land with no interior tracts under control of
corporations or individuals. The most convenient railroad points
are Chambersburg and Fort Loudon, both of which are ten milestrom the southern and eastern boundaries.
No surveys have yet been made, therefore the boundary is incom-

I'lete and at a great many places not well marked. The last lum-
bering done was more than forty years ago, so that all cutting rights
liave long since expired and this land is now under full control of
the Department. During the past ten years no fires have occurred
anywhere on the tract.

Topography.

The tract under consideration lies on three almost parallel moun-
tains, which separate Big Horse valley from tlie Cumberland valleyand extend in a southwesterly direction into Franklin county endin-
near Fort Loudon. ^' *"""'"»

A common characteristic of these is the great number of mountain
gaps which exist, and which are desirable for the easy access whichthey afford to the surrounding country.
Of these three mountains, Jack's, Is the most eastern, Little moun-

tain the most western, and Broad mountain, which is the largest

,t.l ' T- r ^*'"''"- ''^^ '^"*'^' ^•^emingly rises from the
others and is broad on the sunmiit, consequently its name. Bear
valley lies directly west of this mountain, covers the greater area
of the entire tract, and has an outlet into Uorse valley through
Reefer's gap. This valley is continuous from Fort Loudon to Sten4r

boundary ' ' ' '"^'' "'* ''"'""'''^ ""^ "'*^ '"^^^"''^ '^'"'"^ ^•'^ «°'^^h«rn

The general altitude of the tract is high and the t<,pography roughSmooth, gent e slopes run for a short distance up fr^m the va^feybottoms at places, but above these the gradient is more steep and

Soil and Rocks.

The soil varies greatly as to depth and constituents. In the hot-oms of the several valleys it is deep, as the slopes are approached
It becomes gradually thinner, and on the upper slopes is thin orwanting. Sand, slate, and clay are mostlv seen
Outcroppings of ro.-ks aj.pear almost 'continuously on the up,.er

borml
'""''^•""•'•"^' ^-'-•^ ^-- - <"« -a" ravines to the vili:;

Streams and Springs. '

Generally speaking the tract is not well watered The larirp.tstream is Bear >-aI,ey creek, whi.h rises near the Lu hern bo, ndTrvand flows swiftly to the north through Bear valley, e^^tyingS
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the Conodoguinet creek below Reefer's gap. The waters of many
small springs flow into this stream in the lower end of Bear valley

and swell it greatly in size in a short distance.

Another stream of good size rises in a deep ravine on the east

slope of Broad mountain and flows swiftly east through Yankee gap
into the Cumberland valley, its waters finally reaching the Potomac
river.

Growth.

As before mentioned, the fact that the most recent lumbering on
the main portion of the tract was forty years ago and that no fires

have occurred in the past ten years, would indicate somewhat that

a small amount of undergrowth exists; but this is not the case.

The original character of the forest has been greatly changed by
grazing and frequent fires which swept over it previous to that time.

Consequently scrub oak has i)ossession of large areas where it forms

dense and almost impenetrable thickets.

Three types are distinguished:

First. Oak and chestnut land.

Second. Scrub oak and yellow pine slopes.

Third. Coppice.

Oak and Chestnut Land.

This type occupies the gentle slopes and bottom lands of Bear
valley, also the entire west side of Little mountain, and may be

considered to cover the greater area of the entire tract. It varies

widely as to conij)osition, age, and density, and it might be possible

to divide it into several sub types, were it necessary. Chestnut,

rock oak, red oak, black oak, and white oak are the characteristic

trees, ranging from 20 to 05 years of age.

Scrub Oak and Yellow Pine Slopes.

This type is confined mostly to the upper slopes and summit of

Broad mountain, except where on account of repeated fires scrub

oak has possession of large areas in the valleys. Chestnut and rock

oak originally formed a good ]!art of tlie stand (m certain high lands

now covered by this \\\*i\ but these have been disaj)pearing and the

remaining trees are dwarfcHl and unsound. The yellow pines are

either evenly scattered or in small groups, when they tend to hold

the scrub oak in check bv their shade.

Coppice.

This ty])e is found mostly on the east side of Broad mountain
on the small tracts which compose the eastern porticm of the reserve.

These tracts were ])urchased from farmers who had removed all

growth for fuel. Chestnut and rock oak are the chief species and
the growth ranges from five to ten years of age. These stands tend

to bo pure and even aged on account of the clear cutting practiced.

I
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No public roads enter or cross the tract nor are roads of anykind abundant. This condition results from the fact that the timberwas removed by a tramway, because of the ease and reduced costwith which It could be done. Previous to October, 1909, the onlyroad which could be used was one leading from Reefer's gap throughBear valley to the north boundary, beyond which it intersects the
public road running from Upper Strasburg to Stenger.

Work Done on the Tract.

Owing to the lack of roads and the general inaccessibility of thetract no work was done previous to July 20, 1909, except the open-ng of several fire lanes and that of ranging. While cutting theseanes It was necessary for the laborers to walk across the mo^tainsto and from the work. The lanes were opened in connection withroads on the summit of Broad mountain and in Bear valley in May,
1909, at a cost of |30.52 for about 500 rods
The work of repairing and completing a road across the reservefrom Upper Horse valley to the Cumberland valley by way of yZZIgap was begun on July 20th, and finished by November 30th at a

nd orial/ *f''. '" '""' ^'" '' "^^ ~^^^ to bund onSand one-half miles of new road, which included the making of threemountain turns, and to repair two and one-half miles of road wh chhad been abandoned for a long period of time. However thrDepartment has been amply repaid considering the amount of teS-tory made accessible, the protection afforded, and the ease w^thwhich work can in the future be carried on i^ that locaUty
It may be said that before this work was completed, it was almostmpossible to enter the tract at any point from the boldary Smore than one mile, except afoot.

""unaary ror

Becommendations.

A complete survey of the boundary, streams, and roads shouldbe made at an early date. Beside serving the usual purposes thswould do away with the trouble aiisin- from i\,o «n.nnT ^
operation on adjoining tracts.

"" lumbering

The extension of road w<.rk is also earnestly recommended Thi,
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HUNTINGDON COUNTY EESEKVE, BARRE DIVISION, 1908 09.

T. ROY MORTON, Forester.

Location and Description of the Tract.

The Barre division of the Huntingdon county reserve consists of

19,500 acres, and is situate in the northwestern portion of Plunting-

don county. It includes portions of seven townships, Morris, Porter,

Franklin, Logan, West, and Barree, in Huntingdon county, and a

small portion in Ferguson township. Centre county.

The main line of the Pennsylvania Railroad runs through this

reserve, and either of the stations, Petersburg, Barree, or Spruce

Creek, will give convenient access to the southwestern portion, while

Pennsylvania Furnace, on the Lewisburg and Tyrone Railroad, will

afford a more convenient station for the northeastern portion, as

the general direction of the mountains and valleys is northeast and

southwest.

The reserve consists mainly of Tussey and Round Top mountains

and Leading ridge, running parallel, with narrow valleys between.

It is bounded for the greater part on both sides by farm land or

farm woodlots, there being very few private tracts lying inside the

outer boundary. Of these there are three in all. Two are hunting

and fishing club properties and are always likely to remain as interior

holdings.

A small area of about 50 acres of this reserve is separated from

the main portion by a farm.

Topography and (ieology.

The topographical features vary considerably. Tussey mountain

is the main range and includes the greater portion of the reserve,

althoug Leading ridge and Round Toj) must be considered. The two

valleys of most importance are Diamond valley and Harry's valley,

both located between Leading ridge and Tussey mountain.

Diamond valley begins at the northern end of Round Top and

extends in a northerly direction. Harry's valley is situate at the

northern end of Diamond valley. Each is about three miles in length,

and drained by good sized streams, Globe run in Diamond, and Gar-

ner's run in Harry's valley. On the northwestern side of Tussey

mountain, the drainage is into Spruce creek. All water from the

reserve flows into the Juniata river at different points between

Spruce creek and Petersburg.
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On Tussey mountain, which is about 2,000 feet above sea levelthe prevailing rock is a snow white silicious sand stone, known as
ganister and is of the very best kind. This formation came about
iluring the Silurian wave of the l>ale<.zoie j.eriod forming what isknown to geologists as No. IV "Medina Sandstone," about 3,000
leet m thickness.

Springs and Streams.

The reserve is well supplied with spring.s and streams esneci-.llvthe northern side of Tussey moun.ain. On this side numero s ga,^or ravines appear in ,he first ben.-h of the mountain, and Zu^Zl.as a constant stream of fresh water tlowing through it startin 'f^usprings in the flat above. All the streams from ll/is si. e T-f Zmountain empty into Spruce creek, which flows along the be oTussey mountain the entire length of the reserve
On the .soutliern porti.m of the reserve the streams are not sonumerous, but larger in size. The main ones are McLain's in {Id's

the latter has btn^n sent away and analyzed, and found to be 1)9 oercent, pure." All of these strean.s flow in a southerly direction
McLain's run flows directly into the Juniata river at Barl wSthe others emi)ty into Shavers' creek.

"ance, while

A number of springs have been dug out and walled up. Most nilof them are along side of or near some one of the roads or ti.; hahas been cut open The mmp« r.f ..n i i

iiaus mat

and placed at the spring
""'' '"""' I"""*'"'^ "" boards

The Growth.

The growth is a mixture of hardwoods and conifers, with the former predonnnafng. The au.ount of underbrush varied re. Iv n
p aces It IS dense, consisting of .......nlaln h.,.rel, siriped -^1 , ^scrub

2;jzt;s:,'^' '"""• ^" ""- ^"-"- -"« '•--

as?:nows:"'"'
''""" "' *'""" """"'^ "" ^'^ -— >° -der are

Chestnut,

Kock oak,

AVhite oak,

Ked oak,

I fenilock.

White pine.

Black locust,

Black oak.

Cucumber,

ITickoiy,

Tulip i)o]>lar,

ritch jn'ne.

Black birch.

Gum,
striped maple.
Bed maple,

^Sugar maple.
Ash.
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The northwestern side of Tussey mountain consists of two benches
with a flat from one-half of a mile in width between the benches. On
this flat is found some of the best young timber on the reserve, con-

sisting mainly of chestnut coppice mixed with white oak, rock oak,

and locust, between thirty and thirty-five years old, all thrifty, prom-
ising young timber.

In places pure stands of chestnut appear, this being next to the

river. Further up the flat is found almost a pure stand of locust;

next is white oak, forming a pure stand ; in different places scattered

over the flat we find small stands of rock oak; other places have a
mixed stand of these species.

«

About the only mature timber on this side is a stand of chestnut
opposite Graysville. This stand could be marketed as telephone or

telegraph poles, having the shipi>ing i)oint at Pennsylvania Furnace
on the Lewisburg and Tyrone Bailroad, a distance of four or five

miles from the timber.

The benches of this mountain are rough and rugged for the greater

part, and growth is scanty and stunted. A few diseased rock oak,

chestnut, a few old pines and hemlocks, constitute the timber, with a
gi'owth of underbrush consisting of striped maple, mountain laurel,

and birch.

The southern side of the mountain is much the same as the benches
on the northern side except near the foot. There we find some good
stands of timber about forty to fifty years old, rock oak mixed with
hickory, chestnut, white and red oak.

About two miles from the river is a stand of yellow pine, about
mature. This could be marketed now at a satisfactory profit. The
growth continues about the same all the way around the foot of

Bound Top mountain; but as you ascend the mountain nothing worth
mentioning is found. Here is the poorest growth on the reserve.

Leading ridge is fairly well timbered, chestnut being the leading

species and rock oak coming next. The growth is best on the eastern

slope of the ridge, being about forty years old.

The growth in Diamond valley is of good, thrifty young white oak,

chestnut, and rock oak, about twenh -five years old. In places there

are almost pure stands of white oak in large area.

Harry's valley, which is located at the extreme northeastern end
of the reserve, has the best and most thriftv lookinc: timber on the

reserve, and as good as can be found generally on the State lands.

A large portion of this is almost free from underbrush. Bock oak
mixed with chestnut, red oak, white oak, and cucumber constitute

the leading species. This growth is straight and free from low limbs
and from forty to fifty years old.

Short mountain has a good growth of timber near the foot, but
higher up there is not much but stunted oak and pine, owing to the
great amount of rock. The rock is being removed now, and a thrifty

growth of locust is coming up.
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The growth of the small separate strip is good, of chestnut, locust,
and rock oak. This is in a thrifty condition, almost free from under-
brush, and about forty years old. .

Cleared Land.

Not much cleared land is found on this reserve, probably twenty
acres in all, formerly used in farming, and is in two tracts. One
tract of about fifteen acres, generally level, is located at the northeast
end of Round Top, and has been planted. The other tract of about
five or six acres, is located at the southwest end of Hound Top, and
remains to be planted. This tract is gradually becoming covered
with sumac and jack pines and should be planted with more valuable
species as soon as possible. It has a southeasterly slope and the soil
is of a sandy nature.

Planting.

In the spring of 1909, 3S,()00 seedlings, consisting of 34,550 white
pine, 2,750 Scotch pine, and 700 balsam fir, were planted in an old
field in Diamond valley, located at the northeast end of Round Top.
The field lies low and level. The soil is of a sandy clay nature, free
from stones, but covered witli a very stiff sod.

The seedlings were two years old, from the State nursery at Mont
Alto, and are charged against the reserve at $2.00 per thousand. The
planting was done at a cost of |1.15 per thousand, not including the
labor of one ranger and the forester. The seedlings in the ground
therefore cost $3.15 per thousand, and were placed four feet apart
each way.

Because of the wet weather following the planting, the seedlings
took root at once, making a very satisfactory growth the first season.
The Scotch pine made a better growth than either of the other two.
At the end of the first season the percentage of growth of the whole
number planted will average about 95 per cent.

Most all the planting was done without skinning off any of the
sod; simply a stroke with a mattock, the seedling i)laced in the hole,
and dirt pressed firmly around the roots. However, a few were
planted by skinning off some of the sod before digging the hole.
This did not result in so high a perc(^nlage of growth as where no
sod was removed, showing that the seedlings need grass and weeds to
shade and protect them the first few years after planting, at least
when a dry season follows.

Roads and Trails.

The southern side of the reserve has plenty of old roads and trails
suitable for fire lanes running thiough it' at various places, but
on the northern or Spruce creek side, one is much handicapped on
account of the few roads. To get over the greater portion of this
side of the reserve one must walk.
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New roads will have to be planned and made, and this will take
considerable time and expense. At present we have only two roads,
one through the flat and one across the mountain leading from Penn-
sylvania Furnace to Harry's valley on the opposite side of the moun-
tain. This road is in fairly good shape, and is now being opened up
and repaired. Most of the wor : of opening roads has been done on the
southern side of the reserve. In all about 38 miles have been cut
open, consisting of trails, tram roads, and old mountain roads.
These were cut at a cost of |8.75 per mile. All roads were cut 16
feet wide clear, with small brush mowed off with a scythe. The trails
were cut only about 10 feet wide.

The trails opened were three paths leading across Tussey mountain
at various places. These will be valuable not only as short cuts, but
in checking fire in case one should start on this mountain.
About 12 miles of road have been repaired at a cost of $10.00 to

112.00 per mile.

Roads repaired were the Pennsylvania Furnace road leading from
a public road at Globe run through Harry-s valley across Tussey
mountain to Pennsylvania Furnace. The Diamond valley road lead-
ing from same public road at Globe run down through Diamond
valley between Round Top mountain and Leading ridge to the end
of the reserve at Reed's run. No great expense was put on them,
but simply stones removed, breakers opened, and some fills in washed
places, leaving the road in fnirly good condition for travel with a
vehicle. Since the repairing of these roads, considerable traveling
through the reserve has been done. Only about one-half of a mile of
public township road lies within or beside the whole reserve, this
being along the Globe run.

Fires, Past and Present.

Adequate protection from fire is essential to the conservative man-
agement of the reserve.

Before this land came into the possession of the State seven years
ago, fires were very frequent in their occurrence. Every year large
fires were allowed to burn for days at a time, leaving nothing but
bare land, and from which the effects can yet be seen. Since the
State has had possession and has put men on it to watch and protect
this land has been unusually free from fires. Only one or two small
fires have occurred in the whole time, and these in all did not burn
more than five or six acres. Tlie result of protection can readily be
seen as growth is making great progress on every part of the reserve.
The past few seasons have been extremely dry and greater danger

from forest fires existed
;
jet this land has escaped.

13—24—1909
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Ganisler Rock.

Ganister rock suitable for the iiiaiiufactiiie of silica brick is found
in large quantities on the reserve on Tussey and Short mountains.
During the year 1903 a lease of about 1,087 acres on Short mountain
was granted to Howard E. Butz for the purpose of removing this
rock. The lessee then assigned his right to a corporation known as
the Federal Refractories Company. This company erected a large
manufacturing establishment at Alfarata on lands adjoining the
State land whence the ganister rock is derived.
This establishment gives constant labor to aboul 150 men and

boys, using an average of about 1,500 tons of the rock per month, for
which the State receives ^ cents a ton. Since this land was bought
for $2.75 per acre, it is readily seen that the State is receiving large
interest on the money invested, even after the c(jst of protection
and patrol of the land is taken into consideration. The land is left
well suited for tree growth. At places where the masses of rocks
have been removed and the soil exposed, dense stands of locust are
coming up and making vigorous growth, where before vegetation was
wanting.

During the summer of 1909 a large i)ortion of Tussey mountain
was also leased for the purpose of removing its ganister i-ock. This
was granted to the same company at a price of 5^ cents per ton
Operations on this tract has not yet begun, but will probably by
another year. This will be run on a larger scale, giving emplovment
no doubt to double the number of men already emi)loved bv the
company.

"^ .
. ^

The growth on Tussey mountain owing to the great masses of
rock, is much stunted. By comparing this with portions of Short
mountain, where the rocks have already been removed, one can
readily see a great future for good tree growth on these mountains
after the rocks have been removed. Industries of this kind should
be encouraged by the State, for while it is deriving a direct revenue
from them, the industries are bettering the whole community in
which they are located by affording constant labor to the inhabitants.
Things to be recommended at present, are:
Surveying, marking, and painting outside boundary lines.
Planting of remaining cleared land.
Road system extended, which means better protection from fire.
Appointing of another ranger at or near Barree.
Marketing of dead and fallen timber as soon as we can ^et a price

that will justify the sale.
""

Marketing the two stands of mature timber described above.
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THE LYCOMING COUNTY RESERVE. PINE CREEK DIVISION,
1908-1909.

H. C. EVANS, Forester.

Ccmvenient access to this Pine Creek regicm in this reserve may
be gained from the I'ennsylvania division of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R.,
the northern end of which terminates at Lyons, N. Y., on the main
line. The southern end connects with the Reading Railroad at
Williamsport, Pennsylvania. The stations Waterville, Camnial, and
Slate Run, on the N. Y. C. are in close proximity to the State re-
serve.

From the west and northwest, it may be reached over the Beech
Creek division from Clearfield, and over the Monongahela division
of the Pennsylvania IJailroad from Pittsburg; from the south over
the Pennsylvania or Reading from AVilliamsport. At Ansonia, the
B. & S. from Wellsville has a junction, and at Geneva, the L. S. & M.
S. from Ithica.

The reserve of this region lies in the vicinity of Waterville, Cam-
nial, and Slate Run in the Pine Creek valley, in Cummings, Mcllenry
and Brown townslii|is, Lycoming county. There is, however, a
separate body of nearly one thousand acres in Watson township,
ab(}ut six miles below Waterville, bordering Pine Creek on the west
side. P»etween Walerville and Slate Run, west of Big Pine creek,
and betwecMi that creek and the Jersey Shore and Coudersport turn-
pike, there is a continuous strip of scmie .'?0,400 acres. East of Big
Pine creek, and on either side of Little Pine creek, there are 9,000
acres, more or less.

General Description.

The surface of the northwestern part of the country with which
we deal here, is an elevated mountainous plateau, called the Alle-
gheny mountain. It varies in width from fourteen to twenty miles,
and is crossed by Pine creek. The drainage is entirely from the
north, scmthward; that is fiom the mountains of Tioga and Potter
counties into the west branch of the Susquehanna river. All the
waters descend through the heart of the mountain plateau in gorges,
which are veritable canyons, exceedingly tortuous and narrow, with
bottoms scarcely wider than the streams. The sloj)es are of exces-
sive steepnes"s, crowned with clitTs of sandstone and conglomerate,
forming a cornice about 1,000 feet above the stream level.
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The surface of these northwestern townsliips is made by the Cats-
kill, Pocono, Mauch Chunk, and Pottsville coal measures. The
Catskill comes to the surface in the valleys of all streams, and is
composed of red shale and sandstones, together with some beds of
gray shale and sandstone, about 800 feet thick. The Pocono rocks
overlie the Catskill, and make up the great mass of the mountains
all through this region. They are made up of coarse gray flaggy
sandstones.

Soil.

The soil of the region is mainly red shale, the plateaus and ridges
being capped with sand and sandy clay. The shale is of the Catskill
group of rocks.

Forest Growth.

The soil cover consists almost entirely of second growth hardwoods
stunted by frequent fires which rage fiercely tlirough the heavy
slashings, and discarded logs that cover so much of the reserve.

In looking into the past history of the country, we find that this
region was previously covered with a rich forest of pine and hem-
lock. Scattered clumps as well as lone trees of these species still

exist; but they have suffered from exposure to unnatural conditions,
and are poor representatives of the virgin forests of the past.
The forest may be divided into four general types readily asso-

ciated with the topographic features of the country;
1. Bottoms of birch and hemlock, the birch being very abundant.
2. Slopes of oak, intermingled with w^hite pine and hemlock.
3. Ridges and plateaus of scrub oak with a mixture of maple, chest-

nut, and jack pine.

4. Swales and ravines which abound in white oak and white pine
with a little hickory.

Besides the species named, basswood and pine are found in the
bottoms, and on the badly burned slopes cherry, poplar, and other
forest weeds.

Springs and Streams.

The main tributaries of Pine creek coming from the west (between
Slate Run and the southern limit of the reserve), have their head-
waters on the reserve. They are Slate run, Callahan run, Trout
run, Salmon run. Brown's run, and Upper and Lower Pine Bottom
runs. These streams rise in the heads of ravines and gorges, anfl
wind their way to Pine creek. Springs are plentiful in the heads of
the drafts and hollows, and are not infrequent on the flats. The
destructive lumbering practiced over the entire region has had vast
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and far reaching effect on them, as is shown by the former water

marks along Pine creek, and its consequent reduction to a sluggish

brook during a dry season. Springs and wells alike go dry during

this time, and water, in some places, is at a premium.

Roads and Trails.

During the fall of 1908 six miles of fire trail were cut, followed

the succeeding spring and summer with nine additional miles. The

cost was $15.25 per mile. The trails are from fifteen to twenty feet

Avide and clear of all brush and logs. The trails are not all passable

with a vehicle on account of the rugged steepness of the mountains,

but have been arranged so that the innermost parts of the reserve

may be reached. Two miles of new path have been cut, as well to

carry out the idea of a systematic blocking of the territory, as for

the purpose of more adequate protection. Eleven and a half miles

of these same trails were cleaned out during the summer of 1909 at a

cost of three dollars per mile.

On the Cammal division, the old Cammal and Black Forest Rail-

road grade, from Cammal to the Coudersport pike, has been made
into a wagon road. This is ten miles long, and cost $20.46 per

mile. Since it follows the Trout run gorge it will form a basis for

branch roads and trails along its tributaries. Operations were

also begun at Lucullus, eleven miles west of Waterville, on the

Coudersport pike. About three miles of twenty feet fire trail have

been cut up to this time (December, 1909), at a cost of $11.50 per

mile.

The idea of these trails and roads is to divide the reserve into

compartments; to furnish a means quickly of surrounding and ex-

tinguishing forest fires; to make all parts of the reserve quickly and

easily accessible.

Forest Planting.

In April, 1909, three thousand white pine and two thousand

Scotch pine were planted. The white pine were planted on a vacant

lot and the Scotch pine on an old mill site, both on high ground.

Nearly all the white pine are living and doing well, but the Scotch

pine has done poorly. Many trees died and cattle destroyed others.

An experiment was tried with four hundred balsam fir on a sandy

slope covered with scrub oak, and over which fire recently passed.

The little firs grew for a short time and then seemed to dwindle.

The extreme drought of the past season probably affected the trees

disastrously.

Ten pounds of. seed sown in places on a sandy slope previously

swept by fire, fared badly. The seed was planted in patches about

three feet apart, each patch measuring about a foot square, with about
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twenty seeds in each. Tl,e pa(di was first stirred then scratched
l.ghtly to cover the seed. The birds found most of the seeds andonly a lew germinated.
While planting should he done wherever vacancies occur, natural

regenera ,on ,s on the whole, excellent where fire has been kept
out. Indeed, plantations would be less likely to survive than thenatural growth; but in spite of the generally barren aspect of the
plateaus and ridges, they show a marked tendencv toward natural
regeneration where lire has not been too frequent or severe.

Forest Fires.

of 1908 for fire extinction on the Waterville division. Over onehousand acres of Slate land were b.nne.l. besides several hundred
acres of private land. During the spring of ]!,.)!) there were two
fires, burning about two Inuidred and lifly a.r.ss of ivserve landand costing about f32.50.

'

In Cummings townshij,, about forty-five dollais have been spentthis year, and between five and six hun,lr,.d acres burned
In McHenry township, .f:!Sl.oi were spent and a hundred or moreacres of reserve land burned, together will, a vast amount of thesurrounding mountain land.
In Brown township about two thousand acres of State reserve

The forest fire problem is the most serious ,me with which theState has to deal. The informathm as to their origin seems to le-id
'

As a remedy more efficient ranger service, a network of g.,<Hl firetraiLs. a ready means of counnnnication with ivmote parts of themserve and especially between the forester and the rangers reabove all else ossenJiaJ.
«ti'ftiiN ait

The danger Service.

Je^ '"' "' '*'"''"' ""••"-^ ^"^•^'^ '"' ''^'^""^ f-ty-flve thousand

IllneSilfe'r'th''
p""1"^' """•' '"" '""^'^ '""^^'^''° ^^^^^'-'''^ "»<!

•reek l.h !'"^, ^""'^•"•^""•t l>ike. as well as Ihose west of I'inet eek. ire has had charge of the work on fire trails in this divisionsince his appointment in April, 1909
division

Judson Campbell had charge of ihe road work at Cammal of

and the
1 „. Is ,n t],e vicinity of Otter run and Little Pine creek

nlnn n n" "" '"'"""•' ''"™ •''I'l-in'ed to look after the lands
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The reserve lands at Slate Eiin, two thousand acres of wMch were

burned last summer, is entirely without protection from trespass,

and will soon be open to forest fires. The J. B. Weed Lumber Com-

pany is still operating on a part of it, and they protect it from fire;

but in a few months their operations will be completed and the

lands will be vacated. The greater part of this land is covered with

an excellent natural regeneration of hardwoods and should have

efficient protection.

Economic Conditions.

The average day wage along Pine creek is two dollars, and good

men are available at that price.

Lumbering was the principle occupation until the quarrying of

fiagstone, of which there is found a very good quality on the slopes,

became the chief summer occupation The stone is found in blocks

close to the surface, becoming too heavy for flag back in the slope.

A quarry for this reason docs not last long. At the present time

there are only a few profitable (luarries on private lands. The people

are anxious to lease quarries on the reserve, but as yet no leases

have been granted.

Some occupation will soon be necessary for the laborer in this

region or the men will be forced to go elsewhere.

During times when work has been scarce, labor has been obtained

for as low as |1.50 per day, and at no time has more than |1.75 been

paid for work on the reserve.

Market Conditions.

As yet prices obtainable for the poorer grades of timber such as

can be advantageously taken from the reserve do not warrant its

removal. Nevertheless dead and down timber, of which there are

great quantities on some tracts, have been sold for from one to two

dollars per thousand feet as it lies in the woods.

It is possible that some of the dead hemlock may be sold for pulp

wood in the future, but the market as yet is well supplied ; also dead

chestnut for acid wood, which is worth four dollars per cord.

A small sum has been received for dead timber, and more is

l»eiiig removed. It is very necessary that it be removed as soon as pos-

sible, for it is a great detriment to young forest growth, breeding in-

sects and inviting fire.

Recommendations.

In order that the development of the reserve shall progress, and

the work of the forester and rangers be to the best advantage, a

survey of the reservation should be made early, and the boundaries

clearly marked.
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Throughout the entire region the survey lines were disregardedand many line trees as well as corners were removed ThTmlSthe determination of important lines and corners uncertain unti^an accurate survey has been made. Means of communication betwenthe rangers and with remote parts of the reserve are difficult and

TtoTitr ""' "' *"^^°^^'"^'^* " ^^^ reasonable ^p::;LiL

Telephone communication can be obtained with little cost Theentire distance between Waterville and Lucullus is traversed bythe telegraph line of the Tide Water Pipe Companv, on whose poles

thet
^p''''"^'" ''' *-'"'"P""-^'' '''' ^'^'^ <=o"'d b; stmng From

Th?tn'^"'f°''
°'/°^*^'' ^"^"^^••' ^^ °f *»•« greatest importance

mountarr 't -T"'
"'" '^ ^""'' •^""*^^^^"°' ^"^^ those through themountam districts are sometimes almost impassable for teams Thetownship debt is partly the cause of this. There is a lumber roadtraversing the southern end of the Waterville division whL'funproved would be of great value. This road follows Lowe PineBottom from Pine creek to the Coudersport pike. It is four mileslong, and connects two main lines of travel, as well as being a dTremeans of communication between the lands in Clinton county to thewest and the Pine creek district.

^
With the further development of our fire trail work and with theimprovement of the roads in the localities where they will be of

fand tf t'ptf "r"^ ""^'' ^^ ''' -^*-- "*
'^^- thlanas of the Pme creek region will be materially improved anrt thowork of natural regeneration, towards which thereTs a ^ol tendency, will be permanently advanced.

^

THE PENNYPACKER RESERVE, 1908-09.

H. E. BRYNER, Forester.

The Pennypacker reserve lies in Perrv Franklin n„-i /=i . , .
counties, and contains 22,575 acres. ?he rat"' part ottf] .
IS situate in Jackson a.d Toboyne towL^ Per" eoU y a"d

:nro?thr; uTv T ''- ^^^^* ^^^^^^ -^cVtravSe truest: nena or the county. They are in order from north to south Pnnncocheague mountain. Round Top, Little Round Top Sng^mountain. Amberson ridge. Bower mountain, Sherman's' mounteinr and
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Blue mountain, the summit of the latter forming the boundary line

between Perry and Cumberland counties. This line also forms the

southern boundary of the reserve, except at two points where the

reserve extends to the fields in Cumberland county, including about

715 acres on the south side of the mountain near Three Square.

Hollow.

The main body of the land lies on the southwestern side of the

county, extending from the Franklin line eastward, about twelve

miles, and from the southern boundary northward to the north side

of Bower mountain, inclosing Henry's valley and part of Sheaffer's

valley. This area incloses two tracts in Toboyne township, which

are owned by individuals, while in Jackson township there are a

number of interior tracts situated in Henry and Sheaffer valleys.

The area lying southwest of New Germantown is nearly all on

the Round Top and Rising mountain. It is very irregular in out-

line and almost separated from the area lying to the south, being

connected in Fowler's Hollow by a narrow strip at each end. There

are several large tracts lying inside the outer boundary which are

owned by private persons, and include nearly all of Fowler's Hollow

and a part of the Amberson ridge.

The portion lying in Franklin county known as the "Elder Lands,"

is on a continuation of the Rising mountain, which divides Path

valley and Amberson valley, and contains about 3,000 acres. In

outline it resembles a wedge, being wide at the county line and

tapering gradually to the west until it becomes very narrow at its

western extremity. Although included in the Pennypacker reserve,

it is separated from the main part by a large tract which is owned

by the Bum, Duncan and Wills Lumber Company. This is in charge

of Forester J. L. Witherow, of Metal, and will not be discussed any

further in this report.

Topography and Geology.

Five mountain ranges traverse parts of Perry county, and three

of the five ranges are of one geological character and physical for-

mation. Since the body of land in which we are interested, includes

only two of the three ranges which are similar in form and character,

it is not necessary to discuss the others. The first of these ranges

includes Tuscarora mountain, Conococheague mountain. Round Top,

Little Round Top, Rising mountain, Amberson ridge, and Bower

mountain. All of these are merely longer or shorter zigzags of the

one range which encloses the western end of the county.

The Blue moui^tain being the second of importance, is similar

in form and character to those just described. The general trend of

these mountains is northeast and southwest.
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The Conococheague mountain coiiimencing in Saville township,
extends southwestward through the north side of Madison, Jackson!
and Toboyne townships, and terminates at the Konnd Top. After
leaving Perry county it re-enters it and making a number of zigzags
forms the mountains already named.
The Bound Tops, formed by the northeastward course, are short.

Big Round Top, which commands the head of Slierman's valley, is
a conspicuous object for many miles.
The arch of the Rising mountain gradually sinks until tlie sand-

stone disappears from view below tlie surface, and is followed l)y
either beds forming the range known as the Ruck ridge.
The Amberson ridge, sloping to the last, gradually sinks and forms

Chestnut ridge, which continues to near Centre in .Aladison townshi]).
In addition to these short mountains, tliere is the great almost

level-crested ridge, called Bower mountain, which passes through the
south side of Madison, Jackson, and Toboyne townships, and gently
slopes upward until it unites with the Amberson ridge.

Rocks and Soil.

Medina sandstone is the main component in the great ridges that
traverse the western end of the county. The valley between Chestnut
ridge and BoAver mountain consists wholly of the shales of Onondago
group. They are exposed in many places along the creeks.

Sheaffer's valley, which is a continuation of Henrv's valley, is
like the preceding one, a valley consisting altogether of the shales.
In fact, all the valleys in the west end of the county are occupied
by the red and variegated shales of tliis group. The gray cal-
careous bed, for the most part eroded, with no rocks newer than
the Onondago shales, exists in this part of the counlrv. All the
higher and newer beds that once existed have been eroded. Alon-
the lower slopes and within depressions and vallevs among the
ridges, the fragments of fine material have accumulated fi-om the
steeper sides of the ridges, and furnish good, deep soil Unit produces
thrifty trees. The upper slopes of the mountains are composed almost
w^holly of rocks and boulders.

Springs and Streams.

The natural line of watershed dividing the drainage of Perry
and Franklin counties is exceedingly crooked, zigzagging backward
and forward from southeast to northwest over the southern })ortion
of Toboyne township. All of the narrow vallevs which these zigza<.s
form have small streams flowing through them which in turn are
well supplied with numerous small springs flowing from the lower
slopes of the bordering ridges. A peculiar fact is that the sprin-s
are more numerous on the south slopes of the mountains a.nd ridges
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than on the north slopes, although the water is not so good as that

on the north slopes. A number of the springs go dry during the

summer months, yet many of the stronger ones flow sufficiently to

keep up the main branches, although they become very low during

long droughts.

Sherman's creek plays the principal role in the drainage of Perry

county, and is wholly confined to the county. The headwaters of

this stream flow from State land in Toboyne township, the real head

of the stream being in a swamp on the northwestern slope of

the Rising mountain, called the ''Bear Ponds." These feed the largest

branch, called Patterson's run, contributing to the main stream. It

flows northeastward down a narrow rocky ravine between Rising

mountain and Little Round Top, until it enters the main head of

Sherman's valley, w^hen it turns eastward. It is joined by several

small runlets from the Round Top and Conococheage mountain,

one of which is fed by the Big Spring on the mountain about five

miles west of New Germantown. This stream, as will be shown,

receives all the waters from the southwestern part of the county,

and carries them eastward through Sherman's valley, uniting with

the Susquehanna river at Duncannon.
Brown's run, starting between the Rising mountain and Amberson

ridge, near the Franklin line, flows eastward through Fowler's Hol-

low. Being fed by a number of springs rising along the lower

slopes of the bordering ridges, it continues down the narrow valley

lying between Buck and Chestnut ridges, uniting with a number
of runlets flowing from these hills, until it empties into Sherman's

creek near Mount Pleasant.

Huston's run, sometimes called SheatTer's run, rises on State

land. The main branch rises in a swamp called "Beaver Meadows,"
on the north side of Sherman's mountain and flows northeastwardly

through the second narrows. Near this place it is joined by a small

stream called Wildcat, which rises in the loop, formed by the uniting

of Beaver mountain and Amberson ridge. A little further east

Cold Spring run, flowing northward through a cleft in Bower
mountain, empties into the main branch which flows eastward along

the valley between Bower mountain and Chestnut ridge, past the

old site of ^lonterev Tannerv, and unites with Sherman's creek about

one and ono-half miles below Blain.

Laurel run and its tril)utaries form the main stream which drains

the southwestern sid(» of the countv. It consists of the two main
branches, named according to position, North Branch and South

I'ranch. North Branch being the larger, rises at the Dividing waters,

in the narrow valley betwen Blue and Sherman's mountain, about

one and one-half miles east ()f the Franklin line. It flows eastward

between Sherman's mountain and the middle ridge, the latter form-

ing the divide between the two branches. Near the Phoenix mil]
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site it is joined by a small stream flowing down a ravine on the
south side of Bower mountain, its main head being White Oak
spring, on the summit of the mountain. From the Phoenix mill site
it flows along the base of Bower mountain until it reaches the field
in Henry's valley, where it unites with the South Branch, which
drains the valley lying between the middle ridge and Blue mountain.
From the junction of the two branches it flows through Henry and
Sheaffer valleys and empties into Sherman's creek about one mile
west of Landisburg.

Gunter's run is the only stream that rises on the State land, sit-
uated in Perry, and flows westward. Rising at the dividing waters,
it flows about one and one-half miles through the reserve, and then
crossing into Franklin county continues westward to near Forge
Hill, where it turns to the south ; and passing through a gap in the
Blue mountain enters the main valley north of Roxbury.
By following out the courses of the principal streams just de-

scribed, one can readily conceive the effect which the conservation
of these State forests will have upon the water supply of Perry
county.

Cleared Areas.

There are about 275 acres of cleared land, scattered here and
there over the reserve, which were once dotted with homes. There
are thirteen houses remaining, while a number of crumbling walls
and old orchards mark the site of former homes. Six of the remain-
ing houses are in fairly good condition, two of them being rented
and two occupied by rangers. Some of these fields have been kept
in cultivation until recently, but the soil is poor because everything
was taken from the ground and nothing in the form of fertilizer
returned. In parts of some fields young growth has sprung up,
sometimes almost covering them. In a few cases it consists of
pitch pine and locust, while it is not infrequent to find a mixture
of broad-leaf trees composed of oak, hickory, sugar maple, sassafras,
and butternut. Asa result of insufficient seeding most of the stands
thus established are too open for proper development; consequently,
many of the trees are bushy in form.

Growth.

Practically nothing remains of the original growth which once
covered this land. From a few scattered trees of different species
and one small stand of hemlock, a general idea of what they once
composed can be formed. The entire area has been lumbered and
burned over during the past twenty years. The present growth
consists almost entirely of mixed hardwoods, in which chestnut and
rock oak predominate. On the lower slopes of the mountains and
ridges, where the soil is deep and there is considerable vegetable
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mould, there is an abundant growth of chestnut, rock oak, black oak,

hickory, white oak, locust, and red oak; while higher up the slopes

to the top are numerous areas, almost bare, having a scanty under-

growth, and some scattered rock oak, red oak, chestnut, birch, and

a few pitch pine and hemlock.

The area southwest of New Germantown, from the summit of

Sherman's mountain to the Conococheague mountain, was lumbered

over about eight years ago by the Perry Lumber Company. The upper

slopes of the Round Top are sparsely covered with a mixture of

hemlock, red oak, rock oak, and birch, where most of the trees are

overmature. On the lower slopes there are thrifty growths of chest-

nut, rock oak, hickory, locust, white oak, and red oak. Hickory is

plentiful on the southern slopes and grows in groups. It forms clean

trunks and attains a good height. In the hollows and lowlands the

growth is tall and in addition to the species found on the lower

slopes some birch, yellow poplar, ash, gum, basswood, and hemlock

are occasionally found in mixture. Near the head of Patterson's

run is a small stand of virgin hemlock. It is the only stand of

virgin timber on the reserve. The growth and the remainder of

the area is similar to that just described, with the exception of

several hundred acres on the west end of Rising mountain, which

is principally scrub oak mixed with some pitch pine, chestnut, and

rock oak, stunted and crooked.

The south side of Sherman's mountain is covered with a good

and almost even aged growth of chestnut, rock oak, white oak, and

hickory, being from 8 to 12 inches in diameter. The trees are

mostly straight and middling tall. There is little reproduction.

The region west of the Three Square Hollow road between the Blue

mountain and the slope just described is swampy in places. It is

covered with a mixture of chestnut, rock oak, white oak, scrub oak,

pin oak, red maple, and gum. Defective and over mature trees are

numerous. The undergrowth consists of laurel, sweet fern, and

scrub oak. In some parts the growth is principally scrub oak mixed

with pin oak, and white oak. The latter will in time be the ruling

species if fire can be kept out.

The area lying south of Bower mountain between the Three Square

Hollow and Phoenix roads, is mostly covered with a dense growth

of scrub oak, overtopped by a mixture of white oak, rock oak, pin

oak, and chestnut. White oak forms about one-fourth of the mix-

ture.

The growth in Sheatt'er and Henry valleys consists principally

of chestnut, rock oak, white oak, black oak, pin oak, red oak, hickory,

yellow poplar, red maple, sugar maple, butternut, locust, and hem-

lock. The slopes bordering on the south branch of Laurel run

are covered with a mixture of white oak, hickory, rock oak, chestnut,

and black oak. White oak and hickory are the most abundant.

k
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They are mostly tall and straight aud many ol* tliem are of a market-
able size. Along the edge of the streams, hemlock, yellow poplar,
red maple, and gnm grow in mixture with the species already named!
Many large white oak and yellow poplar are still found in these
parts. The growth of the slopes bordering on the north branch is
similar to those just described. The reproduction on these areas
is good on some parts, while on others there is ncme, especially on
the south slopes.

The growth on the south side of Bower mountain consists of rock
oak, chestnut, red oak, black oak, hickory, locust, butternut, birch,
and some pitch pine scattered along the higher slopes. It is steep
and rocky on the upper slope and in many places supports little
growth, which is usually short and crooked, of little value for lumber.
The growth on the north side of the mountain is similar to the south
side except that there is very little hickory and it is better than
on the south side. This mountain was burned in the spring of IDOG
and the undergrowth is poor.

Roads.

In the fall of 1907 there were cut open, under the supervision of
Forester J. L. Witherow, 1,90G rods of road. There were two roads
opened at this time, one on the summit of Rising mountain, and
one through the Second Narrows. The tolal cost of labor was $42.18.
During the fall of 1U08 there were cut open and made passable

7.892 rods of roads, in addition to rebrushing and improving the
roads which Mr. Witherow opened in 19b7. The roads on the re'serve
were principally all nmde by lumbermen and traverse almost every
part of it. The main object in oiiening and repairing these roads
is for protectiim against tire and to make different parts of the
reserve accessible. Those were selected which run parallel with
the mountains on the summits and lower slopes; and all those
crossing the mountains and valleys so that they would form blocks,
as nearly as possible. They were opened to a width of fifteen feet
and all dead and down material removed. Twelve different roads
were opened, none of which exceeded four miles in length. The
roads were connected so as to be continuous, with the exception of
several which were cut off by private lands. It is very diificult to
gain access to some parts of the reserve except by traveling the
public rx)ads which cross the mountains; and it was therefore neces-
sary to have the roads which traverse the reserve connected with
the public roads, thus enabling one to pass quickly from one place
to another, and at the same time by improving these roads a little
more each year, they will be in good condition for transporting forest
products in the future.

The cost of labor was $134.80, of which $17.75 was for rebrushing
and repairing roads opened in 1907. During the past fall all the
roads were rebrushed, and in many places the road bed was improved
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by removing large rocks. A number of washouts were filled. The

entire cost of this work was $40.85, $43.40 being for labor, $2.80 for

dvnamite, and $0.05 for repairing tools.

^

There are four public roads crossing the reserve. The Concord

road crosses the Conococheague mountain and leads from New Ger-

mantown to Concord.
. ci •

The Burns road, uniting with the former near the Big Spring,

crosses the Round Top into Burns valley, and leads to Doylesburg.

The Three Square Hollow road, which derives its name from a

hollow which it passes through on the south side of the Blue moun-

tain, passing through a gap in Bower mountain crosses the Sherman

and Blue mountains and leads from New Gerinantown to Newburg.

The Blain road crosses Bower mountain west of Manassa and

leads from Blain to Toboyne Tannery in Henry's valley. From this

point it crosses tlie Blue mountain aud leads to Newvllle. All of

these roads are rough and steep with the exception of the Burns road.

Upon viewing the condition of these public roads, it is apparent that

the old custom of neglecting the backwoods districts is still in vogue

in Jackson and Toboyne townships. If all of the money which the

townships receive from the State for support of roads leading

through the reserve, was expended upon them, there would be no

cause for complaints, but only an exceedingly small portion of it is

used on them.
Plantations.

In the spring of 1909 a plantation was made at the Edward Fry

place in the fields adjoining the public road, about one mile west

of Monterey. Twenty thousand five hundred white pines, five hun-

dred Scotch pines, and five hundred balsam fir were planted. These

seedlings were all two years old and shipped from the Mont Alto

nursery. About ten i)er cent, of the white pine and five per cent.

of the fir were unfit for planting, as many had scarcely any roots,

while on others thev were about all dead. The fir were very

small and manv of them were too delicate to survive after being

planted. The growth during the summer was not satisfactory, due

principally to a verv severe drought, and also to the condition of

the seedlings when planted. About thirty per cent, of them died.

At the same time erne thousand Carolina poplar cuttings were

planted on a piece of swamp land near the above plantation. All are

growing well.
,

During April and Mav twenty pounds of white pine seed were

used for patch planting cm several old fields. None germinated

during the summer, but the seed being old might account for this

failure.
, ^ i x

About the middle of October fourteen bushels of walnuts were

planted on a ])iece of meadow land near the pine plantation.
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Fires.

In the fall of 1908 there were two small fires on the reserve. The
first fire started on the 22nd of September, on the west end of the

Schultz ridge about two miles south of New Germantown. It was
first discovered in an old field adjoining the reserve, and crossing

the line burned about sixteen acres of State land. It was soon

surrounded, but owing to a number of old stumps along the line it

was necessary to guard it for several days because the ground was
so dry that they burned beneath the surface; and had they not

been guarded, it would have spread again. There was little damage
done as the fire burned slowly. Part of it being in an old field,

there was little material to burn.

The second fire started about 4 A. M., on the 14th of November,
in the head of Gunter's Valley. It passed over about 150 acres of

State land, but did little damage except to the undergrowth, as

it burned only in spots and the undergrowth was principally scrub

oak. It was extinguished several hours later by a snow.

During 1909 two fires occurred, both being larger than those dur-

ing the previous year.

On the 21st of July a fire was discovered on the Blue mountain in

Franklin county near the southwest corner of Perry. It was late

in the afternoon, and owing to the distance which the ranger had
to go to secure assistance, it was near midnight when he returned

with men and found that the fire had been suppressed during his

absence by a crew from Franklin county. It burned about 200 acres

of State land, most of which was covered with scrub oak and locust.

The last fire occurred on the 29th of October. It started near
the county line on the Eising mountain and spread into both coun-

ties. It was surrounded the same night, but broke out again the

next day. It was then fought until the morning of November 1st,

before it was suppressed; but in the afternoon of the same day it

started up again and was not extinguished until 6 A. M., November
2nd, when it rained. Thinking that it was safe the men went home,
but by noon the ground was dry and about 1 P. M. it broke out on
the little Round Top and was not suppressed until 7 A. M., Novem-
ber 3rd. About noon on November 4th, another fire was started
east of the Big Spring on the south side of the Conococheague moun-
tain, and was not extinguished until about 5 P. M., November 5th.

While these fires were being fought in Perry county, several crews
were also fighting them in Franklin county, but the high winds drove
it eastward making it more difficult to suppress on the Perry side.

The burned area extended over Conococheague mountain, the Round
Top, and Rising mountain, and contained about 4,500 acres, of which
about 2,800 acres were State land.
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Improvements.
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Aside from the work done in planting, opening roads, and fighting

lire, a number of other improvements were made during the past

year. Many springs were cleaned out and deepened and a number

walled up. This work was done by the rangers, as well as the work

of clearing away old buildings and rubbish scattered about a num-

ber of the houses. At the rangers' headquarters, in Henry Valley, the

house, wagon shed, hog pen and spring house were roofed, one porch

built, another repaired, and numerous smaller changes were made.

During the summer the Showaker' property was added to the reserve,

and being a good location for a ranger it was decided to station one

at this place. It was necessary to roof and improve the house

and build a stable, besides making a number of other improvements

before the ranger could occupy it. In May two outlooks were built,

one on the Kising Mountain fifty feet high, and one on Sherman's

mountain forty-five feet high. They were built to aid in protection

from fire. From them the rangers can view nearly all of their re-

spective divisions, and would be able to locate any fire which might

start. Chimney liock, on the south side of Bower mountain, is used

for the same purpose by the ranger living in Henry valley.

Although the work of the past year has been an advancement over

the previous year, there is yet much to be completed along the same

lines. The following work should be done:

The road system should be extended.

The cleared areas should be planted as soon as possible.

Improvement cuttings should be made although they cannot be

made at a profit.

RESERVE IN SNYDER AND UNION COUNTIES, JACK'S
MOUNTAIN DIVISION, 1908-1909.

W. GARDINER CONKLIN, Forester.

That portion of State forest with which this report has to deal

includes the greater part of the Jack's mountain range, situate in

Snyder and Union counties, east of the Mifflin county line. The

major part of it was bought from the Ario Pardee heirs in 1901, and

is generally known as the Pardee purchase or the Jacks' Mountain

region, although as yet no special name has been adopted for it.

14—24—1909
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It does not include the whole of the Pardee purchase nor is this

all of the State land on the Jack's mountain range; therefore,

neither of the above names is entirely suitable.

The reserve lines generally follow the border mountains of the

Jack's range, of course with many angles. The lines run in places

along the top of the mountain and in olliers along the side or foot. The

fertile Buffalo valley, through which the Lewisburg & Tyrone rail-

road runs, lies to the north, and to the south is the Musser valley,

in which Troxelville is located. Access to the reserve can be had

from Beaver Springs on the Sunbury and Lewistown railroad, or

from Glen Iron, Pardee, or Weikert, on the Lewisburg & Tyrone road.

No portion of this land is under a lease of any kind. All lumber-

ing was stopped when the main body of the tract came into posses-

sion of tlie State in 11)01. It is almost a solid area, there being

but two small interior holdings in Union county and in the western

part some of the cleared land in New Lancaster X'alley extends into

Snyder county.

General Administration.

Shortly after this purchase was made Mr. James Middleswarth,

a surveyor of Troxelville, was appointed ranger, and was put in

charge of something over 18,000 acres.

During the fall of 1906 he surveyed the southern boundary lines

of the reserve, with Bobert G. Conklin, forester, as assistant. At

the same time the Centre and Adams, Adams and Spring, and the

Spring and West lieaver township lines were located. The northern

boundary lines were run in the spring and summer of 1907 with

Frank ^L Bachau, assistant. In August of the same year they ran

and painted the Mitllin and Snyder, MilHin and Union, and the

Union and Snyder county lines. The reserve lines were painted dur-

ing the fall of 1907 and spring of 1908.

Upon my appointment as forester, in September of 1908, I was
placed in charge of the area over which Mr. ^liddleswarth was ranger.

After making a careful stud}' of the general conditions found here,

in which Mr. Middleswarth was of great assistance to me, it was at

once apparent that improvements must begin with the building and

cutting open of roads, trails, and fire lanes. Tlie following is a short

description of the condiiions as I found them.

Topography.

The Jack's mountain range in Snyder and Union counties, is the

eastern terminaticm of the famous Seven mountains. It is the result

of the folding and crushing caused by the rise of the earth's crust at

the end of the coal age. The axis of these mountains begins at Turtle-

ville and runs west through Shamokin mountain. It is cut through

by Penn's creek a little to the north. East of Centerville and from

there on westward it is known as the Jack's mountain anticlinal.

About four miles west of Penn's creek the mountain divides, forming

Penn's Creek mountain to the north, and a southern branch, locally

known as Jack's mountain. The portion westward from where this

division takes place, is the part in which we are most interested.

This reserve is included within it.

Between 3^ and 4 miles west of the eastern end of the reserve, the

Middle ridge begins, and a few miles further west the Little ridge

appears. These four ridges, the Penn's Creek mountain, :Middle

and Little Bidges, and Jack's mountain, are a part of the Jack's

mountain anticlinal. A little to the north of west from Troxelville

at a distance of about 2 miles, is the eastern termination of the High

'J'op anticlinal, with the Swift Bun synclinal between the two anti-

clinals. High Top soon divides, forming Thick mountain, and a

southern branch locally known as First mountain or Jack's moun-

tain. Pine ridge rises between these and in turn soon divides, the

northern branch being called Knob ridge and tlie southern branch

Locust ridge, with the New Lancaster valley between. The White

mountain anticlinal lies to the north of Jack's mountain anticlinal.

Its eastern termination is in Union county, about 4 miles east of

Ihe Milllin county line, with the Weikert Bun valley between.

We, therefore, have included within the reserve the following

mountains and valleys, put here in table form:

From Penn's creek southward:

1.

f>

«>

White numntain anticlinal.

(1) Weikert run valley synclinal.

Jack's mountain anticlinal.

(a) Penn's creek mountain.

Valley with no particular name.

(b) Middle ridge.

Hunter's valley.

(c) Little ridge.

Bull hollow valley.

(d) Buck, Short, Grass, and Jack's mount

(Continuation of the same ridge.)

(2) Swift Bun valley synclinal.

High Top anticlinal.

(a) Thick mountain.

Valley with no particular name.

(b) Knob ridge.

New Lancaster Valley.

(c) Locust ridge.

Valley with no particylar name.

(d) First mountain, or Jack's mountain.

a ins.
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The mountain and ridges all run remarkably parallel and are
generally narrow topped, rocky, and steep in places. The valleys
intervening are also narrow and some of them are rocky, with little

or no soil covering.

Geological Features.

The rocks capping these mountains were formed during the Paleo-
zoic period of the earth's history, and are of the Middle Silurian sys-
tem. They are the Medina white and red sandstones, with the Oneida
grey sandstones and conglomerate in some places. They disintegrate
slowly but then make a good timber producing soil.

The iron ore measures crop out in places along the border ridges,
but on account of the distance to market, little mining has been
done on the south side of the range, in Snyder county. Several
mines have been worked at times, but the fossil ore is only of a fair
quality and the sand vein appears to be characterized by a con-
siderable amount of silicious matter. The Glen Iron Furnace Com-
pany, in Union county, has taken considerable ore from the ridge
at the foot of Penn's Creek mountain.
"The Venango oil formation and the Bradford oil formation crop

out in belts across the district, but they hold neither oil nor gas.
The Trenton rocks of Ohio and Indiana ninderlie the district, but
there is no shadow of probability that they hold either oil or gas.
Whatever oil or gas may have existed in these formations originally
has long ago been evaporated from them, so folded and cracked
was this part of the earth's crust at the rise of the continent at the
end of the coal age."

*'The mountains are barren of all precious metals."
"There is not a ton of real coal in this district. All the formations

of the district are much older than the coal measures and were de-
posited before the first coal bed was made."

(Extracts from the letter of transmittal in Vol. F3 of the Second
Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.)

Soil.

The disintegration of the hard Medina sandstone is very slow
This fact along with the ease with which it is washed, is the cause
of the scarcity of soil on the mountains. Nowhere is the soil deep
and in many places it is almost entirely lacking; nor is there much
humus or decayed vegetable matter where there is a soil covering
present. This is probably due to the fact that vegetable matter
decomposes slower on sandy soil, and fires burn it up before it
decays.
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Springs and Drainage.
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This reserve is well supplied with good springs and streams. All

the valleys have several never failing springs, some of which dry up

only in extreme drought, and numerous periodical springs which

are generally dry during the hot summer months. However, it is

a fact worthy of note, that there are no springs of any account on

the sides of the mountains. Sometimes in the early months there

are a few, but they soon dry up. This is no doubt due to the geo-

logical formation.

Drainage of the reserve is about equally divided between Penn's

creek on the north and Middle creek on the south. Penn's creek

forms part of the northern boundary for about 4^ miles of its course,

but nowhere east of the Mifflin county line is it included within the

State land. Among the large runs draining into it are the Weikert,

Decall, Lick, Corl, Henstep and Furnace Gap runs. These names

are given from the gaps through which they flow, except Weikert.

Those draining into Middle creek from the southern portion of the

reserve, except Swift run, are also given the name of the gap through

which they flow. They are the Mesh, Krebs, Breininger, Markel,

and Moyer Gap runs. Swift run is the largest and most important

of the last group of streams. Two branches of the Kishacoquillas

creek, the New Lancaster valley run, and the Treaster valley run,

have their sources on the western part of the reserve.

Roads and Fire Lanes.

The great bulk of lumber was removed from these mountains on

tramways, thus making it unnecessary to build wagon roads. It

now becomes necessary for us to build a system of roads. The laying

out of an adequate system is simple, but the construction of the

roads is more of a problem. My plan is to build a road through each

valley and have all connected through the gaps. The conditions are

such that this is the only feasible plan, but it will make an excep-

tionally good system.

Common dirt roads are possible in some places, but portions of

most of the valleys and all the gaps are rocky, thus requiring the

building of crushed stone roads. This, of course, makes the better

road and a lasting one. The first cost is higher than a dirt road,

but the cost of repairs will be slight for many years to come, and in

the end the crushed stone road will be cheaper and better.

The system, as outlined above, has been started, and mention of

it will be found under ''Specific Management," but its completion

cannot be expected for many years.

With this system completed, few special fire lanes will be nec-

essary, as the ground will be well covered. In a few cases the

distance between gaps is too long and lanes will have to be cut

,'i
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across the ridges connecting with the roads in the valleys. In other

places the valleys are wide, and lanes may have to be cut along

the foot of the mountain.

Growth and Soil Conditions.

In order to give some idea of the growth and soil conditions found
on this reserve, I have divided it into the following six divisions and
sub-divisions, and give a somewhat detailed description of each.

1. The main Jack's mountain.

2. High Top mountain.

a. Smmit and flat of High Top.

b. Southern exposure of High Top and First mountain.
c. Western kettle.

d. Eastern end of Pine ridge.

3 Swift run vallev.

a. Eastern end of Swift run valley.

b. Division from Blazer gap to eastern end of Thick mountain.
c. Western end.

4. Bull Hollow valley,

n. Hunter's vallev.

G. Penn's Creek mountain.

a. Penn's Creek mountain.
b. Eastern kettle.

c. Middle ridge and valley to the north.

1. The Main Jack's Mountain.

From the eastern end of the reserve on the main Jack's mountain,
westward to Blazer gap, the conditions found are much the same.
Between these two points, a distance of about seven miles, the ridge
is cut through by three gaps, namely: the ^foyer, ^farkel and Brein-
inger gaps.

There is little soil on the top of the ridge, but towards the foot
where the slope is more gradual, there is, in most places, a fairly
good soil covering. The growth is rather sparse on the top and sides
where the soil is thin. It consists ]>rinci pally of rock oak and chest-
nut coppice, with a scattcM-ing of ])itch i>ine uj) to 12 and 14 inches in
diameter, breast high, and numerous crooked rock oaks of about S
to 10 inches in diameter. Towards the foot, however, the growth
is generally good and there is a greater variety of species. P>esides
rock oak and chestnut, scarlet, red, and white oak are nuiiiei-ous, as
well as white pine and hemlock, along with a few hickories and ash.
Some of the tracts have chestnut and oak up to a foot D. B. IT., and
white pine and hemlock of still larger dinmeters, although in small
quantities only.
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The gaps, which are all extremely rocky, have a growth consisting

of white pine and hemlock, with a mixture of birches, chestnut, oaks,

tulip po])lar, and maples, the evergreens predominating. In the three

gaps there must be from fifteen to twenty thousand feet of good

timber.

2. High Top Mountain.

a. The summit and flat of High Top mountain are rocky in places,

especially towards the west Avhere the mountain narrows. It has

generally a good soil covering, although there is scarcely any

mulch, having been burned oti'. The mountain was originally cov-

ered with white pine and heuilock, and was lumbered off six

or seven years ago. Since then fire has run over it and now there is

a poor young growth of rock oak and chestnut, with many open spaces

in which huckleberries and sweet ferns thrive. The ground is still

covered with old logs and tops.

b. The southern exposure of this mountain is rocky, and is covered

with a growth very similar to that of the main Jack's mountain to

the east. It is thin on the brow, but good towards the foot.

c. The Western Kettle, a basin like formation in the mountain,

is the result of High Top dividing and forming two separate ridges.

The slope from the flat on High Top into the "Kettle" is gradual

and has a good soil covering. The growth is rafher uneven, thick

in places, thin in others, and many oi>en spaces intervening in which

huckleberries and sweet ferns are found. Patches of scrub oak are

also numerous. There is considerable hemlock and white pine in

the "Kettle" and in Kettle gap, probably 15,000 feet in all.

d. The extreme eastern end of Pine Bidge has been lumbered off"

and now ccmtains a good thick growth of chestnut and oak, 8 to

10 vears old. On the bench or flat north of New Lancaster valley,

running over to the foot of Thick mountain and on the south side

of Thick mountain, there is a virgin stand of pitch pine, chestnut,

and rock oak. The stand is not dense as i^rimeval stands usually

are, but the trees are tall and have few low branches.

3. Swift Bun Valley.

a. The eastern end of this valley for about a mile west of the State

line ccmtains a very fair growlh of white pine and hemlock, with

the usual mixture of chestnut, oaks, birches, and a few other species

of less importance, principally on account of their being in small

(piantities. A few of the white ]Hn(>s and hemlocks are a foot to

a foot and a half, D. B. II., but very branchy. Some oaks and

chestnuts are also found uj) to ten inches. The growth in general

is young.

b. The porticm of this valley west of Blazer ga]) and extending to

the eastern end of Thick mountain, is a picture of desolation. The

valley is narrow, very rocky, and the slopes steep. Thousands of
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feet of dead and down hemlock, with some white pine, are scattered
over the mountain sides and Swift run is choked up in many places
by piles of logs, each one of which would have made several hundred
feet of lumber. A few of these logs are sound enough to be sawed
up, but there is not sufficient to make it a paying proposition.

On the north side of High Top mountain (south side of Swift run
valley), well up towards the brow, and stretching along for about a
mile, there is a quantity of fire killed hemlock, probably several
hundred thousand feet. These are still sound enough to be utilized,

but the expense of logging would be high, owing to the rocks and
down timber. We offered to sell this stuff for one dollar per M. feet,

board measure, mill cut, but no one has yet taken the offer.

These slopes that were once, it is said, covered with a growth so
dense thai: the sun could hardly penetrate the foliage, and where
snow lay sometimes until June, are now almost barren of merchant-
able species. Kocks that were once covered with a thick carpet of
moss are now bare. This is the result of unwise lumbering and
repeated fires. The fire killed hiemlocks up towards the brow of the
mountain, bleached white and almost limbless, remind one of a large
cemetery.

c. In vast contrast to this portion of Swift run valley, is that
between Thick and Buck mountains, from the eastern end of Thick
mountain, westward about a mile. Here we have the forest primeval.
It is not a large tract, only about 100 acres, but large enough to
show what these mountains are able to produce. Hemlock pre-
dominates, with a scattering of white pine and some few other
species. Jn all there are probably a million and a half feet. The
valley and sides of the mountains are very rocky, but have some soil
in spots, and generally there is a good carpet of moss and loam. In
places where trees have fallen and left an opening, a dense growth
of seedlings and saplings has sprung up, principally hemlock.
Taken as a whole, the stand is hyper-mature although individually

the trees are not all declining. However, each spring finds a few
trees down that were standing the fall before. From a silvicultural
point of view these trees should be lumbered, but with present con-
ditions it is not advisable to cut them. The Swift run valley road,
mentioned under "Specific Management," will be run to and probably
through this tract by the fall of 1910.

4. Bull Hollow Vallev.

Bull Hollow valley is formed by Little ridge on the north and Buck
mountain on the south. It is narrow for about a mile west of the
Bull Hollow gap, but gradually becomes wider westward. The soil
is deep in most places and is favorable for tree growth. The growth
is tlie usual mixture which springs up after hemlock and white pine

J
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in this region, namely, chestnut, rock oak, some white oak, and a

scattering of yellow birch, hemlock, and white pine. This growth

is now about 8 to 10 years old, but there are some hemlocks and a

few white pines along the run which are from six to ten inches in

diameter. The western end of the valley is more of a pitch pine

country and is more rocky.

From the Bull Hollow gap eastward the land rises until almost

level with the tops of the ridges on either side, forming a flat which

I'uns almost to Breininger gap, but broken by Blazer gap. Soil con-

ditions on the flat are good, the rocks being well covered. The char-

acter of the growth is much the same as that in the valley to the west,

except there are more of the six to ten inch class of rock oaks. A
scattering of black oaks and red oaks is also found on the flat as

well as in the valley.

5. Hunter^s Valley.

Hunter's A^alley, lying between Little ridge on the south and Middle

ridge on the north, averages about three quarters of a mile in width.

Its eastern end is about north of Breininger gap and runs westward

to the Big Level, a distance of between Ave and six miles. A large

part of the valley lias a good deej) soil but there are many places

where the rocks crop out.

The young growth is good, though still in the sapling stage, eight

to ten years old. It consists principally of white, black, and rock

oaks, chestnut, some tulip, pitch pines, a few hickories and ash, with

the usual intermingling red maples. Patches of scrub oak are not

uncommon on the slopes. Crooked and scrubby oaks and chestnuts

are numerous, but will never become fit for lumber, except some of

them would make a tie or two. These ought to be removed for the

sake of the young growth, but cannot at present on anything like a

paying basis. Cord wood can not be disposed of at any price from
this valley and the returns from the few ties would not pay for the

cutting. The tops of the ridges forming this valley are thinly cov-

ered with the usual mixture of oaks, chestnut, and maples, along

with many patches of scrub oak and huckleberries. At the western

end of the valley the land rises until level with the two ridges, and
the "Big Flat" is formed. Soil and growth conditions are similar

to those in the valley except that there are more of the almost worth-

less stunted oaks and chestnuts.

6. Penn's Creek Mountain.

a. Penn's creek mountain might be called the twin of the main
Jack's mountain, for they originate from one mountain, and running

westward, form the border ridges of the Jack's range for three or
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four miles. Penn's Creek mountain is ver^' rocky, more so on the

north side than on the south. From the eastern end of the reserve

where this mountain begins, westward to the Miftlin county line,

a distance of 12 or lo miles, it is broken by six gaps. The slopes

of these gaps are steep and exceedingly rocky. They contain hemlock

as the ruling sjiecies with white pine a close second. Most of the

gaps contain trees of merchantable size in small quantities. In the

Henstep gap and on the ridge eastward there is considerable hemlock.

We were ofl'ered $1,000 for this but refused the offer. There are

probably 00,000 feet on the ridge and 10,000 feet in the gap. This

tract was endangered by a fire in September, 1008, but only a small

portion of it was touched.

Scattered along the entire ridge in places too rocky for the lum-

bermen, are white pines which should have made good seed trees;

but evidently the coppice growth sj)rang up before a seed year, so

that there are very few white pines among the young growth.

b. The Eastern Kettle is formed bv the division of a mountain into

the main Jack's mountain and Penn's creek mountain. It is a noted

huckleberry region and contains little growth of value, although in

places it is fairly good.

The brush is now becoming too dense for good huckleberry crops.

This means that extra care must be exerted to prevent fires. There

are some people in this neighborhood, as elsewhere, who hold to the

idea that it is more important to raise huckleberries than to grow
trees, and therefore, are rather in favor of fires every few years.

Thousands of feet of the best white pine and hemlock were left

to rot by the lumbermen in this ''Kettle.'' The ground is strewn

with logs cut for the mill, some 14 and IG feet long and IJ to 3

J

feet in diameter. Many of these are still sound or partly so.

c. The eastern end of this ridge is about south of Furnace gap
and runs westward parallel to Penn's Creek mountain. The slopes

are gradual cm the eastern end where the mountain is broad. The
soil appears to be more sandy than in most of the other portions

and contains even less humus.

The flat and summit of the eastern end were well set with a vouncr

coppice growth consisting principally of rock oak and chestnut, but
the fire in September, 1008, killed about half of it. JJttle damage
was done to the old growth of scattered pitch pines and rock oaks.

The growth is fair west of Henstep gap, where the fire was stopped,

although there are many j>atches of scrub oak and huckleberries.

The valley between Middle ridges and Penn's Creek mountain, es-

jiccially between Furnace ga}) and Henstep gap, was set with a good
growth of chestnut and oak coppice. The fire mentioned above did
considerable damage here; but west of the Henstep gap the growth
is still good and gives promise of ])roducing a fair increment.
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The damage done to trees on this reserve by insects and fungi to

the present time, has not been very large. Some damage has, how-

ever, been done to the young chestnut, hickory, quaking aspen, and

a few others.

A fungus (Coryneum imstulatum or Foma castanea), has attacked

the young chestnut. This fungus also attacks other species, but I

have found no sign of it except on the chestnut. It gains entrance

to the cambrium layer through an injury in the bark as well as

otherwise, and the mycelium i)enetrates in all directions. An in-

fected sapling can be told by brown spots slightly sunken in the bark,

and somewhat lighter in color than the unatfected bark. They are

generally irregular in shape and run lengthwise with the tree in

some cases, while in others they run irregularly around the tree.

The oyster shell scale has d(me some danuige, principally to the

quaking aspen.

:Much of the hickory has been attacked by the hickory twig girdler

(Oncideres cingulata.) The female beetle dejjosits her eggs in the

soft wood of the twigs and at once commences to girdle the twig

just below the eggs. This is usually done during the latter part of

August or the early part of Sei)tember. As soon as the injured twig

dies, the first wind storm breaks it otf, and the insect is carried to

the ground where it com])letes its transfonnati<ms. (See report of

the State Poard of Agriculture for 1884, i)age lOo. Also report of

the Department of Agriculture, Division of Forestry, for 1807, page

9C.)
•

Specific Administraticm.

During the month of September, 1908, I was principally occupied

in making myself acquainted with the topography of the reserve,

the lines, roads and trails, growth and soil conditions; in short, mak-

ing an observation survey of tlie reserve, looking to the improvements

that would be necessary. It Avas at once apparent that roads and

fire lanes must be the first to be considered.

The absolute necessity of these was well illustrated by a fire which

started in the evening of September 14th, on the Penn's creek moun-

tain. Although it spread over an area of only about fifty acres by

the time the crew of fire fighters arrived, it was not sto])ped until

1,500 acres had been buined over. Had there been a road or fire

lane opened up in the valley between Penn's Creek mountain and

Middle ridge, the area burned would have been much smaller, prob-

ably not over 300 acres. Owing to the di'ought of that time the ground

was so dry that stumjjs burned until entirely consumed, leaving holes

three to four feet in de})tli with small tunnels branching otf where

roots had been. Some of these stumj>s burned for two weeks.
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The greater part of the area burned was well set with a good young
growth consisting principally of chestnut, white and rock oaks, and
scattered clumps of pitch pines. Only part of this was killed, which
is rather surprising, as the fire appeared to burn so intensely. In
patches of an acre and more, everything was killed. Its origin has
never been determined, but it could only have been through human
agency, either accidentally or maJiciously.

» Hunter's Road Improvement.

What is locally known as the "Hunter's Road" runs between Little

ridge and Middle ridge from the Glen Iron public road westward into

Mifflin county, a distance of ten miles.

On October 12th, 1908, we located a camp at the Sand spring along
this road, and began the work of cutting open and repair. The crew
consisted of five workmen and a cook. The cost amounted to |290.24,

lo which must be added about fO.OO for wear on tools. About one-

half of this cost was expended in repairing and the other half in

cutting out the brush and removing stumps and old logs from the
road and for a space of about four feet on either side of the wheel
ruts. Camp was broken and we quit work for the winter on Nov-
ember fourteenth.

During the months of January and February, 1900, Mr. James
Middleswarth and I were engaged in making a topographic map of
the reserve. This map, plotted 200 rods to the inch, shows the reserve
lines, the Mifflin-Snyder, and Mifflin-Union county lines, the Snyder-
Union line, and the township lines in Snyder and Union counties. It

is no contour map, but the mountains are indicated by series of short
lines. Streams, springs, roads, trails, and fire lanes were located.
This map was made possible by Mr. Middleswarth's notes, together
with his accurate knowledge of the mountains and the country in
general.

Fires.

On March 23rd a small fire was started on land adjoining present
State holdings near the Moyer gap, by children of Henry Ettinger,
while at play. Little damage resulted as it was stopped before
gaining headway. Between 3 and 4 acres only were burned. Cost
of fighting it amounted to $8.20.

Another fire in the same region, on land belonging to the Glen Iron
Furnace Company and leased by James Ettinger, was started on
August 10th. Between 75 and 100 acres were burned. Cost of fight-

ing was |44.5f). It is supposed that this fire was set by some person
for spite against James Ettinger because he gave notice to huckle-
berry pickers to keep off his tract.
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Field Operations for 1909.

We began field operations on March 29th with the cutting open

of fire lanes. From the lower sawmill across High Top and into

the Western Kettle, 3^ miles, required three men four days and cost

at the rate of $5.14 per mile. Other lanes cut which were further

from the workmen's homes and which were made wider, cost more

per mile. In all, 17.8 miles of lanes were cut, averaging $11.89 per

mile. One mile of road from the State line westward to the Blazer

camp in Swift run valley, cost |17.25 to open and repair.

Besides the above, one of the rangers cut open 1 2-3 miles of trail,

connecting fire lanes.

Plantations.

At the present time it is not necessary to do much in the way of

planting here for the young growth gives great promise, at least

in places where there is sufficient soil. For experimental purposes,

in spring of 1909, we sowed ten pounds of white pine seed and

planted 1,200 seedlings. The seed was sowed on the 31st of March,

four pounds in an old field at the foot of the south side of High

Top mountain, and the remaining six pounds on burned over land

on the north side of Middle ridge. The field was partly grown up

with sumach, white pine, pitch pine, chestnut and oak. It slopes

gently towards the south and has a loose shaly soil. Something

over an acre of this field was sowed by the patch method, four feet

apart in rows four feet apart. The soil was first scratched loose

Avith small hand cultivators made specially for this planting, three

to six seeds dropped at each spot, and the soil slightly pressed with

the foot. A little less than two acres were sowed broadcast. The

six pounds sowed on the burned area was sowed broadcast.

The results from these sowings have been very poor, few of the

j<eeds having germinated. This may be due to the dry weather of

the summer. In that case, there is still some chance of their germ-

inating in the spring of 1910.

The cost of these sowings was:

Old Field.

Seed, f8 00

Cultivators, 35

Transportation, 65

Labor, 2 70

Total, ?11 70

Burned Area.

Labor, ?1 80

Seed, 12 00

Total, 113 80
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About the lOtli of April the following seedlings were received from

the Mont Alto nurseries :

White pine, 500

Scotch pine, 500

Balsam fir 200

Total, 1,200

The white and Scotch pine were planted on the northern exposure

of Middle ridge adjoining the seed plantation. This plantation has

given good results although the summer was so dry. Few of the pine

seedlings died.

The 200 balsam fir were planted (m the southern exposure of

Middle ridge at the Cold spring. For several months they appeared

to be doing well and made small growth; but the dry weather was

undoubtedly too hard on them for they all died during the latter

part of the summer.

Cost of planting the 1,200 seedlings amounted to:

Seedlings at |2.00 per M |2 40

Labor, 3 30

Expressage, 65

Total, |0 35

lireininger Gap lloixd Ccmstructicm.

From May 4th to June 23d a crew of men was at work building a

road through Breininger gap to connect with the Hunter's road,

opened up and repaired in the fall of 1008. By building this piece of

road we shortened this distance into Hunter's valley almost three

miles. The grade is not steep, and the road is much better than the

old way. Part of this road has a broken stone foundation and part

is a dug out or side hill cut.

Where it was necessary to build the foundation with broken stones,

the surface rocks w^ere first loosened, a sub-grade formed, the largest

and hardest rocks thrown aside, and the remaining thrown back to

be broken. This was done with ten pound sledges, then broken fine

with four-pound knapping hammers. A top dressing of gravel was

then hauled on. The gravel used crops out in the ga]). We are for-

tunate in having this gravel deposit, as it makes good top dressing

and is not difticult to obtain.

The cost of constructing this piece of road, something over a mile

in length, amounted to |438.03, counting in the salary of the ranger

who acted as labor boss and who worked along with the rest: of the

men.
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Swift Run Valley Eoad Construction.

In order to open up or make accessible the Swift run valley in

which there is a stand of virgin hemlock and white pine, and also the

Bull Hollow valley and Western Kettle country, it is necessary to

build a road through Swift Run \'alley. From this branches can be

run through Bull Hollow gap and thence through the valley by that

name and through Kettle gap into the Western Kettle.

Swift run valley is narrow and rocky, with soil in a few spots

cnly. It is necessary to build a broken stone road almost the whole

way, a distance of two miles, as well as a piece | of a mile long

through Bull Hollow gap, anil about l mile more when we are ready

to build into the Western Kettle.

At present there is no way of getting to the hemlock and jdne in

this valley. ]5y building the two miles of road we make it accessible.

The value of the stand will be increased by the sum spent in build-

in"-. That is, if the road costs $2,000, the value of the timber will

be increased by $2,600.

There is a good dirt road from Troxelville to Blazer gap. To Bull

Hollow gap is a mile and from this gap to the virgin timber is an-

other mile. The gap is f of a mile long.

On the 13th day of July we located a camp at Blazer gap and began

work on the new road on the 14th. The crew consisted of nine men

including the ranger who acted as labor boss. By November 11th

when we broke camp for the winter, the road was graded and piked to

Blazer gap and through it, making 1| miles built. Almost a mile

of this road has been covered with a thin layer of earth. Next summer

it will be covered with gravel.

To date, $1,874.40 has been expended on this IJ miles of road. To

tliis should be added about $20 to cover the wear of tools and about

$125 as the ranger's salary for the time he ])ut in on this road. This

gives a total expenditure of $1,510.40 for IJ miles of solid road foun-

dation lightlv covered.

'tsi^
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MONT ALTO DIVISION, SOUTH MOUNTAIN RESERVE, 1909.

GEORGE H. WIRT, li^tate Forester.

From the report of Ralph E. Brock, it will be seen that during the

\ear, 362,633 seedlings were furnished by the nursery, 92,531 of

which went to other reserves and 270,102 to the Mont Alto division

of the South Mountain reserve. This is an increase of over 100,000

above the output of 1908 and is equivalent to a yield of over 51,000

two-year old seedlings per acre of total nursery acreage.

According to the inventory given at the close of the year there

may be expected for plantation work in 1910, approximately 1,300,-

000 conifers and 20,000 hardwoods. Of course, it is difficult to take
an accurate inventory, but it is assumed that the one given indicates

a minimum of possibility. If 1,320,000 seedlings be furnished it

means a per acre production of almost 190,000, which is a large
increase over the yield of 1909. If the entire current expense were
consumed in growing this number of seedlings the cost per thousand
would not be more than $2.50.

The production per acre is above the average of European forest

nurseries, and still on the increase. There is no reason why we
cannot produce 300,000 per acre in the course of a few years. But
the expense is still too high. It will be necessary to reduce the cost
of weeding in some sliape as well as that of all incidentals.

Fortunately, about all the necessary permanent improvements have
now been made, except the erection of a suitable nursery building.
The drainage system is nearly complete and is accomplishing its

purpose nicely. Some changes will have to be made in the water sys-

tem, but this can be done at slight expense during 1910. By reason
of the introduction of what is known as the "Skinner System of Irri-

gation," the supply of water can be used and distributed to much
better advantage and at lower expense. The road system is now also
complete.

A building for the nursery is without doubt, a necessity. There
should be room for a small office, tool and work room, seed storage
and coning room. By using what is now called '^the seed house" and
the house occupied by Mr. Brock, a good, serviceable building could
be made and then the superintendent of the nursery would be con-
venient to his work and have a much more satisfactory home than is

now the case. This improvement should be made early in the spring
of 1910.

Detail reports of all plantations made up to this time on the Mont
Alto Division, as well as a summary of the same, are herewith sub-
mitted.
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On the twenty-seventh day of February, I. T. Worthley came and

was at the academy one month. During March he took charge of

introductory forestry, silviculture, dendrology, and meteorology. Mr.

Worthley is a graduate of the Cornell School of Forestry, also having

a degree in forestry from the Harvard school. At the end of March
he went to Canada to do some survev and estimation work.

Mr. Eeinhardt and Mr. Bay resigned and left us at the close of

the work in August. Mr. IJeinhardt had been with us for two years

and left for the purpose of taking up advanced work in chemistry

at Johns Hopkins University, from which he is a graduate.

During the summer Mr. E. A. Ziegler and Mr. Isaac Potts were

employed as instructors. They reported on the first of September.

Mr. Ziegler is a graduate of Franklin and Marshall College and for

a number of years has been in the United States Forest Service.

Mr. Potts is a graduate of Johns Hopkins University. Mr. I. T.

Worthley returned in October and u};on his return the director was
fible to dispose of most of his classes and devote more time to various

office and outside affairs that were long awaiting attention.

The schedule of classes for the remaining i)art of the year was
as follows:

Wirt—Business law, soils.

Ziegler—Forest finance, surveying.

Illick—First and second years' botany, dendrology.

Potts—Physiology, geology, chemistry, German.
Worthley—Englisli, introductory forestry, bookkeeping, technology.

In the beginning of the year the work was extremely heavy for

three instructors. With five instructors for' the fall term, the work
was very much reduced; but with the burden thrown upon four,

there was still not much time for any one to devote to individual

research.

The first week in September the instructors came together and
organized, allotting certain work of the academy, aside from classes,

to each member. Since then the faculty have met once each week
to talk over their work and to make suggestions concerning the woi-k

and the academy as a whole. Among otlier things definitely ac-

complished was the complete and careful revisicm of a set of rules

for the student body. The rules have been changed for the better.

It is hoped that a copy of this revision may be placed in the hands
of each student at the beginning of 1910.

This year the equipment of the academy has been materially en-

larged. For the surveying department there was purchased a new
transit with full vertical circle, from Young and Sons, also a San-
derson's Self-Reading Stadia Rod.

The entire surveying equipment at this time is as follows:

Transits

:

2 Light mountain (Randolph.)
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1 Gurley.

1 Young & Sons.

2 Y-Levels.

Level rods:

2 Philadelphia.

2 San Francisco.

1 Sanderson. /

1 Large K. & E. pantograph.

1 Polar planimeter.

1 100' steel tape (standard), with spring balance.

6 Steel tapes and chains.

3 Abney's levels.

4 Pocket compasses.

1 Plane table, complete.

2 Traverse tables and alidades.

4 Aneroid barometers.

1 10" circle protractor with arm.

Drawing boards and other necessary draughting materials.

For the botanical department there were obtained 5 Bausch &

Lamb 1-6 inch objective; also one automatic microtome, 3 oak labora-

tory tables, and a complete physiological table. With the 7 micros-

copes which were already on hand and a complete stock of the nec-

essary consumable supplies, the botanical equipment is about com-

plcte.

For the new chemical laboratory a new chemical table, furnish-

ing room for twelve students, has been put into place, as well as a

large hood encased in glass for the purpose of carrying off obnoxious

gases during experiments.

In addition to the above more important permanent equipment the

necessary consumable supplies have been kept well in hand, so that

altogether we may consider that along these lines the academy is

not far behind its needs. The only exception is in the matter of the

forestry implements for silvicultural and mensuration work. It

should now be our aim to obtain a complete outfit of such imple-

ments not only for use, but also for explanation and examination in

class-room work.

A number of very valuable reference works have been added to the

library. There are now 780 bound volumes and many pamphlets.

The constant addition of new books on forestry and the sciences is

keeping the library up to date and makes it one of the strong factors

in our work. It is very important that the books be catalogued so

as to make them still more serviceable.

The second half of the new dormitory was begun in the summer

and is rapidly nearing completion.

The old water line from the Pearl of the park was taken up and

replaced by a four inch line from the Tar burner spring. This new
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line now furnishes the academy with plenty of water under high

pressure, there being about two hundred feet of fall. This line

made possible a supply to all of the homes in connection with the

academy as well as to the nursery for irrigation purposes.

Through the efforts of Miss Mira Lloyd Dock, a member of the

State Forestry Keservation Commission, three splendid lectures were

delivered before the student body. Dr. J. T. Kothrock's lecture was

^'Modern Scientific ^lethods/' Dr. Jolin Macfarlane, of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, spoke on ''Darwin and His Contemporaries,''

and Dr. John W. Harshberger, also of the University of Pennsyl-

vania, gave an illustrated lecture on ''Phytographic Kegions of North

America." The student body and the instructors are grateful to

Miss Dock and to the lecturers for their interesting and valuable

co-operation. It is to be hoped that during the coming year an

extensive course of lectures mav be scheduled.

In August, before the time for another class to leave the institu-

tion, it was the desire of the entire student body that some suitable

I>rogram be held as a graduation exercise. Hon. 1. C. Williams,

Deputy Commissioner of F'orestry, was engaged to deliver the gradua-

tion address. P»y special arrangements with tlie railroad company,

an afternoon train brought a number of friends of the students

directly to the academy. The lecture was delivered at the close of

a beautiful afternoon on the academy campus beneath one of the

large oaks. A more fitting place could not be found. Lunchecm

was served under the trees, and the evening given over to a gradua-

tion reception and dance.

A graduation exercise is a most fitting closing effort to mark the

comi>letion of a course of study or training, and the beginning of a

life's work.

In accordance with recommendaticms of a jirevious report, the

branches, arithmetic, algebra, geometry and civil government liave

been eliminated from our course. The subjects are required for

entrance and are covered by the entrance examinations. By means

of this arrangement we have been able to place introductoiy forestry

in the first term of the first year, to lengthen the tiuie in utilization,

timber physics, and protection, and to place meteorology and forest

infiuence together to the advantage of botli.

For the first tiuie a new policy has been tried in connection with

teaching silviculture. A ])orti(m of tlie nursery was set aside for

use by the silviculture class. Each student was given certain seeds

which he had to plant and care for froui making the beds to covering

for winter. Unforfunately a change in instructors interfered with

the complete working out of the scheme. The ])lan for 11)10 is to

designate this area for the first year class and have them follow

it for two years, covering the period in the second year in which they

have lectures in silviculture. Of course this does not interfere with
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their work in the general nursery or in plantations, but will become

a specific part of the course in silviculture.

The graduating class of this year made a topographic map cover-

ing about 000 acres. While in the field they took notes as to the

character of growth and soil, but owing to lack of time were unable

to get the data, other than topography, reduced to maps. This is the

first class that has made any effort to make a true forest map, the

very purpose for which surveying is in the curriculum. The succeed-

ing classes may properly regard themselves below the limit of ex-

pectation if they do not aim to complete, in its fullest meaning, a

forest map of the area which they survey.

In ccmnection with surveying work, the third year classes have

made stream readings twice a day at the weir in Mont Alto park

on the Little Antietam creek. This has been done for the Pennsyl-

vania Water Supi)ly Ccmimission.

Under tlie directiim of the instructor in botany and zoology, col-

lections of flowers, buds, leaves, seeds of native small plants and

trees have been begun. Cases are now at hand in which such col-

lections may l>e stored safely and conveniently. Many insects and

other animals also have been preserved.

A collection of the wood of nearly all native species of trees and

large shrubs, showing cross-section, radial-section, and tangential-

section, has been made. A collection of woods preserved in alcohol

and gylcerine is now in ])rogress. This collection is for microscopic

examinaticm in connection with the study of wood technology.

In mensuration, further consideration was given to the study of

young chestnut sprouts, investigations being made (m a number of

acre plots of various ages and conditions. The data collected are

in such shaj>e that their publication is not warranted.

Under the present conditions a very im])ortant need for the coming

year is satisfactory cpiarters for the instructors and their wives.

From the standpoint of the courses, there needs to be more careful

and gradual development of each course toward the ideal for our

needs. Some of the unnecessary material must be gone over lightly

and the more important su])jects must be dealt with more in detail.

This can only come with time, but it is now time for a beginning to

be made.

Owing to the fact that from time to time small breakages occur

and tluit it is always more or less troublesome to collect the bills

from the students, it is suggested that hereafter each student be re-

quired to deposit five dollars at the beginning of each school year,

from which bills for breakage may l)e deducted and the balance

returned at the end of the year. It is also suggested that beginning

with September, 1010, towels and napkins be furnished by the stu-

dents.
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It should be stated that the class which reported on September 1st,

1909, has done splendid work during their first term and the deport-

ment has been above the average. It may be the exceptional class,

now and then, which comes to us made up of individuals who want

everything given to them, but who are unwilling to return any obli-

gations in free-will work for themselves or for the State, or in a

willing obedience to the rules of the academy. A preliminary re-

quirement of one year on a farm, in a lumber camp, or with a forester

would lessen the possibility of such an exception and when it does

occur, no time should be lost in disposing of such individuals. Such

requirements should be placed on entrants for 1911.

With four classes in the field, it should now be possible for the

Commissioner of Forestry to observe the success or failure of Ihe

Academv in the work of its graduates, or at least its weaknesses.

When such are discovered it will be to the advantage of the academy

and to the service of the State that they be reported and corrected.

The matter of visiting wood-using establishments and other re-

serves, both by students and instructors, has been dealt with pre-

viously. Also the idea of having post-graduate courses is still beyond

the limits of the appropriation.

KEPORT ON IMPROVEMENT WORK.

LEWIS E. STALEY, Forester,

The increasing necessity for improvement work on the Mont Alto

reserve becomes more apparent with each year. When we stop to

consider the length of time that the furnace has been standing and

the conservative policy of utilizing the forest, especially within one

and one-half miles of the iron works, we can readily realize the con-

dition of the forest. The fact that we are able to dispose of a limited

amount of the material taken out at cost and it most cases at a profit,

should warrant the improvement as fast as we can find a market.

Several tracts within one and one-half miles of the academy de-

mand almost immediate attention in the way of thinnings, while

there are other tracts financially and silviculturally mature. These

tracts should be improved and replanted at an early date if the best

results are to be expected.

There are also hundreds of acres in other districts on the reserve

that should undergo improvement early. On fire-killed areas where

coppice had attained the age of twenty to twenty-five years before

the fire swept through, early attention is of great importance.
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One area which presents itself forcibly just at this time is located

on Sandy ridge. When fire swept through nine years ago the stand

was about twenty years old and the trees from three inches to five

inches in diameter. At present dead wood is being removed from

this burned area. As the coppice shoots are from i to 2 inches thick,

and sometimes thicker, it is very dilTlcult to cut out these dead trees

without bruising and destroying many of the young shoots. Again,

if all the dead trees remain on the ground they soon rot off from the

stump, fall down and then there is hardly such a thing as overcoming

the flames should fire visit the area again. In a case of this kind,

where the fire kills everything in its way, the area should at once

be cut over and the wood burned into charcoal as this seems to be

the only available product for such cases.

The improvement work of 1909 may be divided under the follow-

ing general heads:

1. Improvement cuttings:

a. Thinnings.

b. Clear cuttings.

c. Selection system.

2. Roads:

a. Brushed.

b. Repairs, rebuilding.

c. New.
Improvement Cuttings.

Owing to the limited amount of fire Avood that the local market

demands, and to the fact that we had on hand about 125 cords of

fire wood from 190S, thinnings and improvement cuttings have been

confined to one tract.

This tract is located one-third of a mile northeast of the academy.

The area consists mainly of old chestnut trees. Around the mud-

dams were some old locust trees, also some old oaks. These trees

ranged from 65 years to 110 years old. The age of many of them

could not be calculated on account of their rotten condition.

Since the purchase of the now saw-mill, shingle-mill and lath mill,

we can work this material to much better advantage. Heretofore

our only market was fire wood, telephone poles, and occasionally

some fence posts. By the purchase of this machinery, in addition

to the above products, we can cut frame lumber, roofing lath, boards

for sheathing and many other purposes where first grade lumber is

not required. The cutting of shingles, plastering lath, palings, and

short box boards will aid in working up this old timber.

From this tract of about 12 acres we have cut the following:

Chestnut shingles, 52,800

Chestnut plastering lath 23,000

Chestnut posts, 53
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Chestnut frame lumber, 1;J,110 ft. B. M.
Chestnut boards, 12,()()0 ft. B. M.
Chestnut cordwood, approximately, 50 cords.

Locust posts, 118

The lumber will range in i>rice from flO.OO per thousand feet to

$»19.00 per thousand feet, board measure, at the mill. We have sold

1,9()3 feet at $20.50 per thousand feet, board measure.

On the above tract all three systems of cutting- have been em-
ployed, namely, selection, thinning and clear cutting systems.

Koads, Brushed.

Most of the roads have been opened at intervals of froui 1 to 4

years. One that we brushed this year has not been worked on since

1005. The cost of brushing those tliat were not brushed for several

years is far in excess of the cost in case of one year's growth. IFad
we opened an entirely new road it would not have cost anv more.
The brush stood thicker in the road than at the side.

All roads should be brushed every fall. The best tiuie for brush-

ing seems to be from August 15th to September 15th and later. When
the brush is left more than one year we are often obliged to use a
hand axe, while one year's growth can be cut easily with a brush
hook. When cut every fall much better fire lanes are maintained.
Length and cost of each road opened follows

:

Length
Name of Boad. in Miles. Cost.

Cold Si)ring road, 3.54 |45 10

Three Sjjring road .75 17 02
Stone quarry road, 1.93 30 32
Long Run road, 1.75 8 20
Sawmill road, 2.30 21 70
Swift Bun trail, 3.01 70 47
Currens Path, 1.50 7 47

Total 14.78 |201 33
Average cost per mile, $13.02.

Boads Bebuilt.

On February 18th work was begun on what is known as the fur-

nace road. This road is the uiain road leading fnrni Ihe reserve to
the Forest Academy and was almost iin]»assable. This was es]>ecially
so in winter because of water foHowiug the road. This water could
not be turned oflF on account of the hollowed out cimdition of the
roadbed. In older to raise the bed above the water line it was
necessary to fill in witb large stones. Tlie road was piked ten feet
wide and averaged more than onc^ toot in depth. The top was then
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beaten down with stone hammers and rounded up ready to receive the

top dressing. This top dressing should have been crushed stone, but

in the absence of a stone crusher and engine, dirt had to be substi-

tuted. The dirt was taken from a hill in the road bed, thus lowering

the grade.

Three cross diains were put in. These drains were made from

planks 12 inches wide by 2^ inches thick and 18 feet long. There was

also a bi'idge built across the race which carried the water for power

at the ]Mont Alto furnace. This bridge was built of 2^ inch oak

planks 10 feet long. The length of the furnace road is 890 feet.

Cost of rebuilding was:

Labor, 1126 19

Hauling 16 94

Supervision, 82 60

Material, lumber, 8 73

Total, 1234 46

Since this roa<l has been built, teams going to and from the sana-

torium very often use it in preference to the public road to Mont

Alto. The road should have a coat of crushed stone soon.

Boads, New.

One of the best imi)roveuients on the Mont Alto reserve is a new

road leading across the mountain from the I^earl of the park to the

Old Forge. This road, when cimipleted, will be of great value to the

I'eserve for several reasons. It leads to and through a district fre-

(piently visited by fire. Because of the low grade no time will be

lost in getting to fires in the neighborhood to be reached. It leads

through and gives quick access to the greater half of the Mont Alto

division. It o]>ens up a large dry wood district to the people and

for jirofitable forest operations. In order to take advantage of labor

conditicms work on this rcKid was begun at both ends, the Mont Alto

end taking iirecedence. W(n*k started April 19th.

Surveying.

The lavinjr oul of the road was accouiidished mostlv bv a small

hand levc^l. A light uiountain transit was used for parts of it in the

]>eginning, but it was decided to use Abney's hand level, which proves

to be good for (H'dinary road building through the mountains.

Students of the Forest Academy under the suj^ervisicm of the Di-

rect (u*, were lesponsible for part of the surveying.

Cleaning the Bight of Way.

After the right of way was located clearing was at once begun. All

tiuiber was removed. This timber was from 2 to 5 inches in diameter,

except where the road came along the swamp between the Pearl of
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the Park and Taiburner spring. In clearing this strip, from ten

thousand to fifteen thousand feet of good timber was cut, not counting

the more inferior material which may cut three to four thousand

more. The amount of wood cut from the right of way is indefinite

on account of not being ranked, but may reach 70 to 100 cords.

Grading.

Next the stumps were removed by the use of dynamite. When they

were cleared away few of the original grade stakes remained. New
grade stakes were then located and grading started. Where stone

could be had the low places were filled, allowing 12 inches for sur-

facing. Where no stone was available, earth was used for filling up
to grade.

As the road cut the hill, it was necessary to have a stone wall on

the lower side in many places so that the loose ground could not be

easily washed away. Where stone could not be procured, except at

a large expense, the road bed was dug into the hill as much as was
I>racticable. This made a solid side instead of loose dirt. In one

case the stone wall was 5 feet high on the lower side and the bank
4 feet high at the upper side making over 9 feet fall in IG feet.

Drainage.

Where water courses naturally ran, tiling sufficiently large for any

emergency was cemented together. These tiles were well buried in

the ground besides being reinforced with large stones.

In crossing the old Sandy ridge road we had an opening 11J feet

deep on the lower side and 7^ feet deep on the upper side and a dis-

tance across the top of 36 feet. This opening was filled G feet deep

from the bottom with large stones. The sides have walls to the top.

The center is filled with earth and stone as it came from the cut in

the road. Total cost of fill was ?44.39.

There were built also, two stone arch culverts across the streams

near the Pearl of the Park. Total cost of both culverts was as

follows:

Cement, |10 40

Mason work, 51 64

Helpers, 15 68

Hauling, 12 00

Total, ?89 72

Average, $44.86.

Total expense on road to date:

Labor, ?4,689 3G

Hauling, 385 26

Blasting caps, 38 55
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Fuse,
^^20

Dynamite, Sm 60

Tools and blacksmith supplies, 48 46

Supervision and surveying, 364 10

Drainage supplies, 36 40

Freight on supplies, 10 40

Total, ?5,969 23

Length of road built, 3.74 miles.

Average cost per mile, f1,596.05.
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KEPORT ON MONT ALTO NURSERIES, 1909.

RALPH E. BROCK, Forester,

The work of the year progressed rapidly. A large amount of work

was done both constructively and in the more detailed practices.

In constructive work roads were laid out and finished, a complete

water system installed, the drainage system enlarged, considerable

compost formed, and in nursery practice the soil was raised to a

higher degree of efficiency and utility.

A larger number of seedlings were raised than before. In further-

ance of statistical work the following data were kept as accurately

as possible for each bed.

Bed No.:

When made.

Condition of soil.

Source (nativity.)

Species : Age.

Vitality.

Per cent, of germination.

When sown.

Percentages of loss with causes, i. e. damping off and other fungouts

causes.

Insect depredations and all other causes.

Rate of growth.

No. of seedlings at end of season.

Winter protection.

Per cent, of loss over winter.

Cost of each operation.
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To aid in keeping a record of the several areas, the nursery was
divided into plots identified by letters. The area by sections in

square feet is as follows

:

A 18,200

B 40,000

C 48,000

D 20,200

E 10,575

F 3,720

G 10,000

H 29,250

Total, 299,415 square feet

I 15,000

J 35,720

K 940

L 7,800

M 5,000

N 8,800

O 20,210

P 20,000 (Compost)
^6.874 acres.

Weeding.

This still forms a large item of cost and will continue to do so.

The species most tenacious are Galinsoga parvirtora, hog thistle, wild-

radish, crowsfoot, and Spanish needle. Since we are always going
to be troubled with weeds, it was decided to use the manure from the
academy stables, hoping to loosen the heavy clay that is found in

parts of the nursery. It will serve a good purpose and cannot possibly

make weeds more abundant.

The spring work consisted of the removal of winter protection,

making of beds for sowing and transplanting, and cleaning the
nursery.

Transplanting.

There were transplanted 40,000 1 year seedlings this spring, a
large percentage serviving the extreme drought of spring and summer.

All of the 2 year plants were lifted, jiacked and shipped to the

various reserves. Seedlings supplied from the nursery were as fol-

lows :

Spring of 1909.

Wm. L. Ryers, Bedford county, . . 5,000 2-yr. White Pine.

100 2-yr. Scotch Pine.

200 2-yr. Balsam.

H. E. Bryner, Perry county, 20,500 2-yr. White Pine.

500 2-yr. Scotch Pine.

500 2-yr. Balsam.

W. G. Conklin, Snyder county, .

.

500 2-yr. White Pine.

500 2-yr. Scotch Pine.

200 2-yr. Balsam.
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Will. F. Dague, Clearfield county, 5,000 2-yr. White Pine.

400 2-yr. Scotch Pine.

200 2-yr. Balsam.

Miss M. L. Dock, Graeffenburg, Pa.,

H. C. Evans, Lycoming county,..

Joseph S. lllick, Easton, Pa.,

David Knepper, Mont Alto, Pa.,.

.

Boy Morton, Huntingdon county,

50 2-yr. White Pine.

3,000 2-yr. White Pine.

2,000 2-vr. Scotch Pine.

400 2-yr. Balsam.

135 2-vr. Balsam Fir.

100 2-yr. Trans. AVhite Pine.

100 2-vr. Trans. Norway
Spruce.

12 2-yr. Catalpa.

50 2-yr. European Larch.

50 1-yr. White Ash.

14 1-yr. Black Walnut.

35,650 2-yr. White Pine.

2,500 2-yr. Scotch Pine.

700 2-vr. Balsam.

James E. McNeal, Centre county, 0,000 2-yr. White Pine.

Samuel Miner, M(mt Alto, Pa., .

.

Lewis E. Staley, M(mt Alio Div.,

Georffe TL Wirt, M(mt Alto Div.,

J. L. Witherow, Franklin-Fulton

Beserve,

2 1-yr. Walnut.

702 1-yr. Persimmon.

4,550 1-yr. Black Walnut.

15,000 2-yr. White Pine.

6,000 2-yr. European Larch.

3S,200 2-yr. Scotch lUne.

325 3-vr. Bull Pine.

19:5,900 2-vr. White Pine.

2,000 2-vr. lialsam.

5,600 2-yr. Norway Spruce.

5,000 2-vr. White Pine.

100 2-yr. Scotch Pine.

200 2-yr. P»alsam.

Fall, 1909.

Lewis E. Staley, Mont Alto Div., 825 1-yr. I^lack Walnut.

Geo. IT. Wirt, Mont Alto Div., . . . 3,000 2-yr. Scotch Pine.

16—24—1909
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Forestry Exhibit, Federation of

Women's Clubs, Harrisburg, .

950 2-yr. White Pine.

1,500 1-yr. White Pine.

20 Cypress.

100 Scotch Pine.

150 Norway Spruce.

100 European Larch.

36 Sugar Maple.

12 Oaks.

Total for year, 362,633.

The spring sowing consisted of:

167 pounds white pine.

9f pounds white ash.

2i pounds pitch pine.

10 pounds European larch.

10 pounds Scotch pine.

1 pound Norway spruce.

15-16 pounds p]xotics.

California Privet.

When the hedge around the Forest Academy was cut back during

the fall of 1908, about 15,000 of the cuttings were gathered and
buried over winter. During the spring these cuttings were planted

in the nursery, with the idea of raising sufficient hedge to enclose

the nursery. When we took tlie inventory this fall we had a little

over 12,500 good strong plants. About 4,000 of these plants have

l)een used since in putting in the front fence of the nursery.

Basket Willow.

As Monaghan field was included in those lands transferred to the

Department of Health, the several thousands of willows which had
been placed there, had to be moved. Since then they have been

lifted and placed in the nursery.

Experimental Work.

This portion of my report does not include a line of work apart

from the regular nursery practice, but the results obtained from

the different procedures.

Ever since the nursery has been established there have been

portions that failed to produce trees with any degree of uniformity.

The seedlings would be uneven both in development and in color,

generally having a yellowish tint. This would ordinarily be as-

cribed to a deficient supply of nitrogen.
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To an extent these yellowish stunted seedlings were present to-

gether with a red colored rust, and without doubt the true cause

of non-uniform areas has been found. The nursery is situate at

the edge of the mountain close to the supply of iron ore, and with-

in a few feet of the surface ore is present. Traces of this iron are

carried in solution by the capillary flow of the soil moisture and

form a precipitate upon evaporation. This immediately enters into

combinations that are not soluble. The amount being above normal

causes a great deficiency of plant food, hence the appearance of

starved seedlings.

The most practical way to remove this and still serve our pur-

pose is by fertilization, using the potash in its raw state as kainit

ov muriate of potash. The chlorine will unite with the iron preci-

pitate as chloride of iron, and though assimilative to a degree,

cannot be used in this amount and the excess will be carried ott'.

A set of experiments was carried on with the German Kali works

of New York in the furtherance of their fertilizers in forest nursery

practice. A representative plot of ground was carefully selected,

well plowed and harrowed, and made into beds 4 x 25 feet, ten

beds being used. The fertilizers were then applied and well raked

into the soil. The beds were then made in the best possible manner

with a convex surface and thoroughly soaked. One pound of seed

dry, then red leaded, was sown on each bed, then covered with dry

earth, pressed and mulched with heavy paper. This small quantity

of seed was used because it was a good unit and because of the

desire to secure a fair even stand where the seedlings would have

bufficient room for equal development. The germination was quick

and even and the young seedlings made rapid growth on the beds

where the conditions were desirable.

The following combinations were used: (weights and proportions

not given.)

No. 1. Check (not fertilized.)

K. P. N. (Bone meal, acid phosphate, sodium nitrate,

muriate of potash.)

K. P. (Acid phosphate, muriate of potash.)

K. N. (Muriate of potash, sodium nitrate.)

P. N. (Acid phosphate, sodium nitrate.)

K. P. N. (Sulphate of potassium, sodium nitrate, acid

phosphate.)

K. P. N. (Kainit) ;
(Kainit, acid phosphate, sodium nitrate.)

K. P. N. (Basic slag) ;
(Basic slag, muriate of potash, so-

dium nitrate.)

1^:. P. N. (Sulphate of Ammonia) ;
(Sulphate of ammonia,

acid phosphate, muriate of potash.)

Check (not fertilized.)

No. 2.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

No. 9.

No. 10.

j^__Potash, P=Phospboric acid, N=Nitrogen.
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Results.

Beds No. 3, 7, 8 gave the best results, as well as can be observed
in one year seedlings. The seedlings were stout, a dark purplish
green, with a glaucous bloom, and with small thick brushy tops,
as perfect seedlings sliould be. There was no tendency to rank
growth of any kind. The beds referred to above, Nos. 3, 7 and
8, show almost perfect '^forest nursery" plants, and I would urge
that these cond)inations be used more largely in this region, for it

is evident that seedlings such as desired will be the result.

During December two tons of crushed rock lime and one ton of
lime hydrate were secured. This was scattered over the ground
at the rate of 1,000 pounds per acre. Ten beds of white pines were
top dressed with lime hydrate and immediately mulched to observe
results on an area where iron is present in an over sufficient amount.

Cowpeas and Jlye.

An area approximating one acre, which had been seeded down
in rye the fall of 1908, was plowed down and seeded in cowpeas in
furtherance of soil improvement. Two varieties, the ''Wonderful"
and the ''Black Eyes,'' (both 00-day varieties), were sown with
equally good results. This same area was resown in rye early this
fall, about J of an acre of which was afterwards sown in walnuts.
The greatest change was observed in these plots where rye and
cowpeas had been used, a great proportion of humic material hav-
ing been added, and the soil rendered loose, porous and still re-

tentive of moisture.

Reservoir and Water Lines.

In order to install a comi)lete Avater systeui for the nursery, a
reservoir 50 feet in diameter and four and one-half feet deep was
started late in May on the hillside east of the nursery. The reser-
voir is connected with the 4-inch line between Tarburner spring
and the academy. A 2-inch pipe supplies the reservoir from which
vrater is carried to the nursery by a 4-inch line with 1-inch dis-

tributing laterals. These laterals are placed 100 feet apart with
spigots at 50-feet intervals. The system was not completed in
time to render any material aid this season, as the prohmged
drought was broken when water was secured. Water is most es-

sential during April and May, the spring scediug time and gei-mina-
tlon period.

Fall Seeding.

Upon the maturing of acorns meaus were taken to secure all

available fruit near the nursery. There* were secured:

10 bushels white oak,

4 bushels red oak,

5 bushels rock oak,

which were innnediately planted in the upper part of the nursery.
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When walnuts matured 102 bushels were secured, which were also

sown. 1,425 acres of new land were prepared to hold this amount

of seed.

Besides the acorns and walnuts there were sown:

90 pounds white ash,

4 pounds red ash.

20 pounds sugar nuiple.

Fall W^ork.

The late sumuier rains caused the weeding season to be prolonged

greatly, and the endeavor to keep the nursery free of weeds put

otf an extra amount of work until the last of the year. The upper

]K>rtion of the nursery lying low in i)laces required the extension

of side drains between the mountain and the plots so as to divert

the mountain and surface waters from the beds. To serve this

purpose 200 feet of drains were dug, averaging 3 feet in depth.

About 4 acres from which the seedlings were raised were plowed,

limed with crushed limestone and lime hydrate, and harrowed.

Expenses.

Current.

:>raking beds, |194 54

Cultivation, 30 26

Maintenance, including foresters salary,.... 1,400 G7

Seed, 392 09

Plowing 19 73

Transplanting, 42 92

IManting cuttings, 12 10

Removal of winter protection, 51 27

Lifting, bunching and counting seedlings,. .

.

134 53

Seeding, 54 81

Weeding, 811 00

Winter protection, 25 38

f3,229 42

Investuient.

Clearing land f224 07

Lumber 190 07

Reservoir 270 99

Water lim^ 232 30

Roads 38 25

SlK'ds 12 04

Removal of stone 48 15

Supi^lies (Non-consumable) 40 48

Drains :^»0 08

Hedge fence (700 feet), 14 33

|1,118 78
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Two items alone added the greater bulk of expense, viz: the water

line, whose cost was higher than expected, and the fact that the

first and second year classes of the academy, who heretofore have

done the burden of the spring and fall work, were employed else-

where with the field plantings and the numerous fires of the year.

Besides, the enlarging of the nursery to twice the former size, and

consequently the breaking of new land, means an added cost of

operation for both this and succeeding years.

Future Work.

The development of the nursery has progressed to such an extent

now that there is work to be done the year through. Considerable

statistical work has to be kept. Space is required for the storing

of seed and fertilizers; hence a covered shed is needed right now
in which to make and repair shades, and for storage. To serve

all these ends a large building, with suitable room for storing seed,

fertilizers, tools and implements, and office room, is required and

should be built. A suitable building could be built now at a mini-

mum cost. The lumber could be procured very close to the nur-

sery. Labor is plentiful, several men who have had experience now
being employed.

For the several years past we have been paying over a hundred

dollars per year for horse hire. This could be saved if we had a

team that could do the nursery work in season and reserve work
when not needed in the nursery.

Approximate Inventory, 1909.

OONIPERS.

Species. Age.

White pine, 1

White pine _ 2
White pine, __. 2
White pine. 3
White pine. _ (Trans.) 2
European larch,
European larch,
Norway spruce,
Norway spruce,
Norway spruce, _-
Pitch pine,
Scotch pine, _.

Scotch pine, —
Bald cypress,
White cedar, _

Blue spruce, .-

Cedar of Lebanon, _..

Yellow cedar, _

Miscellaneous conifers,

1

2
1

2
3
1

1

2
1

1

1

2
2

1 & 8

Height.
Inches.

2-2.5
2..'>-3.5

7-«.5
4-5
2-4
6-14

1-1.5
5-6.5

12

1.5^3
3-5
7-10
10-14
.75-1.5

.75-1.5
1-2
2-3
1-48

Number.

890..550
700.000
49:'>.92:',

100
25,000
10,049
2,.'?2.->

11.286
3.702

24

15,889
114,016
14,000

46

82
«.02r)

14
15

14

2,294,010
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Species, Age.
Height.
Inches. Number.

Black walnut, - —
White ash, -

White ash, _

White ash,
Kentucky coflfee, —
Persimmon,
Hardy catalpa,
Sugar maple, -

Sugar maple, - - --

Honey locust, —
Black locust, -

Basket willows,
Basket willows (capable of cutting), _.

Bed maple, — -

California privet,
Mlbcellaneous hardwoods,

I
1
2
3
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
3

12-18
6-8
18-24
24-36
&-12
12
12-18
5-S
8-12
6-8
48-60
60-72

1
1
2

1-4
12-18
24-96

1,200
8,000

400
129
14
12
24

2,300
360

13,500
2,000
2,200
10,000
3.635
12,636

19

61,328

BEDFOKD COUNTY FOKEST EESERVE, 1909.

W. L. BYERS, Forester.

During the winter months the location of the lines and comers

of the outside boundaries of the reserve was continued. Notices

were posted along the lines, and one opposite each corner. At other

times during the winter, the brushing out of roads for the use as

fire lanes, was carried on, also some marking of roads for cutting

out this fall.

As soon as the weather permitted, work was started on the

forming of a plantation. The planting was done on an old field

at the foot of Martin Hill, at what is known as the Richie place.

The coniferous seedlings were planted 4x4 and the others 5x5
feet. The following seedlings were furnished from the Mont Alto

nursery:

4,900 two-year old white pine.

200 two-year old balsam fir.

100 two-year old Scotch pine.

These seedlings were charged for at the rate of J2.00 per thousand,

or $10.40 for all plus expressage of 50 cents. Twenty-five two-year

old white pines from the small nursery on this reserve and 1,800 one-

year old white ash were also planted. These seedlings were raised

at an estimated cost of fl.OO for the lot, making the cost of all
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seedlings planted |11.9(). The cost of i)lanting not including the

rangers' or my own time, was |9.15. About three acres were planted

at a total cost of |21.05, or about |7.00 per acre. Five pounds of

white ash seed were sown in a well prepared bed in the nursery

this spring and a small quantity of Norway maple seed furnished

by Miss Mira L. Dock. When the covering was removed from the

seedlings left in the nursery over winter, it was noticed that a

few of the sugar maple seed planted last spring had held over and

germinated this spring.

During the summer work was continued on the re}>air of the road

started last year. The remaining distance of about a mile was put

into good condition by the ranger and myself. A portion of the

road repaired last year was gone over, especially the grades. The
breakers along the road wei-e opened and some new ones made where
it was deemed necessary. Work was begun on the repair of two other

roads, one leading from the ranger's lodge to the Kichie place, and
the other going out into what is known as the basin. Both of these

roads had been previously opened for fire lanes. All stones were
removed for a distance of about one-half mile. Nearly all the

s]>rings on the reserve were cleaned out. Refuse will generally accu-

mulate in springs over winter. Some surveying was done during

the sununer to determine the location of few of the lines in the

southern portion of the reserve. The recutting of the roads previously

opened and the cutting of new roads was begun about the middle
of September. The 9 miles of road oi)ened the year before were again

cut open at a cost of |*{.00 per mile. It is hoped to decrease tlie

cost of cutting roads next year. All trees under a diameter of 5

inches and all crooked trees were taken out of the fire lane. This

increased the cost of road work somewhat. It was also noticed

that the sprouts from the roots in the fire lane are becoming weaker
every year. About 10 miles of new fire lanes were cut <mt this fall

at a cost of flO.OO per mile. This makes in all about 19 miles

of fire lanes open on this reserve.

On October 4th, 1909, the survey of the outside boundary lines of

the reserve was commenced, beginning with the southern end, be-

cause the lines in that portion are least known either to the ranger
or myself. The timber here was cut out only a few years ago, de-

stroying most of the line and sight trees.

The seedlings in the nursery were then allended to and prepared
foi- the winter. The white ash, ])lanled this year were left in the

bed, earth being hea])ed u]) around them. 1,091 two-year old white
pine seedlings were lifted for planting next s])ring. 2,44G two-year
old wiiite ash seedlings and 157 three-year (^Id yellow pine were filso

taken up and heckled in for the winter. Certain results were ob-

tained from heeling in white pine seedlings al (he M(mt Alto nur-
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sery a few years ago; yet it was again tried here, and great care

taken to see that they were covered well. A 4*rame work was erected

over them to keep ott' snow pressure. The nursery was then laid

otf for the coming spring. The IMnus ponderosa seedlings planted

in the spring of 1908 were examined, and it was found that about

o5 per cent, w^ere living; not a large i)ercentage, but considering

that this planting was an exjieriment only the results obtained were

of value. The plantation made this sjiring was examined and the

following percentage of seedlings planted were found living:

95 per cent, white pine,

98 per cent, white ash,

85 per cent. Scotch pine,

75 per cent, balsam fir.

This plantation will be studied next year when other facts of

value will no doubt be obtained.

During this fall the reserve was visited by a series of fires. I

believe that all the fires were set maliciously. Perhaps, as some

j.eople are wont to believe, the fires were set to drive out deer, as

all occurred during the open season for deer. The first burned from

the 19th to the 22nd of November, and started south of the Bean's

Cove road. The second one occurred from the 25 th to the 26th of

November, and started on Martin Hill to the south of the Richie

place. The third was on the 28tli of November, and was finally

extinguished on December 2nd. This last fire started on Martin

Ilill to the s(mth of the ranger's lodge. About 3,000 acres of the

reserve were burned over by these fires. It was noticed in many

places not all the leaves w^ere burned, <mly the upper layers. The

very young tind)er was, for the most part, killed outright. While

the older timber was not killed it will l)e thrown back in growth.

In manv cases the fire scarred the base ()f the tree. The damage
ft.

done by this fire was, at least, at the rate of two dollars per acre.

In additi<m is tlie indirect loss wrought to streams, soil, birds and

game. During the fires the wind was high, which often caused it

to break over the back fire line after it was thought safe. Thus it

was necessary to have the line watched for a time after the fire

was surrounded, increasing the cost considerably. By using the

fire lanes on the reserve, faster time was made in ba<k firing, and the

danger of the fire breaking over was lessened. The alacrity with

which most of the local ]M)|>ulati(m responded to the call and the

wav in which thev worked while there should be acknowledged.

Expenditures for the year 1909, not including salaries of regular

employes, were as folUnvs:

Planting, |9 15

Surveying, 28 00

Cutting and recutting fire lanes, 127 00
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Examining the timber thought to be cut on

State lands, 2 75

Examining land offered for purchase, 1 60

Nails, caps, handles and mattock, 5 06

Total, 1173 56

At different times during the year tracts of land which had been

offered to the Department for reserve purchase were examined and re-

ported on.

THE FUTURE.

Improvement Cuttings.

There is a considerable amount of dead and worthless wood on

the reserve which would be better for the remaining trees if it were

out of the forest. This is mostly fire killed timber of years past

with a few deformed trees. But there is absolutely no sale for this

product in this region. It would not be a wise policy to allow this

wood to be taken oft* without charges, even for the benefit of the

rest of the forest. It would be too much of an inducement to form

more of this kind of material by means of fire.

Roads.

The fire lanes opened on this reserve are for the most part old

roads formerly used in lumbering operations. They answer well the

purpose for which they are now being used, and with a little repair-

ing may be put into condition for team use. It is intended that they

shall be used, as far as possible, in the general road system, to be

established on the reserve. The repairing of these roads started two

years ago will be continued as rapidly as possible.

Survev.

The surveying and marking of the lines on the reserve need to be

completed as soon as possible. When lines are not well marked

there is a temptation to go a little beyond the lines and get some

desirable stick of timber. Marking the lines well will remove this

temptation in part. The uncertainty in regard to lines may lead to

unpleasantness between adjoining land owners and the forest offi-

cers. No permanent division of the reserve to simplify management

should be made, and could not be accurately made, unless the

lines are known and well marked. Neither can a road system be

I^lanned or carried into operation. A good map made of the reserve

is a prime necessity. Without roads the products of the reserve

cannot be put upon the market.
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Fire Lanes.
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An extension of the system of fire lanes is desirable. The old

roads should be followed as far as possible with these fire lanes.

The lesson learned from the fires of this fall will be useful in

planning future fire lanes.

Springs.

It is the intention to clean out every spring as often as needed.

Leaves and sticks accumulate in the springs every year. A path

or trail to each spring will be opened from the nearest fire lane or

road. The use of a little water will often save a considerable number

of acres of land in case of fire, besides good drinking water is always

a necessity in the mountains.

Rangers.

The reserve comprises about 10,000 acres covering a territory ten

miles long and from four to five miles wide. It is impossible for

one ranger to guard this land properly. It is therefore recommended

that another ranger be appointed for the southern end of the re-

serve. During the fire season temporary rangers are a necessity.

Telephone.

A telephone line crosses the reserve along the Bean-s Cove road,

at a distance of about three miles from the ranger's lodge at the

northern end. With little expense a connection could be made with

the ranger's lodge, whereby he could give notice and summon as-

sistance from both Bean's Cove and Black valley in case of fire on

the mountain. At the southern end at what is known as the

^'ponds," will be the headquarters of a ranger appointed for that

end of the reserve, and this is located about four miles below where

the telephone line crosses State lands. With little expense connec-

tion could also be made here. This would put the northern and

southern portions of the reserve into direct connection with each

other and with the settlement.

Tower.

A tower on the top of Martin Hill, south of the ranger's lodge, is

also a necessity. From here almost every portion of the reserve is

visible. A suitable tower would not cost more than seventy-five

dollars.

Building.

On the northern portion of the reserve a small house, 12 by 16

feet, is used by the ranger as a lodge. A small addition to this

house would make it suitable for the ranger and his family. They

could live here at least five months of the year. On the southern
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I.ortion at the place already mentioned, there are several small

houses foi-merly used by the sawmill men. One of these could no

doubt be bought and used by the ranger at that end of the reserve.

Nursery.

While the nursery was not the success hoped for, the results so

far obtained are not without value. It is the intention to lay it otf

into beds GO feet long by 4 feet wide and raise them slightly above

the surrounding ground. Levelling will i)revent washing. Narrower

beds will facilitate weeding and cultivation. A sled with a barrel

placed on it will bring water from a nearby spring.

Fire.

The summer and autumn just passed have been unusually dry.

Foliage died prematurely. Streams and springs went dry. The fires

occurred during the hunting season. The season just passed was

unsuccessful for the hunter due to the lack of a trailing snow. Hunt-

ing itself is lawful, but the hunter who enters a forest and kindles

fire, recklessly and carelessly leaving it to spread, is a criminal and

should be punished severely. But it is not right that he should

misuse that right to the detriment of others. Might it not be well

for this State to enact such a law as at i)resent exists in the State of

Vermont, that the Governor of the State be authorized to issue

a proclamation lyrohibiting all hunters from entering the State re-

serves during an extremely dry seascm. The setback to the natural

reforestati(m of this land, due to hunters' tires, would be difficult

to calculate in actual m<mey loss, but would be enormously large

under the most conservative estimate.

CENTRAL RESEKVE, BEAK MEADOWS DIVISION, 1000.

ALFRED E. RUPP, Forester.

Description of the Tract.

The Bear Meadow division is situate in the southern part of

Centre county and the northeastern part of Huntingdcm county.

It consists of about 21,000 acres, 8,000 of which lie in Centre and

13,000 in Huntingdon county. The reserve can be reached from the

north by the Lewisburg and Tyrone railroad. Oak Hall or Linden

Hall stations, and by the Bellefonte Central from Pine Grove Mills.
Plate No. XVIII.—Spruce in Bear Meadows, Seven Mountains Reserve, Centre

County.
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The western part of the reserve lies between two valleys, Penns valley

to the north and Htone valley to the south. No interior holdings

are present in the reserve, and with the exception of a few miles, all

the exterior boundary is of forested lands.

Five ridges can be traced southwestward and northeastward

through the reserve, all rather regular in outline, with no sharp

lK)ints or abrui)t mountains. A portion of the reserve is under

lease. One lease expired January 1st, 1909, and another will expire

in October, 1910. The leased land lies in the southern part, and

includes land luud)ered by Keichley and Bebelheimer.

The ''Bear Meadows'' lie between Greenlee mountain to the north

and Oetty's ridge to the south, and can be reached by road from

Oalbraith's gap.

Tram roads are found all over the reserve, usually following

the creek grades and crossing higher elevations by switchbacks.

At the present time William Whitmer and Sons Company is lum-

berinjr 519 acres at the east end of the reserve. Upon completion

of their operations the land will enter the full possession of the

State. It is expected that by November, 1910, the State will have

absolute control and possession of all the tracts enumerated.

Top()grai>hy ; Geological Formation.

The mountains in the Bear :Meadows Division are a series of canoe-

sliaped hills, separated by valkns of limestone and slate, but all

presenting ihe same rocks in the same order.

Three ridges traverse the entire reserve in a southwesterly direc-

tion, viz: Tussey, Greenlee and Getty's. Numerous small ridges

radiate from these, forming kettles and wide plateaus. The short

and minor anticlinals in the valleys within these ridges, are but

repetitions of those folds in the earth's crust which have been strong

enough only to bring to the surface the next higher or Hudson river

slate formation, which stands out prominently on the north branch

of Tussev and eastern ]>art of Greenlee ridge at Treaster's kettle.

These nearly ])arallel ridges consist of Oneida and Medina sand-

stone, forming together an elevated plateau of 2,000 feet.

Bald Knob, on north branch of Tussey ridge, has an elevation of

2,200 feet, being one <d* the higher points in Centre county. This

ridge has its terrace gapped at Thomas (Zinsser) and Hasson (Shin-

gletowni gai)s. Between them the terrace is greatly subordinate to

the main Medina crest : but from Hasson's gap eastward the terrace

is higher, steadily rising with an irregular crest-line until it ends

in Bald Knob. Two snuill i^atclies of Clinton red shale are embraced

in the wide basin of white Medina south of Hasson gap and close

to the Huntingdon county lims inclining southwestwardly.
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The terrace ridge of Oneida is thrice breached, however, at Pine
Grove, Erb's and Galbraith gaps. Utica slates ride well up on this

terrace, dropping on the Pine Grove road through the gap; and in

Galbraith's gap, leading into the Bear Meadows, both this sand-
stone and the slates of Hudson river and Utica show great dips 40°

S. E. The depression is made up mostly of red Medina sandstone.

The Bear Meadows is a flat marsh 2,000 feet high, supporting a
great variety of botanical curiosities. It lies in the hollow between
the terrace of the main Greenlee ridge of white Medina, and the
inner kettle of white Medina, covering the middle or red Medina
rocks at the head of Sinking creek, which gaps the Oneida moun-
tain, and flows about 14 miles to Spring Mills, emptying into

Penn's creek. It shows a fall of about 1,100 feet, draining an ex-

tensive area. The marsh in the Bear Meadows is made by Sinking
creek which, rising in a spring on the north side of the Oneida
ridge, swings around its dying anticlinal where its flow is some-
what arrested in the kettle of the encircling Medina mountain. The
most important rock is white Medina sandstone. However, there
is a greart deal of slate cropping out on areas scattered throughout
the tract.

In the lower slope and in the valleys the soil is comparatively
thick, being composed of sandy loam or slate soil. The mountain
tops and slopes, except on large flats or plateaus, contain very
little soil, being stony and somewhat bowlder strewn. The soil

on the two large flats, north and west of the Bear Meadows, is sandy
and would make ideal areas to plant in white pine.

Soil and Humus.

The soil is deep on the bottom land, gradually becoming thinner

as the slopes ascend to the mountain tops. The humus is rich and
capable of supporting heavy forest growth. The absence of fire for

seven years has been a great benefit to the forests in general. Where
scrub oak exists, other species are gradually crowding it out. If

f.res can be prevented the soil conditions will cimtinue to improve,
the forest growth be stimulated, and scrub oak with other forest

weeds will suffer as a consequence. The bare rocks are gradually
being surrounded with humus and debris and young growth is spring-

ing up, but it consists usually of forest weeds and benefits only as
a soil preserver. The soil conditions, preserved in this manner will

aid greatly toward fostering a more valuable growth in the future.

As the young growth lengthens the side limbs die and fall to the
ground, where in three or four years they are completely decom-
posed.
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In the Bear Meadows, the soil is composed almost exclusively of

humus and debris to which the tree roots must cling for support

and nutriment. Sphagnum from time to time adds a little humus to

the soil, but it usually supports nothing but a growth of forest

weeds and other plants.

In most parts of the reserve the humus formed by the hardwoods

has a slight admixture of coniferous material and in quality com-

position forms the best of plant food.

History of Reserve.

As nearly all the original or warrantee deeds called for 400 acre

tracts, the lumbering companies were compelled to purchase the

land in that manner. Prior to the lumbering companies obtaining

possession of the land, the cutting was mostly for charcoal furnaces

and private purposes. The old up and down saw mill was a serious

drawback to extensive lumbering. The first water power circular

sawmill in this country was used on this reserve, and was owned

and operated by Mr. Whipple in Laurel Bun, IJ miles east of Charter

Oak. Laurel run at that time supplied ample power for this mill

and the remains bear evidence to a very destructive and wasteful

method of lumbering. Many thousand feet of the best white pine

were destroyed by the shingle splitter, who, without regard for the

present or future, felled the best of the trees only to let them lie for

the fire trap and a menace to the forest.

A great deal of coaling was done. The timber was usually cut

clean so that the young growth springing up was of an even age;

but, as could be expected, no protection was given and fire burnt

over it year after year until scrub oak has claimed a great portion

of the once productive pine land. Prior to this land being deeded

to the State in 1904 00, three lumber companies carried on extensive

operations. Linden Hall Lumber Company operated in the north-

eastern part, transporting their logs to the mill located one-half

mile west of Linden Hall. They lumbered the Bear Meadows and

all of Laurel run and Pine swamp. The cutting of the trees was

done entirely by contractors, who would fell a tree to fulfill their

contract and permit it to remain in the woods, because extra labor

was required to get it to the skid-way. For wanton destructiveness

in lumbering this company is without a peer. They ceased opera-

tions in 1904.

Bebelheimer and Company operated in the southwestern part along

P.elVs and Getty's ridges, and transported their lumber to Belleville,

Mifflin county. They ceased lumbering in 1905, but leased a portion

to Mr. Gibbony who will finish in October, 1910.

Keichley and Company operated in the southeastern part, con-

tinuing the entire distance to Milroy. They cut everything clean,

but in the northern part of their operations the State succeeded in
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marking and saving a few white pines for seed trees, about five to

the acre. Operations ceased in 190S, after leasing a portion of

(Jetty's ridge to Netf Brothers for one year (Jan. 1, 1910.)

In 1905 Wm. H. Harpster, of Monroe Furnace, was appointed

ranger to look after the entire area. He at once moved into the

AVhipple house, owned by tlie State. Extensive repairs were neces-

sary and they were made at once by the Department. The old water-

power circular sawmill was torn down for the iron it contained, and

at present time a water line is being planned for piping the water

700 yards to the house. Mr. Harpster i)atrolled this area to the

best of his ability until September, 1908, when Kobert Reitz, living*

at Galbraith's gap, was appointed a ranger to relieve him of the

eastern portion of the area.

These two men are all that can be desired. They labor honestly

and faithfully, and whether the absence of fires can be attributed

Ut their assidou« efforts or the temperament of the people towards

forestry, remains to be seen; but it is safe to conjecture that both

factors are working together. Two farms have been added to the

reserve, with an acreage of 175. This land is ideal for white pine.

Last year 129,500 white and Scotch pine were planted, of which

only about twenty per cent, survived the drought.

The lumbering operations being at an end, the people are left

v/ithout employment. Since the land is too thin for agricultural

pursuits, they abandon it or sell it to the Department for forest

planting.

Climate.

The climate for this region is subjected to great seasonal changes.

Early and late frosts are common, but, as a rule, not very injurious.

Following is the temperature for 1908:

Month. Degrees.

January, 30.

Februarv, 24.7

March, 42.2

April, 51.6

May, 63.6

June, 71.6

July, 76.2

August, 71.

September 66.6

October, 54.3

November, 41.3

December, 33.2

making a seasonal temperature of 47 degrees and an annual tem-

I>erature of 52,2 degrees.
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Temperature and precipitation for the first six months of 1909

are as follows:

Temperature.

Month. Degrees.

January, 31.2

February, 35.6

March, 37.6

April, 51.

May, 61.8

June, 71.7

Precipitation.

Month. Inches.

January, 2.47

February, 4.62

March, 2.05

April, 7.21

May, 2.82

June, 5.98

July, 1.34

August, 5.47

September, 2.9

October, 2.44

November, .50

December, 1.19

The mean temperature for the first six months of 1909 was 48.15

with a total precipitation of 25.15 inches, Avhich is below normal.

From June, 1909, to December, 1909, the total precipitation was

13.84 inches, a total of 38.99 inches for the year. The normal pre-

cipitation for the last six months would have been 27 inches, which

is 13.16 inches more than what actually fell, and which was not

enough to stimulate many springs.

Growth.

The virgin growth was almost exclusively white pine on the higher

altitudes, with hardwoods covering the lowest altitudes. By the

stumps and their distance apart, the trees were large, with from

150 to 200 trees per acre. The largest and best trees, as a rule, were

used by the shingle splitter, usually leaving a stump about four

feet high. NeaHy all this virgin growth has been cut, only about

500 acres of what may be called virgin growth still remaining.

Second growth white pine still claims certain areas, but always in

iDixed stands.

17—24—1909
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Pitch pine is found almost everywhere, especially on areas where

nothing but scrub oak and forest weeds exist. Being a hardy tree,

it evidently owes its existence to its power of regeneration; to fol-

low and withstand the ruthless slaughter of the lumberman. Be-

tween the north branch of Tussey and Tussey mountain proper, it

can be seen how they started in the lower altitudes and gradually

moved upward toward the great Bald Knob, and in their wake the

scrub oak has largely perished. This can be said of all the commer-

cial species: that if protected they will soon kill the forest weeds.

In the lower altitudes, w^e find most of the hardwoods in the pole

stage, while on the well drained slopes rock oak is found mixed

with pine and chestnut. The greater part of this growth is of seed-

ling origin and varies with the locality. The growth is entirely a

mixed one, with pine predominating in the highest elevations. On

the moist bottom land white oak predominates, while on the slopes,

rock oak and chestnut form the principal growth. Many dead and

mature trees are found scattered over the reserve and will prove

a menace to the young coming growth. Fire will burn in such

trees for some time, often eating a large hole half way or more

through the trunk and weakening it so that it succumbs to the

first wind. A large portion of the down timber on the reserve has

been thrown in this way.

Hemlock, hickory and gum are found along streams and moist

locations. While hardwoods will grow rapidly and produce good

timber, the white pine is the chief commercial tree for this region.

Nature seldom goes wrong as to species, and is very generous with

her much abused forest, starting a regeneration, that, in most places,

will outstrip what has been taken ofl', excelling artificial means and

supplying a forest that will be the pride of future generations. The

growth in the Bear Meadows ditters greatly in species and stand

from the other portions of the reserve. Black spruce, with an ad-

mixture of balsam fir, forms the i)rincipal growth. White pine is

found scattered throughout the entire marsh. Many forest weeds

and shrubs form in places a dense understory forest. At places the

growth is very dense, alternating with blank areas. The growth sur-

rounding the marsh consists of white oak, chestnut, and pine, ex-

hibiting much luxuriance. Slashings from lumbering are a menace.

Many botanical curiosities are rapidly becoming extinct, because

they are gathered indiscriminately. The pitcher plant is one worthy

of notice, and unless it is protected will be entirely destroyed. Others

could be mentioned, as the cranberry and tree huckleberry. Per-

mits for botanical purposes should state explicitly what plants and

herbs are not to be gathered. The additional j)rotection is not needed

solely because of the wanton collecting, but from the fact that the

marsh is gradually becoming dryer (timber is all cut), and the plant

environments are constantly changing.
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Before the marsh becomes dry, a rapid growing species should be

planted, and I believe that North ( 'arolina poplar would be valuable

for this purpose. Experiments will be made to determine the best

species for this locality, so that the area can be quickly covered to

the exclusion of swamp herbs and grasses.

Springs and Streams.

The entire reserve is well supplied with springs, but the drought

made it difficult to determine the important ones. Twenty-five

springs have been cleaned out and walled up. The exact cost was

impossible to determine, as the work was done in connection with

the cutting of fire lanes and trails.

Sand spring, at the base of Bald Knob, is one of the largest on

the reserve, and the cost to clean and wall up was |3.00. The money

was well spent, for it not only helped it withstand the drought, but

was a source of pleasure for people to rest there for luncheon and

enjoy a day in the woods.

The streams flow both east and west. Pine Swamp creek rises

in the vicinity of Pine Swamp and flows westward to Monroe Fur-

nace. Another stream rises nearby and flows eastward into Little

Shingletown. Little Shingletown stream rises at the south side of

Tussey ridge, and flows westward through Ilublar's gap into Laurel

run. Laurel run rises at the junction of Greenlee and Tussey ridges,

west of the little flat, and flows w^estward along Greenlee ridge to

McAlevy's Fort, into Stone creek. Sinking creek rises at the east

side of the big flat between Getty's and Greenlee ridges, and flows

eastward through the Bear Meadows. Two streams rise at the base

of Bald Knob, one flowing eastward to Galbraith's gap and the other

westward to Masson's gap. It is common to have two streams rise in

the same locality and flow in opposite directions. This occurs in the

western part of the reserve as well as in the eastern part. Every

gap has its stream and the size depends entirely upon the area and

conditi(m of the water table.

Protection and Fire.

Every region has its problems and presents them in a difi'erent

manner. To understand the local conditi(ms it is necessary to trace

the history of the land since the forest was cut, and also to keep in

mind its character and value. There is no more valuable agency

in creating an aesthetic taste than the scenic beauty of forest, moun-

tain and stream. For this reason if for no other, such objects of

natural beauty should be carefully guarded from injury or destruc-

tion. After fire follows the lumbering operations and kills the greater

part of the smaller and less valuable material left in lumbering, sun

and wind soon gain access to the ground and the humus rapidly

deteriorates.
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A few desirable seedlings may survive and spring up, bidding well

to replace (lie former crop. Another iire may destroy this and more
fertility, leaving nature to try again. Each fire becomes milder be-

cause material becomes scarcer. Two or three setbacks of this kind

to valuable species leave the region open for a growth of forest

weeds.

During lumbering operations the dinky engines were credited with

the greater percentage of fires. Since they are no longer here it must
be credited to thoughtlessness and, incendiarism. A system of fire

lanes and trails will be of the greatest assistance in the actual fight-

ing of fires, and it is evident that one man witli them can do more

than ten men without them. As to the cost of construct icm these

lanes vary within wide limits, depending altogether upon the nature

of the growth.

It seems proper to mention the change of sentiment and attitude

of the people about the reserves, and to acknowledge the helpful

spirit with which they are willing to assist in the matter of protec-

tion, notably the protection against fires by liunters and pleasure

seekers in the forest. The people evidently see tliat the State cares

for these lands, that this is not a sort of ^'no man's land," and there

is now a feeling in favor of better order and a desire for protection

against the formerly prevalent sentiment of destruction and utter in-

difference to injury to land and woods. This change of sentiment is

naturally assisted by the losses suffered by the people and the frequent

necessity of fighting fire to protect their fences and other property. It

is fair to assume that all well-meaning people of any community are

by this time thoroughly tired of the ever recurring forest fire, and
will hail with delight any honest effort to put a stop to these more
than useless devastations.

Distance of Towns from Reserve.

The towns lie mostlv to the north of the reserve. Centre Hall is

8 miles from the northeastern end. Linden Hall is about 4J miles

from the northern side of the eastern portion. Boalsburg is about

three-fourths of a mile from the north central portion. Shingletown

is about one-half mile and State College 4J miles from the north-

western portion of the reserve. Pine Grove Mills is about 1} miles

from the northern side of the western portion. Charter Oak, in

Stone Valley, is about 1^ miles from the extreme western end. Mc-

Alvey's Fort is about 4 miles from the southern and western portion

of the reserve.

Rangers.

There is need of two more rangers for this division. They should

be well mounted, so that by using fire lanes and trails the territory

can be w»^ll patrolled. During fire season it should be the duty of
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one ranger to patrol in the region of Hasson's gap. The laboring

force should be such that it could be drafted for patrol duty when-

ever necessary. The rangers' duty is not only to protect the re-

serve against fire, but to assist wherever possible. They must obey

instructions and enforce the regulations for the protection of the

reserve without fear or favor, and must make every effort to prevent

the misunderstanding and violation of reserve rules by giving in-

formation fully and freely. The object should be to prevent mistakes

rather than to punish them. Information should be given tactfully

and not by offensive warning.

Labor.

Labor is worth 15 cents per hour. As on most reserves, the dis-

tance of towns from the center of the reserve is the great draw-back

to high efficiency in the laboring forces. It would be advisable to

erect temporary quarters for the men when the distance from town

demands it. Men prefer working to walking, and when they are

not fatigued from walking they work better, steadier, and with a

greater degree of proficiency. Better results usually follow by em-

ploying the men by the hour, because they are more punctual and

put in better time. It would also be a good thing to provide shelter

at advantageous points in the reserve to be used by the men in case

of storm; for the more congenial the surroundings are, the better

will be the class of laboring men for reserve work.

Permanent Improvements—Roads and Trails.

During 3909, from September 1st to January 1st, 1910, 2,G94.4 rods

of road were cut to a width of 18 feet, at a cost of |17.85 a mile.

The character of the growth required the excessive width, but when

sprouting is done the width will be reduced to IG feet. Old roads

were used whenever it was possible to do so. In many places the

tram-road offered an even grade, and this was used in preference to

the old wagon roads. With little expense ihey can be repaired and

used for wagon roads.

In addition to the opening of new roads, 2,144 rods were sprouted

or brushed out at an expense of $5.80 a mile. The roads cut open

and brushed out ran parallel with and at the base of the ridges. The

trails or paths opened were made to run at right angles with the

ridges and roads opened. Old log trails and paths were used when-

ever they were correctly located. The trails were opened to a width

of 9 feet but will be reduced to 6 feet when brushing out is required.

2,024 rods at an expense of |8.47 a mile were opened.

These trails usually passed near numerous springs which were

opened up, and a path joining them to the main trail was opened

v.ith a view of obtaining water in case of fire. These roads and
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trails will not only prove useful in time of fire, but make the different

parts of the reserve accessible and facilitate traveling. After open-

ing old paths, hunters travel them, and thereby improve their worth

as fire trails.

Three pole bridges were built at a total cost of |4.76, and numerous
stream banks were dug away so that the streams could be forded.

All loose stones were taken otf the roads and trails while the cutting

was being done, but no attempt was made at grading them.

Our tower was constructed on Bald Knob to be used for observa-

tion, triangulation, and use of the general public. Many dead trees

along the roads and trails which w^ould prove a menace in case of

fire, w^ere cut, and, if possible, will be sold for fire wood. |12.75 was
expended for this work.

For the benefit of the traveling public, all forest reserve trails

should be equipped with sign boards stating the name of the trail,

its destination, and the distance in each direction to its terminal

points. Arrangements ought to be made as rapidly as possible to

construct telephone lines to connect the forester's headquarters with

the ranger's and town fire wardens' headquarters and look-out sta-

tions, so that fires may be reported and other business of the reserve

managed expeditiously. By carrying on this work in co-operation

Tv^ith telephone companies, the cost will be considerably reduced.

In order to render available for use the resources of this reserve,

and to protect it, a complete system of roads and trails must be

built.

Boundaries.

About May, 1909, the survey of the boundary lines was begun.

The work was in charge of Wm. M. Grove, of S])ring Mills. This

corps, up to the time work was suspended, May li5, 1909, had com-

pleted the survey of about 1,100 rods of the eastern reserve boundary.

Then on October 12, 1909, taking up the work where they left off,

the boundary line was run tlie entire dislance around the northern,

western and southern portions of the reserve. All corners were built

up and well witnessed. The line was well marked, and a large por-

tion of it painted. The remaining distance will be painted in the

spring.

With the exception of two small porlicms of the line, one in Centre

county and one in Huntingdon county, all have been authentically

established. A 9-feet path has been opened up on the boundary line

for a distance of 4,179 rods (1)^.00 miles), at a cost of |>S1.:50, or

?»G.2){ a mile. The remaining portion is being opened as rapidly as the

weather permits. The line to the north runs along the summit of

north branch of Tussey to Hasson's gap, thence sout l to the summit

of Tussey, and continues along (he summit the greater part of the

distance.
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Trial lines were run to locate all corners accurately, after which

the corrections on bearings were made and the line re-run and

marked. The total cost of the work was f412.22 for 5,960 rods (18.06

uules), or a cost of $22.72 a mile.

The lines upon their completion, were posted at once by the rangers

prior to the opening of the hunting season. In the spring the line

will be painted in its entirety, more marking done if necessary, so

that there will be no trouble to follow it.

General Management.

Protection being the most important factor, nothing was done but

what pertained to it, such as opening of fire lanes, trails and springs.

Many camping permits were issued but no violation of the law

occurred.
.

The dead timber has been offered for sale, but on account of it

being scattered and transportation facilities poor, no great sale can

be expected until roads are built and transportation facilities im-

proved generally.

Since the boundary line survey is completed, a topographic sur-

vey of the reserve should be made at once, so that a soil and forest

map can be made to enable the institution of a definite plan of re-

serve management.
Planting.

The eastern portion of the reserve has no cleared land to plant,

all such land being in the western and southern part, consisting of

about 165 acres, on 43 acres of which 129,400 white pine seedlings

were planted last spring. On account of the late planting and sum-

mer drought, fully 80 per cent, of them died. This ground should

be replanted next spring, and as much as possible of the remaining

area. About 200,000 white pine seedlings can be handled, and, on

account of soil similarity and transportation facilities, should be

supplied from the Greenwood nursery. The remaining area can

then be planted the following year.

Experimental Work.

About 500 North Carolina poplar, 200 black walnut, and 300 Eu-

ropean larch could be planted in the Bear Meadows. 3,000 white

pine and 1,000 pitch pine could be used on blank areas and scrub

(,ak ground. Ten pounds of white pine seed could be used for spot

sowing. Considerable underplanting could be done in which a large

number of mixed species could be used.
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CENTKAL EESEKVE, COBUKN DIVISION IN THE SEVEN
MOUNTAINS, 1909.

JOHN W. SELTZER, Forester.

Forestry work on the Coburn division of the forest reserve in

the Seven Mountains since September, 1909, has been centered upon
protection from fire and improvement work. Fires were numerous.
The first fire was on the evening of September 5th. It was mali-

ciously set in Decker valley, and became united with a fire that had
been fought by fire wardens in Mifliin county on September 3rd, and
which was thought to be extinguished. Owing to the long drought,
the decaying vegetable matter was like so much tinder. A spark
would ignite it. It might burn underground for several feet, then
make its appearance on the surface, and be fanned into a blaze by
the wind. From time to time it became necessary to fall back. The
fire was held on the Slide road, Kustetter path, and the Musser
road on September 8th. On the 9th a patrol of the back fire line

was maintained, and small corners surrounded by a slow burning
fire were saved. The area of State land covered by the fire was
about 3,500 acres. In the afternoon of November 21st, three fires

were started about a mile apart between Cherry Eun and Paddy
mountain stations by sparks from a freight locomotive. The section

crews of Weikert, Cherry Kun, and Coburn, with a fire warden,
fought the fire that afternoon and evening. On account of the rocks,

a clean line could not be made, and the next morning it was burning
with a strong wind to help it along. Two fire wardens with a small
force of men from Weikert and a hunting camp with the aid of the sec-

tion crews, surrounded the fire in five hours' time. The fire burned in

Centre, Union and Miillin counties, covering about 275 acres of State
land. The last fire was on December 1st, having been set at three

places one-half mile from each other, Bear Gap, Four Mile Run, and
on the south side of Thick mountain. The fires had united before the

r.rrival of the fire warden, and were not surrounded before the second
day. This fire burned over about 1,200 acres of State land, of which
about 700 acres were in Union county, and 500 acres in Centre county.

Fire protection with a system of fire lanes was begun in October.

In almost every case roads were brushed out for this purpose. The
road from Cherry Kun toward Woodward was brushed, and from
this road into Big Lick Hollow and toward Cherry Run Kettle, in
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all a distance of 5 miles. The road was opened to a width of twelve

feet, and cost |10.20 per mile. At Weikert a fire lane was opened to

a ten-foot width across Paddy mountain to Cherry Run Kettle, a

distance of one mile, for $6.00. From Cherry Run Kettle a fire lane

fifteen feet wide and three and one-half miles long was cut along the

foot of Thick mountain, costing |13.20 per mile. Old roads were

brushed out to a width of fifteen feet from Pine Swamp to the

junction ; from Rocky point to the Deep Hollow ; from Colyr farm

to the west end of Sand mountain; Boal's gap to the Underwood

Valley ; Crow Field to Lewistown and Bellefonte Pike, in all a dis-

tance of eleven and one-half miles. It cost |8.26 per mile. A bridge

was built over Deaf Run in the road from Boal's Gap to the Under-

wood Valley, making this road passable for hauling at an added ex-

pense of $2.20 per mile.

Improvement work was started through the removal of dead poles

oi; Sand mountain, Winkelblanch Fields, and in the Pine Swamp.

From these areas 31 cords have been taken at the rate of 25 cents

per cord. On Thick Head mountain arrangements were made with tar

burners to dispose of the yellow pine slashings at 25 cents a cord.

On Poe mountain, west of the Poe Valley road, an improvement

cutting of about 100 acres is being made. The cutting has been given

out by contract and the State is to receive 25 cents for every cord

taken from the area. In brushing out a fifteen-feet wide road from

the Colyr farm to the west end of Sand mountain, chestnuts of fence

post size had to be included. These trees were estimated into 6i-feet

fence posts and sold at the rate of 8 cents per post.

The fall work prompts the following suggestions

:

Each ranger should be furnished with a tent for the use of his

men. The brushing out of roads, which it is necessary to continue,

will take the men a great way from their homes. It makes the work

done too expensive when men must have time for walking from four

to eight miles.

The fire wardens should be furnished with at least six of the short

handled rakes used in fighting fires at the State Forest Academy.

Fires are loo prevalent to depend on the less efficient forked stick.

The town Woodward should have an appointed assistant fire

v^arden. He could be reached on the telephone, and, in case of fire in

his immediate locality, could have a force of men at the fire quickly.

With fire wardens living at Hartleton, Weikert, and Coburn, several

hours may be lost at the very beginning of a fire. Fires are an annual

occurrence in the Decker Valley, and, the residents, instead of fight-

ing it, begin a back fire around their property, thus scattering it

over a much greater territory. Here an assistant fire warden, to

take immediate charge upon the occurrence of fire, could remedy

this evil.
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The Pennsylvania railroad, in spite of exercising all necessary

precautions, still starts tires annually, and a preventive measure
should be taken before the danger of spring fires is upon us.

The old field of about four acres at the junction is of suitable soil,

and being naturally adapted to white pine, should be planted as

soon as possible.

CAMERON COUNTY EESERVE, 1909.

HARRY E. ELIJOTT, Forester.

The area of State land in Cameron county is 73,520 acres. It con-

sists of three divisions which center around Sinnamahoning, a town
in the southeastern part of the county.

General Description.

The country is exceedingly rough and rocky, consisting of a high-

land carved out by streams. The slopes are steep with narrow val-

leys. The uplands are of narrow bodies of level land terminating in

sharp points. Owing to the numerous streams and hollows, the

land presents a very irregular appearance, being cut up in nearly

all directions. The highest range of elevation measured is 1,500

feet, taken where the Sinnamahoning creek crosses the Clinton county

line 760 feet above tide, to a summit at the head of Arksill run, 2,2G0

feet above tide.

The rocks exposed belong chiefly to the Carboniferous and Devonian

ages, and consist of coarse grained sandstone, conglomeritic sand-

stone, and shales. The soil is moderately fertile, has a good depth,

and is well suited to tree growth, as is shown by the heavily timbered

areas that once stood on these lands.

With the exception of the valleys of Sinnamahoning creek and

First Fork, there is no farming district. Most of the State land is

back from these streams, and, consequently, does not enjoy the pro-

tection that it would in a more thickly settled country.

Streams and Springs.

This region is well supplied with streams, the principal ones being

Sinnamahoning creek and First Fork. These two with their trib-

utaries drain nearly the entire county. The smaller streams, ranging

from six to ten miles in length, are numerous, and occur at nearly

regular intervals, being usually a mile or two apart. Springs are

plentiful and as a rule do not run dry. Trails have been cut to

nearly all of these, so that they can be easily reached in time of fire.
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Growth Conditions.

The principal growth on these lands was white pine and hemlock,

white pine predominating. Although the white pine had a wide

range, the heaviest crops stood along the heads of the hollows, and

there is no doubt whatever that this is a natural white pine country.

At one time there was considerable Norway or red pine, but this

species is now nearly extinct in this locality. It grew on the dry,

sandy soils of the uplands, upon which at present there is no growth

at all. These areas are popularly designated as "barrens." The pine

and hemlock were first lumbered, and afterward the hardwoods. The

last lumber operation ceased here about seven years ago. Scattered

here and there are still small clumps of merchantable timber. It

ccmsists principally of hemlock, white pine, and a few hardwoods.

The greater portion of this is found along the hollows extending up

to the ridges. Wykoff run, a stream of about ten miles, has several

million feet of merchantable timber on it. Owing to the distance

apart of these clumps of standing timber, and the absence of suit-

able roads leading to them, it could be removed at only a slight profit.

The usefulness of these trees for soil protection, conservation of

moisture, and perpetuation of their species, is now of more benefit to

the State than the small returns they would bring at the present

time if put on the market.

' When the tracts over the different parts of the reserve were lum-

bered, heavy slashings remained, and Ibe fires that consequently

followed Avere so fierce that serio. damage was done to the young

growlh, the soil burned, and in many cases the humus was so well

washed off by subsequent rains that nothing remains but the bare

rocks. Many of these steep slopes have only a scant regeneration

of the short lived si)ecies such as the aspens, fire cherry, occasionally

white birch, and a few shrubs. Tbis holds good for about <me-ha1f

the slopes, while on the others a fairly good regeneration of hard-

wood of more valuable species is coming up. If a future growth of

any value is expected on the poorer areas, planting will have to be

resorted to and at a considerable cost. The best young growth as

a rule is in the hollows and on the uplands. Along the small streams

and runs the hardwood regeneration is particularly good. The prin-

cipal species fonnd are chestnut, white oak, tulip, cucumber, bass-

wood, black birch, yellow birch, hard and soft maple and ash. The

growth on the uplands ccmsist chiefly of chestnut, white oak, rock

oak, and occasionally white pine; along the sharper ridges stands of

pitch pine of nearly merchantable size are found.

Considering the fact Ihat lumbering operations have but recently

ceased in this region, and at one time or other fires have swept nearly
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the whole area, the regeneration is all that can be expected. There

is now enough young growth, if given sufficient protection, to be of

great future value to the State.

Planting Sites.

This reserve, unlike many others, has no abandoned farm lands

upon which plantations could be made. On many of the level areas,

however, there are places with scarcely any growth that could be

planted up. White pine would in all probability be the best tree

for this purpose. It was once the dominant tree of the region, and its

soil and light requirements are best suited for the conditons met with

here. Wherever fires have burned or light is admitted to the soil,

bracken springs up in rank masses. This plant is a fern (Pteris

aquilina, L., the Common Brake), grows about two feet high, and

dense enough to shade out the extremely young tree growth. For

such conditions four year old seedlings would probably bring the

best results. The hollows on the whole have sufficient young growth

and of the more desired species.

Fires.

Considering the unusually dry season, the past fall has been a

lucky one in regard to fires. There Avere three on State land, one

was set by a railroad, another accidentally by hunters, and of the

third the origin was unknown. In all about three hundred acres were

burned, with cost of extinguishing of about |30.00.

Owing to the fact that the growth is young, the woods in many
places are so dry that fire can be expected almost any time, with the

exception of the winter months. Two of the fires that occurred were

in the early part of December. The humus becomes so dry that in

running the 1^'nes for back firing, it has to be removed down to the

solid earth, or else the fire will eventually smolder across. This de-

mands the use of hoes, mattocks and spades. The ground is strewn

with old logs and stumps and fire smolders in them for days, ready

to burst out with the first strong wind.

This region is thinly populated, and only small crews of men can

be obtained for fire fighting. The numerous streams and runs that

are so prevalent here are a great advantage in j)roviding suitable plans

for back firing and holding the fire.

There is no need of building lookouts, as the numerous high knobs

furnish excellent observation towers, one being able to view from

many of these points anywhere from five to ten thousand acres.

All the points along the two main streams can be reached by tele-

phone, but, as stated, the State land takes in many, many acres

completely out of sight of habitation. If the desired protection is

ever accomplished, houses for rangers will have to be established on

these areas and a good telephone system introduced.
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Koads.

Before adequate protection from fire can be secured and the pro-

ducts of the forest removed at any profit, a good system of roads and

fire lanes will have to be introduced, and for the present most of the

work should be directed along this line.

During last winter and the following spring, 40 miles of roads were

opened. This summer another good road of about 8 miles in length

was acquired. The Goodyear Lumber Company was granted permis-

sion to build a road through State land in order to get their products

to Sinnamahoning. The route was laid out by R. M. Crum, ranger

a1 Sinnamahoning, and built by the lumber company. It is called

the Cook's run road.

The roads opened last winter and spring were under the super-

vision of rangers E. M. Crum, L. C. Wykoff and Joseph Kissell. They

were cut 15 feet wide and all brush and logs removed. This fall they

were brushed out, having grown up to sprouts and bracken. The

opening up of the roads, as a rule, costs about $16.00 per mile and the

brushing |4.00 per mile. The wages paid were |1.75, and the men

had to walk anywhere from three to five miles. If a tent is supplied

for this reserve this work can be done considerably cheaper.

Nearly all the small valleys had railroads running through them

when the lumbering was going on. These old roadbeds can easily

be converted into serviceable roads.

Karthaus road is the only public road of any length running

through State land. This road extends through the center of the

large tract in the southeastern part of the county, an area of about

24,000 acres, and is drained by Wykoff, Upper Jerry, Middle Jerry

and Lower Jerry runs. These all fiow in a general northeastly di-

rection into Sinnamahoning creek. The Karthaus road runs along

the ridge between Wykoff and Upper Jerry, and in the same general

direction. Another road has been built part of way up Wykoff run.

The road between Lower and Middle Jerry is about parallel with the

other two. The Jerry Kun road and Karthaus road are joined by

a road running around the head of Upper Jerry. When the Wykoff

run road is completed and joined to Karthaus, we will then have a

series of roads at about the same distance apart and in the same

general direction. The hollows and small runs head up against

these ridge roads at almost right angles. Fire lanes and roads could

easilv be cut down these to the main runs, thus connecting the ridge
ft/

and valley roads at short intervals and dividing the area up into

blocks. If this is accomplished this large tract will then have a

good road and fire lane system, both for transportation and the

stopping of fires.

Another large division of State land in the county extends along

the east side of First Fork in a northerly direction. This area has

two good roads on it that join and extend through the center nearly

'"•'•-'j.i'As;--.-'
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the whole length of the tract. The Cook's run road comes out at

Sinnamahoning, and Baily run road at a point along First Fork,

about 8 miles north of Sinnamahoning. The numerous small

streams that head up against these roads empty into First Fork,

thus affording favorable routes to connect this road with points

along the valley.

The third large division of State lands in Cameron is on the west

side of First Fork. There is a divide running through the center

of this area, part of the streams flowing into First Fork, and part

into the Sinnamahoning. There are three roads on this area. Brooks'

run road, Lick Island run road and Squaretimber road. Brooks' run

and Lick Island roads are about 4 miles apart, and extend in the

same general direction from the main road along the First Fork up

to the divide. Ilere a road running along the divide joins them.

Squaretimber road is about 5 miles long, comes up from the opposite

side of the divide, and joins the Brooks' run road. These roads open

up about one-third of this division.

Grazing.

The farmers of this region have no place for pasturing their cattle,

v/ith the exception of the small runs, many of which are on State

land. The rule of the Department is two milch cows to a family,

and there are never enough cows in any one run to do considerable

damage. As far as known no violation of this rule has been com-

mitted in this region. Before this when no restrictions were made,

large droves of cattle were i)astured and serious injury was done to

the young growth.

Dead Timber.

There is an abundance of dead timber on this reserve, both stand-

ing and down, from which considerable lumber could be obtained.

The trouble with marketing it is that it is too far to haul and the

cost of transportation would leave a very small profit. In many
places there are standing clumps of dead pine and hemlock, which

for some reason were never removed. Many of these trees are 100 or

more feet in height. Some are partly wormy, but still contain a

small amount of fairly good lumber. Many of the down trees are

found to be in fair condition. There is not much of a demand for

fire wood on account of the clieapness with which slab wood can

be brought in and sold from the nearby saw mills.

Probably (li(» best way to dispose of this wood would be to obtain

a small shingle mill that could easily be moved from place to place

and the wood cut into shingles. The waste in hauling would be

eliminated and a small i)rofit made. The indirect benefit of this

removal would be considerable. Young growth would be given a

better chance and fires could not be so heavy.
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Rangers.

There is need of about three more rangers, owing to the large

size of the area and the distance that most of this land is back from

the settled countrv. The rangers now on the reserve are all prac-

tical woodsmen and thoroughly efficient in their work.

EASTVILLE DIVISION OF SUSQUEHANNA RESERVE, 1909.

HOMER S. METZGER, Forester.

The Eastville Division of the Susquehanna reserve includes lands

hing in Clinton, Centre, Union and Lycoming counties, and con-

sists of, in the main, those lands lumbered by the Kulp & Duncan

Lumber Companies in 1900. These lands almost inclose the east

end of Sugar vallev. The lumbering was very severe, leaving the

land in a denuded condition. The timber was taken out on narrow

P-auge railroads which traversed almost all the valleys, thus taking

everything that would pay for its handling. This included all

growth that would produce six feet lagging sticks. As a conse-

quence no timber of any size remains.

Growth.

The original growth in this region consisted mainly of white

pine pitch pine, hemlock, white oak, rock oak and chestnut. Present

indications show that the growth was very dense and the trees

reached immense size. White pine ::tumps are still remaining that

measure four and five feet in diameter, thus showing that here that

species developed well. ^'Black Gap," in the central part of the

reserve received its name from the fact that less than fifteen years

ago the growth of pine and hemlock was so dense that the sun's rays

never reached the ground, thus being dark in day time. The hemlock

was confined principally to the vicinity of the streams, while white

pine and pitch pine were scattered over the entire region, reaching

their best development on the slopes of the mountains. These three

species composed the principal timber trees. However, a large

amount of white oak and rock oak was also taken.

Heavy fires have occurred during the last few years over these

lumbered areas, causing much damage to the young growth. On the

burned areas scrub oak (Quercus nana), was the first species to spring

up under which there is now a good growth of chestnut sprouts
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starting what will eventually overtop the scrub oak and become
the principal species if fires are kept out. There remain few trees

of any size ; but occasionlly you find one that has escaped the attack

of the woodman's axe and of fires and serves as a seed tree. The
fires during the summer and fall of 1909, owing to the drought, were
very severe, killing all growth in their path and consuming the

humus entirely. In the hollows where the humus was thick, ground
fires occurred which could only be stopped by digging a ditch around
them. On the slopes where fires have not occurred there is a good
growth of chestnut, rock oak, red oak and pitch pine from four to

ten inches in diameter.

Work Done on Eeserve.

The total amount of money expended during the fall of 1909 for

mowing, brushing and improvement of roads, was $400.95. About
30 miles of road were mown at an average cost of $4.50 per mile. At
many places the roads that were mown were narrow and required

some extra brushing and trees cut out, which increased the cost.

About ten miles of new road were brushed. These roads were opened
twenty feet wide at an average cost of |8.00 per mile. The roads

brushed and mown are intended for the major roads in the reserve,

and hence made wider than will be necessary for the minor ones.

About six miles of road were put into condition to be driven. This

road was graded and leveled about eight feet wide at an average

cost of 131.00 per mile. The total amount expended for tools was
$3.15 and $0.75 for repairing. These tools are still in good con-

dition. Hand boards were put up at all roads brushed and mown.
The sum of $2.05 was spent for improvements on the Cooper camp,
now occupied by ranger Harry H. Keil.

During November the Tea Spring survey was completed, with J.

D. Eckel in charge.

THE HOPKINS KESEKVE, KEATING DIVISION, 1909.

HARRY A. THOMSON, Forester.

This division as a whole is at present in good condition so far

as tree growth is concerned, excepting the area which was run over

by fire in September, 1908. Great damage was done then to the

growing stock in that area. The fire destroyed, directly and indi-

rectly, 1,500,000 feet of thrifty growing jack pine, hemlock, and
much oak. The oak, for the most part, was in poor condition, so the

Plato XlX.—Walnut in Plantation on Hopkins' Reserve, Clinton County.
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damage sustained by it was of little consequence compared to that

suffered by the pine. The fire burned under the upper surface of the

humus and killed the pines and hemlocks by destroying the roots.

This timber is not entirely dead but will be in a year or so.

The principal body of timber at present on this division is found

from Jew's run east to Hall's run along the Susquehanna river. It

averages from 30 to 40 years and is in good condition. Here alone

are at least 1,000,000 feet of jack pine and hemlock besides nearly

a like amount of rock, white and red oak. This is the only spot

where practically no planting is needed, as the area is fairly well

stocked. This part of the division has not been burned over for years,

hence the result. With proper fire protection, this region will de-

forest itself.

On the Beech creek side of the reserve, the growth is poor because

here the cutting was closest. The present growth is of a scrubby

nature ; but where fire has not run the effect is seen in the remark-

able natural regeneration of pine. I have counted as many as 40

pine seedlings, running from G inches to 4 feet in height, without

moving out of my tracks. This is true for the whole reserve except

the part burned over in September, 1908.

The one idea for the future is to form an efficient system of fire

protection throughout the reserve. Without this little or nothing

can be accomplished. As a contribution to the system we now have

ninety-three and a half miles of roads, of which seventy-four miles

have been oi)oned recently where most needed. All the rangers are

men of excellent judgment and have shown it in the placing of their

roads. The following is a statement of the road work done by each

of the rangers and by myself: Liggett, 18 miles ; Shoemaker, 17 miles

;

Seese, 15 miles ; Armstrong, 12 miles, Thomson, 12 miles.

Besides the above there were nineteen miles of open roads before

the State purchased the land, and these are now in good condition.

They are for the most part old supply roads and may be kept in

good condition at small expense. Before leaving the subject I wish

to state the need of a good dividing road. The bed of an old railroad

could be made into a good dirt road at small expense when compared

with its value. This proposed road would touch the heads of all

the Beech creek streams, llunning east and west through the centre

of the reserve nearly, it would connect with the Renovo and Beech

creek road in the east and with the Hayes' run road in the west.

The cost would be about $90 per mile. Here then would be a road

with a 12-feet bod, of easy grade throughout, useful as an open line

for travel, but especially valuable as a foundation for our system of

fire protection.

From all that I can see and learn, there are about 11,000 acres

which need planting. This amount of area has been burned over re

18_24—1909
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peatedly and is now covered with a dense growtli of bracken. The
advice of persons familiar with this condition, as well as my own
judgment, is, plant four-year old seedlings of white pine or some

rapidly growing hardwood.

The soil is mostly loose and sandy, with red shale in some parts.

The best soil on the reserve is found between the heads of Panther

run and Field's run, averaging 18 inches in depth, and of good

quality. Several springs were opened this fall and more will be im-

proved next season.

In conclusion I will say that the work now being done is needed

more than anything else and will be continued in the spring or

until further orders. By these means I hope to accomplish the pro-

tection of the land from fire, and then begin reforesting.

CLEAEFIELD COUNTY RESERVE.

NORTHERN DIVISION, 1909.

C. L. KIRK, Forester.

This division is located in the northwestern part of Clearfield

county. It joins the southern division and the most northern part

reaches the Elk county line. The division is in two parts, one lying

south of Penfield and the other north. The State land approaches

to within about one mile of Penfield on either side, two lines of rail-

road pass through the town, the Low Grade Division of the Allegheny

\ alley, and the P»u(l'alo and Susquelianna.

The land south of l*enfield consists of three separate pieces of

land. The boundaries of each one are regular, being north and south

or east and west lines. This land lies on both sides of the Clearfield

pike, a township road extending from Penfield to Clearfield, a dis-

tance of sixteen miles, but a narrow strip of private land borders the

pike on each side, so that the State land extends to the road in but

a few places.

The part north of Penfield contains about four tliousand acres in

Huston township. This part is irregular in outline, having one small

piece lying entirely separate from the main body, few of the lines

are north and south or east and west lines, and there are a few
interior tracts belonging to private owners. Many of the farms or

farmers' wood lots along the boundary of the reserve jut into the

State land, causing a somewhat ragged outline.
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The northern portion of the Clearfield reserve is located in a hilly

country, the hills not being very high but continuous, so that prac-

tically all of the land has a gentle slope toward the water courses.

The main stream is Bennett's Branch. Lower down it is known as

Sinnamahoning creek, and flows into the Susquehanna river. The

farms lie mostly along Bennett's Branch, in a level valley averaging

about one-half mile in width. Farms are also found on the tops or

sides of the hills. The soil in the valleys produces good crops. Close

TO the surface is found a layer of shale rock, though in places good

sand is found and sandstone fit for building purposes. Lower down

are found beds of bituminous coal at various depths. The upper

vein of coal being mined at Penfield, is only two feet, six inches in

thickness. This is essentially a mining and farming country, or

will be after the remaining large timber is removed.

Tree Growth.

A part of this reserve has been lumbered over and the lumbering

operations were followed by forest fires, until little growth is left

except trembling aspen and fire cherry. The chestnut stumps, how-

ever keep sending up coppice shoots which grow rapidly. This coun-

try was lumbered wastefully, only the best trees being cut, and the

defecting ones left standing. After the trees were felled the best

logs were taken, the tops left, so that some parts of the reserve

present a poor appc^aranc^. This is true especially of the land south

of Penfield, though even here is found a nice growth of white pine

six to eight inches in diameter, and a stand of locust mixed with

basswood, cucumber, beech and birch, from six to ten inches in

diameter. This stand was injured a year ago by ice storms, many

limbs and even trees eight inches in diameter were snapped otf eight

or ten feet from the ground, or the roots were torn from their hold

in the soil, ^^orth of Penfield regeneration is good, with here and

there a hillside supporting a heavy growth of hemlock, beech, ash,

maple, birch and oak, averaging about thirteen inches in diameter.

Many of the hillsides have almost a pure regeneration of white, red,

black and rock oak, making rapid growth, though mostly not over

seven or eight years old.

Water Reservoirs.

About two miles north of Penfield is found the reservoir which

supplies the town with good water at all times of the year. It is

located on State land, and the pipe line leading from it runs for

some distance through the reserve. It is on Wilson Run, a tributary

of P>cnnetfs Branch, and not only supplies the town with water but

also keeps filled the tanks of both the Pennsylvania Railroad and the

P,ufl'alo and Susquehanna.
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Three men were employed to cut fire lanes where the need for
them was greatest. Eight miles of fire lane were made at a cost of

$16.07 per mile, and four miles of old road were opened up at a
cost of 14.50 per mile. The old road opened was little more than
a path. The greatest difficulty was to get labor near the work to be
done. The men preferred to drive to and from work every day rather
than to camp in the woods, so that time was lost in that way. It took
the men at least an hour to reach their work and at the farthest
point almost two hours. Many old logs had to be chopped or sawn
into lengths and removed from the fire lane, and dead stubs standing
on either side were felled. Two fire lanes were made; one between
the State land and the large timber belonging to the Central Penna.
Lumber Company, in which lumbering operations are being carried
on at the present time, and one along the boundary of that part
of the reserve known as the Bark Camp Tracts to stop fires originating
along the Pennsylvania Railroad. These two fire breaks were vit-

ally important; one because the slashing left by the lumber com-
pany is almost sure to burn, the other because of the many fires set
by engines. There were no good roads at either place, so both lanes
were made with the idea of hauling over them in case of fire. Wher-
ever it was necessary to ford a stream, the banks were made to slope
as gently as possible. There are not more than one or two jilaces

which it would be impossible lo gel over With a team, and these are
caused by the steepness of the grade. In most places the grade is

not more than three per cent, and the fire lanes are about 15 feet
wide.

Clearings and Settlements.

About six miles south of l^enfield on both sides of the Clearfield
pike, is a small settlement. Here Frank Johnston, the one ranger
employed on this reserve, makes his home, and is very advantageously
situated to watch for fires, protect the land from timber thieves, or
to help with improvement. The few people living here are farmers
and one also runs a sawmill for manufacturing shingles, timber for
mine work, and general sawing. On the north of Penfield, occasional
farms are found bordering the State land. Here and there are old
clearings which could be planted up. They are either land which
years ago was used for the raising of agricultural crops, or are
places which were used by the lumbermen for mill sites. The breasts
of some of the old dams still remain, but the mills are merely piles of
charred logs.

Fires.

There were no forest fires on this reserve during the fall of 1909.
Small fires were set by railroad engines, but all were extinguished
before reaching the State land. A considerable amount of land be-
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longing to farms bordering the reserve was cleared u.p and the

old logs and stumps piled and during favorable weather were burned.

The owners either had plowed land between the fires and the wood-

land, or in some other way made preparations for keeping the fire

within its proper limits, so that danger from this cause was very

much lessened.

Koads.

Many of the township roads are very good. They are dirt roads

rounded olf wilh a good ditch on either side, and in most places, es-

pecially on the hillsides, the shale rock is only eighteen inches or

two feet below the surface of the road, so that they are easily kept

in good condition, and it takes a hard rain to make them muddy.

The road known as the Clearfield pike is of this description until

alter leaving Huston township, six miles from Penfield. After that

the road becomes rough and is not so good. North of Penfield are

three township roads all useful in getting over the reserve. One

following Mountain run and known as the Mountain Run road,

Wilson run, and Christian lUdge roads, are all in good repair and

can be traveled at all times of the year. These roads will all serve

as fire breaks, and with minor roads connecting the Wilson run and

Mountain Run roads a very good system of fire lanes is formed. The

minor roads should be brushed out occasionally, especially those

which are not used for driving or hauling, because the brush and

weeds grow up quickly. Golden rod often fills up the entire roadway

and reaches a height of four to five and one-half feet. Some of the

old roads which were used by the lumber companies for transport-

ing logs to the main roads are still kept open by persons driving

over them as short cuts to get to the farms ;
others are not used

at all and become blocked up by the undergrowth or by trees falling

across them. Some of the roads are practically useless as fire lanes

because of their numerous twists and turns, covering probably twice

as much in distance as would be necessary to go from one end to the

other in a straight line.

Damage to the Forest.

Fire is, of course, the greatest cause of damage to this reserve.

Grazing was the cause of much damage to the young growth in gen-

eral, and especially to the many springs scattered over the reserve.

Now that the grazing has been restricted to two cows per family,

the damage is not so great, but no cattle at all should be allowed

to graze on the runs from which water is taken to supply a town, as

for instance Wilscm run on this reserve.

Insects cause little damage except to the locust. The regener-

ation of locust two to three inches in diameter, is badly infested with

the locust borer.
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Sleet storms have done some damage in several parts of the reserve

by breaking down trees or the larger branches.

This reserve is broken up into several parts, which is an advantage

in that labor can often be had from the immediate neighborhood,

saving the expense and inconvenience of camping out a certain num-

ber of weeks each year to make repairs on the roads or to clear them

of brush or fallen trees.

Telephone connection from Penfield to Clearfield would be of great

advantage, especially in fire season. The cost would not be excessive

because the line is greatly desired by the people living along it, and

who would be more than glad to do all in their power to have it

installed. It would take in both divisions of the Clearfield reserve,

and in case of fire could be used to gadier men quickly to the fire

line. The distance the line would have to be built is about sixteen

miles.

The reserve is burdened by a large amount of dead timber, both

standing and on the ground. This should be sold from time to time

as opportunity offers, for shingles, mine i)rops, or even fire wood,

though coal is mostly used for fuel here. When the dead wood has

been cleared away, if natural regeneration does not take place rapidly

enough, planting should be resorted to, especially cm the open ])laces

left by abandoned farms or mill sites. In many i)laces arlificial

regeneration is imperative, because when the land was lumbered

over no seed trees were left from which the new growth is to come,

and valuable species will have to be planted.

SOUTH MOUNTAIN RESERVl], CUMBERLAND DIVISION, 1909.

W. ELMER HOUPT, Forester.

The area in consideration lies around the intersection of the three

counties, Franklin, Adams and Cumberland. The main portions are

found in Franklin and Adams, only a small part being in Cumber-
land. As the lines of the above named counties run through this

area, it is very easy to be located on any map that shows the

counties.

A dividing line between this area and the Caledonia division has
not been agreed upon, so it is impossible to give a definite statement

as to the amount of land covered by this report. As near as can be

estimated about 12,000 acres, extending from the Irwin farm on the

southern side eastward to the intersection of Birch and Pine runs,

and then in a northwesterly direct ion to the line, on the north-

western side.
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Shippensburg is the nearest railroad town of any importance,

being about 3i miles from the northern side of the State land, and

about 11 miles from the southern part of this division. Cleversburg,

a village, is about 2^ miles from the northern side and is situate along

the road leading from Shippensburg to the Gettysburg pike. This

town is about one-half mile from the Philadelphia and Reading

station, and is the nearest point for persons traveling from Harris-

burg westward.

The southeastern portion is irregular in outline and incloses sev-

eral interior tracts belonging to private owners, and almost incloses

several other tracts. On the northwestern, it is regular in outline

and contains only one area that does not belong to the State.

Topography, Geologic Formation, and Soil.

The mountains are irregular in form and are traversed with many

short narrow valleys. The range tends to run in a northeasterly di-

rection, with many small knobs appearing here and there. Most of

the ridges have a gradual slope and reach a considerable elevation,

often 2,100 feet. Many divides appear in the range, which cause

numerous watersheds of a small area. These divides form hollows,

narrow, long, and winding on the northwest side, while on the

southeast side they are short and steep and form valleys high up in

the mountains. The most important hollows are Mean's, Furnace,

Shirley and Still House. The most important valleys are the ones

through which the Conococheague creek, Birch and Pine runs flow.

The topographv of the country is rough, except at the headwaters of

the Conococheague creek and Birch run, where the range spreads

out and forms a large flat, known as Big Flat. This flat contains

several thousand acres and has a gradual slope toward the southeast.

Most of the flat is a sandy loam covered in places with numerous

loose stones, in a few places with large flat boulders.

The most important rock is sandstone. It is found in most of the

vallevs in the form of huge boulders, completely covering the ground

in places. Some of the knobs and peaks are completely covered with

boulders. Rocky knob is the most characteristic. On scmie of the

ridges there are' few stones and the soil consists of a light sand, very

poor. In some places the valleys have a deep moist soil, very rich

in humus and almost entirely free from stones.

Springs and Streams.

Springs are numerous throughout the entire region except on the

Big Flat, which has few springs, although many occur along its

border. The springs are mostly small, rising far up among the hills

and for this reason most of them fail during the summer season.

The ones found farther down the valleys are larger and seldom fail,

even during years of the greatest droughts.
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The streams are all small on account of the numerous divides.

All the streams that flow through State land have their origin there.

The most important streams on the southern side are the Cono-

cocheague creek, Birch and Pine runs. Along the northern border

are found small streams in Mean's, Shirley, Furnace and Still House

hollows. The Conococheague flows down the valley to Caledonia and

from this stream Chambersburg gets its water supply. On the other

side of the range Furnace hollow contains the largest stream, and

from it Shippensburg obtains part of her water supply. The streams

that rise in the northern portion of this area finally find their way
to the Susquehanna, while those of the southeastern portion find

their way to the Potomac.

Types of Forests.

Koughly speaking, there are four distant types of forests growing

on this area:

1. Mixed bottom land.

2. Chestnut and oak slopes.

3. Pitch pine lands.

4. Scrub oak lands.

Mixed Bottom Land.

This land is most promient near the mouth of the valleys and

hollows, and gradually disappears as the upper parts of the hollows

are approached. The most plentiful species are white pine, pitch

pine, hemlock, red oak and black oak, while the occasional ones

are white oak, rock oak, chestnut, birch, maple, tulip and gum.

The floor of the forest in the bottom land is very dense and in

places it is completely covered with laurel, rhododendron and green

briars. Scattered over the whole area of bottom land large over-

mature trees are found in a state of decay. These trees completely

retard the young growth in jilaces and should be removed as soon as

possible. The reproduction is good on most of the area, but on some
parts the undergrowth is too dense to allow it, so the young seed-

lings grow until about 2 or 3 years old, then die off. The trees

in tlie pole stage are making rapid growth, and form dense stands in

several localities.

Chestnut and Oak Slopes.

The most important species in mixture on the slopes with chest-

nut and rock oak are locust, black oak and pitch pine. On the upper
part of the slopes the undergrowth is mostly laurel and huckle-

berry bushes, with occasional sweet fern. The regeneration is good
on most of the area. In places the older trees form dense stands,

and are in fine condition, except that they are too dense and need
thinning.
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Pitch Pine Kidges.

Pitch pine is the most important tree on almost all of the ridges,

often covering the slopes and tops of an entire knob. The species

generally occurring with it are black oak, rock oak and chestnut

sprouts. In some parts it is very dense and forms pure stands, while

in the other places it is scattered, and on some of the slopes it is

only an occasional tree. These pines are from 4 to 16 inches in

diameter at breast high, have clean stout boles, and appear to be

in a healthy condition.

Scrub Oak Land.

A large portion of the Big Flat is covered with scrub oak and on

several other areas on different parts of the division may be found

land covered almost entirely with scrub oak. The most important

species occurring with it are chestnut, rock oak, black oak and pitch

pine in the form of stunted sprouts. The most of this land being

level and smooth would grow valuable timber if fires could be kept

out.

Lumbering.

Most of the land was lumbered between the years 1870 and 1885,

and since that time it has been cut over just as soon as a sprout

would make a stick of wood. The owner seemed to have no desire

to protect or preserve it for future use. The result is most of the

land has been cut over and followed with fire so often that in places

nothing but scrub oak and pilch pine cover the ground, while in

other parts the sprouts are fire charred and damaged considerably.

Almost the whole area is covered with dead standing sprouts which

hinder the growth of the young sprouts, and make it a furnace as

soon as a fire is started.

Report of Work on the Division.

During the year there were two fires on the division which did a

great amount of damage, on account of the drought in this region.

On August 11, a small fire started along the New Baltimore road

just above Cleversburg. With a heavy wind blowing it soon covered

a large area and the force of men available were unable to control

it. On the 12th and 13th it burned with great intensity and crossed

on to the State land in many places. Finally on the 14th it was

brought under control and completely extinguished. This fire cov-

ered about 2,500 acres of private land and about 1,900 acres of State

land.

On October 31st a small fire started at the mouth of Shirley

hollow, which was soon brought under control. The fire covered

about 40 acres, mostly State land. Very little damage was done

except to the young growth. Cost of extinguishing, flO.SO, which

does not include the service of two rangers.

r^
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During the year tliere were opened 8 1-3 miles of road. These

roads were opened to a width of 10 to 15 feet and all dead material

removed. These roads will now make the woods accessible in case

of lire, and will also j-erve as fire lanes. The road up Mean's hollow

on through to the State line at Dug hill was opened for protection

and also to connect with a road that leads to the New Baltimore

road about i mile distant. The Old Kidge road was opened from the

intersection of Pine and Birch runs to within a mile of the State

line on the northwestern side. From this point a road can easily

be opened down Furnace hollow which is about one-half mile dis-

tant and also down to Shirley hollow which is about the same dis-

tance. By opening these roads it will give an invaluable protection

to the front hills, and if these hills are well protected we will have

little danger from fires at present. A road was also opened joining

the ridge road with the road from Mean's hollow.

Total cost of opening roads was |61.00 which includes |().85 for

wear on tools. The total cost of tools was |?>.95, which does not

include some tools which belong to the men.

About 8.9 miles of line were opened at a cost of $34.50. Use of

tools, ?1.50, which includes money spent for paint. This line was

opened about G to 8 feet wide, reblazed and repainted, with the idea

of making a good fire lane, as well as to mark the boundary. Now
since this is done no person can commit a trespass through ignorance

of the boundary.

General ^lanagement.

Opening the roads and lines is about the only thing that has been

done in the way of general management of the division this year.

Camping permits were issued during the hunting season, and rules

of the permits were obeyed in every instance.

The acquirement of these lands by the Department of Forestry will

be very beneficial to the surrounding country. Most of the land

owned by the State is comprised in the watershed from which Ship-

pensburg obtains its water supply. Hence one easily sees that the

protection of this watershed from fires will result in Shippensburg

having a regular water supply, instead of a stream that will supply

water during the wet seasons only.

There are several things to be recommended that need immediate

attention

:

(1) Surveying and opening the remainder of the boundary.

(2) Opening of remaining old roads, also a road from the Big

Flat down Birch run to Caledonia.

(3) Protection. This means opening the remainder of old roads,

and the removal of dead material as soon as a demand can be created.
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(4) Clearing and planting the best portions of the burned area.

White pine will thrive well on most of this land, while on other parts

the cottonwoods will be the best with which to reclaim.

GKEENWOOD DIVISION, HUNTINGDON COUNTY KESEBVE,

1909.

W. H. KRAFT, Forester.

The active work on this division was begun with the making of

plantations on April 8th. As the weather was very unfavorable little

headway could be made with the ground. 5,000 Carolina poplar

cuttings were planted in marshy ground as an experiment for future

pulp wood plantation. As there was considerable rubbish to remove

before planting, the cost per thousand was more than it should be

under ordinary conditions. Cost of labor, $12.15, or about $2.43 per

thousand to plant.
.

The white pine seedlings were lifted from the seed beds in the

nursery and packed ready for transport to planting grounds. The

seedlings were tied 100 in a bunch, the roots puddled, and a ball of

earth put around the roots, then packed in open boxes. In this

manner seedlings kept in good condition for several days. Cost for

lifting, counting and packing 310,400 seedlings, $47.50, or about

15 cents per thousand. 187,400 of these seedlings were planted in

old fields and small plots of cleared ground on the Greenwood end

of the reserve.

The planting was done in this manner: Holes were dug with a

mattock of sufficient depth to allow the seedling to be planted about

the same depth as when removed from seed bed. For each digger

ii boy planted after, and to every four diggers and planters a boy

carried and distributed seedlings. In this way the roots of the seed-

lings were exposed for a minimum time.

The cost per thousand to plant these seedlings varied according

to size of plot and character of ground, the cost being less in large

plots of from 10 to 15 acres than in small plots from one-half to one

acre as time was consumed moving from one plot to another. In

big plots the cost ran from $1.79 to $1.90 per thousand to plant,

while in small plots the cost ran from $2.05 to $4.13 per thousand,

according to distance in moving from one plot to another. As the
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small plots in many instances were a considerable distance apart,

the average cost per thousand is high. Cost of planting 187,400

seedlings, $444.33, or about |2.37 per thousand.

As it was getting late in the season, forester Morton took charge

of the plantation work at Charter Oak, then attached to this division.

Here all the planting was done in old fields and very little moving
had to be done from place to place. However, in many places briars

had to be cut and removed before ground could be planted. 129,000

seedlings were planted at Charter Oak at a cost of |205.G9, or an
average of $1.59| per thousand.

These seedlings did well for about two months, only about 2 per
cent, dying from transplanting. However, a severe drought set in

about July first, lasting until November, which literally burnt them
up. At the end of the growing season in some plantations 50 per
cent, were dead, those on the slopes suffering the greatest loss. In
a few small patches only 10 per cent, were dead.

The number of seedlings taken from the Greenwood nursery this

year is as follows:

White pine, 310,400

Scotch pine, 4,500

European larch, 1,500

Greenwood Nursery.

On account of the plantation work, actual work in the nursery
was not begun until May 12th. Ground was thrown up for beds
and changes made in length of beds and width of aisles. This was
done to conform to the water system being installed in Ihe nursery.
The water system consists of a storage dam located in Greenwood
hollow with hydraulic ram at foot of hill, the necessary main and
distributing pipes, and a warming basin 40 feet in diameter, 4 feet

deep, situate on the hill above the nursery. This warming basin was
made to allow the water to reach a temperature sufiiciently high so
as not to injure the growing plants in the nursery when applied to

them. With this water system we hope to eliminate the loss of
plants by drought and to force the stock along vigorously during the
growing season.

The nursery beds were made 48 feet long by 4 feet wide, with a
2-feet aisle between, the cross aisle being 4 feet wide to allow use
of wheelbarrows. Water pipes run down each alternate cross aisle.

With the use of a fifty feet hose, the beds may be sprayed on each
side of pipe line a distance of from 50 to 75 feet. Di-nins were put
above and through the center of the nursery to guard against the
washing of beds during excessive rainfall. The nursery was also
enlarged.
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The last of the seed was planted about June 20th. As the ground

was in excellent condition the seed germinated rapidly. With the

help of the water system the plants were kept growing through the

entire season and withstood the severe drought with very slight loss.

The amount and kind of seeds sown were as follows:

White pine, ^^^ pounds.

Scotch pine, '^ pounds.

Pinus rigida, ^i pounds.

European larch, 4 pounds.

All the seeds had a high percentage of germination except the

European larch, which had scarcely 3 per cent.

At the end of growing year the nursery contained the following

seedlings

:

White pine 1 year old, 1,124,570

Pinus rigida 1 year old, 35,000

Scotch pine 1 year old, 25,000

White pine 2 years old, • 175,000

Scotch pine 2 years old, 2,000

White ash 2 years old, 250

Total, all ages, 1,361,820

About 25 tons of compost were made up from dirt screened from

aisles after beds were made, weeds, barnyard manure and green stuff

gathered off nursery during summer. This was made into heaps to

be used as fertilizer on nursery beds.

Expenses for the year are as follows

:

Labor, ?81^ ^^

Tools and incidentals, 20 50

Forester's salary (May to Oct.), 600 00

Seed planted, 367 65

Int. 5 per cent, on investment water system, 102 24

10 per cent, cost water system for wear and

tear, 204 48 4-5

Total, ?2,110 52

Improvements.

The forester's house was raised 3 feet, a foundation and cellar put

under same, a new back building attached to house, horse stable and

wagon shed built. This was done by contract amounting to ?570.00.

The grading and filling around house and stable and putting French

drains around house was done by day's labor, and cost $53.00.
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About one-quarter of a mile of public road was made. This piece

of road had become impassable ami during certain seasons of the

year was unsafe to travel. The township's stone crusher was used

to crush the stone, and the engine was hired by the day to run the

crusher. As no limestone was available, mountain sandstone was

used. Culverts of stone were put in to carry away water from side

ditches. One wooden bridge was built over a stream.

Part of this road required a fill of about 4 feet. The road bed was

raised in center after the manner of roads of modern construction,

and, crowned with spalls, makes a fairly smooth, passable and durable

road. This piece of road was dangerous for three years before we

repaired it. The cost of repairing the road exceeded our total annual

road charge paid to this township.

New roads were brushed open and repaired for fire roads. Eanger

G. Edward Ross on his range cut open and repaired 12^ miles of

these roads. In all instances the roads were made passable on horse-

back, and generally for wagons, except where too steep to drive. Most

of them were cut through very brushy places, the old road sometimes

having grown completely shut. The cost of cutting out 12J miles

and repairing same was |188.42, or about $15.07 per mile.

Ranger John C. Monsell cut open and repaired a fire road of 3|

miles, which can be used for driving and is in fairly good order for

a reserve road. Cost to date, f4J.93 or |11.91 per mile. This road

is not yet completed.

Survey.

Surveying of the outside boundary lines of this reserve was begun

on November 9th. About one-fourth has been closed in. This should

now be brushed out to be used as fire lanes and a guide for rangers.

Owing to the depth of snow in the mountains, surveying had to

be discontinued for the present. When the boundary lines are all

closed in each ranger will have his district assigned and be made

responsible for its care.

Prospects for the Coming Year.

Blanks caused by the severe drought are to be filled in plantations,

in this way keeping the stand of one age as nearly as possible.

Arranging the nursery in such a manner so as to produce nearly

an equal number of seedlings each year. As the nursery cannot be

enlarged on present site more than one-half acre, this can be arranged

this year.

Better roads through the reserve. These could be had by the use

of the fixed charge now paid to townships. This money should be

used on roads running through or adjacent to lands which produce

the money.
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Better protection both by means of more fire roads through the

reserve and a larger force of rangers during fire season.

The ranger force could be enlarged by keeping a steadily employed

labor crew on each reserve, as poor results only can be obtained under

present method. The rangers must cover too much territory.

The present method of employing labor is unsatisfactory, as the

men are given only five or six months' work a year, which is not

sufficient to keep their families.

With protection, in a few years this reserve will produce fair

revenue from improvement cuttings.

LYCOMING COUNTY RESERVE, LOYALSOCK DIVISION, 1909.

JOHN A. BASTIAN, Forester.

According to the old surveys the Loyalsock reserve consists of

about 13 125 acres. This land lies in four townships, Eldred, Gamble,

Plunkets' Creek and Upper Fairfield, and on both sides of the Loyal-

sock creek, extending from about LoyalsockviUe north to Barbours.

Most of it lies to the east and s(mth of this creek. Two rangers are

employed upon this reserve, one alone from the fall of 1905 to the

spring of 1909, when the seccmd ranger came on.

Work Done Upon the Reserve.

Verv little work was done upon this reserve before the survey of

its boundaries was begun. The first appointed ranger opened some

roads and trails wide enough to afford good walking. The second

ai>pointed ranger opened over one mile of road, about ten feet

wide, that leads to a large spring. Several springs that held out

during the dry spell, were cleaned out ready for use in case of fire.

The Survey.

The survey of the outside lines of the State lands was begun

October 13th, 1909, and continued until December 14th, 1909. The

work was not completed, but suspended until spring on account of

the deep snow in the woods. About three weeks of work in the

spring will complete the survey. As far as the survey went the lines

were well blazed and posted by the corps. The painting of the line

was left over for spring on account of the paint holding better then,

and the increased expense of painting while surveying. The survey

^
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was a difficult one, owing to the facts that so many of the corners,

witnesses and line trees were destroyed; that some of the lines were

never surveyed before but marked on the maps and were far from

being right ; and so few of the adjoining land owners know where

their lines or corners are.

This work was in charge of Chas. L. Wetzel, Beavertown, Pa.

Fires.

Only two fires are reported on or near this reserve since September

1st, 1909, the first being on October 9th, covering about three acres,

nearly one acre being State land, the cost of extinguishing the fire

was $10.30. How the fire started is not known. The second fire was

[November 8th, which covered about three acres. This did not reach

State land. The cost of extinguishing it was $4.40. It appeared

to be started by hunters burning a squirrel out of a hollow tree.

Future Work on the Reserve.

The lines surveyed should be cut open as soon as spring opens,

all the old roads brushed out and mended, a few new roads opened

up, and the springs re-opened. Unless these things are done first

we cannot expect to get a fire under control very easily or quickly

should one be started. Most of the roads have not been used for

from ten to fifteen years and have grown nearly shut. To go through

some of the thick growth where fire burned some eight years ago,

is nearly impossible.

These improvements should be made not only for protection against

fire, which should come first, but being a good region for hunting

and fishing and a place where many people visit during the summer

months, it should be made acce^^sible for these reasons. Nearly a

dozen summer cottages are built near this reserve. Improvements

may well be made in a way that will attract the attention of visitors.

The repair of roads is as good a way as any in which to begin.



Plate XX. No. 1.—Rock Glen, Showing Dry Stream Bed ; John C. Stocker Warrant,
Milford Township, Pike County.

Plate XXI. No. 2.—John Miller Warrant, Milford Township, Pike County.
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INSPECTION REPOKT.

DR. J. T. ROTHROCK.

a

October 1st, 1909.
Hon. Eobert S. Conklin,

Coinmissioner ol" Forestry,

Harrisburg, Pa.

Dear Sir:—I would report as follows upon my recent trip to the
State forest reserve in Pike county. ScpfcMiiber l>lst, Einile T. Riviere,
forest ranger, Fiank Schorr, county surveyor, and I hired a team
and started for an inspection of the State lands adjacent to Milford.
The first tract observed was 114, John C. Stocker. There was no

recent burning. Some mature, marketable timber remained, having
survived and grown since the last lumbering operations. On the
ridge there is a very fine growth of young rock oak and chestnut,
and also some marketable yellow pine.

Photograph No. 1 was taken in a rocky glen on this tract. Usually
small stream came down the glen, but as a consequence of the

protracted drought the stream bed is dry now.
Tract 7(>, John Miller, Milford township, Pike county. Soil poor,

reproduction slow. On eastern half a dense growth of scrub oak now
exists. There is some improvement in soil and timber on western
half. See photograj>h 2.

Passing over old lumber road we came to former site of old Ness
^rill. Thence turning eastward followed old public road to Pond
Eddy, towards Milford. Found dense growth of scrub oak. Some
young chestnut and some good sized yellow i)ine. See photograph 3,
taken on 4^], Eliza))eth Smith, West fall township, looking toAvard 75^

John Shea.
*

'

It is absolutely imperative that fire lanes be opened promptly and
kept open in this district. On the public road to Pond Eddy, so far
as I observed it, there was practically no work done bv the super-
visors, though the township has received considerable levenue from
the State land. It is recommended that this revenue be withheld bv
the State until some substantial work is done by the supervisors on
the land which produces the revenue.

On the afternoon of September 21st wc again took the field and
examined first the DeWitt ]dace, which is now offered to the State.
It is 72, P»enjainin Mason, Westfall township. See photographs 4 and
5 A considerable pu^rfion of this tract is burned over, though there
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still remains some fairly good timber on about fifty acres. There

are from 40 to 60 acres of land which might be immediately avail-

able for planting. Buildings are on the decline, but still capable

of restoration at moderate expense. The spring, ordinarily strong

enough to turn a mill wheel, is still flowing (though less freely),

in spite of dry weather. This would make an admirable home for

a ranger. Tracts 45 and 54 in Westfall township have sufl'ered con-

siderably from forest fires. There is much good, marketable yellow

pine on these two tracts, but the need for opening fire lines here is

very pressing.

Tract 38, Shohola township, has an important stand of yellow

pine, white pine and hemlock. The roads through this tract are so

badly washed, rocky and overgrown as to be well nigh impassable.

They should certainly be opened. State land should never be un-

approachable. There are valuable flagstone quarries on this tract,

formerly opened and worked.

I beg here to call attention to the fact that Mr. Kiviere has been

faithful to his work, and has done enough labor and expended enough
time upon it to merit your commendation. His tracts are remote

from any settled point. To visit them requires hiring a team. His

salary barely pays the livery bills which he is obliged to contract.

T am of the opinion that it would be money well spent if he were
authorized to employ two good axemen to assist in golting the nec-

essary fire lanes cut out promptly and well.

September 23d, starting from Hunting Tower, the Adams Home,
we picked up ranger Ferdinand Frank at his home, which we found
to be externally in every way creditable at a State ranger's home.

Internally, there should be some plastering and other minor repairs

done in order to preserve the property. See photograph 6, external

view of house.

I cannot too highly commend the fidelity and intelligent activity

of ranger Frank. He has cut out, beside the improvement cutting

shown in photograph 7, about ten miles of fire lane. I would sug-

gest that it would be to the interest of the State to furnish him with
a pack saddle outfit, a water cart, and half a dozen canteens. In
this connection I would say I think that it would be a wise invest-

ment to place a State water camp in charge of the Adams brothers

at Hunting Tower. They are zealous, intelligent, influential, helpful

friends of the forestry movement in time of an emergency, whether
by fire of any other cause. Over and over again they have rendered
signal service when the State's holdings were in danger.

The timber along the road to Peck's dam via Porter's lake shows
a marked improvement during the past seven years. Where the

fire has been held in check, young chestnut and several valuable

species of oak are rising above the underbrush and crowding it out.

riate XXII. No. 3.—Elizabeth Smith Warrant, Westfall Township, Pike Toimty.

«•' -"% *• .'>fi«lt^i:,;^3aBEBPSS?-

IMato XXIII. No. 4.—P.onJMinin Mason Warrant, Wostfall Towushii), IMko (,'ounty

;

House, Old Mill and Part of Meadow.
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still remains some fairly good timber ou about lifty acres. There

are from 40 to (»0 acres of land wbicli mic:bt be iinmediatelv avail-

able for ]>bintinfj:. l>ijildiii,u:s are on llie d<'cliiie, but still capable

of restoration at moderate expense. The s])iinn, ordinarily sirim.cj

enough to turn a null wheel, is still llowiiig ( llnmiih less freely),

in spite of dry weather. This would make an adinirahh; home for

a ranger. Tracts 45 and 54 in West^l'all township have sulVered c<m-

siderablv from forest tires. There is much ^ood, market able ncHow

pine on these two tracts, but the need for opening lire lines here is

very pressing.

Tract r><S, Shohola township, has an im])ortant stand of yellow

])ine, white pine and hendock. The roads thiougli ihis tract are so

badly washed, rocky and overgrown as to be well nigh imjKissable.

They should certainly be opened. State land should never be un-

approachable. There are valuable tlagstcme (piarries on this tract,

formerly opened and worked.

I beg here to call atlention to the fact that Mr. liiviere has been

faithful to his work, and has done enough labor and expended enough

time upon it to merit your commendation. His tracts are remote

from any settled point. To visit them requires hiring a team. FT is

salary barely pays the livery bills which he is obliged to contract.

i am of the opinion that it would be money well sjjent if he were

authorized to empl(»v two good axem<Mi to assist in gelling ilie nec-

essary fire lanes cut out ]>romptly and well.

SeptemlxT 2')d, starting from linnting Tower, the Adams Home,
we picked u]) ranger Ferdinand Frank at his home, which we found

to be externallv in everv wav cr(»di table at a State ranger's home.

Internally, there should be some plastering and othei- nnnoi- repairs

done in order to preserve the property. See ])hotogra]>h H, externnl

view of house.

I cannot too highly commend the fidelity and intelligent activity

of ranger Fraidv. He has cut out, beside the improvement cutting

shown in jdiotograph 7, about ten miles of fire lane. I would sug-

gest that it would be to the interest of Ihe State to furnish him with

a pack saddle outfit, a water cart, an<l half a do/en canteens. In

this connection T would say \ think that it would b(» a wise invest-

ment to ])lace a State water cam]> in charge of the Adams brothers

at Hunting Tower. They are zealous, intelligent, infiuential, helpful

friends of the forestry movement in time of an emergency, whether
by fire of any other cause. Over and over again they have rendered

signal service when the State's holdings were in danger.

The timber along the road to Peck's dam via Porter's lake shows
a marked imj)rovement during the ])ast sev^en years. Where the

fire has been held in check, young chestnut and several valuable

species of oak are rising above the underbrush and crowding it out.
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Plate XXII. No. :3.—Elizabeth Smith Warrant, Wostfall T..v\ n^liip . Pike ('.»iiiit>
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PImii' XXIII. N<» I.
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riato XXIV. Xo. 5.—Barn and Orclianl, DoWitt Plaoo, Wostfall Townsliin Pik'County. ^ '

I Ma to XX\'. Xo. G.—Ran^ver's House, Porter Township, Pike County.
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Photographs 8 and 1) show the present condition at Peck^s dam.
The leak left when the dam was constructed, under the competent
supervision of Mr. Elliott, was, as we remember, unavoidable, be-

cause of a tissure in the rocks beneath and which extended apparently
a long distance back from the breasts of the dam. It is a pleasure
to note that the leak has become no greater in the lapse of years.

This fact tends to confirm the view that his explanation of the

cause is correct.

September 24th, drove from Hunting Tower via Lake Nichicronk
to Westbrook in time for dinner. Road part of the way lay through
State lands, which were, on the whole, in a fairly satisfactory con-

dition. After dinner we went off to White Deer Lake, distance from
W^eslbrook about tlirce miles. The growth of timber during the past
It'u years has been so great lliat I should not have recognized the

place, had I not known where I was. Photograph 10 gives a fair

representation of the southern half in spite of the fact that there is

a double exposure on this film.

September 25th we left Westbrook and reached Promised Land by
8.30 A. M. Found no one home except the youngest son of the

ranger. The house and barn were good enough, but **
There were several cattle grazing on the State fields and a band

of sheep roaming at will outside the enclosure. About from five

to ten acres of the land adjacent to the house should be properly
fenced for the use of the ranger, and the rest of the cleared land
should, with as little delay as possible, be planted to young trees,

of whatever kind promises best, which would probably be white
pine.

I would suggest that as soon as the appropriations warrant the
expenditure, the dam should be rebuilt. It is an ideal place for
fish culture, and the supply of fish there would be a great help to
the entire district. Photograph 11 shows the condition at present
(1909). Forester Avery accompanied us on this visit.

W^e returned to Westbrook for dinner and were back to Hunting
Tower by 4.30 P. M.

September 27th, Mr. H. W. Adam and his estimable wife, took
me to Stroudsburg by way of Porter's lake. I expected to meet
Forester Strobeck at this place. I did not meet him there, indispo-
sition of some sort being the cause. As a whole, the route from
Porter's Lake to Hunter's Range was, when I last saw it, five years
ago, about the least promising of the State possessions. A dense
undergrowth of valueless stuff covered a very poor soil. In the
meantime some of the former residents have been removed to parts
unknown, and a wiser public sentiment is commencing to recognize
that the forestry movement means better times ahead.
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lMi()l(><;iaj)lis S and 11 show ilio present condition at Peck's dam.
'I'lie leak lell when I he dam was eonsji-neled, nnchM* Ihe competent
siipei-vision ol' Air. Ill Mod, was, as w(^ i-ememhei-, iinavoi(lal)le, be-

eans(? ot* a lissiin.^ iji (lie rocks lumealh and w hicli extended apparently

a lon.i;- dislaiire hark I'mm the breasi of Ihe (bun. It is a pleasure

lo nole Ihat Ihe h'ak has becnme no gi-ealer in Ihe bipse of years.

I'his fact tends lo contiini Ihe view (hal his ex[)hinalion oi' Vim

canse is correct.

Sep!end»er iMlli, diove IVom llmiiiii«r Tower via Lake Xichicronk

to \\estbi(M)k in lime J'or dinner. J{oad part of the way biy through
Slate lands, wiiich wci-e, on the whole, in a fairly satisfactory con-

dition. Alter tlimier we went oil' to While Deer Lake, distance from
Weslhrook abniii lliire iiiilcs. The i;i-owlh of liiid»ei' <hning the past

h'li years has been so ^reat tliat 1 should not have i-ecognized the

plat-e. had I iiol kii(»wn wher<' I was. IMiotograjdi 1(1 «;ives a fair

I'cpresenialion <d* the soTithern half in spite of the fact that there is

a double exposure on this tilm.

Septend)er l!r>ih we b^ft Wesihrook and reached Promised Land by

8,o0 A. ^1. I'ound no one home except the youngest son of the

i-anger. The house and barn were i»*ood eriousfh, but * *

•K-

There were several ratlle i;ra/iiig on the State fields and a band
of slierp i-oaming at will outside ihe enclosure. About from five

to leu acres of ihe land adjacent to the house should be properly
fenced foi- the use of the langer, and the rest of the cleared land
should, with as little delay as i>ossible, be planted to young trees

of whatever kind promises best, which would probably be white
pine.

I would sugijjest that as soon as the ap])ropriations warrant the
expenditure, the dam should l>e rebuilt. It is an ideal place for
fish culture, and the supply ol tish there would be a great help to

the entire district. Photograph 11 shows the conditicni at present
( 1!>0!I). Forester Avery accompanied us on this visit.

We reiurned lo \\'esl brook for dinner and were back to Iluntiug
Tc.wer by 4.HO P. M.

Sei>tend)er 27th, Mr. II. W. Adam and his estimable wife, took
me to Stroudsburg by way <d' Porter's lake. I expected to meet
Pon^ster Strobeck at this plac»'. I did not meet him there, indispo-
silicui of some sort being the cause. As a whole, the route from
Poller's Pake to Jluntei's Kange was, when 1 last saw it, five years
ago, about the least piouiising of the State ])ossessions. A dense
undergrowih <d' vahu'less slulf covered a very pool* soil. In the
meant imc some <d' the former residents have been removed to parts
unknown, and a wi.s(»r public sentiment is commencing to recognize
that Ihe forestry movement means better times ahead.
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Fires are less freciiient and less severe. Yoiiiii^ cliestuut and oak

are commencing to rise above the scrub brush ^and to crowd it out.

An improved condition of the merchantable timber visible ah)ng the

road is quite apparent. Indeed in this res[)ect my expectations were
greatly exceeded.

A house for forester or ranger is greatly needed at this place.

Hunter's J\ange, at present, is still demoralizing in its tendency.

There is absolutely no j)lace where an ottlcer can do any study or

work up satisfactorily, any ]>lans. 1 do not know of any situaticm

in our reserves so inidesirable, and 1 almost should cease to wonder
if the standing of any of our foresters stationed there should become
reduced to the level of the ]>lace. \ cannot too stnmgly urge that

a suitable house be erected on forester Strobeck's territorv at the

earliest possible hour. So far as I am informed, the Luke Whittaker

place might prove U) be available.

It is advisable that the lines of the State lands in (his i)ortion of

Pike county and the adjacent jKirts (d* Mcmroe be surveyed as early

as possil)le, in order to guard against trespassers.

I would say also that pro]>er appliances for tire lighting should

be promptly suj)plied for this district.

I have now to make a statement which may seem to be ungracious,

but I do so because I feel that the interest of the ])ublic service

demands it. 1 have never before been so impressed wilh the danger

of the forestry cause which may come from the public being allowed

to supi)ose for an instance that the Forest Service is a ''soft snap"

or a ^'cinclf' in ])o]udar ]>arlance: or a sinecure in more ]K)lite terms.

Every forest emplove from forester down shoubl be made to feel

that the State ]>avs him Un- everv hour of his time and that when
not employed fidlt/ in directing the work of others that it is expected

of him, that he will take his axe, or other a])]n*(>])riate tool, and

conscienti(msly labor to improve Ihe lauds under his charge. There

should be no exception to this nde, and any em]>loye who cannot be

made to take this view and to do W(uk, should be separated from

the service as sj»eedily as jiossible.

JJespect fully submitted,

(Signed! J. T. IJOTilKOCK.

lil

Plate XXVI No. 7.—Improvomont Cuttinjr Made by Ranger Ferdinand Frank,

I'orter Township, Pike County.

Plate XXVII. No. 8.—Peck's Dam, Ideal Pickerel Fishing Ground, Pike County
Reserve.
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FiiM's jirc less ri'('(|ii(*iil :iii<l Irss scmmc. \oiiiiiLi- clicslmil .-nid (»;ik

;ii(.* (Mmini('iirin,n lo lisc .-iIminc ilic scinh luiisli 'jiiid lo «i'o\\<l ii oiil.

.\ii iiiipi-oMMl ((Hidii idii (tf llic ni(M'(li;iiil;ihl(' liiiiiKM* Nisihic alniig llie

I'oiul is (jiiiic n|»|;;ii-('ni. IikIcc*! in lliis icspccl inv cxjK'clal iniis were
<• icjUI;n i\ ('X((MM I(m].

A JMMisc \'i)\' r«H'('sl(M' ni- r.iiiiici- is ^i-(';iiiv needed al lliis place.

IIniiiei-*s K'aiiiic al |Meseiil, is si ill deiii(H-ali/inn in ils leiidenev.

There is ahscdnleh n<> idare w here an ol'ljeer can d<> an\ sind\ or

Work ii|> sal isfaciorilN . anv |dans. I do not kin>\\ of any silnalion

ill oiir reseiNcs so niidesiraide. and I aliiiosl siionld cease lo wonder

W ihe slaiidiiiL': of aii\ ol" onr I'oresiers slalioned ihere should heconK'

rednced in liie IcncI ol ihe jdace. I cannot too sii-oiiinly ni-iic thai

a snilaide Janise he creeled on Inresier SiroheckV lei-rilor\ al Ihe

eai'liesi possihie honr. So lai' as I am inroi-!ne<l, ihe Lake >\'hil laker

p!a ce niijuhl pio\e h> he a\ailahlc

II is ad\isahle ihal ihe liin-s (d' Ihe Slale lainis in lliis p(H'lion of

Tike <-oiini\ and ihe adiaceiil parls of .Monroe he snrveNcd as earlv

as possilde. in order lo ;L;nard aiiainsi I respasseis.

1 would say also ihal proper appliances Tor lire liiihlin^ should

be ]n-onipily sn|>|lie<| foi- ihis disiric!.

I lia\'e no\\ i(» make a siaiemeiii which may seem lo Im' nnn'racions,

Inil I (h» so hecaiise 1 I'eel ihal lln* inleresi of ihe jnihlic service

demands ii. I haxc ncNcr helore heeii so impressetl wilh ihe dan_i;"er

of ihe rores!r\ cause which max mine rroin ihe mihlic heinji allowed

lo .suppose for an instance ihal ihe I-'oresi Ser\'ice is a "sori snap"

OT a "cin«-h" in pojnilar parlance: or a sinecure in more |>olite lerms.

Kverx I'oresl emjdoNc I'l oiii I'orester down should he made to feel

thai ihe Siale pays him I'or iNcry hour of his lime and ihal wlieii

iioi employed fiiflji in <lireciin;.v ihe wor!^ of oihers ihal il is <'.\]>ecled

o!' him, ihal he will lake his a.\e. or olher appro|n'iale lonl. and

c<niscieni iously lahor h» ini|»i'o\e ihe lands under his char^i'. There;

shonid 1m> no e.xceplion lo iliis riih'. and an\ eni|d<»ye who canm»l I»e

made to tak«' this \ iew and lo do work, should he si-paiaUMJ rrom

tl K' ser\ ice as speenily as pnssihhIi hli

I cMtecl liilh Mlhmi I lee

(Signed . .1. T. lin'riJK'OCK,



Plate XXVIII. No. 0.—Pock's Dam, IMke County Keserve.

Plate XXIX. N(». 10.—White Deer Lake, Pike County Ueserve.
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KKPORT ON A POKTIUN OF THE STATE KESEUNE IN PIKE
ANJ) MOXKOE (H)rNTIES, P.MM).

JOHN L. STOBECK, Forester

State land, on wliidi tliis irpoil is based, lies in I'orter and Leh-
man townships, JMke eoiml y, and Middle Sinitlitield, Price and Barrett
townships, Monioe connty. Accordino to the 11)07 iei)oit of the
Connnissioner of Forestry, land lyin,i»' in Monroe comity is 0,171 acres
in extent, that lyino- in i»ike county and included in this report is

about three tiiues the area of that located in Monroe countv.
Over onehair of (he boundary lines in Pike connty were estab-

lished by a survey in lOOt;, locatinj;- corners by means of stones idled
around one which stands uprioht^ nnd indicatino- (he direction of
the line. Trees in close proximity to the line are blazed and painted.
The location of (he tracts which have not b(vn included within the
survey is unceitain, owino to the fact that cornerstones have been
destroyed in som<' cases, and in otheis have never been established.
All boundaries must necessarily be established artificially, for origi-
nally (he county was divided into 400-acre jdots; and althouoji this
jdan has not remained iiKact, yel its essential juim-iple, the artificial
bonndai-y, still predomiiuites.

A few hundriMl acres in Mcmroe county have been included within
the survey; but (he remainder bears (he same explanalion as the
nnsuiveyed portions in Pike county.

Topograj/hy.

This area lies in (he watershed of ISushkill creek. However, a
small portion drains inio MarshjillV creek in ea*s(ern Monroe countv,
the source of which lies on State land. The contcuir of tlie land is
hilly. s(une areas beino niouniaiuous. P»u( th(* greater ]>ortion of it
tdids to be a succession of rolling hills, generally at variance with
each olher regarding direction. A separa(e ridge covers a large base.
Tlie general (rend of (he hills is n(u-(heas( (o southwest, bnr is not
regular, thus making travel (hrough undevelojMMl parts dillicult. Large
jM.rtions variously locate<l are swamp land and "swale." Generalfy
(he swamps lie between sliglH undulations of (he coiKour. Swales
or dam)) porlions widi a rocky surface, exiend (ver long level
siretches, i»arlicularly on tablelands, bu( invariably reach <lown to
the lower part of the region in which it is h.ca(<Ml. The boHom lands
between ridges aie a( many places swami»y, '>»it limre often rocky.
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The principal rock J'orniation i« a blue sandstone, in many cases

tending to slaty composition. It covers the area in strata generally,

and takes a very slight dip. It is clearly a sedimentary formation

ol one of the later geological ages.

Before the State acquired this land, large quantities of flagstone

were quarried, and quarrying was carried on so extensively as to

make it one of the chief industries of this region. To-day all quarry-

ing on State land has ceased, because it may be continued only in

conformitv with the terms of the Act of Assembly. In the surround-

ii'g regions, flagstone continues to be quarried. What remains on

State land is a valuable reserve asset. The quality of this flagstone

is first grade. A few quarries on State land will produce stones

of any size desired; and there is the added advantage in that they

lie close to the surface, thus requiring a minimum amount of labor

to quarry.

A red sandstone, almost a red shale, is present on some parts of

the area. It disintegrates very readily, and the flow ofif of water

from such places shows clearly in contrast to the formation by its

side.

Quartz in adulterated forms appears in small quantities. Flint

stone can be found occasionally. Silver and copper have been found

and have been reduced by actual smelting processes, but produced

too small a percentage of either metal to encourage operation. How-
ever, very little prospecting has been done on State land. Interested

parties, so far, have confined their investigations chiefly to private

property.

The soil is thin and poor. Farm land in the district is of little

value, owing to the outcropj>ing of stone. However, farms lying

in the vicinity of State land cm the west side of Bushkill creek in

Monroe county have deeper and richer soil than those locateij on the

east side, and possess better producing qualities; but farms in this

region are incapable of producing wheat.

The cleared land which the State owns comprises two fields on the

James Saunders tract in Monroe county, and has an area of about

six acres. These fields are abandoned farm land.

The soil is generally a black loam underlaid with a bottom of

hardpan clay. This is not so general in Monroe county as on State

land in Pike county. Clay also forms the top layer in many places.

Streams, Springs and Lakes.

The Bushkill creek is the largest stream draining State land, and

in consequence, receives the flow from all the smaller streams. Its

upper half flows in a southerly direction, and the lower half south-

easterly. Marshall's creek has its source in the southern part of
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State laud in Monroe county, but drains a small part of it only. The

streams flow through the depressions between the higher ridges, and

invariably over rocky bottoms. In consequence of this, they make

excellent trout streams. Saw creek, a stream flowing in a south

easterly direction and emptying into the Bushkill, is reputed to be

one of the best trout streams of the State. Many streams of lesser

repute afford excellent fishing. Various streams are active in the

swamps during rainy periods, and for a short time after, but for

the greater part of the year they remain dry, probably by reason of

the great absorptive power of the swamp itself.

Springs of an open nature are not very abundant. Wherever water

appears, it generally partakes of the behavior of a stream. Watering

places along the roads and elsewhere which appear like springs are,

in reality, not springs, but depressions in the beds of small streams.

The heads of streams are uncertain, since they generally have their

sources in swamps, which fact accounts for the irregular flow of

many of them.

Mud Pond is the only large body of water on the reserve. It is

an excellent pickerel pond. However, the surrounding country, and

in one case (Twelve Mile Pond), an interior tract, holds lakes of

various sizes. The remarkable feature of these lakes is the manner

by which they maintain a continual flow of water. The bottoms

are covered with springs, which are ^'artesian" in their nature. These

lakes are, therefore, without surface inlets, but necessarily have a

surface outlet. A few large holes, swampy in their nature, fill with

water during rainy periods, but become dry during times of drought.

A few of these can be found on State land in Monroe county.

Game.

Pike county is one of the favorite sporting grounds in Pennsyl-

vania. State land is bounded at varying angles by land of the

Porter's Lake Hunting and Fishing Club, Beaver Kun H. & F. Club,

Saw Creek H. & F. Club, Easton Angling Asso., Blooming Grove

Asso., and Weisbrod and Hess' private deer park. With such faci-

lities as the various clubs afford, and conveniences which can be

obtained with hotels and private houses located near State land,

hunters and fishermen in great numbers find sport and recreation

here, peculiarly exclusive to this territory. The privilege of hunting

and fishing is extended to every person during open season (except-

ing those excluded by law), subject to certain rules and restrictions

formulated by thp Forestry Commission for the protection of State

lands ; and the continued influx of hunters and fishermen during the

various open seasons attests to the popularity of this region.

Trout abound in the streams, pickerel, bass and perch in the ponds.

Deer live among the hills, but not in great numbers; but game birds

of many species afford excepfional sport for hunters. Foxes, mink

I
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and wildcats are in evidence, the first named being especially harmful

to other game. Bears inhabit the swamps. Grey i'ox and red

squirrels lend their presence to the sjjortively inclined.

The Tree Growth.

The principal growth (m this reserve is chestnut, rock oak, and
pitch pine. Formerly rock oak and pitch pine were the predominat-
ing trees. Hemlock was abundant along the streams and white pine

grew extensively; but little of this growth is left. The whole area

gave way to the progress of the lumberman, and what is left is the

growth of an ill-treated area. However, over those tracts which have
been lumbered more recently, pitch pine (P. rigida), still remains in

greater or less density of stand. Those trees which failed to pro-

duce sufficient volume to make their lumbering profitable were left

unmolested; and since they are more immune from fire than any
other species in this region, they remain to form the scattered pitch

pine stands of to-day.

At least one-half of the reserve is covered with a heavy growth
of scrub oak, and is what is commonly called '^scrub-oak barren."
The greater part of this area lies in Porter township. Pike county
and Middle Smithfield township, Monroe county. This was lum-
bered a sufficient number of years ago to have allowed a heavy growth
of forest trees to come on; but year after year these lands have
been subjected to a run of fire and now remain with only a hesivj

growth of scrub-oak. However, where fires are controlled the loca-

tion shows evidence of capacity for growth, and in from five to seven
years, rock oak, white oak, pin oak and chestnut sprouts obtain a

lead over the heavy scrub-oak and finally shade out the scrubby
growth. The various stages of this phenomenon can be seen very
clearly on many scrub-oak barrens of various ages.

In sharp contrast to the oak barren north of Hunter's Range,
is the fine growth of rock oak and chestnut which stands to the south
and west of it. This area, probably more by accident than other-
wise, was not subjected to a run of fire for at least 25 years, and now
holds an excellent stand of rock oak and chestnut of the same age.
The scrub-oak barren is capable of the same growth if i)rotected. On
State lands in Monroe county, such contrast is not so evident as the
above, for the area burned more uniformly during past years; but
the benefit of protection and the capacity for growth is clearly
demonstrated in lieu of the growth attained when subjected to inter-

mittant fires.

The best growth of chestnut and rock oak is located in Lehman
township. Pike county, especially on the east side of the Bushkill
road. That in the vicinily cd* Hunter's Range is of equal growth in
density and quality, but does not cover so extensive an area as the
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former. On the Gershom JVmnell tract and on the west side of the

road leading to Analomink, chestnut sprouts form a thicket almost
impassable. It is very i)romising growth, and bids fair to be a
valuable tract of tind)er if fires can be controlled.

Chestnut and rockoak growth covers the slopes of the hills, es-

pecially the south and eastern slopes in regions where it forms the
stand. Sugar maple, black and white ash, black and yellow birch,

hemlock, and basswood grow along the streams, the importance of

each species being indicated by order in which they are named. Along
Saw creek some large trees of the above named species renmin, but
not in large nuud)ers. Hi fact, those trees of large size remain be-

cause of some disadvantage their location or conditicm gave to a

j»rofitable harvesting, the remnants of a forest primeval maltreated
in the confusion of commercial intent, valuable objects for com-
pariscm with our pi-esc^nt forestal c(mditioiis.

Pin oak one year ago and before was a species in this region equal
in importance to chestnut and rock oak. It has not been mentioned
in its order by reason of the fact that few trees of this species now
renmin alive. A disease which will be discussed later, has devastated
tl)e species to the above extent and has totally obliterated its rank
in importance.

The swamps contain a growth of black spruce, tamarack, black
gum, black and white ash, very little white pine, sugar maple, and
white oak. The Big Swamp has never been lumbered in its en-

tirety owing to its inaccessabili ty and much valuable timber still

remains. However, the State owns only a part of it and the timber
on it is deteriorating. A very noticeable feature of these swamps
is the dense undergrowth of rhododendron, black alder and other
shrubs. They are almost impassable in their natural condition.
The swales generally contain a growth larger than the surroun<ling
country, but of poor quality. The rock oak especially is gnarled,
cro(>ked and hollow.

One thousand bull jiine seedlings which were jdanted on areas
iniginally cleared for nursery i>urposes, are doing poorly, the greater
I^art having died. The few growing were set in dense shade, which
evidently saved moisture sufficient for their growth. However, the
<lry weather which ]>revailed shwo they were ]>lanted, ])robably ac-

counts for their condition.

Roads and Lanes.

Fcmr public roads cross State lands in IMke county, erne of whicli
loads from Porter's Lake to Stroudsburg. This road is kept in good
condition. Another leads from INn-ter's l.ake to Itnshkill, and is not
passable. The biush have not been cut this year, and the bed of the
road is in no condititm for travel. The one leading from Hunter's

1
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IJange to Millertown is traveled occasionally, but nothing more than
the survey and the clearing of the bed of trees and roots has been
done for its improvement. Another, leading from Hunter's Kange
to the Whittaker property, is likewise in very poor condition. How-
ever, the condition of the roads is excusable to a certain extent,

owing to the meagre population.

A number of one-time lumber roads traverse State lands, but all

are grown over with scrub oak. An old road about one mile in

length in blocks 9 and 9G has been opened, and makes an admirable
fire lane ; but it is one of the few so located as to serve such purpose.
One public road crosses State land in Monroe county and leads to

Analomink. It is kept in fairly good condition. The same may be
said of old lumber roads in Monroe county as of those in Pike county.
Not one-half of the boundary lines have been cut open in Pike

county. Work is progressing at the present time on such lines as
were opened two years ago. The lanes are 15 feet wide and are
cleared of brush and debris. A few large healthy trees are left when
it is not advisable to cut by reason of expense and unnecessary
waste. Brush is piled on each side of the lane in such a manner as
to make decomposition speedy. Many trees left standing during the
previous cutting are removed with this year's cutting. Interior
lanes aggregating 2| miles in length were cut out a few years ago
and have been re-opened once since. They are located in blocks
191 and 192. One old road about a mile long has been opened on
State lands in Monroe county. Work is progressing on another
at the present time. Further than this, nothing has been done in

the way of road improvement.

Labor Conditions.

The development of this reserve is confronted with the disad-
vantage of a limited labor supply. The community is so thinly pop-
ulated that only a few men are available. Porter township has six-

teen registered voters, a fact which proves the above statement.
The distance from home to work and the non-availability of board-
ing places make a short working day. Since the few men in the
community are always in demand, especially by the various sporting
clubs for out-of-door work, tliey are i)ractically in a position to dic-
tate what wages shall be i)aid. Labor is paid $1.75 per day, and at
no time this fall were more than four men available the same day.

In Monroe county, conditions are somewhat better. Price town-
ship has 68 registered voters. However, during the fall of the year,
various lumbering operations in the vicinity employ the majority of
the men, and wages equal to those paid lumbermen must be paid
for labor on State lands, or none is forthcoming. Owing to labor
conditions here, should extensive work of any kind be planned, it

would be necessary to bring men from a distance.
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The chestnut tree blight lias been noticed in many instances. Its

particular point of attack is the base and trunk of the smaller chest-

nut trees, ranging in age from six to fifteen years. At this time of

the year it is particularly evident in that the orange colored fruit-

ing bodies of the fungus appear on the outside of the bark. It is

spreading rapidly, and by all indications, bids fair to destroy a
great amount of young chestnut growth.

A disease aft'ecting the pin oak of the region is completely ruining
the stand of that valuable species, attacking especially the larger

trees. It is the o}>inion in this region that it is caused by a worm
feeding upon the leaves ; but under examination the leaves are found
to be gnarled and curled, not eaten as the result of the attack.

It is the intention to try to detect the development of the disease

next spring. All attempts now are futile.

Kecommendations.

1. Completion of survey. It is impossible to make any permanent
improvement without the aid of definite boundaries. The first

recjuisite to intensive management is the right of undisputed owner-
ship and possession of property in question, to certain limits; and
this right cannot be confidently exercised where limits are not
known. Theft of wood is one of the many evils which cannot be
wholly checked until boundaries are clearly established.

2. A system of protection from fire. Fire is the gravest danger to

the well-being of this reserve. This fall, two fires, each of a few
days' duration, destroyed a few thousand acres of growth. It is

simply a rei)etition of former years. As stated before, about one-
half of the boundary lines have been established in Pike county and
about three-fourths of those established were opened with a fifteen-

foet lane two years ago. It is important that boundaries shall be
opened, yet a six-foot lane would suffice for that purpose. Boundary
lanes cut for the purpose of protection give the minimum of protec-
tion tor the nuixininni of labor. Better ])rotection would be given
for labor expended if boundary lanes would be cut six feet wide and
the excess of labor required to cut a 15-feet lane be used for cutting
an inferior syslem of roads and lanes.

An addition of one ranger should be made to the force. All State
land lying in Lehman and Porter townships, Pike county, is jjatroled

by one ranger. It is impossible for him to cover the ground thor-

oughly and at reasonable intervals of time, especially during seasons
when fire is imminent.

3. Dispositi(m of mature, dead and dying timber. Disposition at
the present time is not desirable because ()f (1) remoteness of product
from market; (2) distribution of product over area. What few
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mature timber trees remain are scattered along streams and through

swamps at such wide range as <o make a eenire of operation im-

possible. {?>) Loeal x)rices ol* product. Cord wood cannot be given

awav. Dead wood cannot be sold in any form but that of mine
props, and these must be solid. IMiees range too low for profitable

cutting. (4) Cartage prices. No market is sufUciently near to make
the manufacture of mine props a jjaying proposition. Cartage w(ndd
cost more than receipts from sale of props.

Considering the above conditions, the pitch ])ine could be harvested

pi'ofitably, either for lumber or mine ])rops; but these trees still

maintain a growth which bids fair to more j)rofit. Resides, the sil-

vicultural advantages afforded to the scrub oak areas on which they

are distri!)uted, is a sutticienlly good reason for letting iliem stand.

In view of the above, a systematic dispositi(m of mature, dead
and dying trees should be planned only after the fii*st two recom-

mendations are carried out.

STATE FOREST RESERVE IN KEATING, PORTAGE, HOMER,
SUMMIT, SYLVANIA AND WHARTON TOWNSHIPS, AND
THE ROROUGH OF AUSTIN, POTTER COUNTY, 11)09.

A. C. SILVIUS, Forester

The subdivisions of the county above mentioned contain 51,390
acres of State land. Though the area is large and the tracts com-
posing it scattered and intersected by many interior holdings, the
topography is largely the same, a continuous successicm of hills with
narrow intervening valleys. The State land is at the headwaters of
streams which subsequently make their egress from the southern
and western portions of the county.

The soil for tlie most ]K\vi is a sandy loam, though ]M)rtions are
gravelly and intersj^ersed with large locks and boulders. On account
of our forests occupying the hilly and m<mntain(uis areas in the
townships named, very little of the land is adaptcMl t() farming. The
whole area is well suited for tree growth. Lying at the headwatei'S
of the Allegheny and Snsquehamia rivers, it should forever be set
apart for that use. The value of a forest cover at the headwaters of
a river is so evident and ])ronounced.

The climate is healthful, but due to the wide daily extremes of
tem])erature, is ncd well ada]>ted to the sickly, either in the animal
or plant world. The result is (mly the sturdier plants are found in
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Ihis locality. With a short growing season and occasional droughts,

successful farming is no mere academic proposition. The rainfall

is insufficient and poorly distributed, most of it taking place outside

of greatest need, the active growing season for farm crops.

The outside boundaries of our land are very inadequately delin-

eated. Timber thefts occasicmally occur, the plunderers getting away
with the goods without being punished, all due largely to inadequate
legislative ]>rovision for survey. However, the indications are that

during the year f91() the land in this county Avill be properly sur-

veyed and demarked, thus slrengtheniug the protecticm the forester

and his ranger force will be able to give to the lands. Due to the

obliteration by fire and the lumbennan, of nearly all lines and corners,

a definite knowledge of the limits of ownership has been almost im-

possible, save by appioximation.

Keating Township.

The tree growth has been terribly danmged by fire since lumbering.
On the larger part of our land, not only has the tree growth been
obliterated, but the humus that covered the soil of primeval days
has gone with it. in pre-hnubering days hemlock was the prevailing
tree in this locality. Since lumbering, due to the lumberman's de-

siructive methods, hemlock is almost entirely absent. The beech,

birch and maple that were found mingled with the hemlock before
hnnbering, have ahnost entirely enccunpassed the ground where
fires have not been raiupant. Where files have btn^n at all frequent,

the more or less valuable species are almost altogether wanting. In
their stead fire cherry and staghorn suuiac abound. This after-fire

forest type covers approximately To i)er cent, of our area in this

townshi]). Out of the total of 4,440 acres, less than 15 acres was
burned over during 1909.

Oui- land is divided iiiio three disliuct ]Heces, each one of which
is intersected by or in the vicinity of good i-oads and trails. On the

largest tract, the (me nearest Austin, a i>ublic road traverses its

entire (mtline. AN'ith more and better roads than any other tract

C( uiing under this survey, this tract has been repeatedly burned and
burned over, till at jiresent it is the poorest forestally, of those com
ing under this review.

Portage Township.

Our total area in this township is 10,:{lM; acres, all of which is in

(me solid piece, save for two int(Mior holdings of 227 acres in the
northwestern part of the tract. The major ]>orti(m has been burnt
over at least (mce since lundu^ing, but it has not luHm subject to
annual or biennial fires, as has the land in the foregoiuir town-
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ship. Small bunches of second growth, mainly beech and maple, are

found here and there over the tract. The new growth is largely

beech, birch, maple and lire cherry, the latter predominating on badly
burned areas. No public roads intersect ill is tract, thougli cme is

found wending its way along its northern and northeastern border.

A number of old logging roads are found along the streams, where
farmers have been wont to turn their cattle in former years. At
present that irregularity is gradually being brought under control.

During the year 1909, no fires visited this tract.

Wharton Township.

The total area in this township is 6,749 acres, all widely scattered
and distributed throughout seven ditferent tracts, the smallest com-
prising 340 acres, the largest 2,038 acres. The second growth con-

sists of beech, maple, chestnut, oak, ash, hemlock and pine, with the
enumerated species of hardwoods about equally distributed, and
t(.gether making up the greater portion of it. The young growth on
a few small areas, notably on parts of the Elk Lick run tract, is

exceedingly fine. Here the hardwoods have reached the sapling stage,

beneath which many hemlocks are seeding in, I might say almost
luxuriantly, which up to this time has scarcely been found on the
areas previously alluded to. The fine growth here is all traceable
to the absence of fires, though the fact that the lunilicnnan has nol

yet removed any of the hardwoods on an adjoining tract, has en-

hanced the seeding-in possibilities, and the present luxuriant growth.
Grazing here as on the other tracts is being gradually regulated and
controlled. Several public roads run through the land, e. g. the
Bailey and Elk Lick run tracts. None of this land was burnt over
during 1909, though considerable was burnt over in the vicinity.

Homer, Summit and Sylvania Townships.

In the above townships the conditions are so similar, that what
will be said of one will readily apply to the others. The total area
is 29,191 acres. The second growth and the after-lumbering growth
is as a whole, the finest within the county. Fire has been kept out
of large areas, thus largely accounting for this hai)py state of ail'airs.

A few acres were burned over in the vicinity of the Buffalo & Sus-
quehanna railroad, but due to the vigilant patrol maintained, the
fire was quickly suppressed, doing little damage. The predominat-
ing species in the second growth as in the after-lumbering growth are
beech, birch, maple and hemlock. The growth on the ridge and in the
vicinity of the old Cherry Springs hotel is largely in the small pole
stage. After the land has been surveyed, improvement cutting will
be in order. The roads running through or bordering on the land,
are few, but are kept in unusually good repair considering the amount
of traffic they are called upon to bear.
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Perhaps the most inifK)rtant work accomplished on this reserve

during the seven months ending December 31st, 1909, has been the
practical suppression of all fires, aud this during a period of great

danger iind drought. I'p to November 1st, 1909, the major por-

tion of my time was devoted to an incessant patrol of the region,

largely in the interest of fire prevention and suppression. The re-

sults obtained are gratifying, encouraging the belief that in future
years the occurrence of devastating fires will be rare indeed. The
moral effect of vigilant patrol and speedy suppression I believe to be
very great, especially at this time, when control and administration
are in infancy.

Toward the latter j>art of October, the road traversing Little

^Foore's run, which had been partially closed to traflftc, was opened
and placed in good ccmdition at an exi)ense of $7.02. Succeeding that
an 8-feet dug road was constructed on the land which I shall speak of

li;ter as the Gas Well tract. The road was built to connect two
nearly parallel roads bordering this tract. It passes through the
center of it and makes it easier to patrol and safer from a devastating
fire. The following are the data covering its construction:

Length of road 494 rods, average width, 8 feet.

Labor Expense.

1 man 13 hours @ 14c, |1 82
13 men 510 hours @ 18c, 91 80
2 teams and man each, 88 hours @ 40c, 35 20 •

Total labor expense, $128 82
Cost of tools jmrchased, |14.55.

Depreciation @ 20 per cent, f2 91
Time of M. A. Fournes, ranger, 7 50
Time of A. C. Silvius, forester, 15 00

Total cost, |154 23
Total length, 494 rods. Cost i)er rod, 31.2 cents.

Inventory.

Tools On Hand.

3 bush hooks,

2 axes,

4 mattocks, .

2 shovels, . .

.

Cost.

|3 00

2 50

3 00

1 50

Inv.

f2 40

2 00

2 40

1 20
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1 cross-cut saw, 3 75 3 00

1 steel marking stamp, 64

Present inventory, |11 64

November 25tli, four black cherry logs at the head of Stone Lick

run were sold for f10.00.

The dead and down timber at the head of 101k Lick run, estimated

at 100,000 ft. boai-d measure was sold, but after negotiations were

well under way, it was discovered tliat the ])urchaser of our timber

liad also purchased the tind)er on an adjoining tract. On account

of com[di(ati(ms threatening to ensue, the sale was called off till the

tract is properly surveyed.

Number of cow grazing permits issued is 15.

On the Cowley creek tract several miles of I rails were brushed

out during the course of the summer.

Have written seven articles for the mnvspapers of local application.

Two Coudersport and Houlette papers were the principal users of

my articles.

Kecommendaticms.

In my opinion i-egulated grazing does no j>articular damage to our

woods, but on tlie contrary is of immense financial advantage. Such
being the case, the stock raising industry should be fostered. If

private enterprise fails to resp(md, the Commonwealth should take

it u]) as an exam])le and object lessou. but not Avith the idea of com-

peting with private interests. Witb grazing taken full advantage of,

better jjrotecticni of* our reserves will be at hand through the in-

creased ranger force made necessary thereby. A fuller and better use

of their time can in many instances thus be made. If stock raising

is taken uj) on a commercial scab* in this county, the expense cm ac-

count of rangers" services, can be paid oul ai' present revenue instead

of from i>rospective receipts, as is now done. As the raising of deer

is also in the domain of forestal development, T trust that an area

may be set aside and enclosed for the purjjose of experimenting, to

determine* whethei- or not engaging in that industry (m a commercial
scale would or would not be profitable in this locality.

Regarding the use of dead and down limber by j)rivate families for

fire wood puriK)ses, 1 recommend that the use of the same be at the

discreticm of the forester in charge, un<ler a uniform permit system.

That the nanu* of the permitee, with the details connected therewith,

be reported monthly to the Connnissioner at llarrisburg.

No ''im])rovement cut lings" on an extensive scale are at present

indicated, tlnrngh such cuttings should an<l will be made as the

forester in charge finds it convenient.
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That portion of our land in Keating township, lying north of the
lown of Austin, east of the Buffalo & Susquehanna railroad between
Austin and Keating Summit, south of Barkshanty hollow road, and
west of the road between Austin and Odin, a more or less triangular
piece, containing approximately 2,500 acres, known as the Gas Well
tract, I recommend be taken in hand immediately and developed as
sjieedily as conditions warrant. My reasons therefore are as follows:
The tract is already fairly supplied with roads and trails, is in

ihe vicinity of two protective agents, a forester at Austin and a
ranger at Odin.

Second, the fifty or more acres that should be planted up yearly,
will for some time to come, be planted on hillsides facing the line
of the Buffalo & Susquehanna railroad between Austin and Keating
Summit, thus giving the plantations so made an object lesson value
to people who travel on the railroad.

Third, the land in question has been so repeatedly burned over
that nothing of value now remains, thus making planting, on ac-
count of this and the foregoing, the desirable thing to be done. The
influence this work will have on the people of the locality will be very
gratifying, for at present the land in question is regarded by them
as entirely worthless, and as such can be fired annually without loss.
Plantations with sufficient protective force, will change this opinion,
and cause the MATCH to be used with greater care hereafter.
The trees suggested for planting are white pine and Norway

spruce, or white pine and hard maple, as stock allows. Two rows
of the crop tree should be planted to one of the admixture, which
may alsq be by way of experiment, black cherry, rock oak or white
oak. By way of protection against fire and to add to the reserve's
accessibility, fully ten miles of fire lanes should be constructed this
spring, the probable cost of which will average fifteen dollars per
uiile. Though much desired no additional roads need to be built
for years to come.

On the Cowley creek tract in Portage township, fullv fifteen miles
of fire lanes should be opened in the near future. If practicable thi^
should be done in 1910. No artificial planting should be resorted to
save perhaps on the 25 or 80 acres of abandoned fields on the Cran-
dall section. However, as these abandoned fields and a considerable
area surrounding are exceedingly good farm land, I recommend that
11 be used as such, rather than for tree culture. As its sale is not
permitted it should be leased for short terms.

Fire lanes ought to be constructed in the Bailey and Birch run
tracts during 1010 or 1911. At least ten miles of lines should be
opened on thes(» two areas.

During 1910 the old road up Eleven Mile run should be brushed
out and opened through to the public road in the South woods. The

20—24—1909
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road up Big Moore's run should be repaired, and a fire lane con-
necting this road with the one up Little Moore's run should be opened.
A fire line should also be built beginning at the highest point in the
road leading from Hull over the mountain into the Prouty. It should
traverse the crest of this divide, going in a northeasterly direc-

tion, and joining the Cherry Springs-Coudersport road in the vicinity
of the former. During the years 1910, 1911 and 1912, fully seventy-
five miles of old. roads and fire lanes should be opened. The total

probable cost will be eight or nine hundred dollars.

Mr. Fournes, the ranger at Odin, contemplates starting a small
nursery in the spring of 1910. Kangers should be encouraged in all

attempts of this kind.

In the matter of the rangers on this reserve, their salaries, and
the time they should devote to the service of the Commonweallh, Ihe
following in the interest of greater efficiency, is recommended

:

1st. That the time of all rangers be devoted solely and disinterestedly
to the service of the State.

2nd. That the minimum salary be |720.00 per annum, with an addi-

tional allowance of |120.00 per annum for feed of horse.
3rd. That the rangers be required to live on or in the immediate

vicinity of the State forest for which they are responsible.
4th. That five prizes be awarded annually to the five rangers having

the best nurserys. That the forester in charge shall forward
annually to the Commissioner of Forestrv the name of the ranirer
having the best nursery on his reserve. A committee of three
shall then determine the five prizes to be awarded from the names
submitted by the foresters, after a i)ersonal visit.

RESERVE IN SOUTHEASTERN POTTER COUNTY, 1909.

R. LYNN EMERICK, Forester

The State now has an area in Stewardson, Watson, Abbott and
East Fork townships of at least 50,000 acres, the main porticm
being in Stewardson. The land was purchased from lumber com-
panies, who "cut over" and removed the majority of the merchant-
able timber.

The land consists of a main body wiih few interior holdings. The
Buff'alo and Susquehanna railroad traverses the tract along Cross
Fork creek and ten miles in Wharton township. Good public roads
extend through many portions of the reserve, making access con-
venient.
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The mountains as a whole do not run in parallel ranges but are
broken by many short spurs and traverse ridges. They are not very
high, the slopes are gradual, and the whole range presents a rolling
j<nd undulating plateau, having an average elevation of about one
thousand feet. The drainage is by Cross Fork and Kettle creeks
which flow in a southwesterly direction. Gaps are numerous with
short precipitous slopes.

Rocks and Soil.

The rocks and soil do not show recent formation but the work of
ages and the erosion of many years. The soil is of a shaly, saudv
nature, a conglomerate of the Devonian era. Nowhere are boulders
or rocks of great size present in quantity. Being a shaly sandy
nature the rocks erode easily and soil can be found to a depth of
several inches on almost any part of the reserve. Slate outcrops
are common in the gaps and hollows. The soil is well adapted for
Iree growth, for only a few years ago there stood upon these hills
Ihe monarch trees of Pennsylvania. From the previous stands it
seems to be particularly well adapted to white pine. White ash
also does remarkably well on this soil and young growths of white
ash were found having from one-fourth to one-third inches yearly
diameter growth and from one and a half to two feet yearly height
growth.

Streams and Springs.

This area is well supplied with springs and streams. The finest
kind of water to be found anywhere in the State is found in this
regicm, and in such an abundance that the supply seems almost
inexhaustible. During the past summer many of the smaller springs
and streams dried up owing to the severe drought but the main
streams (Kettle and Cross Fork creeks), held their own remark-
ably well.

^

The two main streams, as before stated, are Kettle creek and Cross
Fork creek. Roth flow in a southwesterly direction. The former
drains Stewardson township and the latter Abbott township. Only
last February, Kettle creek sent down its last log drive of two and
a half billion feet. Small streams flow through the gaps and springs
are plentiful on all the slopes. They all drain into the above creeks.

Climate and Rainfall.

The mean ainnial lemperatuie for this region is 4(;.9 degrees. The
uiean annual precipitation is ?.1M inches. The winters are rather
severe and the growing season is shortened by the early frosts.
The prevailing direction of the wind is southwest and west, and

of about r>.5 p(M' cent. The average hourly velocity of the wind is
1(J miles an hour.

I
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The growth which covered these mountains originally was white

pine and hemlock. This has been cut and the stumps alone remain

to show what has been here. In some cases they show two hundred

trees to the acre. About sixty acres of virgin white pine remain

standing. Along the slopes of Cross Fork creek the hardwoods,

beech, maple and birch, grew abundantly, and to-day there are about

seven hundred acres with a stand that will cut 12,000 board feet

to the acre.

The land was bought mainly from companies which have recently

finished lumbering; but many merchantable trees were left to serve

as seed trees. On one of the fields of the company farm a good

natural regeneration of white pine is present with an average age

of twenty years.

In the southern portion of Stewardson township the land is barren.

The slashings left by the lumbermen and young growths of sumac

and fire cherry form the ground cover. Chestnut sprouts are abund-

ant along Green Lick hollow as well as ash and oak. Where the

fires have not killed the second growth, good regeneration and

growth are presei^t. This goes to show that if the fires can be kept

out it will not take very long for these mountains to reforest them-

selves; but if they are burned over every year or so, the sprouts

will be destroyed entirely and then it can be reforested only by

seed dispersal or by planting. A number of good sized hemlock

trees are scattered over the reserve. These were left standing by

I lie lumbermen because thev did not think hemlock worth much. A
tree in an inconvenient place was left untouched.

As pine was the original species on these mountains and reached

here enormous sizes, it is fair to assume that it will be the best

species to plant. Its growth here is rapid and vigorous, and pre-

vious results show that it produces excellent timber.

Cleared Lands.

The reserve possesses about four hundred acres of abandoned farm
land situate in three principal tracts, namely: The Stone House
farm, the Elk Lick run farm and the Company farm.

The Stone House farm contains about a hundred acres and is

under a fair state of cultivation. Upon it is a nine-room stone house

together with barn and necessary out-buildings. A little repair would
help it. A good spring of water is on the premises and the place

as a whole is beautifully located with pleasant surroundings. A
little of the history of the land surrounding it may be of interest.

In the year 1S52, Ole T^ull, a native of Norway and famous the

world over as a violinist, ])urchascd several thousand acies in the
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neighborhood ol* the Stone House farm, with the idea of forming
i) colony of Norwegians. Quoting Jiis own words upon its incep-
tion, he said: ''We are to found a new Norway, consecrated to
liberty, bai)[ized with independence, and protected by the Union's
uiighty llag." Some three hundred liouses were built, with a country
iun, a store, and a church erected by its founder. Hundreds flocked
to the new colony until they had a population of about eight hundred
people. He entered heart and soul into the project of making his
countrymen happy and prosperous, carrying on his concerts through-
out the United States for means by which to carry out his plans,
having risked his entire fortune in the purchase. He started to
build a castle, the walls of which are still standing and plainly
visible.

•

After he had the colony in a flourishing condition, many of the
settlers having put what money they had into it so as to have a
home, he discovered that his title was fraudulent and that the land
belonged to a Quaker named Stewardson, after whom the township
received its name. Even the improvements he had made were a tres-
pass upon Stewardson's property. Finding his title fraudulent he
again took up his violin and went throughout the country giving
concerts and paid back to the settlers all the money they had lost
in the project. The land upon which the colony was founded is
to-day included in the State forest reserve.

The Elk Lick run farm is situate a mile and a half northeast of
Cross Fork along Cross Fork creek. It has about seventy acres of
cleared land, forty of which is under a fair state of cultivation. The
rest is abandoned farm land. On it are a house and barn together
with necessary out-buildings. Both the house and the barn are in
poor condition and would not warrant the cost of repairing.
The Company farm, three miles east of Cross Fork along Kettle

creek, contains about a hundred acres. All of this land was formerly
used for pasture by the Lackawanna Lumber Company, who had a
slaughter house and cow barn erected upon it. The buildings were
sold for forty dollars as they were of no use to the State and were
in a decaying condition. Any of these places would make a good
site for a nurserv.

A few suiall cleared holdings ahmg Cross Fork creek are also in-
cluded in this reserve. ^J'lie i)lanting of these cleared areas with white
pine, Norway si^riice and white ash would be advisable.

Work and General Management.

Having been here only since September, I am not able to report
much work done, with the exception of opening old roads and cutting
fire lanes. Seventeen miles of roads were brushed out and necessary
ditches were dug to drain off surplus water. This was done at the
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cost of $3.85 a mile. The cost plainly shows that not a great amount
of work was done upon them, but felt that was all that was neces-

sary. They can now be driven over and act at the same time as

fire lanes. Five and a half miles of fire lanes were cut at a cost

of 119.00 a mile. They were opened from twenty to thirty feet in

width, depending upon the neighborhood stands. The brush in some
instances was burned, but where heavy slashings were abundant
this was omitted. Wherever fire lanes extended through young
growth the brush was burned. The price paid for labor was sixteen

cents per hour.

On August 2Gth a fire started in the Stone House hollow and be-

fore it was extinguished it burued over an area of about three thou-

sand acres. On September 11th Ave had another fire which burned
over an area of over a thousand acres. The total cost of fighting

both of the above fires was |910.85. On September 2Gth another fire

which covered about four liundred acres did great damage to the

young chestnut sprouts in Green Lick hollow. The cost of extin-

guishing it was 152.10.

One need only see a fire burn in these dead slashings and down
timber to get an idea of what they are and the enormous destruction

wrought by them. The lumber companies in this region are very
careful in regard to them, even prohibiting their men from smoking
iu the woods during the summer and having spark arresters on all

their engines. During the fire season they pay men two dollars

per day to patrol the woods to look for fire and report it immediately
upon discovery. They have their men not only patrol their own
tracts but adjoining tracts so that if a fire should start on an ad-

joining tract they could prevent it from getting on their own lands.

The Goodyear Lumber Company had a man to patrol the tracks of

the Buflfalo and Susquehanna railroad to see that no fires were
started by the locomotives. This railroad runs through State lands
and the patrol was not only valuable to the lumber company but also

to the State.

Very little has been done in the way of management or adminis-
tration so far, except work on roads and cutting fire lines, and
ranging. It is almost impossible to determine accurately the boun-
daries because the numerous and severe fires have destroved (he
original corners and they were not usually i)ermanent in the first

Vlace. Frequently a tree marked the corner, which was cut durinir
the lumbering, and where a pile of stones was erected the fiies have
thrown them down.

At the present time a cutting could not be made with profit with
the exception of the hardwood tract mentioned. There is no sale
for fire wood. The people get their wood from (he Pennsylvania
Stave Company at a very low price, much lower than the wood
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could be cut for by the cord in the woods. The dead and down pine
might be sold for shingle wood, but in many cases it is partly de-

cayed and the cost of getting it to market would hardly warrant the

time expended.

The following suggestions are recommended:
A survey of the boundaries.

The cutting of fire lanes and the opening of roads. This is essen-

tial. Unless fires can be checked there is no use in planting and
caring for what is now on the soil.

The employment of more rangers.

Planting the cleared portions with white pine, Norway spruce
and white ash.

THE STONE EESERVE, ASAPH DIVISION, 1909.

PAUL H. MULFORD, Forester.

This reserve is named in honor of ex-Governor William A. Stone,
who was born and the early days of his life spent about six miles
from site of Asaph nursery.

The reserve comprises about 52,000 acres, all in Tioga county, in
the following townships:

Chatham, 919
Delmar, 5^420

I>uncan, i,087

Elk, 10,589
Middlebury, 1,365

Morris, 17,790
Shippen, 14,320

Until this year the reserve was under the charge of the forester,

and one ranger. Three additional rangers have been appointed.
In September, 1909, the area was divided, forester G. A. Ketan

being placed in charge of one part.

It is for the most part cut over, or recently lumbered land. Fire
has destroyed the greater i)art of the growth after lumbering, but
in some ])laces a fine growth of hardwoods now exists, intermixed
with hemlock, white and Norway pine.

The general aspect of the country is mountainous, and little de-

velopment of the reserve as to the opening of roads and trails has
so far been done, the public and logging roads throughout the re-

serve being the means of communication. The lands are easily
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reached by either the Kew York Central or Buffalo & Susquehanna
railroads. They are favorite hunting and fishing grounds abound-
ing in deer, bear, fox, wildcat, birds, small game, trout and bass, fish-
ermen and hunters being numerous in season. Camping permits dur-
ing season were numerous, and all rules governing State forest re-
serves were carefully obeyed by campers.

Nursery.

Until this year tlie acreage of Asaph nursery comprised an in-
closed plot of 5 acres. It now has a total of about 25 acres, 20 of
which are available for nursery purposes.
About 4 acres were added this year to the 5 acres already under

cultivation, most of which was planted this fall. The general lay
of the new land is not so advantageous as the first plot, on account
of soil conditions, costing more to develop; but with hard work its
output should equal plot number one.

The three great advances this year were installation of a water
system, the use of commercial fertilizers and a system of 18-inch
instead of 36-inch paths, making great saving in planting surface.
Also the use of stakes as markers for sections and beds, giving species
contained and number of bed. On April fourth forester Tom O.
Bietsch was detailed for duty at Asaph nursery and was here until
recalled in September.

Keserve—Description, Area Changes.

In 1907 the Stone reserve contained about 42,505 acres. This
was increased in 1908 to 49,005 acres. This year there has been added
885 acres and 50 perches, making a total of 51,400 acres and 50
perches. The additions include some small areas inclosed by or ad-
joining State lands, and several larger.

Until September 1st, 1909, the lands in Tioga count v all came
under the Asaph office. At that time forester G. A. Betan was as-
signed the southern portion, including parts in Morris and Elk town-
ships, making about 25,000 acres under each forester.

Topography.

In taking up the areas from Little Pine creek near Ansonia to
Middlebury, following the valley they lie to the left. This area is
mostly mountainous, the hills rising abruptly and extending into a
tableland cut up by ^'runs'^ mostly streams of fair size, in some cnses
drying up in summer, but the majority flowing throughout the year.
C»n the area surrounding Asai)h 1o the southwest, west, north\and
northeast the lands have five main runs within seven miles. Above
Ansonia, southwest of Asaph, lies Kinney run, or hollow, a small
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run with no special subdivisions, but joining a branch of Asaph
run in its rear. Asaph run is the next, about three miles long

to its forks, then branching into left and right divisions which
partly subdivide, branch after branch. Following north and north-

east come Straight, Kennedy and Baldwin runs, each resembling

Asaph and all about the same size. The following would be fairly

true of all the northern end of the reserve:

Steep mountains in front, running into large and small flats at

the top and subdivided by main runs, then smaller runs or drafts.

In appearance the State land from IMne creek southwest to near

Tiadaghton resembles the northern portions; but if any ditference

is noted it is the more intense rise of the mountains and larger

tableland areas with fewer smaller runs or drafts.

On the left side of the valley opposite Ansonia the lands form

another area with Pine and Marsh creeks separating them from the

lower. The mountains are the same steep slope and the State lines

in most cases run to the top, joining the farming lands of Shippen

and Delmar townships, differing not a great deal in formation to

the other areas already mentioned.

Surveys.

During the month of October the survey of the outside boundaries

begun in 1907 and discontinued that same year, was again taken up,

surveyor Green being in charge as before. The surveying of the

remainder of the Pennsylvania Joint Land and Lumber Company's
lands was much easier than before and less costly, but the Creon H.

Farr lands were difficult on account of errors in description, llius

compelling an examination of all deeds of adjoining farms. This

tc date gives a boundary survey, lines cut, well marked, painted,

with large posts and stone heaps made at all corners.

The net cost per mile for October and November was |18.30, nnd

o5 miles of lines were run during these two months. This cost does

not include re-running of an}- lines. The net cost for December was

I2G.52 per mile, and the distance run was llj miles.

This now gives us a survey of the southern portion and the ((m-

pletion of the northern, leaving the lands in Elk, Morris and Duman
townships incomplete. These ought to be finished at the earliest

date possible.

Growth.

The general condition of the land is recently lumbered, in inos^

(.Mses a more recent buining of the '^slashings'' and young growth.

iUit there are many deviations from this. Starting from near Middle

bury we find a few scattering clumps of pine and hemlock, which

in some cases contain good trees, interspersed with maple, oak,

beech, birch, basswood, ash and hickory. There are also several
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small stands of pure hardwoods, but the main growth is chestnut
and oak coppice, with the bird or tire cherry, aspen, azalea, witch
hazel, mountain and Pennsylvania maple, laurel, sweet fern and
huckleberry brush; but in many cases good young growth has ad-
vanced on this scrubby growth and forms a dense thicket from six
to nine feet in height. This is especially true of the areas in Straight
and Kennedy runs where they converge into the head of Baldwin
run, an area that has not seriously burned in late years, except in
part. If this can be kept so, there will be a natural growth of hard-
wood and a few conifers. As soon as seed are produced the latter
will start a stand of white and Norway pine which will be available
after the hardwood is marketed. The only trouble is that the pines
are few and far between, and the great danger from fire. Through-
out are dead and down chestnut, pine, hemlock and oak which'^is
being taken out without injuring the green timber, whenever possi-
ble. The lands beyond, toward the farms, known as ihe -Fair
lands" not having been lumbered in recent years, have a larger
growth, but were burned over several times. These have pine and
hemlock of fair size but scattered, except on an area along the ''Old
Spoor Road.'' There is a stand of maple, oak, ash, basswood, chest-
nut, hemlock and pine of from G to 18 inches in diameter, covering
possibly 15 to 20 acres, and easily protected from fire as the land
immediately surrounding is barren and cut up by several cleared
roads. A stream also runs through it.

Coming to the Asaph and left Straight run area, we find fire has
destroyed all growth. Poplar, fire cherry and white birch are al-
ready springing up. Several thousand acres are in this condition
This is the logical place in which to begin planting on a large scale-
for, with the exception of logs and brush, it is clear. In lower
Asaph run from upper Hoadley to Goodall hollow there lies a strip
of small hardwood containing maple, ash, birch, beech, butternut
hickory, elm, basswood and ironwood, with a few hemlock and pines'
aius IS burned on the upper part and sides and runs from the upper
part to Asaph run on the sidehill for about one-fourth mile Its
length is about one-half mile. In this has been practiced a rude at-
tempt at "Improvement Cutting." The people in the neighborhood
have been allowed to cut out dead and down material at fifty cents
a cord, due care being taken to use old skid roads, and especially
not to cut or injure living trees. Hence it is now about at a point
where light improvement cutting can be practiced.
Along the south and southeast side of lands midway between

Asaph and Ansonia, is a strip of second growth pine which is fast
declining The smoke from the railroads and intense lumbering
seem to have brought it to this condition. This is al.o apparent on
the side facing Little Pine creek, where the growth is over mature
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This makes necessary the disposing of about 200,000 feet of pine

and hemlock of large diameter. These two small areas are the only

timber in need of immediate cutting.

At the line joining the Goodyear Lumber Company, near Painter

run, we find some large hemlock, white pine and red pine, often

reaching 20 to 30 inches in diameter, P>. IL This consists of but

a small strip and the trees of large size do not number over 175 in

all. They are overmature in most cases, with a dead crown. When

the lumbering commences on the adjoining land it will, no doubt, be

niost profitably sold to the lumbermen. Down the hill, following

the mountain contour, we find a fine growth of hardwood scattered

on the fiat which is gradually filling with young trees. The pre-

dominating species are oak, ash and mai>le, interspersed with chest-

nut, elm, birch, basswood and cherry.

We then strike the cut-over areas running into Bear and Four

Mile runs. The heavy slashings are our first impression, then we

see coppice growth of chestnut and oak struggling to overcome their

diliiculties. This area is of about the same growth throughout, and

il* fires can be prevented will become a stand of hardwood to be

proud of. So far this has been successfully protected, but on ac-

count of its distance from habitation and the heavy slashings, it

is a menace dreaded by foresters and rangers. It is also a lucrative

field for the berry picker.

The lands on the oj^posite side of Pine creek in places where fire

has not reached, begin to show a young growth of hardwoods and

a few clumps of coniiers, the latter being too small to cut when lum-

bering operations were last made. At present the slashings, the

steep side hills, and the railroad running i>arallel at the l)ottom

make most of it the scene of fire each year.

Water Conditions; Localism of Springs.

This year a person visiting most of "the never-failing springs"

found nothing but mud, or a dry hole; but this was not true of

all. The main runs are all spring fed, and at the head of the run

and along the banks are to be found springs worthy to be called

"never failing." Throughout this mountainous country one finds

si)rings at frecpient intervals. The heads of the runs are fed almost

entirely by siirings. They are also found in small drafts, and the

water is generally plentiful, a great benefit to planting crews, fish-

(iimen and hunters and greatly appreciated by fire fighters. In some

cases the output of the springs is enough to be of benefit in fighting

fires, but generally the main runs are depended upon.

The opportunity for storing water should be considered. A half

cask, or a barrel is the best for doing this with spring runs. As

ji
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the reserves are brought up to working order, this should be one of
the first things established. It is the effort of the forester and
ranger to locate all available springs.

Soil Conditions; "Burns.''

Throughout this reserve are lands recently burned over, and in
some cases the burning has been so severe as to clean off mineral
soil, leaving the exposed rock. This is especially (rue of Asaph run
and part of the more recently burned areas in Middlebury and Chat-ham townships. There is no protection from wind, rain and snow
the weathering taking even the ash left from the fires. There needs
to be an intense planting practiced on these lands with strong
healthy plants. Elsewhere there are slight burns where the growth
Js hardly killed, leaving the humus often unharmed ; but during the
last two years the humus acted as a tinder and assisted in carrying
and holding fire. Some of these slight burns should be cleared and
planted, giving the trees an equal start. The present growth will
form a protection to the plantation.

Formations.

Abundant chances are given (he geologist for study of the many
soils and formations found within the Stone reserve.

'

The side hills
or mountains give us an example of shale rocks with light soilwhile on the tableland we often find deep rich soil, as at the head'
01 Goodall hollow, Bear and Asaph runs. With this we find swaninv
areas and piles of sand rocks. Examples of the former are "Cran-
berry Marsh," "Deer Wallow" and "Bear Wallow,"' and of (he latter
Hesselgessel Quarry," "Sand L'idge" and "Stone UkW„"- but

the general soil formation seems to be shallow, loo.se and .sand^, and
suitable only for tree growing.

Plantations.

During the spring 2.3,254 Scotch pine, grown at Asaph nurserywere planted on about 17 acres, 4x4, 4x5 and 5x5 feet apa^ themajority the latter distance. Blanks were left wherever Iocs orother obstructions interfered. 22,027 white ash also grown at AsapTnursery, were planted on about 14 acres. 7.-?8 AmeHcan elm giwnat Asaph nursery, were planted in mixture with the Scotch pneand white ash. 401 shellbark, 204 bitternut hickories and 492 pers..nuK,n a
1 raised at Asaph nursery, were planted in ifac'

...000 ( arol.iia poplar cutting.s, 2,000 of which were shipped here'were planted on 2J acres.
^^ '

These plantings were made upon (he most available places onMarsh creek, Asaph, Straight and Darling runs The cost for I ,i.and hauling, not including the forester's Ume, was |178C2.
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The protection given the plantations was natural, being on cleared

Jiieas, some of which are burned; so no great danger of fire is to

l)e looked for in several years. They are near main roads, and, in all

cases, situate along or near the runs.

Available Planting Sites.

There are many i)lanling sites along the main runs, Asaph per-

haps leading in the number of acres. The burned area up the left

branch may be planted with white pine. In one place 100 acres are

available. The total for Asaph run will be several hundred acres,

most wliite pine land, and easily protected. It will have to be
brushed out somewhat in parts, but the general acreage is fire

cleared. Up Straight run there are few available sites unless a

great deal of clearing be done. Up Kennedy run there are prob-

ably 12 acres. In the Farr tract starting at Carpenter's, we find

patches of J, 1 and 2 acres, totaling about 10 acres. If the burned
area in Middlebury and Chatham be planted it would need some
clearing. At Parling run are about 4 acres of flat between the

railroad and Pine creek, which would be a good site for a pure
white pine planting. About one-fourth mile above and across the

creek is about an acre, a good place for a mixed plantation of Nor-
way spruce and white pine.

Lying far back and between the various runs is a large acreage

adapted to the growth of conifers and hardwoods. But to become
available for plantations, it must be given a complete system of

roads and trails as means of transportation and for fire protection.

These plantations will cost more than those of 1900, as they are

farther away and will require more time in transportation. It will

mean the employment of two or three planting crews at one time,

if done the coming year and the training of more new men. Con-

sequently work will proceed more slowly.

Fires.

There were eight large fires and six smaller ones occurring on or
endangering State lands, which were responded to by members of

the Forestry service.

Of these, the fire Uiat occurred July 8th on State and private
lands surrounding Mt. Tom did the greatest damage to the State.

It covered an area of a!)Out 640 acres, 200 of which was State land.

The crew cost ?5.08. The fire was thought to originate from the
burning a fallow by a farmer.

The fire which occurred in the rear of Tiadaght(m was the most
extensive in area burned. It covered about ],200 acres of State
hind, is said to have origiuji(ed from a berry picker's camp fire.

"
'
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This was fought mainly by the Central Pennsylvania Lumber Com-
pany's men, for it threatened their logs and railroad. The crew from
Asaph found it burning slightly in patches covering fully the area
above mentioned. In no place was it dangerous, but it could not
be fought from any one point of vaniage. After consulting with
the superintendent of the lumber company, it was decided to with-
draw the men and return with a larger force when the fire reached
an advantageous fighting point. A heavy rain made further effort

unnecessary. Investigation showed little damage where any growth
of size occurs. The barrens covered with ferns and berry bushes
were burned hardest. Cost of crew was $9.06.

The third fire was at Asajih and started on the morning of August
Tith at 11 A. M. At 5 P. M. it was about subdued. It began on
lauds belonging to O. Bailey, originating from a spark from Ihe
Asaph engine belonging to the Campbell & Hagenbach Company,
which was burning hemlock wood. Great assistance was rendered
by the engine crew. Thinking it was nearly out and leaving Mr.
Bailey to watch as he had a great deal at stake, the fire threatening
a fine young growth of white oak, the State employes withdrew,
cautioning the man in charge of the C. & H. plant to render assist

ance if necessary. On the 8th this fire broke out again under a
strong wind, ran up the hillside and continued burning until the
12th. It ran over from 150 to 175 acres, about 20 of which were
vState lands whereon Avas a fine young growth of cheslnut and oak.
Iiabor employed in suppressing this fire cost |40.75.

Another fir.e on Straight and Kennedy runs appeared over (lie

brink of the hill about onehalf mile above Marsh Creek depot, on
Straight run, and on August 71 h men were sent, but could not
locate it. On the 12th it showed again and was put out. It covered
about 200 acres, all State land, covering a territory burned in 1007,
and causing little damage; in fact smouldering in the humus rajher
than burning. Crews cost |4.75. Supposed to have started from
berry pickers.

Two fires occurred at Darling run, one early in the spring caused
by the railroad locomotives, it was thought. This burned over
about 40 acres, all State land, costing the Department of Forestrv
J?2.1G.

The second occurred August :]rd. About 80 acres were burned,
and several days spent fighting, as it would spring up as soon as
left. This fire cost |8.05.

The growth in the first fire was not injured, being early, and
did not burn hard. The second fire killed a fair young growth of
chestnut, oak, birch and maple, although in some cases ^his may
recover. There were also several large maple, oak, birch, pine and
hemlock which were destroyed.

1
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The fire occurring September 8th to 13th near Middlebury on
Hemlock flat. Smith run and in Eoe and George Brown hollows,

because of the extreme drought burned very hard, killing a young
growth of chestnut, oak, ash, maple and a few young conifers. This

covered about 300 acres, all belonging to the Commonwealth and the

expense incurred was |47.05.

On November 21st notice was sent of a fire near William Hibbard's

on State land. The fire wardens were notified, and upon going we
found a large fire fanned by a fierce wind. It burned over what was
thought to be 500 acres, but on later investigation about 150 acre^

was found to be the extent. The time of year made the damage
slight. Also the fact that little or no growth is found in this terri-

tory, being, with one exception, covered with small oak and chest-

nut. The exception was a small stand of young pine and hemlock
intermixed with hardwoods. Here was the hardest burn. Later in-

vestigation showed the growth to be severely burned, but apparently

not killed. The fire started from a fallow.

About 12 fallows in different neighborhoods were burned, endan-

gering reserve lands. The quick action of employes of the Depart-

ment held the fires in check with little or no additicmal cost. Small

fires starting on State land, two by ''The Barbers" ahmg the N. Y.

C. E. R., were set by the passing locomotives. These were extin-

guished by the ranger, who called upon railroad employes for as-

sistance. Another was set by careless trappers near ''Matson's

Slide" opposite Ansonia. A small crew from Asaph nursery went
at once, but the trappers had extinguished it with a small burn of

about 2 acres, little or no damage being done. Expense to the De-

partment of Forestry was $.68.

A word of praise is due section foreman John Confer, an employe
of the N. Y. C. R. B. for vigilance regarding fires along his section,

which is a bad fire district. His prompt action has no doubt saved

]Mt. Tom and the adjoining territory several times. At the fire upon
Mt. Tom he rendered valuable service in imtting across the fire line.

Rangers.

Until April first this reserve had but one ranger. On that date

two more were appointed, one with headquarters at Blackwells, the

other given the territory near Middlebury, Chatham, and part of

Shippen, with headquarters at Little Marsh. On May first another

was appointed with headquarters at Asaph nursery, his territory

being the surrounding district and such special work as assigned.

The dry year gave all the rangers a great deal of work in fire pro-

tection. A number of small fires were caught when first set and
put out by the vigilance of the rangers. Campers were also care-

fully watched, illegal trespassing halte<l and forbidden, and all
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matters pertaining to the management of a State forest reserve were
(ju-efulJy attended to. In time of fire, both on private and State
kmd the rangers were on hand either to take charge or to assist in
extinguishing the fires. On September third the ranger at Black-
>\ ells was placed under forester Ketan.
During the recent survey rangers were with the corps and assisted

the surveyor in every way possible. The rangers now have a good
knowledge of their territory and render valuable assistance. This
force of men should be doubled in spring and fall when great danger
of fire exists. From the example set by them this year one can readily
see the advantage of suppressing fire at its start.

Koads.

During the year an attempt was made by road supervisors to
abandon two important roads running through reserve lands. Both
of these roads are absolutely necessary to the Department, being
the only means of reaching State lands through the private lands
bordering the main highway. The Straight Kun road runs through
Shippen into Chatham township. The viewers reported favorably
to retaining the road. The other was the x\saph run road to be
abandoned from Ellis Hoadley's to the ^'Forks," a distance of about
three miles. The Commonwealth's counsel succeeded in quashing the
viewers' report on technicalities. In both cases petitions were"* cir-
culated to obtain signatures of those wishing to retain the roads.

Tip the left branch of Straight run there is an old road which
follows the course of the stream for possibly three miles from the
forks. This was repaired in 1907 by the Department. Present con-
ditions will make the road available for use by repairing one bridge
and making fords where two old bridges have been washed away,
and by brushing out the whole length. This will give a road from'
Straight run up the left branch to a road which leads into Asaph
run. The road into Asaph run will be useful in planting operations,
for fire fighting and as a means of communication between the runs.
The distance will be shorter to the point reached at the "Old Gleason
Cabins" on Asaph via Straight run, than if one went via Asaph run.
Another old road that should be i>ut through, extends from Dar-

ling run hollow along the hill 1o the farming country near D. L.
Copp's. This will traverse State land, making use of an old road
about 2 miles long which will recpiire little work except brushing
out, and when finished will foriri a ready means of communication,
as well as an important fire barrier.

The third road that should be made runs from the State land line
to Bear run, using the road now in ])oor r.^pair. This region has
few traveled ronds and fire barriers. From this road should be cut
sr-vcM-al trails to aid in fighting fires. One of the most important
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roads needed is one from the forks of Asaph run extending up the
left branch to the end of State land, with a side road either up the
Eice branch or ''The Frying Pan" branch to the old ''Supply Eoad."
Without the side branch the road will cover about 4 miles, using the

road formerly there, but now ruined by fire and fiood. There are

possibly four bridges needed and material is handy for these. This
can be made an excellent road for use in transporting seedlings,

supplies and in fire fighting. This road should be built at once, so

that when a plantation up left branch Asaph run is made, there

will be a way of getting a team to the planting ground, as the ex-

pense of carrying seedlings from the forks this spring proved very

great. There should be a cutting out of all log roads leading to

plantations, and offering fire j)rotection, and the rebrushing of all

roads cut in 1907 is recommended as well as necessary repairs made.
The work of road building and repairing is especially necessary,

for by it a means of transportation to places otherwise accessible

only by roundabout means is made. Much valuable time in fire fight-

ing is lost in the longer routes.

Camping Permits.

During the year an increased number of camping permits were
granted and no violations of rules were reported.

Eevenue.
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a physical and financial benefit to the lands, besides givin<^ to the

people material at a reasonable price, increasing the good feeling

toward State forest reserves and in parts giving a cleared planting

area at no expense to the Department.

Nursery ]i]nlargement.

The enlarged planting area of Ihe nursery in 1I)(K) consists of

about 153,991 square feet made up and planted using 18-inch side

paths except in part of the hardwood planting. Four feet end paths

are used. This system makes a saving of about one-third of a bed

for planting purposes over the former method used here, leaving

ample room for all attention to the seedlings and greatly reduces the

imremunerative expenditure for care of paths. In addition space

fcr 264 sixty-feet beds and paths was fall plowed and left to fallow

for spring cultivation and planting.

A complete water system was installed, but proved insufficient to

water the entire nursery property. A storage reservoir with a

capacity of about 72,000 gallons was placed on a natural elevation

back of the nursery, and from it a three-inch main was laid the

entire length of the plot. This feeds one-inch branch j>ipes placed

every 128 feet, running to extreme sides of nursery. At intervals

of about 33 feet, sill cocks were i)laced upon this pipe, so that with

a fifty-feet rubber hose all beds can be watered, the natural fall

giving sufficient force.

The reservoir is fed by two flowing sjnings and the water of one

piped to it. These did not give a quantity sufficient to do [)ro[)er

watering, so an additional supply must be olMained.

Markers were made for each bed. These are strips 2' hmg by 2"

wide by J" thick, and lettered black, with number of bed and name
of species on face. On the back a bed record was often kept.

With the new lease a tenant house, hay barn, and a number of

smaller buildings became available for use, and supplied what was
greatly needed. The tenant house was rented for a ]K)rtion of the

year and the other buildings were put into repair at small cost.

They are in use for various x>arts of the nursery work. The lumber

used in repairing was hauled from an abandoned lumber camp on

the reserve.

A spring freshet caused an overflow of Asaph run, which passed

over one portion of the nursery, cutting out five beds entirely and

causing damage to a number of others.

Working Periods—Spring.

The soil being fall plowed in 1908 to a depth of six or eight inches,

it was in condition for harrowing and dragging on drying out.

This was done carefully and all hollows filled as much as possible.

All the area added this spring had been used for crops, mainly pota-
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toes, and had largely become run over with weeds, besides being
very stony in the parts bordering Asaph run. These stones were
picked by boys into heai)s and were later hauled to a h(>lIow along
the fence bordering Asaph run, thus acting as a fill and dike and
also as part of a road.

The areas in what are now known as Sections D, E, and F, were
carefully staked out. In D the beds run as a continuation of Sec.
A, r» and C, or original nursery i)l<)t. The part bordering the
fence along the main road contained rows of beds at an angle follow-
ing Uie front fence, 50 to 116 feet in length, or averaging 83 feet.

Section F beyond tenant house grounds opposite Sec. D, was run
on a larger angle than Sec. D, and as nearly parallel as possible.
On account of the lack of seed the lower half was not staked this
s]>ring, but two rows of 00' beds were put in. In Sec. E beds were
run parallel to Sec. A, B and 0, paths were made and the whole
section, or 251 beds was staked out.

All beds prepared were spaded to a depth of fourteen inches, clods
broken and larger stones removed. They were then raked out re-
moving nearly all foreign material. Each bed was made up with
hweled surface and fertilizer added. The cost of beds and stakin"'
v/as 1437.08.

Fencing.

A portion of Ihe fence was incomplete. This was finished during
the spring monlhs at odd times when work could not be done in
the nursery. The iUnnl ihis spring washed out about 300 feet of
fenc(^ along Asajvh run, posts and all, only the wire holding. This
made repair work necessary, and a system of ^^Jacks" was installed
a!ong dangerous places. These are attached to the posts, a board
bottom not unlike a platform resting on the ground, then filled
with large stones so the post was held perfectly secure. Labor used
cost $73.30 and material other tlian what we had at the nurserv cost
$88.27.

^

Summer Work.

During the summer the nursery force was reduced to four depart-
ment employes. The work done was watering, caring for seedlings,
weeding in the hardwood beds and compost piles attended. Cul-
tivation of hardwoods was done with "Iron Age" and Planet Jr."
cultivators by hand.

Fall W(»rk--Diking.

During June a dike was built along Asaph run about 200 feet
above present nursery area. This was done to prevent a recur-
rence of flood. The Department furnished labor and the two ad-
joining property owners furnished teams. The dike consists of 12"
xU" pieces, 10 and 18 feet long, that were torn out of railroad
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bridges up Asaph run by the spring flood. These were hauled and
floated down to the desired position, securely spiked and fastened,

making a barrier about 150 feet long. This cost in labor |21.fJ0. In
September this was filled with large stones which will hold it se-

curely in future floods. Cost of stone filling, |6.60, or a total of

$28.20.

Taking Out Seedlings.

All the hardwood seedlings were removed from beds, tied in bundles
(/f 25, 50 and 100, and heeled in for the winter. The beds from which
they were taken were planted to hardwoods except in lower Sec. C.

The unfinished area in E and F was made up and planted to hard-
woods, all in beds, except eleven rows in Sec. E, where the work was
done with the horse, it being freshly plowed. With the horse the
ground was cultivated and dragged. The men raked out top soil

removing stones, weeds and roots. This section had been summer
fallowed with no crop, as was also lower Sec. F, hence it was doubly
weedy. In the first two rows a sand screen was used to separate
dirt from stones. The seed was planted in rows 2 feet apart, 60
feet long. This made a 4-feet path between each two rows of beds.

After planting all was rolled with a light roller. The total cost for

making beds and planting this fall was $255.18, which includes the

cost of plowing about as much more new area as was planted and
the removal of all stakes in Sec. A, B and C where not in use. These
stakes were taken to the shed for tarring, then piled away. The
removal and piling of racks, securing of winter wood and a few
small jobs \yere included in the above cost. The work then closed up
for the year, the ground being frozen and the weather stormy.

Seed Sown.

During the spring seeds were sown as follows

White pine,

Norway spruce,

Scotch })ine,

European larch,

White ash,

Honey locust,

Basswood,

Black cherry,

American elm,

Red oak,

Black walnut,

American chestnut,

275 lbs.

10 lbs.

5 lbs.

4 lbs.

12.51 lbs.

16 lbs.

2 lbs.

17.51 lbs.

D2 oz.

2 bu.

1 pk.

4 qt.
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The walnut was first planted with one half bed of red oak. The
walnuts were put on the ground in position desired and then im-

bedded with the heel of the foot, and earth smoothed over. The
rows for oak were made with the plow of the Planet Jr., and then

seed was put in and covered. This method was used with all hard-

woods, the depth of cover varying as to kind of seed planted. The
pine and other coniferous seed were planted with a Planet Jr. seeder,

except the home gathered seed, which our means of cleaning made
available only for planting with a long necked bottle, in rows made
with the plow. All seed was drill sown except two beds of white
pine sown broadcast where it was thought the weeds would not
cause trouble.

Protection.

No special plan for drainage other than the open drains was ad-
hered to. The paths were made so drainage was off beds and into
main paths. There it was disposed of by turning into Asaph run
whenever possible; otherwise into the old drains installed in 1908.

Ko serious damage has occurred at any time this year other than
that from the spring freshet which came in from Asaph run, already
mentioned.

Weeding.

In operating this year on new ground we had many weeds which,
ir. spite of dry weather, grew rapidly. The practice of not letting

a weed reach large size was strictly adhered to in most cases, and,
as before, the girls were the better weeders. A new scheme of era-

ploying fewer but the more skilled weeders, was used. Watering to
soften beds so weeds would pull easily was resorted to all summer.
A great saving and much good to the seedlings was accomplished
thereby. When- necessary the top soil for a depth of two inches was
cultivated on all beds of first year seedlings and transplants. This
was done with a long handled cultivator operated by one man and
then finely pulverized by the weeders with three-tined hand culti-

vf.tors. During July and August, beds were cultivated only where
green fungus showed; but in September the baked soil made neces-
sary the going over all beds in D, A and some in C and B. Total
ccst of weeding was |307.31. To this should be added picking stone,

placing germination racks and hand cultivating, costing $107.69, or
a total of 1415.00. Even with the increased number of cultivated

beds we have been able to reduce the cost of weeding.

Tarring of Stakes.

There had been no special method for the saving of stakes used
for holding racks. This year there were purchased 5,000 chestnut
and 1,000 white oak stakes, making a total of 12,750 with those
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bought in 1907. These cost new three cents each. There were 3,700
stakes broken and decayei], unfitting them for any use, and about
seventy per cent, of these were maple, beech, birch and poplar, pur-
chased in 1907. The chestnut, oak and butternut proved the most
lasting species in contact with the soil, although the latter does not
stand pounding so well as the formci'. In March there was started
a treatment of these stakes with coal tar. They were dipped into
heated tar to a depth of about two thirds of their length, making
all parts in contact with the soil waterproof. This was done with
all stakes put in during 1909, and by the spring of 1910 all will be
treated. This was done for about one-third of a cent each, making
total cost of the stake ready to put into the ground three and one-
third cents. It is hoped that we will be able to try an open tank
treatment of some stakes with creosote so that the treatments may
be compared. The creosote would alh)w treating of the whole stake,
with cleat attached, as it would not come off in handlinir.

Kinds of Cover.

There were 50,180 square feet of bed surface on which to apply
winter cover in October. Cover was secured for about two-thirds
of the area by using white pine needles kept over from last year in
small piles and spread out in rows. This of course is not so satis-
factory as newly gathered needles; but the latter are a scarcity,
few groves now remaining in this vicinity and the majority of these
we have cleaned up in the last two years. An experiment was tried
on two beds with cut up corn stalks, secured from the garden on this
lot, as the farmers did not desire to part with any, their supply being
limited. The stalks were cut as fine as possible and placed on beds
in the same way and to the same dejith as needles. A ton stack of
old rye straw and 5,1G0 pounds of buckwheat straw were also se-
cured and hauled from Pine creek to the nursery, then cut up and
placed on the beds in the same way. The remainder of the beds were
covered with hardwood leaves gathered in one of our neighbor's
woodlots. They were gathered in bags and then put direc^tly on
the beds using the contents of three or four 200-lb. sacks per bcnl. A
cover of racks was laid on top so the wind would not bh)w Ihem
away, as was also done with the beds covered with stalks and with
some of those covered with straw. The total cost of straw was
110.78, and labor in securing, cutting up and covering beds amounted
to 152.23, or a total of $03.01. This method incurred much expense
and the value as covering cannot be determined in one season.

Fertilizers Used.
There were four kinds of fertilizers used : bone meal, wood ashes

basic slag and stable manure. Two I cms of the former were secured
at a cost of |32.60 per ton. The ashes, of which about 8,000 pounds
were used, were had free of charge from ]Mr. E. Matson's mill, except

cost of hauling a distance of about one-fourth mile to nursery. It

was leached somewhat, and mixed with sawdust. The basic slag,

200 pounds, was given free of charge by the Coe Mortimer Company

of New York city, and in turn a report as to its availability as a

fertilizer for nursery seedlings is to be sent the firm. The manure,

about 12 small loads, was secured up Asaph run on State lands at

one of the old camps. It is weathered badly, but will more than

pay cost of hauling. It was scattered on Sec. E and the new area

plowed.

As soon as a bed was leveled the fertilizer was applied, mostly

in mixture of 8 to 20 pounds per 240 square feet of bed surface, but

the best results seemed to be given by 12 pounds of one-half bone

meal and wood ashes. Later, 12 pounds of one-third bone meal and

two- thirds wood ashes to 240 square feet showed apparently as

good results. With the basic slag due care was taken to obtain the

full benefit of experiment and in all cases it seemed to hold up with

the bone meal.

About 2,000 pounds bone meal, 3,000 pounds ashes and 160 pounds

basic slag w^ere used this spring and 2,000 pounds bone meal, 5,000

pounds ashes and nearly 40 pounds basic slag were used this fall,

when the 12 pounds of one-third and two-thirds per 240 square feet,

as mentioned above, w^as used almost entirely.

Seed Gathering.

During the week of May 24th we gathered 92 ounces of elm seed

(Ulmus Americana). This was ])laced upon cheese cloth racks and

dried until a certain amount of moisture was taken out. It was then

planted, about eleven ounces being used per 240 square feet in drills

;"• per bed and 9 inches apart. This yielded 26,844 seedlings averag-

ing from 4 to 11 inches in height. This seed was gathered in the

vicinity of Ansonia and Asaph. The total cost of collecting was

?8.37.

This fall there were gathered white ash, sugar maple, black cherry,

r(»d, white and rock oak and a few black walnut and horse chestnut.

The great disadvantage in gathering these seeds was the distance

to be traveled. Often trips were made of several miles, two miles

being the nearest any amount was obtained, while others were

brought a distance of fourteen miles one way. This meant much

time spent en route and a large addition to the cost, even when we

had the best of success. The horse at the nursery was always used

except when trips by railroad could be made. Seed trees were mostly

in farmers^ fields or at edge of their woodlots. The weather was a

drawback, cold and stormy days numbing the fingers and rendering

it difficult to pick seed. Another year with proper equipment a

great deal of seed can be secured near here.
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The following seed crop was gathered this fall

:

^^'t« ««•»' 299Jlbs.
Black cherry, 197^ lbs.
Sugarmaple, 30 j^^
^^^^l^'

2f bu.
Bed oak, j ^^^
^o'^k oak, ^ ,,^;

The cost of procuring these seeds, not including time of the forester
and ranger, was |55.34. Nearly all the seed was planted this fall.

Kecommendations.

It is earnestly urged that this station be supplied with full equip-
ment for this branch of the work. Three pairs (.f standard climbers
canvas blankets, small and large light extension ladders, pails'
measures and bags are needed.

'

Experiments.
Few experiments were tried this season. Those tried were seri

ously hindered by drought so as to make a retrial necessary before
determining results. In the making of beds there was tried the
rounding of tops of a few. In some is was exaggerated, in others
slight. From close observation it was found these would not hold
moisture and cracked worse, but did not cave so badly as the old
b.;ds. When water was applied washing ensued and it was neces-
sary to use extreme care in watering. These beds will be tried next
season and it is hoped better results will follow.
The basswood seed kept in a brick kiln all winter with the hone

of breaking the outer shell, was planted in early spring. By thismethod we hoped to bring seedlings up the first season, but it wasnot a success. On investigation this fall it was found that the seed
coat was decayed and chances for germination look good for next
season The great trouble lies in weeds coming up i„ these bedsand which cannot be pulled without endangering seed. One 60.feetbed was planted with 2 pounds seed in 5 drills 9 inches apart A
similar experiment was tried with black cherry gathered last fallPart was carefully stratifle.l in moist sand and part was treated
like the basswood, but showed the same results. Several seeds eermmated from that treated by stratifying, but not enough to pav for
the trouble. All were left for second year germination
A bed was planted with cherry sowed directly after gathering

This was a success, seedlings coming up thickly and growing wellA trial of red oak planted the same way proved nothing as the seed
stratified and spring planted were its equal in size and root svstemThe fall sown bed was much weedier due to the mulch of clover hav
used as winter protection. ^
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The experiment of "heeling in'' conifers in the fall of 1908 was
tried and the method explained in report for that year. The results

were not satisfactory but may be laid to the severe drought. An
application of nitrate of soda would be an interesting experiment.
This applied to all brown and sickly plants might be of considerable

value with little expense. It might also be advantageous for all

small transplants to help survive the shock of heeling in and trans-

planting.

Experiments with different amounts of fertilizer were tried. There
is no marked difference this fall shown in any bed which could be
due to this. There should be some in 1910.

The growing of white pine under apple and pear trees was tried

in Sec. D. There is there an orchard of 19 trees and throughout beds
of white pine were planted due allowance being made for shade. The
usual screens were omitted under the trees. As these beds were of

late germination the number of seedlings was small, but in no case

did marked differences show. In this, too, a difference may be shown
in 1910 when much shade will not be needed.

It is further recommended.
That the roads and trails be extended during the coming year

and those brushed out which were cut in 1907.

That the survey of lands in Tioga county be completed as soon
as possible.

That the dead and diseased pine and hemlock near Ansonia and
between Ansonia and Asaph be disposed of, as every year it remains
makes it less valuable and works damage to the surrounding timber.

Conclusions.

The "patch planting" discussed in the 1908 report shows up fairly

well, but a number of the plantings show effects of wintering and
the severe drought.

The chestnut and pine plantings, also discussed in 1908 report,

show no results. A few seedlings were found but the small under-
growth no doubt completely hid many. Results should show this

coming year if there be any.

Little trouble was experienced with the "grubs" or "cut worms"
which proved so disastrous in 1908. A careful watch was kept and
their depredations halted at once.

The system of wells put down in 1908 was taken up, as they were
"dry" all summer. The new water system will do away with them
entirely.

The total amount of rainfall occurring during the year 1909, as
measured at this bflRce, amounted to 29.77 inches. Of this fall, over
one-third is recorded for the two months of April and June. From
July first to November first the register shows onlv 7.28 inches rain-

fall.
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From (be field in the rear ol' (lie present nurserv, enough liay was
cut to last the horse for the season. From the reserve firewood was
secured for use at the office. At the extreme end of the fenced in-

closure is a plowed section used by former tenants for growing buck-
wheat. This will be planted with oats, to produce straw and grain
for the horse.

Inventory.

The inventory of seedlings was taken in 259^ hours, of which 42
hours is time by extra labor at 15 cents per hour. The remainder is

regular employes' time. A careful count was taken of all two and
three years' old seedlings, coniferous and hardwood and an estimate
made of this year's product, as follows:

White pine, 3 years old, 202,004
Norway spruce, 3 years old, 19,026
Balsam fir, 3 years old, 800
European larch, 3 years old, 8,021
White pine, 2 years old, 320,281
European larch, 2 years old, 2,847
White pine, 1 year old, 1,246,597
Norway spruce, 1 year old, 82,505
Scotch pine, 1 year old, 29,792
European larch, 1 year old, 10,336
White pine, 3 years old, transplanted 2 years, 2,542
White pine, 3 years old, transplanted 1 year, 1,214
Norway spruce, 3 years old, transplanted 1

y^^ar, 5^04
Balsam fir, 3 years old, trans}>lanted 1 year, 504
White pine, 2 years old, transplanted 1 year, 16,511
Norway spruce, 2 years old, transplanted 1

year, 5 338
European larch, 2 years old, transplanted 1

year, 409
American elm, 1 year old, 26 844
Bed oak, 1 year old, 4 89]
Honey locust, 1 year old, 18,363
Black walnut, 1 year old, ij{\

Black cherry, 1 year old, 003
Ameriean chestnut, 1 year old 7(57

White ash, 1 year old, 1^413

Total conifers, 1,959,162
Total hardwoods, 52,977

Grand total, 2,012,139

No. 24. DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY.

Financial Statement for 1909.

By checks and charges from the Department, |7,973 48

By cash from sales of dead and down timber, 337 22

Charge of cuttings to Caledonia reserve, .... 2 04

Balance due from the Department, 85 99

Total, 18,398 73

Operaticm, |2,113 11

Protection, 100 51

Grounds and buildings, 612 16

Expense, petty, 77 71
' Beserve, 206 43

Forester's salary, 1,387 30

Improvements, 1,006 51

Bangers' salaries, 1,630 00

Seeds and seedlings, 422 63

Tools, 78 11

Bent, 425 00

Beserve sales, 339 26

Total, $8,398 73
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STONE RESERVE, BLACKWELL DIVISION, 1909.

GEORGE A. RETAN, Forester.

Location and Extent.

The Blackwell division of the Stone reserve lies in the southwestern
part of Tioga county, along the Pennsylvania division of the New
York Central and Hudson River Railroad. It comprises about 25,000
acres of land reaching from Leetonia at the northwest corner to
Cedar run at the southwest, to Pine on the north and Blackwell on
the south, and thence irregularly to beyond Morris on the east. Al-
most all of the division forms a part of the original James Wilson
grants of December 11, 1793. It was purchased of the subsequent
owners by tlie State in small lots extending through the period 1901
to 1908.

Topography.

^'The southwestern part of the county is part of the Potter-Lycom-
ing-Allegheny Mountain Plateau cut through to its base by the
canons of Pine Creek.'' The division is cut by four of these canons
into five blocks. The streams in the canons are all tributaries of
Pine creek or its branches. Beginning on the west the first is Cedar
run which flows southeast through five warrants, emptying into
Pine creek about a mile below the reserve boundary. Block 1 lies
west of this and Block 2 east. Pine creek itself flows southeastwardly
through the reserve, then turns southwest along the southern boun-
dary, touching Block 2* at its most southern point. Block 3 lies
east of Pine creek and Block 2 west and north. Babb's creek flows
southeast along the southern boundary of the eastern portion com-
prising Blocks 3, 4 and 5. Into Babb's creek flow the Stony Fork
separating Blocks 3 and 4 and Wilson creek, separating Blocks 4
and 5. Two of the branches of Cedar run deserve menticm as of
real importance. These are the Mine Hole run and the Fauhneystock.
They flow southwestwardly through Block 2, have their sources near
Pine creek and cut very deep and narrow courses. Rice run, a
tributary of Pine creek, cuts a corner off Block 3 with a narrow
gorge running up into the farming region to the north.
The old plateau region menHonod above, is very marked through-

out. The slopes into streams are abrupt and the valleys narrow
while the land on th6 tops of the mountains slopes off gradually and
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one can travel for miles with little change of level. There are, how-

ever, two well marked regions of elevation on the reserve; one at

the southern extremity, a part of the Blossburg mountain synclinal,

and the other at the northern extremity of Blocks 2 and 3, local in

character.

The smaller streams flowing into the above <*reeks are marked by

short courses, precipitous descents and oval, shallow, swampy basins

at their sources.

The points of lowest elevation on the reserve are found at the

southern extremity where the line approaches the mouth of Cedar

run at about 800 feet above sea level. The liighest points are in the

neighborhood of 2,000 feet above sea level.

Geology.

The topographical features outlined above are due to the action of

two geological agencies: The ice sheet and water erosion. The
southern boundarv of the ice sheet crossed Block 2 in a northwestern

direction from Blackwell. Portions of the marginal moraine are

found just below the town and along Babb's creek. There are few

evidences of the ice sheet on the mountains themselves except a few

striae, but the Pine creek gorge from Blackwells to Ansonia, as

well as the gorges of creeks tributary to Pine creek and Babb's creek,

are due to ice erosion. Babb's creek was once the sole head of Pine

creek, but the ice sheet, damming up the Crooked creek valley, forced

the waters southward through a small brook over the tops of the

mountains which were gradually worn down to such a level as to

render that drainage permanent.

The mountains of this region are mountains of erosion. As far

as this reserve is concerned we have to deal with only two of the

systems that cross the county: The Blossburg mountain synclinal

and the Wellsboro anticlinal valley. The synclinal axis of the Bloss-

burg mountain syncline passes through the southern end of the re-

serve. Babb's creek and Pine creek below Blackwell are within two

or three miles of this axis and are undoubtedly the old valley stream.

North of this axis the strata are inclined toward the Wellsboro anti-

clinal which touches the reserve in the northwestern portion. South

of it the inclination is towards the Towanda anticlinal. This in-

clination of the strata has an important bearing on the appearance

(r springs. The strata are of the SubCarhoniferous and Carboni

ferous periods, though the latter do not cover a very considerable

area.

Rocks and Soils.

The outcropping rocks of the reserve are reddish shales alternating

with sandstone strata of varying color and all capped with a stratum

of very hard, almost pure white, quartz rock. In most portions of

«
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the reserve this is the subsurface rock. Conglonierate fragments
of large size are frcHiuent on the surface and underlie the soil in
some places, especially in (he trough of the synclinal.

The soil varies from a sandy to a clayey loam except in the swamps,
which are tilled with sphagnum and muck. The soil is stony and in
some areas near the quartz outcrops, thin ; but elsewhere commonly
of considerable depth. On the plateaus it seems to be rich and would
undoubtedly make good farm land if the location were desirable. It
seems to be a result of the disintegration of the conglomerate and
sandstone plus the clay beds and shales of the carboniferous strata.

Fires.

In no i)oHion of the State have tires been worse. Kver since the
country was lumbered fires have run freely with liide or no attempt
to stop them. True, in the last few years, under the constantly im-
proving fire laws, there has been some improvement: but inettiVieiit
wardens and lack of system or means of fighting have largely nulli-
fied the possible benefits of the laws. There seems to be no part of
the reserve that has wholly escaped. There are a few areas, notably
on the eastern slopes of the western block, that have not burned over
in a good many years and have a fine tree growth. Outside of this
the damage by fire is almost unbelievable. Practicallv four-fifths of
the reserve burned over in the last and worst fires in its history those
of the summer and fall of 1908. These fires ran over the same
ground two or three times will, every chaugv of the wind, until everv-
tbing standing was burned. All slashing was burned (the onlv p(»s-
Sible benefit of the fire), and the Aery soil burned out from beneath
the trees until there are thousands of acres covered with charcoal
and ashes. There are to be seen acres of land where charred trees
have fallen over in a heap because the soil was burned out from
beneath their roots. Swamps have been reduced to one-half their
former area and sphagnum moss to a depth of two or three feet
burned oft' because the terrible drought even had dried it out

In some places where fire had been absent for eight or ten years
a fine thick growth of oak and chestnut coppice was destroyed and
the dead brush remains so thick that it is difficult to walk through
In twenty more years this would have begun to yield a good income
.^ow It IS put back ten years and the fertility of the soil is partially
destroye<l. On sonu^ areas where the tii.^ has burncnl more frecniently
and with more severity, the coppice roots are nearly destroyed and
It wi

1
be many years before the foundations of a good growth will

be established. Here planting will probably have to be resorted to
Previous to 1909 there were no employes of the Department of

Forestry at Blackwells. When the forester was assigned here in
September he found the reserve in charge of ranger C. H. Veil Under
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his efficient administration there had been but two small fires during

the long dry season of 1909, and we are glad to report that these

were the only fires on this division during the year.

Growth.

Sargent in 1S84 wrote, '^Originally the broad pine belt of northern

Pennsylvania occupied the region drained by the numerous streams

constituting the headwaters of the Susquehanna. The heaviest

growth was in the southwest part of Tioga county."

There is only one real tyi)e of forest land here, the white pine type,

^'atural growth is mostly white pine with some hemlock, white oak,

chestnut and other hardwoods in occasional patches. The present

growth is alniost entirely of hardwoods. There are only two classes

of land that need to be distinguished: Recently burned, and not

recently or at least not severely burned. On all land there is the

beginning, or the possibility of growth, resident in the hardwood

roots which continue to send u]) sprouts after each fire. On the

lands which show little or no effect of fire there is a fine thick stand

of saplings with the early possibility of a good yield if the stand

can be protected. There are several areas, notably at the southern

extermity of Block 2, which have a fine stand of pitch pine and in

several instances there are signs of good reproduction. There are

several remnants of the white i)ine stand c(msisting of trees that

were too young to cut when the original lumbering was carried on.

These are growing nicely though often injured by fire.

There ar(» several slopes and (Hie flat covered with a s[)arse but

fairly uood irrowth of white oak for which the forester has had

several otVeis as tie timber. It would not be good policy to sell any-

thinir off until there is an assured reproduction and a better stand

on the remainder of the land.

There are few aieas where it seems necessary to plant. On some

which need it w(»rse it would be almost impossible because of the

soil conditiims of the slopes.

Lines and P>oundaries.

The lines of this reserve have not been run for many years and

it is now almost im])ossible to follow them with any certainty. In

some cases there are two or more lines run by different surveyors

for difi'erent parties bounding the same tract. :Most of the line trees

have been cut or burned and the corners, which were never estab-

lished permanently, being posts or trees, have been totally destroyed.

Boads.

As far as main or primary roads are concerned, this division is in

first class shape and no better roads will be desired for a long time.

There are public roads up Cedar run. Stony Fork, and Wilson creek
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in good repair and under a constant travel. These open into the

valley road from Morris down Pine creek, and except for occasional

bad grades, these are among the best dirt roads in this part of the

county.

In the case of the secondary roads the very opposite is true. The
lumbering was done in winter, and largely by slides, so that no roads
are left as a result of this industry. When the woods were gone
over the second time for bark and ties there was a greater need for

roads, but this was so long ago that they have largely disappeared.

Thus the only roads left of any value to the forester are those made
for the purpose of hauling supplies to the lumbering camps and
thus kept open from year to year and used by those who successively

lumbered the region. These roads are of considerable age, some
being made in the tifties.

When the forester w^as assigned here in Sei)tember, this was the
first thing that attracted his attention in its bearing on the fire

problem. These old roads were so badly grown up to brush and
w^eeds that they could hardly be followed and were worthless as a
basis for fighting fire. The month of September was spent in fol-

lowing out these old roads and the boundary lines they cross, and
in devising a system of roads and trails that should use these old

roads as a basis and thus cover the block lying between Cedar run
and Pine creek in such a way as to form an adequate protective

system. In the six weeks following 14.4 miles of roads and trails

were built at an average cost of |10.40 a mile, a full report of which
will be found hereinafter. It is worthy of mention that in building
this a good permanent camp was established in a central location

which effects a considerable saving in the expense of the work.
Practically all work must be done from such a camp as a basis
because of the remoteness of the work from town.
At the time of writing, what is known as the Lloyd run road is

being repaired from the reserve boundary to the top of the moun-
tain at the south end of Block 2. This old road has a fair grade and
was not badly out of repair except at the upper end. It is being
resurfaced with soil taken from inside the road, thus widening it,

and open ditches are being dug at frccpient intervals to stop the
washing which had always been allowed to go on unhindered. This
road reaches the public road about one cpiarter mile below the re-

serve boundary and about two miles below Blackwells. It is about
one and one-half miles lonff.

All road work was planned for protection. Travel was a secondary
consideration. The severe fires of the fall of 1908 were largely due
to the fact that llie men had no basis to fight from and had to make
fire lines in front of rapidly moving fires. The forester spent a
large part of the month of September in going over the ground and

%
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planning a system of roads and trails that would cover efficiently

that portion of the Blackwell division known as the West Hills.

This portion lies west of Pine creek, is cut oft' on the west by Cedar

run and is partly protected on the north by a branch of Cedar run

known as the Mine Hole run.

Beginning with the first of October a crew of four men was put

to work and continued as w^eather permitted up to the 14th of

November, when it was stopped because the men wished to hunt.

There are few old roads worthy of the name on the reserve and

these rarely run where they are most needed at the present time.

The lumbering on the difi'erent tracts was done in the winter and on

snow, so that only a few of the most important w^ere cleared out to

any extent. These, however, have been in existence over fifty years

and are well marked though very brushy.

Where there were no roads a way had to be cleared through dead

and down brush that was dilficult to cut. In addition to cutting the

brush the brake had to be mowed and then raked and burned in

order to have a cleared line. These roads were all made fifteen

feet wide and were laid out with suital)le grade so that a small ad-

ditional expense would convert them into excellent wagon roads.

In fact they can be driven now though a little rough.

Ti-ails eight feet wide were cut to all springs near the road and

fi(»m the end of all roads to some water course, making a complete

Ihe lane from one end to the other. These trails were raked clear

but not burned.

The whole system naturally radiates from Brooks' Camp where

the workmen camp and where the supply of implements is kept. A
little over eight tlumsand acres are covered by the system.

One half mile of the road was plowed, there being two furrows

run on each side. Further work was unable to be done along this

line owing to the death of one of the horses. However, the experi-

ment was satisfactorv and showed that one furrow on a side could

be run for about ^ve dollars a mile and would be more effective as

a fire line Ihan any amount of brushing. This fact is appreciated

when it is understood that owing to the repeated fires the ground

is covered with a layer of charcoal, making the raking of a good fire

line almost impossible. The ]>lowing should be continued wherever

the character of the soil will permit it. It can probably be extended

over about six miles.

The cost ])er mile was variable, due to the different densities of

dead brush and the amount of brake present. It ran all the way
from four to fifteen dollars a mile and the average of $10.40 is

about representative of the average mile.

22-24—1909

ii
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Cost of Koad Improvement.

West Hill—10,500 feet.

94 hours cutting, $1^ 1^

20 hours plowing, ^ ^^

69 hours burning, 10 35

$29 95

Gum Tree Crossroad—1,500 feet.

9 hours cutting, f1 35

4 hours burning, ^^

1 95

liloyd Kun Eoad—10,000 feet.

78 hours cutting, $11 '^^

35 hours burning, 5 25

16 95

Bull Run Road—8,800 feet.

95 hours cutting, ?14 25

87.5 hours burning, 13 13

4 hours logging, 60

27 98

Uuck Hollow Road—3,500 feet.

44 hours cutting, $6 60

20 hours burning, 3 00

10 hours logging, 1 ^^

11 10

Mine Hole Road—14,800 feet.

65 hours cutting, ^ '^^

Culp Hollow Road—5,350 feet.

45 hours cutting, f6 75

44 hours burning, 6 60

13 35

Ridge Road—6,250 feet.

55 hours cutting, ?8 25

28 hours burning, 4 20

6 hours logging, • 90

13 35

Trails.

Bendle Spring, 400 feet,

Morrison Hollow Spring, 1,900 feet, 8 hours, ... $1 20

Pine Island, 1,650 feet, 13 hours, 1 95

Schoolhouse Hollow, 750 feet,

Huck Hollow, 2,300 feet, 18 hours, 2 70

Brace Camp, 1,800 feet, 19 hours, 2 85

Brook's Camp, 1,600 feet, 15 hours, 2 25
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Woodhouse Hollow, 3,850 feet, 40 hours, 6 00

Runway, 1,250 feet, 3 hours, 45

Chaining, 19 hours, 2 85

20 25

f144 63

Miscellaneous, 2 50

Labor expense, ?1^'^ ^^

10 per cent, tool depreciation, 2 50

Total length, 76,200 feet, 14.4 mi., $149 63

Average cost, $10.39 per mile.

It is hoped that in the spring the forester will be able to go on with

Ihe road work and extend the protective system to all the lands west

of Pine creek, and, as soon as surveyed, to the more irregular hold-

ings of Blocks 3 and 4.

In the miaking of these roads and trails the primary object has

been protection, and no extra time has been spent in giving them

good road beds. However, all the roads can be driven and are on

good grades so that a little expenditure in the future when necessary

will make good roads of them. They were brushed, the bracken

mowed, the bed raked and the litter burned. The roads were made

fifteen feet wide and the trails eight. They were in all cases run

from water to water so as to form a complete fire line from creek

to creek. Where the soil will allow, as it will over a considerable

part, a furrow will be plowed on each side of the road bed to pre

vent fire traveling through the ground as it so often does here. This

was tried on a half mile of road as above reported. These roails

will have to be mowed from time to time until the growth on each

side shall attain to a size that will cause the weeds to die out natur-

ally.

The time will come when a road on a 5 per cent, grade or less (»n

to the different blocks will be an economic necessity, and they can

be built at moderate cost as conditions are favorable. At present,

however, it would seem much better to use the money in perfecting

the road and protection system on the plateaus.

Interior Holdings.

The reserve is in an almost solid block, and while it has an irre- .

gular boundary, there are only two interior holdings of any extent.

These consist of one warrant in Block 2 and about two in Block 3.

Both are held with the hope of developing beds of fire clay and iron
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which are present. These interior holdings are a great Iiindrance
in working out a good protective system and should be bought if

possible.

Market.

There is a good demand here for lumber of all grades and for ties,

but none at all for fire wood or dead wood. Fire wood is simply
worth the cutting. There is a great amount of dead stuff, both brush
and logs, that could be used by a pulp or distillation plant if one
were near enough. There are thousands of hemlock and pine logs
of good dimension and sound heart lying on the slopes where they
were left by the bark peelers, or in the case of the pine, by lumber-
men because they wore not large enough at the time. Often logs were
lost through carelessness.

Campers.

There are a good many campers on the land in the course of the
year. Hunting and fishing are good and there is a large yield of
huckleberries. This fall there were three permits issued for the
deer season and two large deer were killed by these parties.

Recommendations.

Fire is the one enemy of forestry in this region and all work for
some time must consist simply in planning ways and means for
meeting this enemy. The forester believes that the construction of
roads and fire lanes will be of great assistance and urges that this
work be allowed to continue throughout the next year.
A great hindrance in this and in all the work is the imperfect

knowledge of the boundaries. They should be run out at once and
cleared of debris for a width of eight feet or more that they may
serve as fire lanes around the entire tract.

There is need of more rangers on this division. With one ranger
to guard 20,000 acres lying in the cut up condition found here and
with two railroads within the boundaries at widely separated points,
the forester is much handicapped in his work. There should be at
least two more rangers, one for each of the two main valleys. These
men can be employed in opening up the roads and trails in the
months when fire is not imminent.
The railroad is a constant source of menace and the railroad em-

ployes are almost absolutely indifferent to the spread of fire. The
.
newer locomotives of the New York Central seem well equipped
with spark arresters, but the older ones and especially tlie passenger
Ir^comotives may be seen sending up showers of sparks at any time
when it is dark enough to see them.
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UNION COUNTY RESERVE, 1909.

HARRY J. MUELLER, Forester.

On this reserve eight miles of road were cut open and brushed

iwenly feet wide, twelve mil(\s of road were* mowed, and a stcme

bridge and a log bridge built, at an expenditure of |387.15. In this

region it is necessary to cut the roads wide as the terriflfic drafts

through the long narrow valleys make a fire so fierce that it cannot

bo held on a narrower road.

The stone bridge was made over a stream where it was impossible

to get timbers. Large flat stones were rolled into place, making a

permanent structure. The timber bridge was put up from standing

dead (fire killed) yellow pine props laid on stringers dragged from

a neighboring tramroad bridge.

These bridges make the road (the Old Hayes road), driveable for

the most part, and will prove important in the coming fire season.

The road will sooner or later be made the central road of the reserve

and should be the first to be permanently improved. From each

side of the road minor roads eight to ten feet in width connect with

other parts of the reserve, making a good fire system. All the work

]>efore spoken of was done on the division under ranger Braucher.

On the division under ranger Ilarbeson, one mile of new road was
])ruslied out and twelve miles mowed. The Commissioner ot* Forestry

has been over these roads and knows of the work. I have scarcely

seen them, for fire kept us on needles at this end of the reserve all

fall and little time was available to travel over distant parts of State

land in this county.

On the division under ranger Braucher three cabins have been

repaired and put to use, one entirely rebuilt from an old lumber
camp building and fire killed yellow pine props, and two repaired.

185.70 was expended in this work. This is a wise investment, as

in the present condition of the reserve without roads, men cannot
be induced to tramp long distances lo lii*es (someiiines 10 or 12

miles), in the interior and then after wearing out at work be left

to get home the best they can witlnrnt any rest. Many times last

Slimmer, with a gang 10 miles from home at a fire, rain came in the

night and all were forced to stand in the wet through the night be-

cause it was im])ossible to tramp home without rest and no shelter

was at hand. We cannot treat men this way and then hope to enlist
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their assistance at another serious time, but such is the case. Some
of these men were out 45 hours. Had it not been for their untiring

efforts many thousands of acres would have burned over.

The investment in tools during this work was |20.15, and these

have depreciated about 12 per cent. The "brush hook" sold in the

market as an instrument to brush out, is impracticable, but a large

size pair of pruning shears is the best thing that can be used in

brushing roads. Twice as much can be done as with an axe and
then there is no waste of time in grinding and little or no wear on

tools. With these shears brush IJ inches in diameter can be snipped

off with ease, where in stony places the axe is impracticable to cut

low stumps.

The survey extended over the most eastern portion of the reserve,

coveriug in all 19^ miles of line, of which about 11 J miles were trial

lines. About 2,515 rods of line were marked and painted, large

monuments were built at old cornel's, and the area within well de-

fined against trespass. Notices were placed all along the lines. The
total cost of this survey was $485.56.

Fire has played havoc with this region during the last year, es-

pecially this summer and fall. The acreage burned over and the

damage done has been reported, but time has not allowed me to

go over the whole carefully and make more accurate estimates and
surveys. Where the fire swept I doubt if any growth will come on
for 10 years, as the turf is burned off completely to the rocks. Trees

burned off at the roots lie prostrate over each other in confused

masses, and there is no sale for the down timber, another deplorable

fact. I have not yet been able to learn the sum total of money spent

in fighting fire.

THE WESTM0RP:LAND SOMERSET RESERVE, 1909.

JOHN R. WILLIAMS, Forester.

The western end of this reserve lies within two miles of the village

of Mechanicsburg, which is in Ligonier valley, along the Pittsburg,

Westmoreland & Somerset railroad. This railroad connects Ligonier,

Westmoreland county, with the town of Somerset in the adjoining

county, and runs directly across Lauiel Hill and through the heart
of the State reserve, which lies partly on both sides of the mountain.
The entire area of the reserve is 8,532 acres, 90 perches, 5,065

acres, 29 perches are located in Ligonier and Cook townships, West-
moreland county, and 3,407 acres, 61 perches in Jenner, Lincoln and

I
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Jefferson townships, Somerset county. The reserve is in one body

with the exception of two small detached tracts, one of these being the

0. S. Vannear tract of 76 acres, 45 perches, lying in Westmoreland

county, and the other the John Barron warrant of 208 acres, 26

perches, in Somerset county.

In outline the reserve is rather irregular, the larger portion ex-

tending generally north and south in Westmoreland county. The

smaller i)ortion runs northeast and southwest with the ridge and lies

mostly in Somerset county.

Topography and Geology.

Laurel Hill, really a spur of the Allegheny mountains, marks the

eastern limit of the beautiful and historic Ligonier valley. The gen-

eral direction of the mountain is northeast and southwest. Its sum-

mit marks the division line between the two counties of Westmore-

jjind and Somerset. Its slopes^ especially the western, are rough and

steep. Smaller mountains break the irregularity of its course and

their steep sides form deep narrow valleys or hollows, the slope of

one mountain seeming to rise from the foot of another.

Although the sides of the mountain are steep and rough, being in

many instances strewn with huge boulders, their summits are com-

paratively level. This is true of Laurel hill along its entire length.

The soil is mostly of a sandy nature, although strata of limestone

appear in places. The Pottsville conglomerate underlain by the Po-

cono sandstone are the uppermost rock strata found in Laurel hill.

The conglomerate outcrops in places as broad flat slabs. At one

place on the reserve, along the railroad near Grove Run station, are

rich strata of limestone. Formerly it was quarried and burned there.

Two large kilns and several small '^shacks" still remain. On the

summit of the mountain and along the railroad is a quarry of ex-

cellent grade white sand. The railroad company obtains its entire

supply here. The most notable quarry on the reserve is that of the

''blue stone," which lies along the railroad at the foot of Middle

hill. This sandstone occurs in strata from 25 to 30 feet in thickness.

A very excellent building block similar to the famous "Ligonier

L'lock" is made from it. In fact the "Ligonier Block" is made from

the same strata which crop out at Long Bridge on the Ligonier Val-

ley Railroad near Latrobe. The SJ-feet coal vein found on the

reserve, is of excellent quality, but cannot be mined economically on

account of the frequent occurrence of cross lying strata of hard rock,

and slips or breaks called "horsebacks."

Springs and Streams.

The mountain is rather well supplied with springs, some of con-

siderable size. The majority of them, however, are small, and some

disappear during the dry season. However, this may be true only

I
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i]i extremely dry seasons such as we have experienced during the

recent summer. There are many streams, each valley having its own
small stream. The largest streams are Furnace run and Linn run,

vrhich empty into Loyalhanna creek. The left branch of Furnace
run has its origin on the reserve and the right branch is also fed
from streams on State land. Linn run, a picturesque mountain
stream, winds its way through the valley which the railroad traverses,

the railroad crossing the stream at various places. Linn run has
its source on the reserve and is fed by many smaller streams, among
them Fish run, Grove run and Kock run, all named after the ''hol-

lows" through which they flow.

History of liegion and Growth.

In ealier times this region was covered by dense hardwood forest
in which oak, hickory, ash, tulip, maple and walnut predominated.
Michaux, the noted French botanist, wrote particularly of the fine

white oak found in this locality, but today very little of those fine

forests is standing. The pioneers cleared the best ground for farm-
ing. The timber near the rivers was cut and shipped down the Ohio
to the markets. Later the railroads opened up the interior regions
to the lumbermen. Wood was used for fuel until coal was discovered.
Until the middle of the nineteenth century the iron industries re-

quiring charcoal used up enormous amounts of wood. When anthra-
cite coal replaced charcoal as fuel for the furnaces, the demand upon
forest was decreased, only to be increased later when coke replaced
anthracite and coal mining increased. The demand ui)on the forest
to supply pit posts, mine ties, and other material has been constantly
and steadily increasing. Today, all that remains of the vast forest
regions are small scattered wood lots, and steep woody ridges and
slopes which have been lumbered; but being unlit for agricultural piii-

poses, are left unprotected and allowed to be burned over periodi-
cally.

The Westmoreland-Somerset reserve was purchased from the Byers
Allen Lumber Company, who finished their lumbering operations in
1908. The timber consisted of such hardwoods as oak, chestnut
maple, tulip, locust, hickory and beech, and also of hemlock. Almost
everything merchantable was removed. Trees too small for lumber
were cut into pit posts, for which any species of tree can be used.
The small amount of timber left standing is either scattered or else in
places so rough as to be almost inaccessible for liiuibering. There is
such a tract of hardwoods, consisting of some good red oak left
siandiug back of Grove Hollow: but it is a questitm whether it would
pay to build a road and take it out. Along the streams is found an
occasional beech or sycamore of good size, with here and there a
hemlock. Of the large stand (about 1,000 acres), of almost pure
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hemlock that stood upon the swampy area called ^^Spruce Flat" on

the summit of Laurel hill, there is today not a tree to be found.

Hemlock regeneration is entirely absent there. The -Hat," since the

fires, presents a desolate appearance, a waste covered by nothing

but ferns and an occasional cherry or sassafras. A large flat lying

east of -Spruce Flat" is covered by scrub oak and small pitch pines.

The growth is so dense as to make it almost impossible to travel

through. Another flat lying west of -Spruce Flat" is covered with

scrub oak, but in mixture with chestnut and white oak, which in

time will choke tmt the scrub oak.

Of course after the lumbering, with the woods left full of ^'slash-

ings," the land was visited by repeated and severe fires. I should

say that fully three-fifths of the reserve has been burned over since

the lumbering was dcme. The fires did great damage to the young

growth. A vigorous young growth followed the cutting, and where

it escaped the fires is today growing rapidly; but in the -burned

area," some places are covered with nothing but ferns and black-

berry bushes, while others support a growth of such species as fire

(berry and sassafras. This is better than nothing for they will make

excellent nurse trees for more desirable species. Black locust does

well here, attaining splendid growih and being remarkably free from

the pests which usually attack it. Young growth of locust is coming

up all over the reserve, and especially has it taken possession of

the hill tops.

Roads.

The mountain is not well supplied with roads. Th^re are finv

habitations on the mountain, and travel across it is limited almost

wholly to the Bedford pike. This pike does not touch the reserve.

However, there are three township roads which cross the reserve nnd

give access to the interior. The most important is the township

road which follows the ridge east of the railroad and runs from

:^lechanicsburg to Edie in Somerset county. For a mile or two it

skirts the reserve and then goes directly across it for a distance of

about three or four miles. Until the State took charge of the land,

the portion of this road crossing the mountain was practically aban-

doned and almost impassable from brush and fallen logs. The super-

visors have now opened it up and made it passable. Later on tl.ey

expect to place the taxes derived from State land upon this road

and keep it in thorouj^h repair. A road that should be put into use

•

is the old township road that runs from Weavers Mills across the

m(»uu1nin and terminates near Edie. This road lies on State land

for a distance of about two miles. Another road that cuts across one

corner of the res(MV(^ is the Felger rond that runs from Franklin

into Somerset. This is kept up and is much traveled. It forms the
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division line between Cook and Donegal townships. With these as
main roads, a system of cross roads connecting them should be made.
There are on the reserve several abandoned railroad switches that
were used during the recent lumbering operations. These grades
are generally well made and could be utilized as roads. The cost to
put them into shape would be less than to build new roads. One
in particular should be thus utilized. It is the switch running east
from Laurel Summit Station along the top of the mountain for^hree
miles or more to the head of Furnace run hollow. It crosses ''Spruce
Flat" and cuts the Mechanicsburg-Edie road at right angles. It
could be extended west to the old Weaver road. At present there is
no road running along the top of the mountain and such a road would
be of great service for travel as well as valuable for a tire
lane. Along the base of the mountain where the valley begins to
form, the roads become more numerous. One of the roads opened up
this fall runs from Rector about parallel with the railroad, comes
out at Springer's station, runs through the woods again and crosses
the railroad at Kock run, further on crosses the Gasteiger road and
then runs up into Grove hollow to the old switch. This switch grade
was 'brushed out" for a fire lane. Before reaching Kock run this road
branches, the branch road extending along Blaine's improvement to
the old Allebaugh road. These roads were brushed out, old logs
rolled aside, and weeds cut with a scythe. A short road running
over the hill near Kock run was brushed also. A trail was cut lead-
ing from the Blue stone quarry east up the mountain to the Me-
ehanicsburg-Edie road. The roads were cut to an average width of

feet.

Total number of miles brushed out is 4, and the average cost per
liiile was |7.87i The trail was cut 4 feet wide. Its length is one-
half mile and cost |1.50.

Springer Bros, have improved the old Allebaugh road, which Ihey
use in hauling lumber from their saw mill to the railroad.

Protection.

Protection is the most important question to be dealt with upon
this reserve. As before stated, the railroad runs through its entire
length. Fires have been frequent in the past. Heretofore nothing
had been done in the way of protection. To be sure the weeds along
the right-of-way were mowed, but after cutting were not disposed
ol, being left lie there to dry and still be a source of danger. Anyway
this protective measure was wholly inadequate. The hills which arise
abruptly along either side of the railroad are covered with dead
brush, the result of former fires, and the ground all along it strewn
with ''slashings" and half decayed logs. The valley through which
the railroad travels is generally too narrow to permit making fire
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lanes perallel to the railroad, aud it would not be practicable to

make them along the hillsides which are steep and generally very

rCb. o" course, Linn run flows along the railroad for several

miles, but in the past it has not prevented fires ^-m c.ossmg TMs

lall most of the work has been done along the right-of-way For

about 30 feet on either side of the railroad, the dead brush and grape

les have been cut, the hollow trees chopped down, and together

with the "slashings" have been piled and burned. So far a distance

II about li miles has thus been cleared up. The cost per mile has

been |40.50 At first view this may seem excessive, but by comparison

it will be found that the cost is less than that of brushing out roads.

Clearings and Buildings.

There are no dwellings on the reserve. Two lumber shacks remain

one along the railroad and the other along the mam switch which

was mentioned and recommended for road purposes. It might be

well to repafr these shacks and use them as shelters, if necessary,

^len working on the mountain. Another small shack is standmg

^y the Mechaticsburg-Edie road. Near the railroad and a shor^ di.

tance from Laurel Summit station is an observatory built by the

ailroad company tor pleasure purposes This --— /,;';^^

view of the Somerset side and can be utilized as a "lookout in fire

season. There are no cleared areas on the reserve.

General Management.

With the exception of the work tor protection, very little admin-

istrative work was accomplished this fall. The reserve was posted^

The linen posters containing the rules of the reserve were put up

etcorners wherever found, along boundary lines, at road crossings

piths and other prominent places. The reserve was thoroughly

i-meed especially during the dry season.

uTs' very necessary that the land should be accurately surveyed

and the lines and corners clearly marked.

The road system should be completed, tor without roads the re-

serve cannot be adequately protected.

Hangers sh<.uld be appointed betore the next fuv season.
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WHAT CAN HE DONE IN PENNSYLVANIA IN PRIVATE
FORESTKY?

A striking Illustration of what private efiort may accompILsLm acquiring protecting, preserving and developing forest land is

T:^'r '"7r'"l""
°' "" ''°^"^*' ^'^«^^*^"- ^^"- AssociatiUa coiporation duly chartered in November, 1902, for the purpose ofpreventing fires <,n the Pocono mountain in Monroe county, the exinguishment of such fires as may occur, and the protect on andpromotion of tree growth in that region. The Pocono region w'^ha general altitude of about 1,8(,0 feet, is one of the attractive summer

•c-sorts in eastern Pennsylvania. Prior to the establishment ot t^^

nually Ihe people feelnig liuie or no concern about fire, and bein-rdevoted to the huckleberry industry, were prone to have Annual fl^in order to stimulate the growth of this fruit. The coming of tlLa sociafon into the region has, in striking degree, changed all th sIt operates over an area aggregating nearly 300.000 acre^ while thepersons who compose the association are fee simple owkers of aJeast 60,000 acres. The primary object of the associadl was LSto proted he holdings of rhe members, and then so to .-luu' e tlfeeling of the people with respect to fire, as to make the fr^juenoccurrence of fire almost impossible. Hunters and fishern.enrthareg on .-ho formerly were wont to start a blaze almost anvw le aany tune are now rarely charged with the setting of fires: The inuonce of the association generally has been ,o crLte a good feelingamong the residents, and to make hunters and fisherna:^! teeH "tn return for the sport they derive, a certain amount of p L i

1'

IS owing on their part to the woods in which they hunt or fl«It
"

x-ai roads ,n that reghm were formerly rather prominent "Ld^rm he wa,- of sethng fires, but they too have been brought unde t ,e.,.ell o he association, and are now actively co-operafr iattempt to prevent fires. Locomotives are equipped with s^.ak tresters, and ui.ere the heavy grades on Ihe roa.ls are repeatcn •

'.usng sparks to be emitted in spite of the spark nets, the firemen oM heack gangs are on the alert to extinguish any incipient Z e.sules all his, the railroads have interested theu.selves in cIcaHn. u
,"

a s(np along U.e right of way for a considerable dis.an ce . tsu^ of the tracks, so as to lessen the danger from locomo ve fir ^The assocatnm obligated itself to raise certain sums of „ onev^vlth wln.h to pay for the extinguishment of r.r,.s n „.,,, T "^

a system of deputy constables, and later distri^^fire wa;;!;;;'::'

' >-

Plato XXXII.—The Only California Bij; Tree (Se<iuoia

Pennsylvania, Chester County.
H;ij;anteal, (irowiiij; in
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are in the first instance paid by the association. The men receive

their pay promptly for fire fighting, and are, consequently, always

ready for service of this kind. The association through its counsel

induced the court to insist upon regular reports by the constables

in the matter of forest tires. It placarded the whole region with

fire warning notices, and otters a standing reward of $100.00 for the

arrest and conviction of any person guilty of starting a forest fire.

Wide publicity was given to the operations of the association through

the newspapei's, and the effect is that a strong, healthy, friendly

feeling has been created in the whole of the Pocono region in behalf

of the association and its activities. With its paid watchers always

on guard during fire season, fires are now the rare exception rather

(lian the rule as formerly. Where adjoining land owners either

negligently or carelessly refused to take precautions to prevent fire

starting on their own lands, a notice from the association usually

was sufficient to set them thinking and acting, so that few or no

lires now come from this source.

In order to render its fire fighting force as effective as possible,

the association furnished each warden with a portable fire extin-

guisher. These machines have proved their usefulness many times

over and are now among the regular equipments of the men in the

employ of the association. So useful indeed has the portable fire

extinguisher proved itself, that the railroad companies have adopted

their use, and now each section hand car is provided with two of

the portable extinguishers. The railroad employes have been desig-

nated special fire wardens, and their interest in preventing fire has

been aroused by the company itself, which now makes an annual

contribution to the treasury of the association to enable it to carry

on its good work.

The exi)enses of the association are met by an assessment levied

each year on an acreage basis. Originally it was six mills an acre,

and now it is one cent an acre. To date the association has spent

in its fire protective etiorts upwards of $2,500.00, or less than |400.00

per year, has protected its forests and those of surrounding land

owners, has enlisted the sympathy and the active co-operation of the

railroad c(nn]»anies, has been enabled to jnocnre llie friendly help

of the residents of the neighborhood, has compelled the careless

citizen, lumberman, hunter, fisherman and huckleberry merchant to

cease his playing with fire; but best of all, has been enabled to

create in that regicm a strong moral sentiment against the careless

firing of Ihe woods. Surely such an effort is well worth the widest

publicity, and mighi well be imitated by others in an effort to reduce

tiie annnal tire loss on private lands in Pennsylvania.
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THE FOREST NURSERY.

RALPH E. BROCK, Forester.

To obtain the best results in laying out a nursery where there
is any idea of permanence, care should be taken in the selection of
the site. The most important points to be regarded are:

a. The natural advantages of the site selected. Here should be
considered the physical aspect of the land. By this is meant, if

possible, to select an area having a gradual slope from the north-
east. A slope of this kind possesses exceptional advantages; it is

not exposed to the direct rays of the sun during the growing season

;

it has a more gradual and even thaw in the spring ; hence the seed-
lings will not ''heave" out so easily in early spring.

b. The area should be protected on all four sides, at least on the
east and west, for protection from dry winds and frosts.

c. The area selected should, to give the best results, be new
ground, i. e., a cleared area. One such as this is free from weeds as
we find them in old fields, the danger from field mice is at a mini-
mum, and there is no immediate cost for fertilization.

d. The soil should be a deep, sandy loam. But there are times
when these natural advantages cannot be taken, and the best must
be made of things as they are. Tn places that have been left vacant,
or not cropped for a number of years, the land should be plowed
ir^ the fall and left fallow over winter. If the soil is deficient in
the essential elements, fertilizing will have to be done.

e. The convenience of those in charge.

Fertilizing for Small Areas.

If common barnyard manure is placed under shelter and kept so
that there is no loss by drainage, occasionally turned, and a small
quantity of charcoal, vegetable refuse and gypsum added, no better
fertilizer would be needed.

A good fertilizer for conifers is to scatter wood ashes sparingly
in the bed when made, but still better is its substitute, 30 pounds
of freshly burnt shell lime, 10 pounds of bone meal, and 8 pounds of
kainit, equal to 100 pounds of wood ashes. A valuable fertilizer can
be made as the season advances, by forming a heap of all the weeds
pulled and the scrapings of the walks, in alternate layers. The
''compost" heaps should be turned several times a seascm, each time
Ridding a quantity of wood ash and lime. If treated in this manner
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the compost can be used the second season as a top dressing for the

beds. For larger areas, in nursery work as in agricultural practice,

fertilizing requires careful experimenting to secure a well balanced,

complete fetilizer. Potash is the main plant food for trees and

should be furnished in abundant quantities. Experience has demon-

strated that bone meal and kainit furnish a cheap, efficient food for

seedlings.

Preparation of Beds and Soil Treatment.

The beds made should be of convenient size, of suitable length, and

four and one-half feet in width with one and one-half feet walks. In

making the beds throw all the dirt from the walks on the beds, then

Hike the stones off and level as for gardens, but with convex surface.

It will be found better to plow the land in the fall and make beds

fresh in the spring. This allows the land to fallow and destroys

cutworms and to an extent the larva of other injurious insects.

In the development of nursery practice, considerable has been done

in the treatment of the soil to arrest fungoid diseases, mainly the

"damping off'' fungus. Sprinkling the beds with a 1-500 solution

of sulphuric acid during their formation is perhaps the best and

cheapest. If this disease occurs after the seed germinate, sprink-

ling warm sharp sand over the beds is to be recommended. Clayey

sands are too retentive of moisture and have a decided tendency to

harden or form a crust.

Treatment of the Seed Before Planting.

(Special Reference to Coniferous Seed.)

Few seeds of economic importance are safe from being destroyed

bv birds when sown. The best means to overcome this is to moisten

the seed slightly before sowing and add sufficient red lead to color

the seed a brilliant red; this will keep the birds away, besides being

a good means of enabling one to sow the seed evenly, as the area

sown is always visible.

Sow the seed as soon as practicable and prepare for weeding.

Weeding should be carried on to the first of September and all weeds

removed before flowering. If the seed is sown in drills, billets of

wood may be laid between the drills to ])revent the growth of weeds,

as well as to keep the moisture in the beds.

Mulch.

There are several materials now used for mulching purposes, but

probably the best material is pai>er, both on account of its cheapness

and the splendid results that it gives. It might be said that before

sowing seed the beds should be soaked thoroughly after making and

I
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fhe seed sown thereon; then just enough earth should be sifted on
the bed to cover the seed; the paper should be laid on the bed and
Slakes or other material placed on to hold the paper in position.

Pine needles also make an effective mulch, but do not stop weed
growth. The same thing is true of burlap when used for a mulch.
Paper may then be said to hold first place as a mulch. It pre-

vents weed growth almost entirely; keeps the ground soft and re-

tains sufiicient heat in the soil to hasten the germination of the
seed, after which it should be removed.

Protection.

During the summer all seedlings should be protected from the
sun's rays. This can be accomplished in small nurseries by making
i> screen of poultry wire over the beds and throwing brush thereon.
In larger nurseries woven fence, made into shades ten feet in height
^^'ill suffice.

For winter protection hoe the dirt around the lower portion of the
broad leaf seedlings and scatter leaves between the rows for several
inches, but for conifers the seedlings should be entirely covered for
an inch or more.

Coniferous seedlings especially must be protected during the winter
months. It must always be kept in mind that it is not essential
really to protect the seedlings so much as to keep the soil from heav-
ing from alternate freezing and thawing. To accomplish this object
it is necessary to place a mulch, sufficiently high (.3 to 4 inches over
the beds), that will catch the effects of the frost, and allow a current
of air under the mulch that will arrest the evil effects of freezing.
This may be accomplished best by placing the shades on the beds,
and throwing loose straw or pine needles several inches thick on the
shades, or by spreading burlap on the shades.
Remove the shades the following spring when danger of heavy

frosts is over.

Packing and Care of Seedlings on Receiving from Nurseries.

Where a large number of seedlings is to be raised and packed for
shii>ment, considerable care must be exercised. The seedlings should
be raised with shovels with the root system almost entire; the dirt
should be removed by soaking in water, the seedlings bundled and
packed in moss or some material capable of remaining moist for a
few days, and immediately ship])ed.

When plants have been received take to i>lace of planting, remove
from cases and heel in thinly; this is of extraordinary importance
and is often neglected by those who sliould know. The lifting and
further transplanting is no ordinary shock to a seedling, and*' with
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utmost care in shipment they will wilt and mildew may develop.

Shipments should hardly be condemned when the roots are received

in good shape and where the buds are perfect.

Tulip Poplar, Yellow Poplar, Tulip Tree.

Liriodendron Tulipifera,L.

The fruit of this tree is a narrow light brown cone. W^hen mature,

it is 2^ to 3 inches long and about f inches wide. The cone is com-

posed of many imbricated, woody, indehiscent carpels 1 inch long

and i inch wide, consisting of a laterally compressed four-ribbed peri-

cup. These carpels fall when ripe from a slender woody axis, which

is persistent all winter.

The seed is suspended within the carpel and has a thin, leatherey

covering. The best seed is found at the top of the tree and at the

extremities of its lateral branches.

The cones should be gathered when matured and spread singly in

a cool dry place, having the temperature of an ordinary living room.

The carpels will soon become liberated, and should be gathered and

planted at once.

The soil should be rich and freshly prepared. The seed should then

be sown thickly in drills eight inches apart, to secure a fair stand,

as the percentage of germination will only be between three and

seven per cent. When freezing begins a light cover of leaves should

be scattered over the ground so planted, to afford protection when

the seed begins to germinate. Slight protection should be afforded

during the hot season.

If sown broadcast, scatter the seed thickly on prepared soil and

roll the ground.

Transplant the seedlings in the second year to secure a fine root

system, then set out permanently in pure stands four feet each way.

Basswood, American Linden, Linn.

Till a Americana, L.

The fruit of the basswood matures in September, and is one or

rarely two seeded. In form, the fruit is nut like, woody, and nearly

round to short oblong, ribbed and covered with short, stiff hairs,

and is nearly the size of a common pea. The seed is nearly round,

light reddish brown in color and averages 6,500 per pound.

The fruit or seed should be gathered when mature in October and

planted at once. If kept until spring they should be stratified in a

box of moist sand which should be buried in well drained soil. If

unstratified and kept over winter few seed will germinate the first

year, but will lie over till the second, and even the third year.

23—21—1909

I
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To secure good results sow the seed in nursery beds in drills

eight to twelve inches apart, using one pound of seed per two hun-

dred and thirty linear feet of drill.

The basswood is a slow grower, seldom becoming more than six

inches high the first year, and for safety should be kept several

years in nursery before final planting out.

Plants of this species can also be secured by layering, which con-

sists in bending a shoot or branch to the ground and securing with

a crotched stick. A branch so secured will throw up numerous
shoots. Dirt should be placed at the base of these shoots, in which
roots will form. The shoots may be cut off after one year and used
for plants.

In permanent plantations set the seedlings out alternately in rows
4x4 with either white ash, sugar maple or oaks.

It is almost impossible to raise these from seed in large quantities.

1 would recommend boring or filing a notch in each seed to secure

germination.

The above applies as well to the propagation of the European
linden.

Sugar Maple, Rock Maple.

Acer sac charum, March. Acer saccharinum, Wang.
The fruit of this tree ripens in early autumn, about the middle of

September, and is in the form of samaras or keys. These samaras
which are' suspended on long thread-like cords, are smooth, with
broad, thin and usually divergent wings, one-half to one and one-
fourth inches long and one-half inch wide.

The seed which is solitary by abortion, is ovate, compressed, and
usually three angled, and is smooth, bright red brown, and one-fourth
inch long.

When plentiful these samaras can easily be secured by picking off

the ground under the parent tree; or if not, must be picked by hand
from the tree. The seed can easily be kept over winter if stratified

in moistened sand, but they should be planted in the fall as soon as
practicable, as the seed lose their vitality quickly. The seed should
be sown in seed beds in drills 8 inches apart, and spaced in the
drills sufficiently to allow one pound of seed (7,500), to each 300
linear feet of drills. The seed should be lightly covered with leaves
for winter protection.

If seed is to be sown broadcast on fresh land, prepare the land as
for field crops ; sow the seed, allowing 40 pounds per acre, and then
have the ground rolled.

The young seedlings in nursery will need slight protection during
the first year, but protection is hardly necessary after that, and they
may be set out permanently the third year in plantations, alternat-
ing with white pine or with birch, white ash, or walnut.
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Locust, Black Locust, Yellow Locust.
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Robinia pseudacacia, L.

The fruit of the locust is a legume 3 to 4 inches long by one-half

iDch wide, 4 to 8 seeded. It is compressed laterally and is nearly

sessile. The seed is oblong and oblique, has a thin very hard coat, and

is one-fourth of an inch long. In color, it is black, wdth an orange

tint

The fruit matures in September and is usually persistent all win-

ter. It can be gathered at any time to secure the seed. Separate

them from the pod and run through a winnowing machine. The seed

may be planted in the fall if there is no danger of field mice, but

they can easily be kept in a cool dry place. To secure good results

with this seed, before planting place them in scalding water until the

outer covering loosens
;
place in successive changes of water from hot

to lukewarm until the seed swells and the caulicle protrudes; then

plant drills in a moist seedbed eight inches to a foot apart and one-

half to one inch apart in row. One pound of this seed containing

nearly thirty thousand grains will be sufiicient for nearly two thou-

sand linear feet of drill.

This seed has a germination per cent, of between seventy-five and

ninety. The seedlings will reach three feet the first year and can

be set out the second year in permanent plantations with walnut or

red oak.

White Ash.

Fraxinus Americana, L.

The fruit as a rule is a one-seeded samara, more or less rounded at

the end, gradually becoming flattened and broad with a rounded

margin, about one and one-half inches long, and the wing nearly

three-sixteenths of an inch wide. The seed is solitary in the apex

of the samara, oblong, compressed, rounded at both ends.

The fruit matures in August and September and should be sown

in seedbeds at once, in drills eight inches apart. A pound of this

seed contains upwards of ten thousand grains with a germinating

per cent, of from thirty-five to eighty, and is sufficient for from 350

to 400 feet of drill. The beds should be lightly rolled or pressed with

a broad board and when the ground begins to freeze a light covering

of leaves should be added for protection.

This seedling makes a fairly rapid growth and may be transplanted

permanently the second year to the plantation in mixture with white

pine, walnut, oak, hickory, or maple, at four feet distances.
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White Elm, American Elm.

Off. Doc.

Ulmus Americana, L.

The fruit is a sessile samara, ovate to ovate oblong, entirely sur

rounded by a thin light brown membranaceous wing, with hairy mar-

gins, the sharp points of the wings incurved and inclosing the deep

notch. The seed is ovate, flattened, and chestnut brown in color.

The fruit matures in June and can be picked or secured from under
the parent tree. The seed should be immediately sown in nursery

beds, which, if dry, should be kept slightly moist. Protection should

be given during the heat of the summer. The seedlings will be of

sufficient size to set out the same fall, being 8 inches high.

This tree is prolific in the production of seed, but the seed are very

light and only from 50 to 75 per cent, are fertile. For drills allow

1,800 linear feet for one pound of seed containing between ninety

and one hundred thousand grains, and twenty-four pounds per acre

broadcast.

This tree does well when planted with either beech, oak, ash or
sugar maple.

Black Walnut.

Juglans nigra, L.

The fruit of this tree is generally found to be solitary, round, ob-

long or slightly pear shaped, and yellowish green in color. The
seed is a nut, oval or oblong in shape, slightly flattened, IJ to

1-i inches in diameter, dark brown, tinged with red, deeply cleft on
its outer surface into thin or thick interrupted irregular ridges. The
seed is sweet, but soon becomes rancid. The nuts may be gathered
after several frosts, from beneath the trees.

If there is no danger of squirrels, the seed may be sown at once
in the nursery in rows two feet apart for cultivation by hand, or
three to three and a half feet apart for cultivation by horse, and
several inches apart in the rows as the walnut soon develops lateral

branches. They should be transplanted the second year, the large
tap root having been pruned.

In planting permanently a good method is to plant two or three
nuts in the same hole, then cut off the weaker seedlings. Experience
has shown that nursery grown stock is preferable. This tree does
well in plantation in mixture with locust or sugar maple.
The seed numbers thirty per pound, sufficient for eight linear feet

of drill; three hundred and ninety-two with hulls, or eight hundred
hulled per bushel. Twenty-five bushels are sufficient per acre. The
germinating per cent, is between seventy-five and eighty.
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Shell-Bark, Shagbark, Hickory.

Hicoria ovata, Britt. Carya alba, Nutt.

Fruit solitarv or in pairs, slightly rounded, longer than broad;

black tinged with a dark red, at maturity roughened with small

lenticels, 1 to 2 inches long, with its husk of four sections J to 4 inch

thick

The nut is oblon-, nearly twice as long as broad and broader than

its flattened ridged sides. The nut is prominently four ridged, acute

and narrow, rounded apex and base, nearly white in color and is

thick walled as a rule. The seed is light brown, sweet, and possesses

an aromatic flavor.

Moekernut, Bigbud Hickory.

Hicoria alba, I'.ritt. Carya tomentosa, Nutt.

Fruit obovate gradually narrowing towards the ends, sharp apex

and flattened suddenly or abruptly at the base, generally smooth

dark red brown, nearly 2 inches long, with a thickness of husk of

about 4 inch.

The nut is nearly round or obovate oblong, with its apex very sharp-

ly pointed and a long pointed but abruptly flattened base, prominent-

ly four angled, light reddish brown, becoming darker and sometimes

rod when old, f to IJ inches long, J to li inches wide. The shell

is very thick and hard. The seed is dark brown, small and sweet.

Pignut.

Hicoria glabra, Britt. Carya porcina, Nutt.

The fruit of this tree is extremely variable, many different shapes

bein.- found on the same tree, pear shaped, rounded, and ellipsoidal.

Hs color is a reddish brown, to black, with a slightly purple tinge,

and is somewhat hairy with a greenish yellow tomentum (hair). The

hull is rarely 1-10 of an inch thick.

The nut is ellipsoidal t<. nearly round, rounded at the ends and

slightly heart shaped at the apex, obscurely angled, i to H inches

long, walls very hard. The seed is small, light brown in color, and

generally bitter.
, r^ * u

The fruit of all three sj)ecies matures in September and October,

and can be gathered from beneath the trees after several frosts
;
but

if it is seen that the squirrels are harvesting the crop before this,

the nuts must be taken earlier, stratified in moist sand, and placed

in well drained soil. For fall planting though, the treatment is the

same as for walnuts. The germination percentage of Shagbark and

rignut is the same, being from 50 to 75 per cent., while that of

Hockernut is from CO to 85 per cent.
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Like the walnut the seed maj well be planted where expected to
grow permanently.

White Oak.

Querous alba, L.

The fruit of the white oak matures during the first year and is
sweet to the taste. It is not stalked as a rule, but is often found
on a peduncle an inch or so long. These two forms may be found
on the same branch.

The acorn may be either ovoid or elongated oblong in shape, with
a rounded apex, shiny, and up to seven-eighths of an inch in length.
At first a shiny yellowish green and later becoming chestnut brown
ir color, inserted one-fourth of its length in its cup, which is cov-
ered with light brown hairs, the cup at the base being much thicker
than the thin rim.

The fruit matures late in September and October and is gathered
at the base of the tree. It does not keep well over winter, unless
stratified. It is eagerly sought after by squirrels, and is apt to be
found wormy.

If these is no danger of rodents the acorns should be sown at once
n, they lose their vitality quickly. Whilst the oaks are not very
partial as to soil, the better the soil the more thrifty the seedlin<rs
The germinating percentage of this seed varies between 75 and 90
and when sowing in drills allow 8 to 10 bushels of 8,400 each per
acre. In sowing, plant in shallow drills 2^ to 3 feet apart and 2
inches apart in the drill and cover between 1 and 2 inches deep In
the second year they may be transplanted in rows 3 feet apart and
4 inches apart in the row. When of sufficient height to transplant
permanently, plant 4 feet apart alternately with white pine or ash
or in pure stand.

'

Kock Oak, Chestnut Oak.

Quercus Prinus, L.

This oak belongs to the white oak class, maturing its- fruit at theend of the first year. The fruit is borne on short stout stems singly
or m pairs. The acorn is large, 1 inch long and f of an inch broad

;

oval to ovoid in shape and a bright chestnut brown in color The
cup IS top shaped in form, thin, light brown, downy on under sur-
face, and much roughened on outer surface.
The rock oaks seed freely, and the acorns, which as a rule have alarge percentage of good seed (75 to 95,, are easy to gather from be-neath the trees late in September. These acorns are bulky and where

there is no danger of rodents plant at once and treat as white oaks

jjj, 24.
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Where squirrels and field mice are troublesome it will be found best

to stratify over winter. If expedient to do so, it is better to plant

immediately to permanent plantation.

A bushel of seed of the rock oak, having about 2,850 acorns,

weighs 52 pounds, 12 bushels of which are sufficient for one acre.

Red Oak.

Quercus rubra, L.

The fruit of this tree matures in September of the second year and

can be secured from beneath the parent trees.

The acorn is large and bulky and is found solitary or in pairs

on the tree, stalked or unstalked. It is a light yellowish brown, oval

or ovate, broad at base and almost squarely cut at the apex, an inch

or more long and * to 1 inch broad enclosed at the base in a very

shallow saucer shaped cup, thick and reddish brown and downy within

and covered with thin, appressed ovate, acuminate, bright reddish

short haired scales.

The seed are rather free from depredations of rodents and can

be planted at once. They should be treated as the white or rock

oak. A bushel of this seed weighs 50 pounds and contains 2,650

acorns, 8 bushels being required per acre.

This is one of the coming trees for forest planting, especially

for ties, and should be planted pure or with locust.

Beech.

Fagus Americana, Sweet. Fagus ferruginea. Ait.

The three angled seed of this tree matures in October. The fruit

is borne in an involucre less than an inch in length, on stout, hairy,

clubshaped stalks. It is fully grown in July ;
dark green in color

spinescent, and contains two nuts, usually three sided, from i to f

of an inch in length, dark brown in color, with sweet seed.

The nuts may be planted at once in closely spaced furrows, nearly

touching in the furrows, and covered lightly. These nuts are very

light, there being over fifty thousand to a bushel, and 1,300 in a

pound. In Germany they are planted at the rate of 130 pounds per

acre The seedlings should be kept in the nursery several years

and then set out permanently. Since the beech will endure con-

siderable shade, it forms a good under story for oak or pine, es-

pecially the latter.

A, I %
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Chestnut.

Off. Doc.

Castanea dentata, Borkh.

Castanea sativa, Mill; var. Americana, Watts & Coult
The fruit of the chestnut matures in October, and can be gatheredr,rt r,i~'

°"" "'"" "-" »^"" *- .ss
^

The nut of the chestnut thus released from its spinescent involucreIS ovate, cylindrical, rounded at the narrowed base and ported at'

blown in color, ^ to 1 inch long and i inch thick, lined within witha soft, hoary fuzz, and enclosing a sweet seed

furTowr^ffT/T """^T " ^^"^" '''' '^'^ -^^ ^^ P^-ted in

narrTwrl^h ^77'"'^^ '"' "^'^^"^^^ ^^^^"^^ ^^ P^^-^ - alter-

cf corn
' ''""'^ "' "^'^' '^ ^^^'^'^^ ^^'^^»^ ^^^^r^-t- ^-ws

White Pine.

Pinus Strobus, L.
The fruit of the white pine is fully matured by midsummer of thesecond year, but does not discharge its seed till Lptelr at wh chtime the cone is from four inches to one foot lon«.

'

The seed, two of which lie on the face of each ^^ale of the cone arenearly one-quarter of an inch long, obscurely three-cornered redawn mottled wid. black, and about one-fourth as longirthe liStreddish brown membranaceous wing. The cones which Lnta n th^^^^^seeds should be gathered in late August while sticky, be^g pi^^e"from the ree, but should not be laid more than two deep K fre

lected They can be cleaned by lightly rubbing together in the Zso tha the chaff is blown off, or in a winnowing nTacl i^e ^o ke^^^^ov^r^winter hang in a dry place suspended so th^t mice cannot reach

As soon as the ground can be worked the seed should be sown Ifsown in nursery, the ground should be thoroughly worked and welldrained to prevent damping off, a fungoid dis^ase^Tich appeai^ a

TZl'Z ""T'"'
""'^'"^^ ^^""'"^ ^^- «^«t part of the 2J tyear^growth. Sow the seed thickly in shallow drills four inches aoTrand cover with light soil their own thickness. If mirui.'1^^' .screen sand over the beds. One pound of seed "^o onn

^

dent for 500 linear feet of drill
'
^'^^^^ ^'''^^'' ^^ '''^'

i\
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If sown broadcast (m the beds, sow the seed evenly allowing one

and one-half pounds per hundred square feet. Rake such beds lightly

and roll with a light roller, or better, press beds with a board.

If wood ashes are mixed in the bed when made, there will be very

little likelihood of moss. Muriate of potash also gives the same re-

sults when sparingly used.

If good fresh seed is used 70 to 90 per cent, of the seed should

germinate, and a good stand at the end of the first year should

average one seedling per square inch of ground planted.

While it is necessary that there should not be excessive moisture,

the beds should not be permitted to dry out. This can be prevented

when the beds are sown in drills by placing billets of wood between

each two drills, which give a double service in that they also pre-

vent a growth of weeds between the rows. Weeding should be com-

riicuced early, so that the ground be kept clean, because if weeding is

seldom done the large weeds, when pulled, will disturb the roots of

many seedlings.

Fall Treatment.

Before the ground freezes, cover the seedlings suflficiently with

leaves. Pine needles have proved best, because they are not blown

off so quickly; but if a thin layer of broad leaves is first applied,

the beds will be more easily cleaned.

In the second year if a good stand has been secured, nearly fifty

per cent, of the seedlings will have to be ^^pricked" out in order to

afford sufficient growing space. Those pricked out can be trans-

planted in nursery rows four inches apart, and two inches apart in

the row. In the third year transplant permanently in rows four

feet each way in pure stands, or they may be mixed in alternate rows

with white ash, chestnut, European larch or with red or white oak.

For broadcast planting it is recommended to use twelve bushels

per acre.

Eed Spruce.

Picea rubens, Sarg. Picea nigra, var. rubra, Engelm.

This tree as a rule has an abundance of fruit in the shape of

small cones 1 to If inches long, borne on short nearly straight or

incurved stalks, ovate or ovate oblong, narrowed gradually toward

the apex, scales broad and entire, and when mature in October they

are a shiny light reddish brown. The seed are a very dark brown,

nearly an eighth of an inch long, with short broad wings rounded

above the middle.
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The cones should be gathered while still on the tree, the best and
largest cones being found on the tips of the trees or at the end of
the lateral branches where they have been favored by the light. To
dry and clean, the same method used in cleaning and drying pine
cones will be sufficient, though with the cones of all evergreens they
should be very frequently stirred and the room thoroughly ventilated
as the cones heat rapidly and soon become moulded.

From the report of C. K. Pettis, of New York:

"6-8 bushels can be picked by a man in 8 hours.
10-15 square feet of drying space should be allowed per

bushel of cones.

1 bushel of cones will yield If pounds of seed.

1 pound of seed contains 120,000 grains.

Cost of collecting seed at 50 cents per bushel=95 cents
per pound."

The seed can be kept all winter in a dry, well ventilated place, sus-
pended so that mice will not bother them. Sow early in spring,
broadcast, in same manner as for white pine, allowing one pound
per 100 square feet. Give sufficient protection from the sun. Trans-
plant pricked seedlings in second or third year and allow to stay
in the nursery for four or more years and transplant to permanent
plantation in rows three to four feet each way in pure stands, or
with white pine.

Hemlock, Hemlock Spruce.

Tsuga canadensis, Carr.

The fruit of this tree is borne on very short silky stalks. It is a
cone about one-half inch long composed of scales almost as wide
as long, broad ovate bracts with cut spines. The cone is ovate oblong
ill shape and has an acute apex.

The seed which are gradually disseminated all winter are one-six-
teenth of an inch long, nearly one-half as long as their broad, reddish
wings. They should be gathered by hand in late September or early
October and treated as other conifers. They should be cleaned and
kept in a cool dry place until the following spring and should then
be sown broadcast in beds that have been well raked, at the rate of
one pint per hundred square feet. The seeds have a low percentage
of germination, from 30 to 60, and should be sown thickly.
Keep in seed beds from two to four years, then transplant for a

year before permanently setting out, as the hemlock is a very slow
grower in the seedling stage. In permanent plantations plant in
rows four feet each way in pure stands, or better still under some
other conifer.

No. 24. DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY.

Balsam Fir. Balm of Gilead Fir.
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Abies balsamea. Mill.

The fruit is oblong in shape, slightly tapering from above the middle

to its rounded apex, downy, and rich purple in color, two to four

inches long, scales long with broad, nearly entire margins and nearly

twice as long as their bracts.

The seed are dark brown in color, about one-quarter inch long and

but little shorter than the light brown wing.

The cones should be gathered in the early fall, in late September,

and slightly dried. The scales of the cones will have to be separated

from the seed. This can best be done in a fanning mill.

The treatment of the seed is identically the same as for the hem-

lock, excepting that the seed should be sown thickly at the rate of

forty-five pounds per acre.

Tamarack, Larch, Hackmatack.

Larix Americana, :\Iichx. Larix laricina (Du Roi), Koch.

The cones, which are a bright chestnut brown when mature, are

borne on stout, incurved stems; short, about one-half inch long,

oblong in shape with a broad rounded apex; scales few, longer than

broad, entirely concealing their shorter bracts. The cones are per-

sistent all winter, being decidous in their second year.

The seed is about one-eighth of an inch or less in length and one-

third as long as the light brown wing, which is broadest in the middle

and sharply rounded to the apex.

The cones should be collected late in September and placed in the

drying room. Little heat will be necessary to cause these cones to

release the seed. Collect and clean the seed, and place in a cool dry

place until spring. A pound of this seed contains 70,000 grains,

having a germinating percentage of from 50 to 75. Sow the beds

thinly with this seed at the rate of ten pounds per acre, cover lightly,

and press the beds. The seedlings will need protection during the

summer. Transplant in the second year and in the third year the

seedlings should be of suitable size for permanent plantations.
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